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INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS
Overview

W ,DNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1991

HOUSE Or REPRY,SENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND
COMME 'CE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, CONSUMER
PROTECU. N, AND COMPETITIVENESS,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Cardiss Collins (chair-
woman) presiding.

Mrs. COLLINS. Good morning.
This hearing of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Pro-

tection, and Competitiveness will come to order.
Nearly every observer of collegiate sports has found a system

that is rapidly getting out of control. What began RS a high-spirited
complement to college academics has now become an increasingly
dominating force at universities. College sports have become big
business.

The victims of this transformation are inevitably the students.
Athletic seasons are stretched, corners are cut, and academics take
a back seat to the drive for championship. Even when sanctions p.rP
applied for bad conduct, the victims are once again innocent stu-
dents.

The saddest victims, in particular, come from the poorest neigh-
borhoods in ot. r country. Lured by dreams of being the next Mi-
chael Jqrdan, many leave their university after 4 or 5 years, unem-
ployed, without even a decent education.

That is really one of the most important issues. Do college athlet-
ics provide an avenue for many poor children to get a decent edu-
cation at a good university, or do college athletics merely exploit
the athiete? Why is it we hear stories about graduates who can't
read? How do we protect the student from this exploitation?
Future hearings will explore this.

The reason for this state of affairs is obvious to all: Money. There
have always been alumni booster groups, who put pressures on
schools to win. But in the 1980's and 1990's, commercial revenues
from college sports placed enormous new pressures upon schools to
win.

This is the kind of pressure that results in recruiting violations
and abuses; the abandonment of academic integrity and the rail-
roading of poor innercity youths through the institution, often leav-
ing them uneducated and few with marketable skills.
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It is, indeed, ironic that the large sports contracts of recent years
have not really benefited collegiate sports programs or academic
programs. Rather, it appears that they have led t a host of new
problems in college athletic programs.

I want to comment two of my colleagues on the subcommittee,
Ed Towns of New York, and Tom McMillen of Maryland, for taking
the lead on this issue. Tom who served as member of the Knight
Commission on College Athletics, has been drafting comprehensive
legislation, and attempting to establish a healthier balance be-
tween sports and academics. Ed Towns has introduced a bill to pro-
vide for due process in NCAA investigations.

This subcommittee will be reviewing these proposals, as well as
broader issues of college athletics. One of the issues we will be fo-
cusing on today is the issue of due process.

Other issues will include the allocation of sports revenues and
the treatment of women's athletics, as I said earlier, preserving
academic integrity of the student athlete. After we had had an op-
portunity to hear some of the problems and proposals, I look for-
ward to hearing from the NCAA with their views.

As the Knight Commission recently concluded, it is time for the
university presidents to retake control of their schools. We in Con-
gress stand ready to help that happen.

Mr. McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. I would like to yield to Mr. Lent, the ranking Re-

publican on the full committee, for his statement.
Mr. LENT. I want to thank the gentleman from North Carolina

and the chairlady for allowing me to go on at this time. There are
two other hearings at othor subcommittees I must be present at. I
appreciate the opportunity to make a brief opening statement.

As I sit here, I am overwhelmed by a sense of deja vu. Thirteen
years ago as the principal initiative of the then Congressman from
Nevada, Jim Santini, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investi-
gation on our subcommittee, conducted the extended hearings into
the alleged inefficiencies in the NCAA program for enforcing its
rules.

I see UNLV head basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian is one of
your witnesses today. He was one of the principal figures involved
in the 1978 hearings.

At that time the Oversight Subcommittee reviewed with some
care the various aspects of the NCAA enforcement procedures, and
after weeks of deliberations came up with a series of modest recom-
mendations for change, virtually all of which the NrAA adopted at
or before its next annual convention.

It may give us some perspecti ve today if I read (.9 you a portion
of the minority report from the 1978 hearings which I authored as
the ranking minority member of the subcommittee: "We believe
that those administering the NCAA enforcement program have
been and are now and will continue to be fair-mind.d persons, who
make every effort to deal with those with whom they come into
contact in a fair way. We also note that the subcommittee majority
report does not find the NCAA enforcement program is corrupt,
does not find wrongdoing on the pa-t of those administering it and
goes to some effort to point out that it is not challenging the integ-
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rity of the members of the NCAA Council nor the Committee on
Infractions.

"With these thoughts in mind, especially the thought that we are
dealing with persons of exceptionally high integrity and outstand-
ing reputations for fairness, we advance or concur in certain rec-
ommendations that we believe will enhance the perception of fair-
ness. Even without these changes, however, we still believe the
NCAA enforcement procedure is intrinsically fair and evenhand-
ed."

That is a quote from our report of 13 years ago.
Madam Chairwoman, it is my understanding that the NCAA en-

forcement procedures have since 1978, been amended to provide
even greater due process protection for institutions and others po-
tentially affected by the enforcement process.

Under these circumstances, I cannot help but believe that a S in
1978, although you may hear claims of procedural unfairness, they
are in reality claims based on a dislike for the sanctions imposed
on a particular institution.

This is not the appropriate forum to engage in that kind of
debate. In my opinion and in my view, this matter is best left to
those who run our Nation's educational institutions, not the U.S.
Congress.

I thank you for this opportunity to appear here today and par-
ticipate, albeit briefly, in those hearings.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. McMillan?
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you.
I look forward to our witnesses' testimony his morning. I am

pleased we will be hearing from Creed Black, President of the
Knight Foundation, Commission on intercollegiate Athletics. This
Commission is based in my home town of Charlotte, NC.

I applaud them for their extensive report addressing the prob-
lems facing collegiate athletics. Bill Friday, former president of my
alma mater, the University of North Carolina, is the co-chairman
of the Knight Commission. I believe their repoit serves as an excel-
lent reference for reform to guide the NCAA's Presidents Commis-
sion and the NCAA in their efforts at continuing self-regulation.

Unfortunately, this report indicates this problem is not limited
to a few schools. More than half the Division IA schools were cen-
sored, sanctioned or put Jn probation by the NCAA during the
1980's. As the Knight Commission wisely notes, if the university is
not a model for ethical behavior, why should we expect such behav-
ior from students, or from larger society, or from the government
itself, I might add.

The academic statistics are more discomforting. The graduation
rate of the Division IA school student athletes is barely half of
their class.

I am proud of my two schools, the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, and the University of Virginia, which have among
the highest student athlete graduation rates, and there are many
others that could be complimented on that score. From the list of
our witnesses, it appears that we will have the opportunity to ad-
dress the issue of, "due process," as it relates to NCAA procedures.

While due process is certainly an important right of every indi-
vidual and institution as it relates to Federal and State law, I hope
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that we will also look to the pressures on coaches and institutions
and students that lead to sanctionable behavior and learn from the
Knight Report how we might eliminate 11 lot of inappropriate be-
havior that exists in our collegiate athletic environments.

I would hope we put the student back into the term "student
athlete" and look to curb the distortions in our institutions of
higher learning. The NCAA is first and foremost a preventive insti-
tution with self-regulatory procedures to assure voluntary compli-
ance with its rules which its members voluntarily enter into and
set.

I hope these hearings will help to shed light on ways in which
the NCAA can continue to maintain its integrity as a self-regula-
tory body.

Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Tom McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you.
As is the policy of the committee, I will submit a statement fbr

the record.
I would just like to make une small correction to your statement.

That is that I have introduced legislation with regards to collegiate
athletics. I have not done so at this time.

I am looking forward to the testimony and some of the feedback
from those hearings so that I can properly evaluate the kind of
course, if any, Congress should take with this issue.

I served on the Knight Commission for its duration, and I want
to commend Creed Black and the Knight Commission for their
good work. I have some concerns about self-regulation, whether the
NCAA can move forward towards a new model, a model that the
Knight Commission recommends.

I think these hearings on due process today are one part of that.
No one is an apologist for any university breaking serious rules.
We want to assure the process is fair and evenhanded.

I thank the chairwoman.
[The opening statement of Mr. McMillen followsd

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. C. THOMAS MCMILLEN

Madam Chairwoman, this month, millions of young people will graduate from col-
lege, b.it many will not. Thoutands of young people have mortgaged their education
on the hope of playing professional sports. During thiAr years in school they've
spent more time pouring over playbooks than textbooks.

I've come from this world, and know of the demands on student athletes. These
demands have only increased in the last few years, as schools and conferences now
compete against each other for the literally bIndreds of niillions of dollars available
from massive broadcast contracts. The 7-year, $1 billion contract with CBS and theNCAA for its basketball games ia only the latest in a series of signals that college
sports is more interested in gobbling up revenues, and has lost sight of the welfare
student athlete.

This was made clear by an exhaustive study by the Knight Commission on Inter-
collegiate Athletics, on which I served. College sports is in serio-s need of reform
and the NCAA has not demonstrated the willingness to restructure the model ofintercollegiate athletics.

One of the areas begging for r. "Inn is the process by which tL NCAA enforces
its own rules. I will not belabo this specific problem in the enforcement process
because there are others here muie qualified to do so. However, I will make it clear
that I believe this is quite appropriate for Congress and individual State legislaturesto be taking action in this area.

The penalties that the NCAA levies on schools are often severe and have collater-al effects on institutions. There are intangible and indirect penalties that result
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from NCAA investigations. Colleges and universities may have world-renowned
physics or math programsbut, what the public remembers is that the NCAA la-
beled them with a athletic scandal. Let me clearly state that I fully support appro-
priate penalties against those who violate NCAA rules, but only if these schools,
coaches, and athletes are afforded their full due process rights.

The NCAA will argue that due process requirements are intrusive and unneces-
sary. Intrusive: yes, constitutional guarantees of basic rights are often intrusive and
are meant to be. They are designed to be a check on the steamroller of prosecutions
of innocent victims. Unnecessary: absolutely notRepresentative Ed Towns' bill
providing due process rights is vital to giving accused individuals and institutions
the same basic right of anyone accused of wrong-doing in this society, whether it's
in an administrative hearing or a court of law.

This is not the only area of reform that needs a thorough, independent investiga-
tion. Madam Chairwoman, I am grateful that you have called the w hearings and
hope we have future hearings on this topic. In addition, I would like to thank you
for requesting the General Accounting Office to launch an investigation in the fi-
nances of college sports. The GAO will examine such issues as the total dollar
amount involved in college sports and where the money goes. The GAO will also try
to assess the level of compliance with Title IXthe requirements related to
women's athleticsand will try to compile data on minority hiring in athletic de-
partments.

Some will say that government should not be involved in college sports. However,
it should be noted that government has always been involved. In 1905, when Presi-
dent Teddy Roosevelt threatened to completely ban college football unless some re-
forms were initiated. In 1972, wt!an Congress passed Title IX, requiring equal spend-
ing on men's and women's sports. 4. are not only concerned with the welfare of the
student athlete, indeed the integrity of our higher education is under fire. A Harris
Poll in 1990 showed that 8 out of 10 Americans believe that college sports scandals
have made it difficult for colleges and universities to teach ethics and integrity at
their institutions.

The Federal Government invests billions of dollars every year in our Nations
system of higher education through grants, loans, and subsidies. In order to main-
tain proper oversight of this Nation's education system and to spell out our prior-
ities for our students, we need to ensure that our higher education system does not
continue to be tarnished by scandal after scandal in college sports.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Oxley.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
To determine how important sports are in our society, one need

only ask people what section of the newspaper they read first each
day. We are here todEy to look at the one segment of sports in
America, and that is intercollegiate athletics.

When a subcommittee holds a hearing on who controls collegiate
athletics, which is the subject for today's hearing, one would think
the presumption is collegiate athletics are out of control. Despite
the fact that for well ever a decade some of my colleagues have had
serious questions about college sports programs and who controls
them, I am not convinced that the problems warrant congressional
intervention.

Questions do exist regarding the NCAA's enforcement programs,
the allocation of NCAA funds and, most importantly, the best way
to ensure that collegiate athletics get an education.

Earlier this year the Knight Foundation Commission on College
Athletics issued a report recommending a variety of reforms. To
quote that report: "The real problem is noi imrbing particular
abuses, it is a more central need to have academic administrators
define the terms under which athletics will be conducted in the
university's name. The basic concern is not nationally uniform
standards. It is a more fundamental issue of grounding the regula-
tory process in the primacy of academic values." The report goes
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on to say, "If we can get that right, everything else will fall into
place. If we cannot, the rest of it will be all wrong."

We all know the system is not perfect. I am encouraged by the
efforts being made by the NCAA to pursue some of the Knight
Commission's proposals. More reforms may be necessary to assure
our college athletic programs play a proper role in the education of
our student athletes. However, these reforms will not be easy given
the high financial stakes involved in what has become big business
in America.

Our goal today shuvli not be to sensationalize the issue of college
athletics, but to de,..,4rnine what changes need to be made in the
programs and who is ir 'he best position to make those changes. I
look forward to the testimony of today's witnesses as well as those
who will testify in future hearings.

I yield back the balance of my time.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Barton.
Mr. BARTON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I, too, will submit

a statement for the record.
I might just add I think it is appropriate that we have this over-

sight hearing. I am not a member who automatically thinks the
Federal Government should get too involved in this issue, but I
think it is appropriate we should have the hearings so the Ameri-
can people know what the facts are.

Mrs. COLLINS Thank you.
Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
I would like to ask special permission to submit my statement for

the record, but I would like to make a couple of comments.
I think this hearing today is extremely important. I think it is

very timely.
I know some people are saying the Government should not be in-

volved in terms of athletics, in terms of rules and regulations or
even talk about the NCAA. But I must admit that I am disturbed
over the fact that a very simple bill called the "Student Athlete'sRight to Know," which basically said pass out information so
people will know in terms of the record of your university when it
comes to graduating athletes.

The amount of lobbying that went on by the NCAA, the amount
of money that was spent in terms of trying to defeat that verysimple bill, if airlines are required to post their departure and ar-
rival time on a quarterly basis, I mean why can't a university on
an annual basis at least list their graduating rate?

When that occurred, Madam Chairperson, I became extremely
curious as to what it is and why is it that this information should
not be made available.

I am happy that you have made the decision to look even a littlefurther. Maybe we need to pick up the rug and look under the rug
to see in terms of what is really going on.

I would like to applaud you for moving forward with this hearing
today because we are talking about the lives of young people, we
are talking about things that are going on that should be corrected.I think that is very, very important.

Thank you very much for allowing me the opportunity to partici-
pate.

ok
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[The opening statement of Mr. Towns followsd

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ED01.13HUS TOWNS

Today we are here to address the question of who's in control of intercollegiate
athletics? This is a timely question. It has always been assumed that the NCAA was
at the helm administering to the needs of its members. However, there are numer-
ous allegations to the effect that the NCAA is often guilty of functioning with virtu-
al impunity when it relates to the rights of its members. It almost appears that the
NCAA has become the bully of college sports, as opposed to the paternal influence
that many perceive it to be.

The times have changed since the original inception of this organization, thus its
mission and methods have changed to accommodate a markedly different environ-
ment for not only institutions, but also coaches and student athletes. Those of us
here today want to be enlightened about the methods used by the NCAA, the ration-
ale employed, and an explanation about the prospects for proactive change in the
way the institution conducts its affairs.

As a former student athlete I am intimately familiar with sports on the high
school and collegiate levels. As a Member of Congress I have sponsored legislation
whiell requires that basic consumer education information about graduation rates
by universities be provided to prospective student athletes at the time they sign na-
tional letters of intent. That legislation which was introduced as H.R. 1459 and
known as "The Student Athlete Right to Know" was passed into Public Law.

I recently introduced H.R. 2157 "The Coaches and Athlete's Bill of Rights," which
requires that the NCAA develop and implement due process procedures for its
member institutions, lt is unconscionable that institutions and individuals accused
of NCAA rules infractions are not presently afforded a mechanism to respond to Its
accusers. This bill is not the type of legislation that the NCAA is glad to hear about.
Heretofore, they have been able to conduct their affairs in secret, without any
regard to whether the punishment fit the crime, or for that matter determining
whether any alleged infractions were proven to be valid.

I am pleased that today's hearing will shed some light on how intercollegiate
sports activities are administered to. It is important that athletes, coaches and insti-
tutions know what is expected of them. It is equally important that those parties
know what can be expected from the institution which is supposed to serve their
vital interests. Presently there has been a flurry of sports legislation. This is a clear
indication that there are many individuals interested in how the affairs of sports
are being handled, while proposing remedies to entrenched problems. I am particu-
larly glad that my esteemed colleague, Chairwoman Collins has undertaken the her-
culean task of looking at this very thorny issue. Hopefully, many of our questions
will be answered, and concrete proposals for reform will be forthcoming.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Would the gentleman yield?
I want to commend the gentleman from New York and also our

Chair for their leadership in these areas.
A lot of people criticize Congress for looking into these matters.

We ,lend billions of dollars in higher education every year in this
country. Certainly it is within the purview of this committee to
make sure that that investment is not compromised in any way,
shape or form.

You can make a strong case that it is being done so by what is
going on our college campuses and the athletic departments.

I thank the gentleman for his leadership.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Madam Chairwoman, I have a unanimous con-

sent request that the statement of the gentleman from Florida, Mr.
Bilirakis, be made part of the record.

Mrs. COLLINS. Without objection, so ordered.
[Statements of Messrs. Michael Bilirakis and James Bilbray were

received for the record.]
STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL HILIKAKIS

Madam Chairwoman, I want to thank you for holding this hearing on such a topi .
cal issue of great interest to many individuais in our Nation. I understand that tois

11
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is the first of several planned hearings on intercollegiate athletics, and I commend
your willingness to undertake such an in-depth examination of what many feel may
be a "good thing gone wrong."

As you know, a 1989 Harris poll found that an overwhelming majority of Ameri-
cans felt that intercollegiate sports were out of control. I suspect that opinion hasn't
changed all that much, considering that multi-million dollar revenues remain at
stake as universities and colleges across our country squabble over lucrative televi-
sion contracts, schedules and top players.

I know that I have questions in my own mind as to whether the best interests of
our Nation's young people h!'.Ve been lost in this processone that, at least at first
blush, seems to have beconv, fixated on everyth;ng but providing a good education.

I certainly hope that today's hearing and any related ones to follow will allow us
to see this picture clearly, to hear testimony on all sides and on all facets of college
athletics.

In that regard, I look forward to the testimony today of all of the witnesses. How-
ever, I feel I would be remiss in not mentioning that I am confused as to why the
National Collegiate Athletic Association itself is not represented on one or more of
today's panels. After all, the NCAA is the focus of these hearings. Were they not
invited to appear before this subcommittee?

If not, I certainly hope this organization will be represented in future hearings asI know Iand I am sure other members of this subcommitteehave a number of
questions for NCAA officials. As this is the first of our examinations of this issue, I
feel the NCAA should have been afforded the opportunity to be here from the begin-
ning, as it were.

Not to be given the opportunity to reply to what I see in the testimony or today's
witnesses are a number of criticisms seems unfair.

The reservation aside, Madam Chairwoman, I again commend and thank you for
convening this hearing and look forward to the testimony of our witnesses.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES H. BILIIR.VV, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS Faust THE
STATE OF NEVADA

I first want to thank the Honorable Chairwoman Collins for al:owing me to
submit a statement for the record in regards to these hearings today.

As a lifelong citizen of Las Vegas and former University of Nevada, Las Vegas
student-body President, I have watched with profound amazement the National Col-
legiate Athletic Association's (NCAM handling of allegations posed against UNLVfor the past 17 years. As a former practicing attorney and judge, I was shocked tolearn of the lack of respect NCAA investigators displayed towards the rights of
those they were investigating. It seemed logical to believe that the NCAA would
handle their investigations with the integrity and equity afforded any person under
investigation by a governmental body. It would seem an organization with the noble
intentions of higher education would find no problem with following the guidelines
set out in the Bill of Rights.

With increasing outcries from other universities across the country, the NCAA
can no longer claim my belief and others from Las Vegas are biased. The fact that
only those schools which have been sanctioned know the injustices involved and aretherefore the only ones that cry foul has kept this issue from reaching recognition.
However, now that over half of all Division I universities have been sanctioned,there is an increasing awareness of the problems built into the NCAA enforcementprocedures. These problems amount to a complete lack of due process for the play-
ers, coaches and universities involved in an NCAA investigation. The NCAA should
have no disagreement with allowing simple due process procedures in their investi-
gations, such as tape recorded interviews, the right to cross examine witnesses, es-tablishing standards of evidence, and fair and equitable sanctions. To establish due
process as standard operating procedure within the NCAA, I have cosponsored Con-
gressman Towns' bill, H.R. 2157, which would provide due process rights to players,
coaches and institutions under NCAA investigation,

The NCAA should not be able to investigate, prosecute, convict and penalize with-
out conforming to fundamental due process procedures, especially when many of'those under the microscope are State and federally funded institutions, and evenmore so when their actions can destroy the image and livelihood of students, coach-
es and institutions of higher learning

1 2
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Mrs. CP' -.AS. Our first panel we are going to bring forward will
be Mr. uved Black of the Knight Foundation and Mr. David R. Ro-

selle, who is the president of the University of Delaware. Won't

you come forward, please.
This subcommittee works under the 5-minute rule of the House.

That means each person giving testimony will be allowed to give 5

minutes to give a summary of testimony with the full knowledge

that the written testimony will be made a part of the record.
You may begin now please, Mr. Black.

STATEMENTS OF CREED C. BLACK, PRESIDENT, KNIGHT FOUN-

DATION; AND DAVID P. ROSELLE, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF

DELAWARE

Mr. BLACK. Thiknk you, Madam Chairwoman, for the invitation
to participate in your committee's hearing today on a scandalous

national problem.
I appear today as president of the Knight Foundation and as an

ex officio member of the Knight Foundation Commission on College
Athletics. It was exactly 3 months ago today that we released our
report that you have referred to repeatedly this morning. We are
tremendously encouraged by the response it received.

I appreciate the good things you have had to say about it. Let me
note, as you already have, with a note of appreciation the service of

one of your members, Tom McMillen, on this Commission. I might
also note another member of the Commission serving in his capac-
ity as President of the University of Tennessee, was the new Secre-

tary of Education, Lamar Alexander.
Your staff asked me to address two questions this morning: First,

why the Knight Foundation established such a commission; and
second, who is in control of college athletics. I will try to answer
thc3e, and a third: Who ought to be in charge?

First, why did we wade into this swamp? It was not, let me
assure you, out of any hostility toward college athletics. It was be-
cause of our concern for higher education.

What we hoped to do with this Commission was strengthen the
hands of those who want to curb the abuses which is shaking
public confidenze in the integrity of college athletics, but the whole
institution higher education. We have no hidden agenda, no ac-
tions to h a.

What we made was the first independent study of this problem
since the Carnegie Fund did a similar study in 1929. You members
of the committee described the problem well.

I think the question we raised and considured is what is the
public to think when it sees these daily headlines about scandals in

the institutions of higher education. One answer to that came
about the time we were considering this commission from a Lou
Harris Survey which showed 8 of 10 Americans in one of his polls,
agreed college sports were out of control, athletic programs were
being corrupted by big money and in many casft the rules viola-
tions undermined the traditional role as universities as places
where young people learn ethics and integrity. That is why we get
into it.
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The second question, who is in control? The short answer to thatin a Knight Commission report was the sad truth on toe manycampuses, big time revenue sports are out of control. A slightly
longer answer is controls have become confused and diluted amongpresidents, trustees, independent athletic foundations, boosterclubs, the College Football Association, the NCAA, television sta-tion networks and even shoe companies. Well, who ought to be incharge?

The answer I report to that is this. If the commission's bedrockcommission is the university presidents are the key to successful
reform, they must be in charge and be understood to be in charge
on campuses, in conferences and in the decision _asking council ofthe NCAA. At this point you may have a question of your own.If the presidents haven't cleaned up the mesiiin all this time,what makes us think they can do it now. Becffise the winds of
change in this are blowing and blowing strongly.

Before the Knight Foundation decided to spend $2 million on thiscommission, I talked to a lot of knowledgeable people to find outwhether we should make such an investment. We were told if wehad asked that question 2 or 3 years before, the answer would have
been no. At this point I was told there were so many influences
converging to effect reform that it would be a g d investment. We
are seeing encouraging signs of that.

The NCAA is under courageous and enlightened new leadership.
The NCAA President's Commission is emerging as a decisive forcein that organization.

A record number of presidents attended the NCAA convention inNashville this year and overwhelmingly approved an agenda ofcost cutting proposals. Next year they will tackle higher education
standards. The NCAA is testing a certification program tied to aca-demic and financial standards. Meanwhile, some conferences aremapping their own reform plans.

The Southern Association of Schools and Colleges is consideringa proposal to deny accreditation to institutions whose athletic pro-grams fail to meet certain guidelines. On individual campuseswhich in the final analysis is where reform must really begin, bothtrustees and faculties are reexamining their responsibilities for theintegrity of their athletic programs.
Lou Harris did a survey for us near the end of our work to testthe reactions of key groups to our reform proposal. There is awindow open now he reported which may not be open very long.If the presidents move now, it is possible for maybe the first andlast time in our lives that reform can take place. My sense is thepresidents are moving in forcefully and effectively.
They need all the support they can get. For that reason theKnight Commission will stay in business for at least an additionalyear to work for implementation of its recommendation.I hope the Members of Congress add their encouragement to thisreform movement aad give higher education an opportunity to ful-fill its own responsibility in the climate of change which now pre-vails.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Black follows:]

144-
1
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STATEMENT OF CREED C. BLACK, PRESIDENT, KNIGHT FOUNDATION

Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, for the invitation to participate in yuur commit-
tee's hearings on a scandalous national problem.

I appear today as president of Knight Foundation and as an ex-officio member of
its Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics. It was exactly 3 months ago
today that here in Washington this commission, after more than a year of intensive
work, released a report proposing a new model for intercollegiate athletics. We have
been tremendously encouraged by the response to that report, and I welcome the
opportunity to discuss it with you.

Before doing so, let me note that one of the members of the House, Tom McMil-
len, served on the Knight Commission and earned our gratitude for his helpful par-
ticipation. Another member, serving in his capacity as president of the University of
Tennessee, was the nevi Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander.

Your staff has asked me to address two questions: (1) Why did Knight Foundation
establish such a commission att.! (2) who is in control of college athletics?

I'll try to answer those two and add a third: Who should be in control?
First, why did we wade into this swamp?
It was not, let me assure you, out of any hostility toward college athletics. On the

contrary, our late chairman, James L. Knight, said at the outset that "we have a lot
of sports fans on our board, and we fully recognize that intercollegiate athletics
have a legitimate and proper role to play in college and university life. Our interest
is not to abolish that role but to preserve it by putting it back in perspective. We
hope this commission can strengthen the hands of thore who want to curb the
abuses which are shaking public confidence in the integrity of not just big-time
intercollegiate athletics but the whole institution of higher education."

We saw that as a worthy goal for a foundation which has a major program inter-
est in the field of higher education.

We were convinced, furthermore, that the problem was systemic, . just a
matter of a few bad apples. In the decade of the 1980's, for example, lN colleges
and universities were censured, sanctioned or put on probation by the NCAA. That
included more than half the Division I-A schools-57 of 106.

Thos, schools, of course are a minority of all those engaged in intercollegiate ath-
letics. But they are among the most visible of our higher education institutions, and
their sports programs are their most visible activity.

So what's the public to think with daily headlines of new scandals in college ath-
letics? Let me share with you an answer to that question I received from a distin-
guished University of Kentucky faculty member after the newspaper of which I was
then publisher ran a series exposing major abuses in the basketball program there,
which in Kentucky has been elevated to the status of a religion:

"If the institutions and their supporters are prepared to wink atif not also to
participate incheating against the rules by athletes," he wrote me, "can the
schools stand against cheating anywhere else?"

"Is it OK for students to cheat in class. Does anybody want to be represented by a
lawyer who cheated to get through law schoolor to be operated on by a surgeon
who had to cheat to pass the med school exams?"

"Can colleges and universities continue their traditional posture of upholding the
highest values of personal character and integrity when they themselves display so
little of either?"

Against such a backdrop, it is small wonder that 8 out of 10 Americans questioned
in a Louis Harris poll in 1989 agreed that intercollegiate sports were out of control,
that the athletics programs were being corrupted by big money, and that the many
cases of rules violations had undermined the traditional role of universities as
places where young people learn ethics and integrity.

So, to address your second question, who's in control of this mess?
The short answer you'll find in the Knight Commission report is this: "The sad

truth is that on too many campuses big-time revenue sports are out of control."
A slightly longer answer is that control has become widely diffused and diluted

ainong presidents, trustees, athletics directors, power coaches, independent athletics
foundations, boostur clubs, regional conferences, the College Football Association,
the NCAA, television stations and networks and even shoe companies.

The patterns of abuse that grow out of this crazy-quilt arrangement, our report
concludes, "are grounded in institutional indifference, presidential neglect, and the
growing commercialization of sport combined with the urge to win at all costs."

Well, then, who ought to be in charge? Here's the answer in our report to that:
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"The Commission's bedrock conviction is that university presidents are the key tosuccessful reform. They must be in chargeand be understood to be in chargeon
campuses, in conferences and in the decision making councils of the NCAA.'We propose what we call he 'one-plus-three' model, a new structure of reform inwhich the 'one'presidential controlis directed toward the 'three'academic in-
tegrity, financial integrity and independent certification.

At this point you perhaps have a question of your own: If the presidents haven't
cleaned up the mess in all this time, why should we think they can do it now?

Because the winds of change are blowingstrongly.
Before Knight Foundation made its decision to establish this commission, I askeda lot of knowledgeable people if there was any point in oar investing a couple of

million dollars in such an undertaking. I was struck by how many of them told methey would have answered in the negative 2 or 3 years earlier but they now believedthat genuine reform was an idea whose time had come.
We are seeing encouraging signs of that:
The NCAA is under courageous and enlightened new leadership.
The NCAA Presidents Commission is emerging a S a decisive force in that orga-nization.
A record number of presidents attended the NCAA convention in Nashville thisyear and overwhelmingly approved an agenda of cost-cutting proposals; next yearthey will address higher academic standards.
The NCAA is testing a certification program tied to both academic and finan-cial standards.
Meanwhile, some conferences are mapping their own reform plans.
The Southern Association of schools and Colleges ls considering a proposal todeny accreditation to institutions whose athletics programs fail to meet certainguidelines.
And on individual campuseswhere reform must really beginboth trusteesand faculties are re-examining their responsibilities for the integrity of their athlet-ics programs.
Louis Harris did a survey for us early this year to test the reaction of some keygroups to our reform proposals. "There is a window open now," he reported, whichmay not be open very long. If the presidents move in now, it is possible for the firstand maybe last time in our lives that reform can take place."
My sense is that the presidents are moving inforcefully and effectively. Theyneed all the support they can get, and for that reason the Knight commission willstay in business for at least an additional year to work for implementation of its

recommendations.
I hope the Members of Congress will add their encouragement to this reformmovement and give higher education an opportunity to fulfill it's own responsibilityin the climate of change which now prevail,

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Roselle

STATEMENT OF DAVID P. ROSELLE
Mr. ROSELLE. My name is David Roselle. I serve as president ofthe University of Delaware. I am aware the subcommittee will behearing testimony today from a number of individuals who in thepast have publicly criticized the NCAA's enforcement program.Many of these individuals have been directly or indirectly in some

way involved in a proceeding. In the latter regard, I am no differ-ent.
I was directly and intimately involved as president of an institu-tion, namely, the University of Kentucky, which faced a majorNCAA infraction, a proceeding that :.esulted in very severe penal-ties against my institution. I may be different, however, in that Ifound the NCAA enforcement procedures to be understandable. I

found the NCAA enforcement staff to be cooperative and responsi-ble and I found the entire process to be fair.
Make no mistake, I also found the process to be personally un-pleasant, to be demeaning to a great university and to be inordi-nately distracting from what is the major mission of the institu-
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tion, namely, the education of young people. But important, be-
cause we were talking about matters of honor and ethics.

You should understand my orientation toward the administra-
tion of college athletics and, indeed, th NCAA is possibly quite dif-
ferent from the people who claim till: .r problem is one of due or
perhaps undue process.

I believe the central issue is how we, the universities presidents,
view the role of the enforcement procesc. I view as many others as
merely a framework in which each institution polices or monitors
its own compliance with the substantive rules by which we have all
agreed to abide.

Said differently, my view is that the enforcement process func-
tions just like an honor code. Under most honor systems and indi-
vidual takes a pledge to abide by a code of academic and personal
conduct, and very importantly, they pledge also to report violations
of the code, whether they are committed by themselves or by some-
one else.

I really don't think there is much hope for the integrity of col-
lege athletics unless we take that pledge. Because I believe and
have believed in such principles, my actions while I served at the
University of Kentucky drew a lot of attention.

If you read the report of the NCAA Infractions Committee on the
Kentucky case, you will find several references to the very aggres-
sive way in which that institution dealt with the allegations
against it.

In essence, we undertook a thorough internal investigation and
we reported our findings without limitation and no matter of the
consequences to the NCAA enforcement staff. Quite frankly, our
internal investigation was so complete that the NCAA enforcement
staff, while they were helpful, they really weren't necessary.

We submitted a 1,000-page report to the NCAA detailing several
serious violations, including academic fraud. We also succeeded
without any adverse legal or economic consequences to the .iniver-
sity in obtaining the resignations of several members of the athlet-
ics department. All of that was done in the text of the Kentucky
State procedures requiring conformity with basic due process, pro-
tections for those individuals.

As I noted NCAA penalties assessed against the university were
very severe, and they should have been. As noted by the Commit-
tee on Infroctions, our aggressive actions also served to lesson the
penalties which under NCAA's sanctions standards adopted by the
NCAA members would normally be assessed. They did that because
it was unique the way we handled that particular situation. I
thought, frankly, it was kind of sad that it was unique because we
did the right thing.

I said earlier that I found the NCAA Committee on Infractions
procedures similar to those found in other academic settings. I
know lawyers have a lot of trouble with this.

Lawyers like subpoenas, and oaths, and cross examination and
rules of evidence, the things that characterize a formal adversarily
legal system of punishment or dispute resolution. I remind thr, sub-
committee of two things. One, we the universities have chosen this
less formal method as the one most consistent as the procedures at
our own institution.

7
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Two, if we, as university presidents, really mean our commit-
ment of compliance and self-reporting, the pledge we have made to
one another, the system is not an adversarial system at all. I be-
lieve the Knight Commissionand nice things have been said
about it today.

As Creed knows, I believe the commission failed adequately to
emphasize the most important point of all. That is we have lost
sight of many institutions of the fundamental mission of the col-
lege athletics program.

Let me quote to you something the football coaches adopted in
1952, they say: "The characteristics of a profession is that its mem-
bers are dedicated to rendering a service to the community. Person-
al gain must be a lesser consideration. Those who select football
coaching must understand the justification for football is it pro-
vides spiritual and physical value for those who play it. The game
belongs essentially to the player." It goes on.

The welfare of the game depends upon how the coaches live up
to the spirit and the letter of ethical conduct, and how coaches
remain ever-mindful of the high trust and confidence placed in
them by their players and by the public. Coaches unwilling or
unable to comply with the principles in the code of ethics have no
place in this profession, the statement says.

I think where we fail is in the evaluation of our coaches. I have a
lot of enthusiasm for college athletic coaches. I think we should say
three things to our coaches. One is we want them to put the young
people at the center of the program.

The academic, the social, the athletic growth of those young
people is at issue. Number two, they should operate the programs
according to the rules.

Number three, they should c,perate a competitive program. I
think too often when university' presidents, people like me, evalu-
ate our coaches, we evaluate Lhcm only on wins and losses.

I think a lot of our problran stems from exactly that point.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Roselle follows:]

STATEMENT OF DAVID F. ROSELLE, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE

My name is David P. Roselle. I am the President of the University of Delaware, a
wsition which I have held since last year. I appreciate this opportunity to appear
before the subcommittee.

I received my undergraduate education at West Chester University of Pennsylva-
nia and my Ph.D. degree in mathematics from Duke University. I successively
taught thereafter at the University of Maryland, Louisiana State University, and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. For 3 years, prior to taking my current position, I
was President of the University of Kentucky.

I am aware that the subcommittee will be hearing testimony today from a
number of individuals who in the past have publicly criticized the NCAA's enforce-
ment program. Many of those individuals, I anderstand, have been directly or indi-
rectly in some way involved in an enforcement proceeding.

In that latter regard, I am no different: I was directly, intimately involved as
president of the institution in a major NCAA infractions proceeding relating to the
University of Kentuckya proceeding that resulted in very severe penalties against
my institution. I may be different, however, in that I found the NCAA enforcement
procedures to be understandable and fair, the NCAA enforcement staff cooperative
and responsible, and the actual hearing before the Committee on Infractions entire-
ly consistent in method and content with those normally found in academic settings.

Make no mistake. I found the entire process personally unpleasant. demeaning to
the great university I had chosen to serve, and inordinately distracting from the

8
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education mission I had been charged to fulfill for the citizens of Kentucky. But we
were treated fairly, honestly and courteously by all those representing the process.

You should understand that my orientation toward the administration of intercol-
legiate athletics, and indeed toward the NCAA itself, is possibly quite different from
many of those who claim the problem is one of due, or "undue'', process in enforce-
ment proceedings. I believe the central issue is how wethe university presidents,
the true NCAA constituencyview the role of the enforcement process. I view it, as
do many others, as merely the framework within which each institution polices or
m, ors its own compliance with the substantive rules by which all of us have
agh ed to abide, and tliereby fulfills its commitment of compliance to all its sister
institutions.

Said differently, my view is that the enforcement process functions as does an
honor code. Under most honor systems, an individual pledges to abide hy a code of
academic and/or personal conduct, and very importantly, pledges to report viola-
tions of the code, whether committed by the individual himself or by another. I be-
lieve there is little hope for the integrity of intercollegiate athletics unless our com-
mitment to NCAA rules also includes the commitment to vigorously police ourselves
and our peers, and to report any violations to the body we ourselves have put into
place to oversee our conduct, and indeed commonly control: the NCAA.

Because I believe, and have believed, in these principles, my actions as President
of the University t,f Kentuckyonce I learned of allegations of improprieties in our
basketball programdrew considerable attention. If you read the report by the
NCAA Infractions Committee on the Kentucky case, you will find several references
to the aggressive we,y in which that institution dealt with those allegations. In es-
sence, we undertook a thorough internal investigation and reported our findings,
without limitation and no matter the consequence, to the NCAA enforcement staff.

Quite frankly, our internal investigation was so complete that the NCAA enforce-
ment staff, while helpful, was really unnecessary. The result was a 1,000-page report
to the NCAA detailing several serious violations, including at least one involving
academic fraud. We also succeeded, without any adverse legal or economic conse-
quences to the University, in obtaining the resignations of several members of the
athletics department staff. And all this was done in the text of Kentucky State pm-
cedures requiring conformity with basic due process protections by the University.

As I noted, the NCAA penalties assessed against the University were severe, very
severeas indeed they should have been. But as noted by the Committee on Infrac-
tions, ot.r aggressive actions also served to lessen the penalties which, under NCAA
sancti- -g standards adopted by the NCAA members, would normally have been
assessed. The committee is authorized to suspend or abate penalties in "unique"
cases: although I was pleased this occurred in our case, I guess I am saddened that
aggressive institutional self-policing is viewed by the committee as unique. As noted,
I think it should be the norm.

At tl.is point, I imagine that some of you are saying to yourselves "Fine, Roselle
cleaned up the Kentucky basketball program, but it cost him his job, because now-
3 years laterhe', at Delaware." Well, you're partially right, but not for the reason
you think. More than once, frankly, I made clear to the University trustees during
the investigation that I would resign if they did not fully support my efforts; let the
record be clear, they did give me that support. I was offered my position at Dela-
ware partially because of the straightforward and honest manner in which the Ken-
tucky investigation was handled and because the University of Delaware desires to
maintain its tradition of a broad based athletics program conducted for the benefit
of the student body. The University of Delaware is an institution of considerable
academic attainment and potential lccated in an attractive, dynamic portion of our
country. The Roselle family is delighted by the recent changes in our lives.

I said earlier that I found the NCAA Committee on Infractions procedures similar
to those found in other academic settings. I know that the lawyers have trouble
with this: they like subpoenas, and oaths, and cross-examination, and rules of evi-
dencethe things that characterize a formal adversary legal system of punishment
or dispute resolution. But I remind the subcommittee of two things: one, we the uni-
versities, thiough the NCAA rules, have chosen this less formal method as the one
most consistent with our own procedures; and two, if' we as university presidents
really mean the commitment of compliance and self-reporting we have made to
each other, the system is not really adversary at all, and the trappings of a criminal
trial are totally out of place.

I suggest to the subcommittee, quite frankly, that its time will be far better spent
in examining Oie appropriate role of' intercollegiate athletics in pos'i secondary edu-
cation and that any condemnation of the NCAA enforcement prow am or staff is
inappropriate. I understand you have before you copies of the Knight Commission
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report, and I think we can all applaud its call for renewed presidential authority
over intercollegiate athletics programs.

I believe, however, the Commission failed adequately to emphasize the most im-
portant point of all: That we have lost sight at many institutions of the fundamen-
tal mission of the intercollegiate athletics program. Let me quote to you from the
code of ethics adopted by the American Football Coaches Association in 1952:

"The distinguishing characteristic of a profession is that its members are dedicat-
ed to rendering a service to humanity. I°ersonal gain must be of lesser consider-
ation. Those who selec football coaching must understand the justification for foot-
ball is that it provides spit '+ual and physical values for those who Dlay it, and the
game belongs, essentially, to t'ae players.

The welfare of the game depnds on how the coaches live up 'a the spirit and
letter of ethical conduct and how coaches remain ever mindful of Cie high trust and
confidence placed in them by their players and by the public.

Coaches unwilling or unable to comply with the principles or the Code of Ethics
have no place in the profession."

That statement is no less true today, but on many campuses, it receives only lip
service at most.

Where we fail, I believe, is in our emphasisoften to the exclusion of all elseon
the "won-loss" success of a particular coach or of a program. What we should be
saying to coaches is that their job is ID to operate the programs primarily for the
health and educational benefit of the students who participate, (2) to operate the
programs in conformity with applicable NCAA, conference and institutional rules,
and (3) to field competitive teamsin that order. And when it comes to renewal of a
coach's contract, we should ask ourselves how well the coach has fulfilled the totali-
ty and priorities of this job description.

If we did that, and if we stuck by those standards in the face of public pressure, is
it not just possible that the coaches would get the message and become better able
to resist the temptation to cut corners in pursuit of a "winning" program?

I am one of those university presidents who believes that a broad-based, high
quality intercollegiate athletics program is good for the institution. At Delaware, a
relatively small NCAA Division I institution, we are able to field teams in 23 differ-
ent sports for men and women. But I believe that at some institutions, the emphasis
on winning has served to distort the true va:ue of intercollegiate athletics. I hope
these hearings will in the end serve to provide additional support to the NCAA
Presidents Commission, and all the NCAA member chief executives, as we work to
redefine the role of intercollegiate athletics in the fabric of institutional life.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.
In my opening statement I suggested that the increasing viola-

tions of NCAA r-les were caused in large part because of the in-
creasing dollars iat are at stake. The fact that college sports is big
business now.

I would like to know the comments of both of you regarding that
remark. Why don't we begin with you, Mr. Black?

Mr. BLACK. That college sports are big business?
Mrs. COLLINS. Yes.
Mr. BLACK. College sports have become big business. You will

find in our report we mention that as one of the factors in the envi-
ronment that surrounds college sports.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me clarify my question. I said that I thought
one of the reasons why we see increasing violations in NCAA rules
is because this has become big business.

Mr. BLACK. Well, I think, Madam Chairwoman, that certainly
the advent of television and the big dollars involved there have ex-
acerbated the problem. I think it is an oversimplification, however,
to blame it on that.

The report, the study we made was the first independent study
since 1929, when the Carnegie Fund made one. You know what
they found, what they complained about in college athletics'? That
there were recruiting abuses, that educltion was being neglected,
that professioncis were replacing amateurs on the team and that

20
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college sports have become too commercialized. The problem is not
one that just happened since TV came upon the scene. I think un-
doubtedly it has worsened the problem.

But I think you have to remember, too, that it is possible to run
big-time college athletic programs in the environment of big dol-
lars, and run them without corruption.

I submit Notre Dame is a good example of that, which not only is
running a good program, but which recently won the College Foot-
ball Association award for graduating more of its football players
than any other school.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Roselle.
Mr. ROSELLE. I think there is a micconception about the nature of

the big business of college athletics. It is a big losing business.
About 75 percent of the Division I programs will run in deficit

this year. It is a competitive business. I think perhaps that is the
problem. It is not the case of university presidents; great universi-
ties are losing lots of money on their athletic programs.

Mrs. COLLINS. To what do you attribute this loss of money?
Mr. ROSELLE. You spend more than you bring in.
Mrs. Coungs. We certainly understand that. It seems to me that'

every time you
Mr. ROSELLE. There has been a lot written about it. But people

started ehasing the wrong rabbits at one time.
The belief once was that if you showed 17 football games on a

weekend instead of one, it would be 17 times as much money to
come into the till. That arithmetic doesn't work. Each game is
worth a fraction of what one game was. It doesn't work that way.

Mr. BLACK. I think another problem that emerged in our profes-
sions, Madam Chairwoman, is that in too many cases the money
that the athletic program brings in is left to the athletic depart-
ment to spend. As one of the old laws of economics, they are going
to spend all they get.

We are reennmending all the money that comes into the athletic
program goes into the central administration treasury and the ath-
letic department be budgeted the way other departments are. It
doesn't make sense for a college football teamthis year the presi-
dents, the NCAA under the leadership of the Presidents' Commis-
sion cut football scholarships from 95 to 85.

The coaches and athletic directors were screaming. But 85 is still
almost as twice as many as the National Football League manages
to get by with. You don't need the kind of expenses these athletic
departments incur.

Mr. ROSELLE. Cost containment is a big issue for the Presidents'
Council. You can see quite vividly how some cost containment
might be affected.

If you take a picture of the coaching staff, you can see there is
quite a few of them.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Black, what did the Knight Commission find
out about women's athletic programs? Did they get their fair share
of any new revenues?

Mr. BLACK. We had some testimony on that?
We make a pitch in our report for equity. It was not one of the

issues that we devoted ourselves to primarily because we were look-
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ing at the abuses, the corruption in college athletics and not in the,
at the equity issue. That is somewhat of a different issue.

Mrs. COLLINS. What would you do to recommend something to
ensure college athletic programs adhere to Title IX?

Mr. ROSELLE. The NCAA does have a regulation that says ex-
penditures are to mirror participation, men's versus women's
sports. Expenditures on the program are to mirror participation. I
don't have any exact reading on that. Perhaps others who testify
today will. I think most people are a little below that standard, but
are gaining.

Mrs. COLLINS. You mentioned you, too, believe the university has
a responsibility of educating our young people; that .xrtainly is one
of my strongest concerns.

It seems to me in the innercity communities where there are a
lot of poor youth, we find they have real hope. Just taking one of
the high schools, for example, in Chicago, where you go to a high
school and you find young people playing basketball, which is agreat sport in our city, as you migf t expect, they all think this is a
way to Heaven, in a way of speaking. That if they can get into col-
lege, they will, in fact, perhaps become pros. And then they are
going to make millions and millions of dollars anyway.

What are yout thoughts about this expectation of our young
people; do you believe they are being exploited, as I do?

Mr. ROSELLE. I do, yes, believe that there has been exploitation in
college athletics of young people. My thoughts are perhaps not as
important.

They are derived from Harry Edwards, who is a sports sociologist
at Berkeley, who has written extensively on this problem.

Mrs. COLLINS. I have one final question. We constantly hear
about athletes who graduate but wbo can't read. As a matter of
fact, the newspapers all picked up Vie fact there was a young man
by the name of Ross, who in great frustration about 2 or 3 years
ago, threw all the furniture out of a hotel room that happened to
be in my district. He lived in my district. He was graduated from
college. He was a basketball player. He couldn't read.

Before that he had gone to Martha Collins, to her school and sat
down with young kids, 7 and 8 years old, in order to try to learn to
read. Once he had begun to read, he thought he had credentials
that would enable him to find employment. In great frustration,
his outrage, he started throwing things out of this hotel room.

Two questions: One, why are young people entering into college
who evidently can't pass SAT's?

Second, does a university feel a responsibility for these young
people?

Mr. ROSELLE. Well, they are entered into college to play athletics.The NCAA
Mrs. COLLINS. They are just robots? They are not human beings?

They are not students? They are certainly not students if they
can't read.

Mr. ROSELLE. Pieces of meat. I think that is sad, very sad. NCAA
has been addressing this through Proposition 48, its legislation
about minimal requirements. It is a problem that is real, but the
problem has been anticipated. The NCAA is moving on that par-
ticular issue.
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Mrs. COLLINS. You say you are moving on it. When Lre you going
to have some guidelines or something?

Mr. ROSELLE. They are out. Proposition 48 has been in place for
several years, probably in th e. range of 5 to 10 years.

Mrs. COLLINS. Is it being adhered to largely?
Mr. ROSELLE. Yes, it is.
The performance of the students is going up accordingly. You

can argue about whether it is a completely appropriate standard,
and a SAT standard. That is a fair argument and a good argument
to have.

But the fact that people are trying is no longer in doubt.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.
Mr. Alex McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
I would like to note one of the reasons why Chicago has an out-

standing pro basketball team is due to a graduate of the University
of North Carolina.

Mrs. COLLINS. I appreciate that. I will give you that.
Mr. MCMILLAN. The problem of reading is not limited to athletes,

I am sad to say. We have had a pretty broad range of applicants
for jobs on Capitol Hill. ,

It is discouraging sometimes, the kids that are coming out of ni-
versifies that can't read or write. But, that is a broader issue and
not totally unrelated. There are a lot of great things in college ath-
letics.

I think the University of North Carolina tries to participate
pretty well in some sports. The revenues that are generated from
profitable sports go to pay for non-scholarship, but very broad ath-
letic programs in minor sports that I think are a very important
part of the educational experience.

So I don't think we a,.e knocking college athletics or very asser-
tive college athletics. We are talking about the manner in which it
is conducted.

Mr. Black, your testimony concludes that you hope the Members
of Congress will add their encouragement to this reform movement
and give higher education the responsibility to fulfill its own re-
sponsibility in the "climate of change which now prevails," un-
quote.

Does the Knight Commission advocate congressional or State
intervention in this process?

Mr. BLACK. No, Congressman McMillan, we don't advocate it at
all. I think it would be fair to say the sense of the Commission is
that it would be certainly a last resort.

I might explain to you that I come to this, and I think I can say
something to the committee that I might not be able to say if I
didn't have experience on the other side of the Government fence.

I spent 2 years here in Washington as Assistant Secretary of
HEW. I can say, and I think you would concede, that Congress
doesn't have an unblemished record in problem solving.

In 1969, whon I came in, fresh-eyed and hopeful into this job, the
first bill introduced on the House, that I recall, H.R. 1, I doubt if
any of you were around then, but it was to reform the welfare pro-
gram. I read today about the current attempt of Congress to reform
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the welfare program dealing with the same problems that we dealt
with then.

I think, as I said in my testimony, that there really is a change. I
attended the last two NCAA conventions, one in Dallas and one in
Nashville. Even in that year I detected a tremendous change in
what is going on in the NCAA.

I think that one of the strengths of our educational system is its
diversity. I think that the responsibility starts on the individual
campuses. We are trying to propose a preventive medicine, not en-
forcement medicine.

I believe that if we can maintain that diversity, and not have
Federal or State intervention, and let the president of the universi-
ty solve his problem, they should have the opportunity to do so.

Mr. MCMILLAN. We are going through redistricting in the Con-
gress now. Would you describe how representatioi. in the governing
body is determined by the participating members?

Mr. BLACK. The fundamental fact by the NCAA is that the
NCAA is a creature of its members. Every institution has a vote,
and the president has that vote.

The governing body and whatever it is is one that can be deter-
mined by the institutions themselves. The NCAA is not some mys-
terious, omnipotent force out there.

I said in my testimony that there is a Presidents' Council, but I
said in my testimony that the Presidents' Commission is emerging
as a decisive and influential force. That commission has the power
through proposed legislation to order the agenda out there at the
convention to call for a roll call vote.

Believe it or not, until 1 or 2 years ago, there wasn't a roll call
vote. Thc. NCAA delegates voted with paddles. The president could
instruc, his delegate to go there and tell him to vote one way, and
the president never had a reason to know whether he voted that
way or Int. Now they have roll call vote.

I also pointed out that the presidents themselves were there in
force this year in Nashville. Two thirds of the presidents of Divi-
sion IA schools were there.

I think that the presidents have learned that they have got the
clout and the muscle in the NCAA if they want to use it, and, I
believe, they are using it.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Mr. Roselle, you drew the analogy of self-enforce-
ment as being like an honor system. I have been in schools that
have excellent honor systems. I can think one that probably has
the best that I am aware of, or among the best in the country. But
there are other schools that may say they have one, but it doesn't
function.

It so often is a matter of longstanding tradition, universal accept-
ance, understanding that makes an honor system work. Would you
agree with that analogy a little bit further?

A good honor system does include self-reporting, but it also im-
plies that everyone exists under a common code and it is in every-
one's interest to assure that it maintains integrity. Therefore, if
someone sees someone else cheating, they are under an obligation
to report that cheating.

Mr. ROSELLE. That is correct.
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Mr. McMillan, I went to another North Carolina school, Duke
University, that had a pretty fair year in athletics, too; I just
thought I would point that out.

Mr. MCMILLAN. I didn't mean to ignore Duke. I am also a great
UNC fan.

Mr. ROSELLE. Honor systems do vary around the country.
What it comes down to is, always down to individuals. I think

that is where the presidents are so terribly important. They have
to say, look, we have these young people. Not only the young
people involved on the basketball team, we have these young
people who have been entrusted to us to teach them ethics, honor
and all the things that are so very important to what this country
stands for. You must demonstrate it in how you administer your
athletics program.

It is a crucially important issue. I see the NCAA enforcement
staff, their job is just to see that that floats, at an appropriately
high level, that people are not hiding from their responsibilities
and that they are charged appropriately with their responsibilities.

I think I said in my testimony approximately that the NCAA en-
forcement staff really should somewhat irrelevant if the presidents
were carrying out their charge appropriately. I do believe that

Mr. MCMILLAN. I think your statement. that education is a learn-
ing process and the manner in which we conduct responsibilities,
the ethical environment in which we conduct sports, the ethical en-
vironment in which we play the game has everything to do with
the ethical standards of this entire country.

It has often been said character is built in athletics; I believe
that.

Mr. BLACK. May I add a post-description of what President Ro-
selle said about the presidents?

I think he is a living example of it, and I speak from experience.
I was publisher of a newspaper in Lexington, Kentucky, one scan-
dal before the one he was involved in.

BaAketball, as some of you know, is a reason in Kentucky. When
we ran a series on abuses in the University of Kentucky basketball
program, produced a great deal of unhappiness, not with the
abuses, but with the paper.

My favorite letter came from a woman who wrote and said,
"Dear Sir, may the sprays from a million polecats fall upon your
press room and remain there through eternity." That is the kind of
environment in which David Roselle operated. He showed great
courage. This is one thing that is required of the presidents.

The second thing is that they have the backing of their trustees
because in too many places we found out the trustees are part of
the problem and not part of the solution.

Mr. MCMILLAN. That sounds a little bit like Congress. I think my
time has expired. We may have to go vote.

Mrs. COLLINS. We definitely have to go vote. We are going to
recess the committee. We have two votes on, one for 15 minutes
and one for 5 minutes.

I think we are going to recess for 15 minutes.
Thank you.
[Brief recess.]
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Tom McMillen.
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Mr. MCMILLEN. Creed, it was good serving with you on the
Knight Commission. I want to thank you for the exhaustive work
that was done on these issues. You talked about diffusion and dilu-
+ion in presidential power.

Readily, that is the strongest recommendation to come out of the
Knight Cmmission report that the three plus one, the one, presi-
dential control, is essential, but why did the Knight Commission
as you know I footnote4 my concern about this, why did the Knight
commission not deal sith a more direct form of governance in
setting up the NCAA?

As you know, the Athletic Council is dominated by athletic direc-
tors, very, very difficult to get anything passed through the NCAA.
rL..I presidents have to mount an enormous campaign just to do
something as innocuous as cutting back practice times. How are
they ever going to change the money and the big problems in the
NCA A?

Mr. BLACK. Congressman, I think what we tried to do in the
Knight Commission, and you know, you were there very conscien-
tiously at all of our meetings, was not to deal in great detail with
every problem that exists or might come down the road, but to set
up a process or a mechanism for dealing with those problems.

What we are saying, what we have said very simply is that the
control has got to start with the president. I mentioned the Carne-
gie report of 1929, the president of the Carnegie Fund at that time
in the introduction to that report says, at this late date it is not
going to make much sense to worry about who was responsible for
this mess, but who is going to clean it up.

The answer to that very simply is it has got to start with the
presidents and with the faculties. They have the responsibility, and
they have the authority. When I said they had the authority, only
if they get it from the trustee.

I think--I was very impressed by the change I sawI have at-
tended two NCAA meetings, one in Dallas and one in Nashville
this year. I thought there was a change in that time. I think the
President's Commission has got authority, and it can use it.

The council, the NCAA Council has a minority of members,
presidents, but I am told, and I am not much of an expert on the
NCAA, that that is more of an implementation body, less of a
policy body than the President's Commission is, but the point is,
the one I made earlier, that if the presidents need mcre control, if
they need to gain control of the governing body, and you know in
the hearing we heard different suggestions about this.

Digger Phelps wanted to set up a supreme court. If the presi-
dents want to change the control and put nobody but presidents on
the President's Council, they can do it.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Let me interject there. Derek Bok proposed this
back in the 1980's and it was rejected by the NCAA, presidential
control. Anybody who saw it would agree with you. It is diffused
d iluted .

My concern is that it is not correct enough. Let me turn for a
moment, because my time is limi4ed to Mr. Roselle. I presume you
are not a lawyer, Mr. Roselle.

Mr. ROSELLE. That is correct.

2 C4
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Mr. MCMILLEN. You have a very distinguished economic back-
ground. Are you familiar with the due process provisions in admin-
istrative hearings for Federal agencies, like IRS or whatever?

Mr. ROSELLE. Vaguely.
Mr. MCMILLEN. That they include statute of limitations, eviden-

tiary standards, cross-examination, right to face your accuser, right
to representation. In your testimony you mention that you are
afraid that you don't want this thing to go towards the trappings of
a criminal trail, but don't you think the NCAA should abide by the
same administrative due process provisions that a Federal agency
abides by.

Mr. ROSELLE. In my model that I suggested for you, Congress-
man, the provision of due process was implicit. When we were
working through our particular problem at the University of Ken-
tucky, just about all of the people who were involved had legal as-
sistance, and they watched tic overy step of the way.

Mr. MCMILLEN. But that was internally, though?
Mr. ROSELLE. You have got it.
Mr. MCMILLEN. If you espouse those standards internally at the

University of Kentucky, why can't they be espoused system-wide
throughout the NCAA?

There is somewhat of a contradiction in your comments.
Mr. ROSELLE. No, I don't think there is. The point is, the enforce-

ment --mmittee in the University of Kentucky's instance had a
very small role. it really did nothing much except be advisory to
what the process was after they learned we were going to investi-
gate this thing thoroughly and that we were going to carry through
with it.

Only the Committee on Infractions was the issue that was in any
way, the investigation itself was

Mr. MCMILLEN. Right. Unfortunately time has expired.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Oxley.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Let me ask both you gentlemen if you would agree with the char-

acterization that I would suggest is the public's perception of the
NCAA, and that is that they are so involved with mint.tia of minor
violations such as whether some kid got a sweat shirt when he vis-
ited the campus, instead cf the major violations that they either
overlook or fail to investigate. My perception is that is exactly how
the public sees the NCAA, fairly or unfairly. I wonder if you would
care to comment on that, Mr. Black,

Mr. BLACK. I think that is not only the perception, but to some
extent the reality. When our commission met for the first time, I
had a call about a week before from Lamar Alexander who said,
"Creed, would it be all right if I bring a past member with me to
these meetings?"

He said, "This NCAA rule book is more esoteric than the IRS
code." Dick Shultz, in his speech this year at the NCAA conven-
tion, called for a simplification of the rules. I think the NCAA Con-
gressman is tackling that problem.

Mr. OKLEY. Maybe we should refer that to the Ways and Means
Committee, Madam Chairwoman.

No?

27 ('
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Mr. ROSELLE. Mr. Oxley, the rules in the NCAA rule book are
rules that are voted in by the members, all of them, and some of
them are very trivial, and there are ways that you can get them
dismissed through the self-reporting kind of thing.

I think the rule book got thick because the people involved in the
NCAA are, in general, competitors, and when they feel that one of
their ^ompetitor institutions is gaining an unfair advantage, they
introduce legislation through the NCAA, usually through the
coaches, and it comes up and it is adopted by the NCAA, and it is
added to the rule book.

Some of the rules are very esoteric, like using a limited number
of colors on the publications that are sent out by your school to re-
cruit and so forth, and are really small and I think are considered
really small by NCAA.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Roselle, let me ask you a question about more
and more involvement of the presidents in the NCAA, which has
been espoused by other folks. What is the argument against that?
Why would someone come to this table and argue against more in-
volvement by university presidents?

Mr. ROSELLE. You probably won't hear that. I don't think that
the failure for involvement was due particularly to a philosophical
reason. I think as a practical reason the job is a busy one, the job
of being university president, and the agenda is a somewhat long
one.

I think people tend to delegate where they are able to delegate,
and I think athletics was delegated for a very long period of time
by university presidents. Maybe not the actual going to the game,
but the administrative oversight of it and all was delegated to ath-
letic directors, a job which has changed a great deal in the last few
years, that of athletic director. So I don't think it is a question of
it is not a philosophical question.

I think it was a practical matter of just having room on the
agenda. There is no question now that in American higher educa-
tion, particularly the division one schools, athletics is very much on
the presidential agenda.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Black, would you agree with that?
Mr. BLACK. Yes, I think so. I think one of the things that has

changed is the way the NCAA conducts its business, with what the
President's Commission is doing and with the roll call votes, when
we were trying to decide this, when I talked to one university
President, asked him if he and other university presidents attended
the NCAA, he said, no, not often.

I said why? He said, two, what David Roselle said, they have a
lot of other things on their plate. The second thing, and you can
identify with this, going to an NCAA convention is sort of like
going to additional political convention that doesn't have a result.

I think it was true. The first time I went was in Nashville. I
think I am reasonably intelligent, but I sat there all day and
watched this voting and debate, and every time they would adopt
some measure, 30 minutes later they would reconsider it.

At the end of the day, I didn't know what had happened. I had to
read it in the papers the next day. But in the last year when I
went back the second time, it was a new ball game. I think, as I
said, you had record presidential involvement.
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I think when I start talking about including the athletic program
in the accreditation process, you are going to get the attention of
the presidents. The NCAA itself is running a pilot test certification
program?

A number of universities that would look at the kinds of things
that we are talking about, not only financial integrity, but academ-
ic integrity and look at admissions and progress toward a degree
and graduation rate and those things. That, too, is going to get
presidential attention.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Mrs COLLINS. Mr. Barton?

BARTON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I have several
questions on the exact role of this hearing today, this due process
argument, but I would first like to say that I didn't have the oppor-
tunity that Congressman McMillen did to be a scholarship athlete
in college.

It is obvious that Congressman McMillen did very well and actu-
ally went to class and graduated, and I believe you were a Rhodes
scholarship, isn't that correct?

Mr. MCMILLEN. That is a tremendous presumption that I went to
class, but the second part of that was true.

Mr. BARTON. We have a product of the system here that has done
very well. The premise that I go through in these hearings is that,
first of all, regardless of what the universities do and don't do, the
very fact that they provide an athletic scholarship gives that schol-
arship athlete the opportunity to go to class and the opportunity to
get an education.

Some take advantage of it, some don't. Some don't take advan-
tage of it, perhaps because of the requirements of practice and the
number of games that they are forced to play. Perhaps the NCAA
should do something about reducing practice time and reducing the
number of games in a season.

But I still believe that there is some responsibility for the indi-
vidual to take advantage of the opportunity to get the education.
So that is the role that Ithe premise that I work on.

My first question would be there is going to be quite a bit of tes-
timony after this panel that due process is not served, that institu-
tions that are investigated by the NCAA have no opportunity to
have counsel present, to record the interrogations. Do either of you
gentlemen see a reason why that should not be allowed, why there
shouldnot be due process that I think Congressman Towns has
talked about and others, and whatever the investigation is, it is on-
going?

Mr. BLACK. Well, let me speak for the Knight Commission report,
as you will find that this subject is barely mentioned in there.

We had five public meetings lasting a couple of days each year in
Washington, at which we heard from more than 80 expert wit-
nesses on this subject, and I must say to you that due process did
not emerge as a primity issue wita this group.

The second observation I would make is that based on my experi-
ence in Kentucky, again in the pre Roselle scandal, the problem
was not that the NCAA was coming in and running rough shod
over people, but the NCAA itself said that one of the reasons they
couldn't get the same kind of information or couldn't follow up on
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some of the information in the newspaper was that it lacked sub-
poena power.

I am not a lawyer, either. I don't know who asked that question,
but if you are going to try to impose upon a private organization
like the NCAA all of the same legal trappings that a government
agency has, I think you would have to address that question of
whether you give them subpoena power. I am not sure that there is
any private organization in this country that has subpoena power.

Mr. BARTON. So you don't think the argument about due process
has merit, then?

Mr. BLACK. I think everybody in this country is entitled to due
process. That is how you are going to define due process, and, Mr.
Barton, I would just say again, I don't profess to be an authority on
this subject because it was not something that came to our atten-
tion.

It strikes me that most of the complaints about due process are
coming from States where the universities or colleges have been
penalized by the NCAA. I haven't heard any complaints about due
process coming from schools or areas where the schools have lived

. within the rules of the NCAA.
Mr. BARTON. OK. Mr. Roselle.
Mr. ROSELLE. Well, as we walk through our particular issue, we

kept all our employees informed kept their attorneys informed of
exactly what we were finding out as we found it out and asked
them to reply.

Their lawyers did attend a meeting of the Committee on Infrac-
tions alcrig with, so it was very muchit was a legal process and
they were advised throughout the whole process, just as we would
handle the investigations of allegations of wrong-doing of any other
employee of the institution. We kept them very well-informed
throughout our investigatory process.

Mr. BARTON. I know my time has expired, but you would say the
existing regulations that the NCAA has on how to conduct an in-
vestigati" and the rights of the institution being investigated are
adeq"...Le

Mr. ROSELLE. Well, the framework or the way we did it was we
kept all our employees informed of what it was we were finding
out, and they did, their lawyers did attend the Committee on In-
fractions meeting along with them.

Mr. BLACK. Mr. Barton, are you aware that the NCAA itself is
addressing this question with the appointment of a high-level Com-
mission that is headed by a former Solicitor General of the United
States and includes among its members a former Chief Justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court, Warren Burger.

Mr. BARTON. I am not aware of that and I am glad to know that.
Mrs. COLLINS. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Madam Chairperson. You

know, I listen to the fact that you said that change is in the air
and I tried to become a little optimistic, you know, but I have to
think about those athletes that I talk to who perceived the NCAA
as being something different.

They perceived that the NCAA is just a bunch of bullies that sort
of come in and say that this is the way it is. We don't want to hear
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anything else. This is what has to happen. I think that the other
thing, when I looked at it just recently, that infractions that in-
curred 13 years ago, when the players were probably in kindergar-
ten, nursery school, and et cetera, 13 years ago, and now the play-
ers are going to be penalized for something that happened 13 years
ago.

Do you call that change? If so, I am a little afraid of that change.
Mr. BLACK. I think, as I said, Congressman, that the NCAA is

changing. I Attended a press conference this morning where the
NCAA was criticized for visiting the sins of parents upon its fa-
thers for doing what you said, penalizing one group of athletes or
one coach for something that happened before.

I find in some of this criticism of the NCAA the same mentality
at work. I think the present administration of the NCAA is being
criticized for what previous administrations did or did not do.

I am saying to you that I think there is an enlightened new lead-
ership in the NCAA that Dick Schultz is not Walter Byers. I think
the presidents are taking a much more active role than they ever
did before, and I would remind you again that the NCAA is a crea-
ture of its own members and they can make whatever changes are
needed or indicated.

Mr. TOWNS. But moving in a different direction, let me go at it a
different way. Do you support a statute of limitations?

Mr. BLACK. Su e. I am a former newspaper man.
Mr. TOWNS. Statute of limitations. I am sure you do, but I am

talking about in terms if infractions occur, how long should they
last?

I am talking about in terms of years or number of months. Did
the commission come up with anything on that?

Mr. ROSELLE. The NCAA has a statute of limitations. I believe it
is 4 years for major infractions. Staff can make you familiar with
that section of the rule book after the fact, but there is a statute of
limitations in the NCAA now.

Mr. TOWNS. Let me ask you this, this really bothers me because I
am not sure, you know, Mr. Roselle, that you are saying this. Are
you for cross-examinations that you can face your accuser, that
transcripts can be available?

At sort of an administrative hearing, are you saying you are for
it or against it? You said internally at your university you used it.
Are you saying the NCAA should use it or are you saying the
NCAA should be different?

I am not sure I understand what you are saying on that issue.
Mr. ROSELLE. Let me go back to your first point. I believe, and let

me get this on the recordin my experience with intercollegiate
athletics, problems have centered on the adults, not on the young
people.

The adults have been the people who have tossed the problems in
intercollegiate athletics to a greater extent than the younger
people have. There are exceptions to that, but that has been my
experience.

I very much sympathize with your thing about not penalizing
students. I think NCAA has tried to address that by allowing free
transfers, no sit-out period and so forth, but I wanted to get that on
the record.
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The way we did the investigation at the university is the way
you do an inv estigation at the university. You have your investiga-
tors go out and they learn certain things. They come back and tell
the people what it is they have learned, and the person has a
chance to refute that on the record.

That was all made part of the record. It is not a confrontation. It
is not a courtroom proceeding. It is the way you run a university
and most organizations.

Mr. TOWNS. Well, they have a right to face their accuser. They
also have a right to have a lawyer, to get involved in cross-exami-
nation, but the NCAA, as I understand it, at the present time and
also in terms of what has been recommended, that is not the case.

Mr. ROSELLE. I don't see my part of the process as outside the
limits of the NCAA. We allowed our people enough freedoms that
we were not challenged under the due process laws of the State of
Kentucky.

If we had done something detrimental to one of our employees,
they were represented by legal counsel. They would have been
honest We didn't have a lawsuit. The reason is, we did it correctly.

Mr. TOWNS. I know. That is your university, but we are now talk-
ing about the NCAA. I did not accuse your university of being a
bully.

Mr. ROSELLE. Got you. The NCAA had no real role in the investi-
gation at the University of Kentucky until we got to the Infrac-
tions Committee with our report and give it to them. That is my
obligation as the president to investigate whatever allegations
might be made, and indeed to find out if there are other allegations
that we did that should have been made by NCAA about their pro-
gram, what they were told.

They informed us fully of what they were told. The investigation
was our responsibility. That is the wav the honors system is sup-
posed to work.

Mr. TOWNS. But there has been accusations made not on one oc-
casion, but on several occasions that if you spoke out against
NCAA that you will be penalized, and that they can penalize you
in some ways.

My time has expired, but I think that is the point that needs to
be addressed because if you speak out, they will come in and all of
a. sudden say this is wrong or that is wrong, and it will become a
situation where you can't prove it because you have no way of
going aroundI know my time has expired.

Thank you, Madam Chairperson.
Mrs. COLLINS. Would you explain for me, please, Mr. Roselle, the

statute of limitations and how it works?
Mr. ROSELLE. You know, I don't have the rule book before me.
Mrs. COLLINS. Could you tell me roughly.
Mr. ROSELLE. I will be doing this from memory I believe it is a 4-

year statute of limitations.
Mrs. COLLINS. Well, tell me how it works. We know sometimes

what is written is not always how it works. How is it supposed to
work?

Mr. ROSELLE. Our experience with how it worked earlier in the
University of Kentucky.

Mrs. COLLINS. It is for 4 years for all infractions?
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Mr. ROSELLE. I will get staff to make you familiar with it.
Mrs. COLLINS. When you go like that, that means no, not for all

infractions?
Mr. ROSELLE. It means I don't know is all it means.
Mrs. Cowrie OK. Why don't I yield to you in the meantime

while they a-e looking for that?
Mr. McMimi7N. I know you are tryi.ag to hurry this panel, but I

wanted to ask unanimous consent to ask one brief question.
Mrs. COLLINS. Without objection.
Mr. MCMILLIN. One of the other concerns I had about the

Knight Commission is that it did not deal with the issue of money
and revenue distribution. When you look at history, and history
has to be your guide at the NCAA's action, Title IX in 1972 was
passed by the Congress, the NCAA fought it, and they fought it in
the Department of Education for years and years and years.

You could say, I think, definitively that Title IX or anything
close to it would never have occurred if it were not for Congress,
student right to know, Congressman Town's bill, never would have
occurred if it weren't for congressional pressure.

The point that I think is dear here is can self-regulation work?
Can you deal with the amount of money that is funneling into tha
system? Can we come up with a model that deals with its money in
a different fashion than winners take all or winners take most of
the money, which is driving the system towards all theseif the
NCAA goes too far and again history is our guide, schools will
break away as they did with the CFA, as Notre Dame has done, so
the NCAA is sitting there almost power powerless to do anything
more than just marginal reform.

If they go too far, schools break away. Clearly that is the history.
When they lost their antitrust exemption, CA was formed. Now the
CFA is going to have its contract nullified in all probability by the
FTC, more schools are going to do their own deal.

Ten years from now, if history is our gede, we extrapolate, what
you are going to see is a fragmented system, nobody in control,
money funneling into the system. We are going to be back here and
say, my God, this is totally destroying our colleges and universities
as institutions of higher learning.

Why did the Knight Commission not deal with that? That is the
fundamental issue to me. Why didn't we talk about money? And do
you think 10 years from now with the fragmentation of the money
that is occurring that this is going to be an enhancement of higher
education?

Mr. Bum Well, I think, first of all, we started from the premise
which I expressed earlier that money, whiiethe TV money, par-
ticularly that has come into the system is a big part of the prob-
lem; that it is not the only part of the problem; that it is an over-
simplification to say it is a money problem oecause you had the
same problems in 1992, which is 60 years -igo or more, and there
wasn't any TV then.

I think that as far as the NCAA's distribution of the money, it
gets basketball contract, we did address that problem. We said the
perception is still out there and probably not just a perception to
begin something based in part on realit:, that the formula that
NCAA has adopted for the distributkm of that ?venue is still

51-624 0 - 92 - 2 83
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tilted too much towards the proposition that the rich get richer,
arid they are still putting too much of a premium on winning, and
we have asked the NCAA's President's Commission and others to
review that.

As far as the money which comes in privately in individual con-
tracts, we heard, first of all, from one of the members of our com-
mission, Jane Pfeiffer, former chairman of NBC, that that money
is not always going there, that that is drying up.

There is such a fragmentation of TV programming now that you
are not going to see the same kind of big bucks 10 years from now.
You will hear people talking about pay to view these things.

I think that other parts of our proposals, Congressman, do ad-
dress that. If we channel all the money into the central administra-
tion, you mentioned Notre Dame, that money goes into the Treas-
ury. It doesn't go to the athletic department.

It is being used for athletic scholarships. If Notre Dame wants to
make a deal with a TV network, this is attractive programming.
We are going to pay you for it, and Notre Dame uses the money for
athletic scholarships, I am not sure that that is bad.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, it is time, I think, to move on to the other
panel, but I believe unless something fundamental is changed, we
are going to be back here 10 years from now and saying money is
continuing to distort the system and the NCAA cannot fundamen-
tally restructure the system to deal with it.

History has been our guide, and I am sorry to say I think that is
what is going to happen. Unless we can mount this kind of pres-
sure on the system so it will change, clearly the Knight Commis-
sion had a part in that.

Mrs. COLLINS. You can respond to his question. The time of the
gentleman has expired. I want to get an answer to my question,
too.

Mr. BLACK. The last point the Congressman makes about arms
control, I think, tomorrow, that is one of the big problems that oc-
curred to me is that the schools that get thy; money in put it all
into their athletics department. They keep building up these bigger
and bigger athletic departments.

If one football team gets an indoor training facility, the next one
wants them. If one school gets another coach, the next school
wants another coach.

Then if one school gets invited to a bowl game 1 year, they get
those big bucks, and that all becomes part of the athletics depart-
ment budget. They spend it all, and they become dependent on it. I
think if you would take that money out of the athletics department
and put it into the central administration and down-size the whole
enterprise, you are going to reduce this arms race substantially.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Roselle, you were going to give me a real fast
for-the-record description of

Mr. ROSELLE. It is 32.5-2. Allegations included in a letter of finan-
cial inquiry shall be limited to possible violations occurring not
earlier than 4 years before the date of notice of preliminary in-
quiry as forwarded to the institution.

However, the following shall not be suidect to the 4-year limita-
tion; (1) allegations involving violations of protecting the eligibility
of current student athletes; (2) allegations in a case in which infor-
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mation is developed to indicate a pattern of willful violations onthe part of the institution or the individual involved which began
before, but continued into the 4-year period; and (3) allegations thatindicate a blatant disregard for the association's fundamental re-cruitment, extra benefit, academic or ethical conduct regulations orthat involve an effort to conceal the occurrence of the violations.In such cases, the enforcement staff shall have a 1-year periodafter the date information concerning the matter becomes avail-able to the NCAA. To guestimate and to submit to the institution
an official inquiry concerning the matter.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much. I will probably have a ques-tion in writing to the NCAA about that particular statute of limita-tions, but I want, at this particular time, to thank all of youwell,both of you for appearing before us this morning.
We are going to go now to our next panel, which will be Mr.Jerry Tarkanian and Mr. Dale Brown. Why don't you come for-ward at this time, please. Let me say that while you are comingforward that Congressman Bilbray of Nevada was here, and he hadhoped to be able to introduce you, Mr. Tarkanian, but he had to goto a delegation meeting, so let me say that he stayed as long as hecould, and he had to leave.
Why don't we begin with you, Mr. Tarkanian. Mr. Tarkanian is

the head coach of the University of Nevada at Las Vegas.
STATEMENTS OF JERRY TARKANIAN, HEAD COACH, UNIVERSITY

OF NEVADA AT LAS VEGAS; AND DALE BROWN, HEAD COACH,
LOUSIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. TARKANIAN. Thank you for asking me to appear before thecommittee.
I feel honored to be here. As you know, I am going into my lastseason as a college coach. Something that happened partly beforethis very committee will greatly affect the players on my team thisnext year.
They will not be able to have their games televised or be able toparticipate in playoff games of any kind due to the fact that theNCAA imposed an additional year of sanctions on our university 13years after its original sanctions, a time when these players todaywere only 8 or 9 years of age.
It is unjust that being prevented by a valid court order from get-ting at me, the NCAA moved to punish these kids. On July 12,1979, before this very same committee, Congressman Bob Eckart ofTexas asked whether additional penalties would be imposed againstUNLV because of a court order precluding my suspension.
Charles Allen Wright, then the NCAA Infractions Committeechairman, stated,"I would think it would be utterly outrageous inthat circumstance if the council were to say, well, inasmuch as thepenalty against Coach Tarkanian has fallen, we have to do some-thing else against the University of Nevada at Las Vegas."He also said you satisfy a show cause very easily when you saywe cannot do it because a court of competent jurisdiction has toldus not to do it. That is absolutely iron clad. Iron clad or not, outra-geous or not. I use Mr. Wright's words, not my own. That is exactlywhat the NCAA did last July.
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Last year, though an injunction still stood against my being sus-
nded, the NCAA added another year of probation to the school

because they could not violate a court order. When we brought this
up in front of the committee last summer, one of the comments
was made, well, that is just one man's opinion, but we kind of
thought it would be a pretty strong opinion considering it was
made in front of the congressional committee.

My problems with the NCAA all started when I was at Long
Beach State. I wrote three newspaper articles at that time. I was
very your g in the coaching profession, and I was very critical of
NCAA, enforcement policies. The Director of Enforcement wrote
some nasty letters back to the University and to me, saying I had
no right to basically write those kind of letters.

That started an investigation against Long Beach. In 1973 I

moved to Las Vegas. The NCAA reopened the dormant investiga-
tion at UNLV 1 or 2 days after I arrived. In fact, when the NCAA
files were subpoenaed in my court case, 011. of the first articles
that appeared was 1 or 2 days after I arrived, which was an article
about me moving to Las Vegas and the Las Vegas investigation
started.

The investigation for UNLV was 31/2 years. The investigators in-
timidated witnesses, they created evidence to support their allega-
tions of violations. They made statements and numerous state-
ments to players that they would help get Tarkanian, that they
can transfer to any school and be eligible immediately.

They made threats that kids had nothing to lose because they
were going to drive me out of coaching. When we gathered this in-
formation, we thought we were offended by it, so we sent this infor-
mation to Mr. Byers. We thought he would take appropriate action
because we felt this was unfair.

Well, that was the biggest mistake we made because that just in-
furiated Mr. Byers, and they intensified their investigation, and
they came to the conclusion that I was lying, and for that reason I
was the first coach that they ever ordered to be suspended because
I was lying, not because they had made threats to suspend me.

One basic thing that we brought to the committee was that
Norm Sloan at that time was a basketball coach at North Carolina
State. He had made the statement that an NCAA investigator told
him they were going to drive me out of coaching.

The NCAA totally denied that. The investigator, Bill Hunt, total-
ly denied this. Yet in 1979, before this very same question, under
oath, Norm Sloan verified exactly what we had said, that they had
made the threats that they were going to drive me out of coaching.

The investigation that I went through in 1977 is very difficult for
any person to understand. We had box loads of documents. We had
sworn affidavits. We had canceled checks. We had depositions. We
had tape recordings, and the NCAA had nothing but recollections
or memorandums written by their own investigators that said that
this had occurred.

Even though we had sworn affidavits from those very same
people saying that they never said that, the committee still chose
to believe that the NCAA was telling the truth and we were lying.

In one incident which we thought would really turn everything
in our favor, one individual tape-recorded an interrogation by an

3. 6
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NCAA investigator. The investigator was not aware of this tape re-
cording, and at the time he reported to the Committee on Infrac-
tions that UNLV was asking questions so that they can cover up
their case so that there wouldn't be findings made against them.

The investigator had no idea that this was tape recorded. We
were so excited over this, we thought well, now we will get a
chance to show the Committee on Infractions who is telling the
truth and who is lying.

However, when we presented the tape, the Committee on Infrac-
tions refused to listen to the tape. They said that that was not rele-
vant, and they would not even listen to the tape. So basically our
situation was almost a hopeless situation.

Our evidence was totally disregarded, and the hearsay, the com-
ments of the investigators stood up. The university placed UNLV
on 2 years probation, and they ordered me to be suspended. It is
the first time, to my knowledge, a coach had ever been ordered to
be suspended.

The suspension was based on the fact that I had lied, not the fact
that they had lied. What has happened to the investigator who was
proven to have lied? He got promoted, while I had to go to court.

Other coaches told me at the time, "Tark, just be quiet. Go along
with them because if you fight them, they are going to bury you."
Coaches said the worst thing you can do is fight the NCAA because
they are going to bury you.

I felt I was right, and I went to court, and I got an injunction.
Seven different judges that heard my case all concurred that my
due process rights were violated. One of the judges called it a stark
chamber proceeding. Another called it trial by ambush. There is
one charge that I would like to bring out.

I was charged with academic fraud, which is one of the most seri-
ous and probably the most serious charge ever. This charge, when
the evidence was presented in the congressional hearings in 1979,
when the committeewhen the congressional committee heard the
evidence, they asked Charles Allen Wright, the chairman, how
could you have made a finding in light of E" the evidence that the
University had and the fact that the NCAA had virtually no evi-
dence?

Charles Allen Wright said that evidence had come before us
today, we probably would have made a different finding. However,
for 13 years I have been ripped at every paper in the country, in
"Sports Illustrated," many magazines, everywhere for academic
fraud. Nowhere

Mrs. COLLINS. I am sorry to have to ask you to cease your testi-
mony at this time. We will probably get to more of it in the ques-
tion and answer session, but the bells have rung. I would like to
get the testimony of Mr. Brown on the record at this time, and
then we will recess while we go over and vote.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tarkanian follows:]

STATEMENT OF JERRY TARKANIAN, COACH, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS

Thank you for inviting me to appear before your committee. I feel honored to be
here. For almost 20 years I've been involved in a battle with the NCAA over its
enforcement tactics. As you know, I recently announced my retirement from UNLV
and from college basketball. I wish that I could say I left because I had accom-
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plished all that I set out to do, that I had given all that I could give, that I had
reached all the goals set. I wish I could say that after 23 years, but I can't. I can't
because it's not true. The truth isI have been a vocal opponent of what I perceive
to be the improper and unethical investigative practices on the part of the IsICAA's
enforcement division, as well as the absence of such fundamental protections as due
process rights. My willingness to stand and fight has made me the target of virtual
non stop investigation and attack by the NCAA enforcement staff who have cast a
negative perception of me that mg never be undone.

It all started back in the early 1970's when I wrote some columns for a newspaper
in Long Beach, California. In three of those columns, I was critical of the NCAA
enforcement program. In my naivete, I thought if I could raise issues, I could help
improve the system. To say that my comments were coolly received by the NCAA is
an understatement. The NCAA Assistant Executive Director wrote a letter to our
conference commissioner criticizing my comments and casting, within the letter, a
chilling attitude towards me and my future. It was around that time that the NCAA
enforcement staff began to put a full court press on me.

Little did I realize then that what I considered to be an honest, innocuous, ap-
praisal of the NCAA's enforcement program would result in spending a good part of
the rest of my life being hounded night and day.

This is a large part of the problem with the NCAAthey consider themselves to
be above reproach, beyond criticism. Those that are outside of its enforcement
powers are ignored; those within can be relentlessly persecuted. Even Congress has,
to date, been largely ignored.

In 1977 and 1978, Congress investigated the NCAA enforcement process. The sub-
committee concluded the following: "The picture is that of a sanctioning body with
incredible power which may affect the careers and ambitions of coaches and student
athletes, as well as the stature of virtually every institution of higher education in
this country. This power is exercised by the NCAA without observance to what we
all assume are the minimal standards of fairness," The subcommittee suggested 18
recommendations for the NCAA. Representative John E. Moss, subcommittee chair-
man in 1978, stated in the letter of transmittal of the subcommittee report: "Should
the Association fail to respond and accept the challenge before them, I must urge
you and our colleagues not to hesitate to introduce Federal legislation which would
provide adequate procedural safeguards to individuals subjezt to the NCAA's en-
forcement mechanism." The NCAA refused to make fundamental changes which
the subcommittee recommended.

The primary recommendation of the congressional subcommittee was to have ap-
pointed an outside, objective, blue-ribbon committee to evaluate the enforcement
process. This suggestion was turned down by the NCAA in 1978 and not until State
legislature began passing due process laws of their own did the NCAA finally ap-
point a committee to look into the enforcement process, although NCAA officials
still claim the process is "fine." As committee chairman it appointed the very same
individual it paid to argue before the U.S. Supreme Court the NCAA's position that
it shouldn't be required to provide due process, a case in which I was the plaintiff.

That Supreme Court case originated in the mid-1970's when, in the view of many,
NCAA enforcement representatives stretched and fabricated evidence, twisted the
truth, and threatened and intimidated individuals in an effort to drive me out of
coaching. The only evidence against me was second and third band hearsay from
biased NCAA investigators with a prosecution mentality. Not one piece of docu-
mented evidence was given by the NCAA investigators while the university and pri-
vate attorneys provided box loais of documents in my defense consisting of can-
celled checks, contracts, purchase requests, lie detector and voice analyzer tests, affi-
davits and depositions.

I did what any individual living in a free democratic society would do. I went to
court to protect my rights and reputation. All seven judges who heard and reviewed
the case evidence ruled my procedural and substantive due pr ;.:ess rights were vio-
lated. One judge declared that my NCAA hearings were a "t 'al by ambush" and
another stated it was a "star chamber proceeding." This e ,on was not over-
turned by the U.S. Supreme Court. In fact, the court let my iction against the
university stand. The U.S. Supreme Cuurt held only that the I kA is not required
to provide due process under the Fed( ral constitution because it is not a State actor.

The court based its 5-4 decision on the premise that the NCAA is a voluntary pri-
vate organization. I submit that the four out of nine judges who thought otherwise
were really correct. The NCAA is a billion dollar organization that controls hun-
dreds of thom: 'nds of peoples' lives and which operates under virtually few controls.
If an individual wants to reach the pinnacle of his profession in college athletics, he
must be involved with the NCAA. As former NCAA President Wilford Bailey pro-
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claimed, "If you want to be involved, you've goz to be in it. If you drop out, you have
to pay the price." Walter Byers, founder and former Executive Director of the
NCAA, spent considerable time, energy and influence to decimate competing ama-
teur athletic associations, such as the AAU, AIAW and NIT. Byers used the NCAA's
influence over television to form a virtual monopoly over major college athletic pro-
grams.

Though it fought very hard to win the "State actor," issue in the U.S. Supreme
Court, the NCAA claims to have a fair enforcement process which already provides
"due process." Yet the NCAA has literally spent millions of dollars in seeking sanc-
tity from courts and legislatures, lobbying and litigating to remain immune from
the very fundamental fairness requirements that it claims to already give. Why
should an organization spend millions of dollars to remain exempt from fairness
standards that it claims to already meet?

In reality, the NCAA enforcement procedures pay lip service to fairness but are
designed for prosecutorial efficiency. Once official charges have been made, a viola-
tion has been found in every case because the NCAA acts as the police officer, pros-
ecutor, judge and jury. Infractions Committee findings are simply rubber-stamped in
an appeal process that does not even permit the institution to have a transcript of
the Infractions Committce hearing. In the nearly 40 years of the NCAA's existence,
no major penalty has ever been reversed by the NCAA Council.

One of the mai" reasons the NCAA is so successful in its enforcement hearings is
that there is no accurate record kept of interviews. The NCAA prohibits its investi-
gators from tape recording or otherwise transcribing interviews. Instead, an investi-
gator is supposed to take notes and later prepare a memorandum of the interview
based upon his recollection of events. These memos are then used to support the
NCAA's case. In a best case scenario, such a system is inaccurate; at its worst, this
process is loaded against the accused. The lack of an independent record allows in-
vestigators to shape "evidence" in a manner which best guarantees "conviction." Al-
though the NCAA announced a few weeks ago that "some" interviews would be
taped, "some" rather than "all," makes one suspicious of the interview circum-
stances.

Another aspect of due process missing within the NCAA is a legitimate standard
of evidence. I was found guilty of a charge by the NCAA when the only evidence
presented by the investigator was a memo of his recollections of a conversation he
had had with someone who told him that I had paid for a student athlete's airfare.
In contrast, our university presented a copy of an out-of-State high school's payment
request, a copy of a cancelled check and six sworn depositions and affidavits, all doc-
umenting that the player's high school had funded the ticket purchase.

On another charge against me, congressional representatives questioned members
of the NCAA Infractions Committee on how they could reach a finding of guilt on so
little NCAA evidence compared to such strong evidence presented by the university.
Charles Alan Wright, a former Infractions Committee chairman, stated: "I do not
believe that a finding would have been made in that episode if it came before us
today." Yet nc steps were taken by the NCAA to remove that stain from my and
the university s reputation.

The NCAA investigators work hard to catch a coach in a lie or to somehow show
he or the institution is not trying to get at the truth. Greater harm can be done to
the coach and the university if it can be shown there was a "cover-up" of some kind.
Coaches lose their jobs and athletes are declared to be ineligible if the Infractions
Committee feels they have not been truthful. What happens when an NCAA investi-
gatc,r is found not telling the truth? In my situation the answer was short and
simple: a promotion.

David Berst of the NCAA enforcement staff at one time interviewed a New York
witness named Rodney Parker. In the Infractions Co.amittee hearings, Berst, based
on statements he claimed Parker made, four times accused our university of not
trying to get at the truth or hiding the truth. Berst did not know that Parker had
tape recorded the conversation. A comparison of Berst's comments before the Infrac-
tions Committee with the tape of the actual conversation showed Parker did not
make the statements Berst attributed to him and, in fact, showed that both Berst
and Parker had stated during the conversation that it appeared that UNLV was
trying to get at the truth. When the tape was brought to the NCAA Council's atten-
tion, they made no response and simply rubber-stamped the Infractions Committee
findings. After my 1977 case, the NCAA promoted David Berst.

It is a matter of record in the congressional subcommittee hearings of 1977 and
1978 that representatives of the NCAA enforcement staff stated they would drive
me out of coaching. Under oath before this very same subcommittee, Norm Sloan,
then coach at North Carolina State, testified that Bill Hunt, NCAA Assistant Exec-
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utive Director, stated: "We are not only going to get him. We are going to drive him
out of coaching." David Berst, who admitted under oath that be referred to me as
the one who looked like a "rug merchant," which is known to be a bigoted term in:
reference to my Armenian ancestry, has also made public his intention to run meout of college athletics.

I personally have spoken with individuals who are afraid to speak negatively
about the NCAA. I go to conventions and numerous coaches approach me urging me
to keep fighting, but almost all of them are afraid to step forward themselves. Many
see what has happened to me and realize there is little hope in fighting back.

I've spoken with media representatives afraid to report negatively on the NCAA
because they might have their NCAA media credentials pulled and even, in some
cases, that they would be put at a disadvantage at their network because of bidding
for NCAA television rights. One businessman was afraid to openly be part of a
group questioning NCAA actions because he feared the NCAA might removeplanned basketball regionals from an arena of which he was part owner.

University presidents, faculty, coaches, athletes and conference commissioners tes-
tified in previous hearings before this committee about the intimidating nature of
NCAA proceedings. The House subcommittee report stated: "Institutions were coop-
erative, even anxious to tell their stories, but they were loath to be identified."

Coaches, athletic directors and athletes are scared when the NCAA comes to in-
vestigate. They know the rules are written in such a way that enforcement repre-
sentatives can find some violation at any school. Joe Paterno, head football coach at
Penn State, was quoted as stating he probably broke NCAA rules every day without
knowing what they were. The NCAA enforcement staff often does not follow its ownrules, will not share case histories and will prevent schools under investigation from
obtaining past rule interpretations.

The hopelessness in fighting the NCAA became quite evident to me last summer
when the NCAA Infractions Committee imposed an additional penalty on UNLV
after the school had already completed its 2 year probation in 1979. Players only 7or 8 years of age at the time will be punished this year because local and State
courts ordered and the U.S. Supreme Court let stand an injunction which preventedthe school from suspending me as the NCAA had ordered because the courts found
my due process rights were violated.

The NCAA, itself, in 1979, ruled that the injunction against the university was
sufficient cause for the university not suspending me. On July 12, 1979, before this
very same committee, Congressman Bob Eckhardt of Texas asked whether addition-al penalties would be imposed against UNLV because a court order precluded my
suspension. Charles Alan Wright, former Infractions Committee chairman, stated:"I would think it would he utterly outrageous if in that circumstance the council
were to say, 'Well, inasmtich as the penalty 4. mist Coach Tarkanian has fallen, we
have to do something else against the Univei ,ity of Nevada at Las Vegas'."

Well, utterly outrageous or not, that's exactly what the NCAA didthus showing
its contempt for a lawful court order and its disregard for statements made under
oath before Congress.

The NCAA which claims it has made enforcement improvements, which claims it
is fair and governed well from within, reached out in defiance of a court order, con-
trary to their chairman's words under oath before Congress and did this "outra-
geous"act. And that is not my description of the deed, it is the very description used
by the respected Charles Alan Wright. And the deed was not done in the 70's or the1980's, but in 1990, thus showing how far along the NCAA enforcement programhas come since Congress previously investigated it.

But this type of reaching out to punish others is not new in the NCAA. Earlier,
the NCAA had placed the basketball program at the University of Minnesota on
probation and demanded that three student athletes be declared ineligible by the
school. The NCAA informed the school that it could hold due process hearings. At
these independent due process hearings at the university, it was determined that
evidence did not support declaring the three student athletes ineligible. The NCAA
then charged that Minnesota had failed to carry out its NCAA membership obliga-
tions and should declare the student athletes ineligible in spite of the outceme ofthe due process f.earings. Thus, as Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath stated, "..
Minnesota had a duty to provide objective and impartial hearings, but, at the same

time, was told by the NCAA if such hearings did not lead to the desired resultsas
predetermined by the NCAAthen the school was in contempt of the NCAA'srules."

When Minnesota was unwilling to subscribe to the NCAA's interpretation of due
process, the NCAA put the school's entire athletic program on probation. "It wai,
obvious," said President Magrath, "the NCAA was trying to pressure the school into
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choosing between the due process rights of three student athletes and post-season
tournamc.t privileges of more than 540 other varsity players. After much delibera-

the school chose to do what it thought was morally right." They stood by the
due process rights of the three stuf.0..at athletes.

"For almosL 2 years," said Magrath, "we upheld the conviction, until finally we
were forced, by what amount. to be competitive blacklisting, to declare the student
athletes ineligible.' The NCAA had declared that if Minnesota did not make the
student athletes ineligible, then every team in the Big Ten, the school's conference,
would be prevented from participating in NCAA post-season play. According to an
NCAA rule, any conference that wishes to qualify for post season tournaments must
be in grA3d standing with the NCAA. Should even one school fail to be in good stand-
ing, then every other member loses its automatic NCAA post-season privilege. The
University o: Minnesota backed down so as not to jeopardize the rights of basketball
players for all other Big Ten schools. And thus, again, the NCAA showed its version
of "due process."

I can speak personally of the high costs of standing up to the NCAA. For approxi-
mately 8 of the 18 yeare I have been at UNLV, the NCAA has been investigating
me and my program. During that time, high school players have been warned by
NCAA investigators not to come to UNLV and high school coaches have been
warned about sending their players to UNLV. Unfortunately, this long-running dis-
pute also has harmed those around me, including my players, coaches, family,
friends and university. With the frenzy of media activity surrounding NCAA in-
nuendoes, it has been difficult, if not impossible, to get out true facts about our pro-
gram.

For example, our student athletes graduate at a rate above other students on our
campus. Our black student athli .es graduate at a rate significantly higher. Our uni-
versity was one of only nine institutions throughout the country whose special ad-
missions were lower for athletes than for regular students. We have perhaps the
best program in the country for bringing back former student athletes and guiding
them to finish their degrees. This year four of our team's six seniors went through
graduation ceremonies, another who will play professional basketball is within
reach of his degree. One former player came back and graduated and another
player graduates at the end of the summer with eligibility remaining. Thus we will
have six graduates this summer and a seventh expected to graduate within a year.
In addition, as reported in a study published by USA Today, in 1990 UNLV athletes
contributed more hours to community service than any other school in the country.
Even the White House appointed People-to-People Sports Committee has contacted
us concerning sharing information about one of our academic projects. All this, how-
ever, gets lost in the publicity of the NCAA battles.

As I end my college coaching career, I look back with satisfaction on the fact that
I loved the kids I coachedloved working with them and helping them perfect
skills. I've joyfully embraced being their teacher and given kids a chance. Most of
them have gone on to make strong, positive contributions to their community.

My college career has been pninful at times with continual NCAA harassment,
but ever. former NCAA Executive Director, Walter Byers, admitted I was influential
in getting changes in the enforcement program. I'm proud of that and I hope more
changes will be made to make the process completely fair and equitable.

That's a legacy I leave for coaches who follow me. They may not realize it now
and may not for years in the future, but I feel that some day my fight will be recug-
nized as contributhig greatly to rights for fellow coaches and future athletes.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Brown.

STATEMENT OF DALE BROWN

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Madam Cha: woman. A very gallant
woman in 1955 made a stand. r name was Rosa Parks. Nothizig
had really ever been accomplish. '

December 5, 1955 a boycott began which said you don't have to
go to the back of the bus. We have been in the back of the bus as
coaches for an awful long time.

There is no question that there needs to be change. Some coaches
should be fired. Cheating is cheating. It is that clear. I saw when
this committee started out, Madam Chairwoman. You have a sensi-
tivity in your eyes, not flirting, by the way-
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Mrs. COLLINS. Oh, shucks.
Mr. BROWN. You would be unable to coach because an area that,

has not been discussed by anyone today is the NCAA has histori-
cally legislated against human dignity. Change, everybody talked
about it.

On June 16, 1984, John Toner, president of the NCAA, testified
before the Senate Subcommittee on Education, made the following
statement: "I object to using athletics constantly as a whipping boy
for whatever deficiencies may be perceived in the Nation's systems
of secondary and higher education.

In 1977, again, the U.S. House of Representatives held hearings
to investigate the fairness and equity of the NCAA enforcement
practices. After its review, the subcommittee issued the following
statement, "The picture is that of a sanctioning body with incredi-
ble power which may affect the careers and ambitions of coaches
and student athletes, as well as the stature of virtually every insti-
tution of higher education in this country."

This power is exercised by the NCAA without observance of what
we all assume are the minimal standards of fairness. Walter Byers,
himself, as he retired, said, "Time and circumstances have passed
the entire system of intercollegiate athletics."

The management structure has become bureaucratic and unre-
sponsible. I include the NCAA in that. The present scholarship
compensation cap is no longer fair to the athlete, and is legally de-
fensible. I think there is an inherent conflict that has to be re-
solved immediately.

I thank all of you for this opportunity to discuss this topic of who
is in control of intercollegiate athletics. It is refreshing to know
that elected officials finally are concerned about this topic, even
though I am not for Federal control.

We can clean our own house up with good presidents and with
Dick f nultz at the head. This impacts thousands of students. My
greatest complaint, and I have been in the past quite critical of the
government body of major college sports. Today, I come to you with
no grudge. I am not running for any political office. I am at the
dawn of my coaching career after 35 years, but I would like to see
people treated properly.

My major complaint with the NCAA as an organization has
always been that until the arrival of Dick Schultz, and in some ex-
tents, he can't change everything. It legislates, again, human digni-
ty.

In their desire always to look at the bottom line, the NCAA
members have a long established pattern of passing rules, restrict-
ing the rights and benefits to the student athletes that make all
this possible.

We can spend thousands of dollars traveling all over the world
recruiting a player, but once that player comes to campus, we can't
treat them as human action. If they need dental workand, by the
way, some have never seen a dentist in their life. We have to tell
them that they must pay for this work themselves.

Then we have to be hypocritical enough to tell them that the
NCAA rules prohibit them from going out and getting a job if they
are on scholarship. The revenue from the 1991 NCAA division one
basketball tournament was a staggering $60 million, yet there is a
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rule prohibiting us from making sure the parents of often times
poor children and often times black, they can't afford to enjoy a
decent meal with their son or stay in the same top flight hotels
that ali the presidents, Ad's, coaches, and yes, NCAA staff mem-
bers stay in.

All of these rules have grown out of our distrust for one another,
to be frank. Every time a coach or university finds a way to do
something their competitors don't like, the competitors propose a
rule. That is the only thing I agreed with President Roselle, and
am sorry he left because I don't want to talk about him behind his
back.

Rules should be simple. Torn was mentioned as being a Rhodes
scholar. I went to a small teachers college. I did go to class, Tom,
but I wasn't a Rhodes scholar. You don't have to be a Rhodes
Scholar to understand what cheating is, yet Melvin Belli and F.
Lee Bailey, two attorneys, just now had to look through a 295-page
book to understand what cheating is.

Is cheating you don't change transcripts, you don't buy a car? I
have never had a hard time knowing right from wrong. Those
things are wrong. But is buying a pair of dress shoes for an athlete
that has just tennis shoes to go on a road trip wrong?

I don't think so. The NCAA does. On numerous occasions I sent 6
years in a row to 1,200 college presidents, chancellors, ADP's, facul-
ty representatives, head football, head basketball, conference com-
missioners and NCAA staff members, letters about rule changes,
due process, human dignity, only the guilty should be penalized, no
immunity. I received a letter back from what I think is one of the
greatest coaches of all time, John Wooden.

He comments, "Deal Dale, that was quite a letter, and certainly
was loaded with many common sense suggestions, which, of course,
will probably be ignored because they do make seme."

The Ten Commandments can be typed on r 3-by-5 card. The
NCAA rule book is hundreds of pages with confusion on each page.
However, for the first time in my 25 years as a college coach, I am
encouraged that the NCAA can lead us properly.

Some people may have to be eliminated. My hope is in one man
primarily, Dick Schultz, who I believe has an understanding of the
problems and compassion to solve them. I really believe that he
can turn this cold monster around. Already, I have sensed a differ-
ence. Dick is reaching out, traveling, listening. All of that is en-
couraging.

Finally, before my time runs out
Mrs. COLLINS. It has.
Mr. BROWN. I plead to the committee for the following. We have

sper t virtually generations honing our skills as social critics. We
have undertaken studies beyond count, participated in symposiums
unending, and in the process we have arrived at answers.

I do not believe that answers are what we lack. What we lack is
action, because that calls for courage. It calls for standing against a
crowd, not being one of the establishment, and laying one's popu-
larity at risk.

As Eric Fromme said, "He who has a conviction strong enough to
withstand the opposition of the proud is the exception rather than
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the rule, an exception often admired centuries later; mostly is
laughed at by his contemporaries now."

Finally, we who meet here today again face that moment of
truth, whether to issue still another report that will capture the
press fancy for a moment, then be consigned to dusty shelves in the
back of the library, or whether to stand collectively at all and
demand that we and all society put our house just not in order, be-
cause sometimes order hides untruth and even chaos. But in priori-
ty, a priority that places our young people, and thus our futures
before money, because that is really what it is all about, money.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you. The subcommittee has to go over to
the Floor for a vote, so we are going to recess for 10 minutes.

[Brief recess.]
Mrs. COLLINS. This hearing will reconvene at this time.
Mr. Tarkanian, I was reading your written remarks, among them

you talk about a situation at the University of Minnesota. You say
when NCAA charged Minnesota failed to carry out its membership
obligations, and so forth, and should declare student athletes ineli-
gible in spite of the outcome of a due process hearing.

You also say when Minnesota was unwilling toI am on page
10was unwilling to nbscribe to the NCAA's interpretation of due
process, the NCAA pu the school's entire athletic program on pro-
bation.

It was obvious, said President McGraph, the NCAA was trying to
pressure the school into choosing between the due process for stu-
dent athletes and post-season tournament privileges of more than
500 other varsity players.

Mr. TARKANIAN. They are saying either you follow their decision,
which was to make these three kids ineligible, or else your entire
athletic program will go on probation. All athletes, regardless of

Ilat sport, would be placed on probation.
It was very similar to my situation and the fact that when the

NCAA, because they didn't give me a fair hearing and I was able
to get an injunction against them, they said if they couldn't punish
me, they would punish all the players.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Brown, you mentioned the coaches at the back
of the bus. It has been my impression that at the back of the bus,
there is a pretty good party going on. The coaches can get the con-
tracts for themselves for tennis r..thoes, or Pepsi Cola, or whatever
the goodies might be. Can you comment on that?

Mr. BROWN. First of all, no or.. asked me, after being a basket-
ball coach after 8 yearsand I am grateful to be because I had no
name and came out of nowhere, that I was making $28,000. There
are not as many coaches that are as fortunate as Jerry and I, to
have the longevity.

The average coaching career of a coach is only 3 years. The
normal pay usually is almost half of a school teacher. You can
make more delivering papers. Your observation about making
large money on endorsements and all of that is correct. I am not
for that.

I offered the NCAA and the Southeastern Conference a fairly
large amount of money that I was going to get from a shoe contract
and other sources. I guess we have not gotten to supporters yet.
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You don't get any money for wearing their jocks. I guess you can't
see them, but that is coming next; large sum of money.

I gave it to the NCAA or the SEC with the idle that if a person
gets a toothache, that instead of doing a clandestine move to get
his tooth fixed, you are honorable enough to get his tooth fixed.

When the final four is played, let the parents of these children
attend. The NCAA and the SEC said there was no mechanics to op-
erate that money. Thank you for the large gesture.

Yes, there are large sums of money, but there is far too many
that are releasedwe are kind of a scapegoat for everybody. As a
coach you feel you have to take a shower all the time; it is all us.

Mrs. COLLINS. What we want to know is how can we prevent
these kinds of things from happening. It seems to me the presi-
dents of the universities ought to have control over these things.

It seems the coaches are controlling the president. That is not to
say it should be.

Mr. BROWN. Often times that may be true.
Mrs. COLLINS. What would you suggest they do about that?
Mr. BROWN. I didn't read this, but I would like to. It doesn't

mean everything is OK in college athletics. Sports hearings, such
as this, are necessary. I am encouraged more and more light is
being shed on these problems.

Mrs. COLLINS. These problems have been around for a while. The
light has been on them for a long time?

My question is do you know why nothing has been done about it?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, it is all money. It is dollars.
Mrs. COLLINS. We are right back where we started at the root of

this evil?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; if we don't do something here. Believe meand

I am not a stageit is never going to change.
There needs to be change made. The guilty parties should be pe-

nalized. If a young inanlet's not forget the athlete.
Let's not put a halo around all of their heads. They know if

somebody is going to change a transcript or give them an automo-
bile.

Mrs. COLLINS. Don't you coaches go around and give these kinds
of inducements to young people?

Mr. BROWN. If a coach does that, he should be fired. The answer
is yes, there are, just like there is illegal rl,ongress people.

Mrs. COLLINS. Why haven't they been fired?
Mr. BROWN. Some have. A lot of it is a lack (f guts.
Some of the presidents are in a coma, too busy in other things.

Now all of a sudden they have emerged, they become the self-right-
eous people. The coach is the whipping guy.

Let's go back to the athlete. I am not playing a violin or harp
here.

I grew up in a one-room apartment with a mother on welfare. I
saw her twice take 40 cents and a quarter, two flights of stairs
back to the Piggly Wiggly because they gave her too much change.
If you think my value system isn't going to follow my motheryet
in coaching you can be proven guilty when you are not. We went
through one of the longest investigations with no allegations
against the coaching staff and little pieces of lint. It is called a
witch hunt. That has occurred in the past.
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If it doesn't end now, it will occur 20 years from now, same sub-
committee meeting. We will be doing the same thing.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Tarkanian, can you describe for me the record
of graduation rates for your athletes, for student athletes compared
to the general student body? What are the percentages of blacks
and other minority students?

Mr. TARKANIAN. We have a higher rate than the normal student.
We are one of the few universities whose basketball players gradu-
ate at a higher rate than normal universities. That was just men-
tioned a couple of days ago in "USA Today."

Mrs. COLLINS. I am concerned about the graduation rates. I think
some of it has to do with the fact that many of the students who
are recruited by the coaches and by the athletic department take
students who shouldn't be in college in the first place.

Somebody made the statement they are pieces of meat, which
caused me a great deal of concern, as you might expect.

Once these kids are there, are there any special programs given
to them to bring them up to snuff, so they can graduate and have
the ability to get jobs after they have been used as a piece of meat?

Mr. TARKANIAN. I think every kid should have the opportunity
for an education, I think of any kid who can qualify.

If he can't qualify to get into a university, he can go to a junior
college. Anybody can get admitted to a junior college.

If he gets grades to qualify him to a 4-year university, I think
that is wonderful. I think every kid should have that opportunity.

Some of them will grasp it and make the most out of it; some
will not. Some are not going to make it.

Mrs. COLLINS. What do you do with the student who is not going
to make it? You find a student in your university, he is a Michael
Jordan to be, darned good, yet he is failing in his c .asses? What do
you do with that as a coach?

Do you report it to the academic dean or something?
Mr. TARKANIAN. I think it is the responsibility of every academic

university to provide academics for every athlete. If it means
coaches helping the kids with tutoring, I think you have to provide
them with every academic support; then it is up to the kid himself.

I don't think you can hold a coach responsible if a kid absolutely
doesn't make an effort. I think if he doesn't make an effort, invari-
ably he is going to drop out on his own anyway.

I don't think it is fair for someone to sit here and say that kid
doesn't belong in college. We recruited a couple of kids who some
people would have said didn't belong in college, who made great ca-
reers for themselves.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me take for a secondI know my time has
long since expired.

I think you probably heard me mention this particular kid. Here
is a kid in Chicago. His name is Ross. He went to Creighton Uni-
versity. His name is Kevin Ross. He went there. He says he was
accepted at the Missouri Valley Conference School although his
college entrance exam scores were below the national average.
Ross later adm ted he was functionally illiterate, unable to read
even a restaurani menu.

What college in the world would admit a kid like this. That is
the whole thing 1 have about this.
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Mr. BROWN. I am sensitive to that. Instead of suing Creighton
University, I wonder if he should sue his parents, guardians, his
first grade teacher and maybe even himself. This is a free country.

Mrs. COLLINS. It is a free country, but I believe the coaches know
when a kid cannot pass a SAT, and it is their responsibility not to
admit a kid in there.

Mr. BROWN. You can't get in. Please don'there is what has
happened, Madam Chairwoman.

Mrs. COLLINS. I know what has happened.
Mr. BROWN. If we do, we better change it.
Mrs. COLLINS. That is what I want you all to do. I want somebody

in the NCAA, the coaches to change, the presidents to change, and
the system to change so it is fair to these students.

Mr. BEAM. You all have got to help us.
Mrs. CCLLINS. My time has long since expired and I am going to

call an Mr. McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Both of the gentleman testified and exceeded

their time earlier by not much. But I was watching over on the
vote and ran into Curt Prins, who used toyou may recall, he used
to referee ACC basketball. He works on the Hill now.

I said, "What do you do when these guys testify and go over their
time?" He said, "Call a technical."

I said, "Suppose they don't pay attention to that." He said, "Call
another one." I said. "What if they don't pay attention?" He said,
"They get thrown out of the game."

Thank you guys for being here.
Let me ask you thisboth of your testimony has been interest-

ing. I don't want to get into the details of due process, as important
as that is.

But if yoo both would each respond to this: Do you think that
the universities that you represent are in principle supporting the
same policies that the NCAA is trying to support, or do you see
conflicts that have not been resolved within your own universities
that create problems?

Mr. TARKANIAN. First of all, I think practically every university
is supporting the same policies. Certainly ours is. I don't see any
real problem with any of the universities hi that area. I think just
about everyone is in support of the NCAA policies. I think there is
such a wide difference in universities.

We certainlyit would be a shocking situation if we had all
Dukes and all North Carolinas. I think it is great that we have uni-
versities that will handle the innercity kid and give them an oppor-
tunity to get an education. I think it is every bit as important as it
is to have the Duke and the Stanfords and everybody else.

Mr. MCMILLAN. As a policy does the NCAA recognize that, in
your judgment?

Mr. TARKANIAN. I think to a certain degree they do. I think the
policies themselves they recognize.

I think perhaps they are treated totally different.
Mr. MCMILLAN. For example, do you get taken to the cleaners

because the graduation rate at the UNLV is around 20-odd percent,
and that happens to be the nature of that university and the poli-
cies of that university?

47.
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Mr. TARKANIAN. Our basketball program since 1983 is 47 per-
cent. That is when we hired full-time academic advisors.

Prior to that, my wife and coaches did it all, and it was low.
Once we got the funds, we went up.

Yes, I do think we get taken to task for that.
Mr. MCMILLAN. I assume there are reasons for that, and I don't

want to go into it. High turnover or whatever.
Does the NCAA policy in that case take that into account in

terms ofI mean it is not a rule that you have to live by, is it, that
you graduate a certain percentage?

Mr. TARKANIAN. We all havethe rules are such that not par-
ticular with Prop 48.

Everybody has basically the same requirements for eligibility,
whatever school it is. Some schools can be higher than Prop 48, but
everybody has a minimum standard of requirement for eligibility.
Certainly some schools are going to get a better student.

Mr. MCMILLAN. You don't have any quarrel with the NCAA set-
ting some level of academic standard?

Mr. TARKANIAN. I think it is wonderful. I totally support that.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Do you have any comments about that issue of

because I think maybe in sc cases we have got situations where
we may have a coaching stall that is out of sync with the adminis-
tration, or maybe the administration hasn't decided what it thinks.
You are operating somewhat in a vacuum out there. Then you
have got this set of regulations that is going to be promulgated
against you. You are caught between a rock and a hard place.

Mr. BROWN. I think that is accurate. I think only 19 percent of
Americans have a college degree.

It seems like we are focused on athletes more than anyone be-
cause that is a visible thing. But I think the frustrationI would
agree, and I am surprised I am going to say this because I really
fought Proposition 48, because I thought it possibly had some racial
overtones. It may not have, but I felt it.

I now am even for higher academic standards. You say that is
going to exclude people. No it isn't.

Junior college systems aro adequate in most States. I think a lot
of guys, as Madam Chairwoman said, this young man Ross maybe
had there been higher standards, he could have gone someplace to
a junior college and maybe improved. The situation is we don't set
those standards.

Tomorrow if they said every guy had to have a 3. average and a
20, which sounds ludicrous, that would be fine; then you don't have
the academic problems.

The academic problems are inherited in the fact there is 50 mil-
lion functionally illiterate in this country. Our problems are not
generate by us alone.

Not all those 50 million happen to be athletes.
Mr. MCMILLAN. While we talk about academics, what a lot of

people are saying, that isn't the real issue. The real issue is money;
right?

Mr. BROWN. That is my feeling, yes.
Mr. MCMILLAN. The gentleman from Maryland, who served on

the Commission, also addressed that question. Money drives the sit-
uation.
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Do you feel free to describe how the athletic dollar is handled
within your own universities?

Are you at odds with it?
Is it at odds with what, if anything, the NCAA, what standards it

may set? Should the NCAA set higher standards with respect to
the handling of money?

Mr. TARKANIAN. I air, not sure how to answer that.
I am not sure whether you are referring to how a scholarship

student gets his money, or are you talking about gate receipts or
television money?

Mr. MCMILLAN. The whole thing. College sports generates money
because people are enthusiastic about it.

Mr. TARKANIAN. At our university we have, I think, 16 sports.
Fifteen of them lose money. One of them makes money. We get
some State funds. I am not sure how much that is, but we get State
funds. The rest of the money all comes from donations and scholar-
ship drives.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Do you fund scholarships out of voluntary contri-
butions or out of gate receipts?

Mr. TARKANIAN. Both.
Mr. MCMILLAN. You don't have a division on that; it all goes into

the athletic pot?
Mr. TARKANIAN. Yes, I believe, it all goes into the athletic pro-

gram.
Mr. MCMILLAN. There have been suggestions that the school ba-

sically represents the coach in terms of any other supplemental
income he may earn from sports camps, sports endorsements, tele-
vision commentary, and so forth; do you have an opinion on that?

Mr. TARKANIAN. I kind of like it the way it is MM.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Coach Brown, do you have an opinion about

that?
Mr. BROWN. I think the moneys are handled normally badly.

There used to be unlimited numbers of times you could go see an
athlete play. Wasted moneys.

The moneys are there; it is the priorities of the moneys, the pm-
motions, like I said.

Today I would again, and I am not a member of the Salvation
Army, but I would willingly, any money I could get from shoes or
balls, if they ,;ould start a fund that you could get a kid a sport
coat, you could fly a parent to a final four, everybody else gets on
that bus.

I don't know how they do it. Everybody stays in that plush hotel,
but the kids parents don't. Often most of these kids, like myself,
they are from poor families. There may be an exception.

Congressman McMillen may be an exception. Most of these are
poor kids. They normally come from one-parent homes.

We need a Caesar Chavez to lead us out of our vineyards. We
have not done it. This has repeated itself time and time again. The
moneys are there.

Mr. MCMILLAN. How about Norman Schwarzkopf?
Mr. BROWN. I will work for him.
Mr. MCMILLAN. What you are saying is that the NCAA focuses

on a lot of trivial regulations in its rulemaking and its enforce-
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ment? A lot of things that should be embraced is legitimate sup-
port of athletics and athletes, is treated as a crime, so to speak.

So the rules should basically be broader or we should go ahead
and be honest about that?

Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Then be clean about it what it is we acknowl-

edge what we are doing?
But we are playing a game? We are enforcing the trivial, and ig-

noring, maybe, the fundamental?
Mr. BROWN. Often times I found that in the past to be true. But

the one pointand I hope I made this clear, the moneys are there.
Even though there is a lot of sports that football and basketball

are responsible for, I think if you just look, I happen to be, maybe,
in left field with this, but the fact that the shoe business money;
there is a lot of ways to promote money for kids. Get the shoe busi-
ness companies to give money to the schools to help.

Let the coaches through camps and a variety of reasonsI don't
want to go to filo poorhouse. On the same token, I would reach out
just to embarrass our organization, and I said "our," there is
money there. It is the way it is spent.

You don't have to take 10 faculty representatives and 15 alumni
when you go on a trip. Maybe take a parent or two.

I think it goes back to human dignity.
Mr. MCMILLAN. In other words, one of the issues here is we

ought to do something that imparts due process, and so forth. I
don't happen to think that is the right answer. Why is it so hard to
change the rules in a reasonable way and for NCAA to address
some of the concerns that you have?

Mr. BROWN. I wish I knew that answer. I don't know; but I have
been fighting it for 25 years as a college coach.

This is my last hurrah. If it doesn't work this time, I don't want
to back down or give up, but it is like you are spinning your
wheels. You get sick of hearing yourself talk.

You are subjected to criticism. Most people wouldn't do what we
are doing. Especially if you are not guilty, you are not going to
come up here. In the past there was witch hunts.

Any cae can say what they want; I experienced one. I was told
Walter Byers and his group is going to come after you. There were
a lot of illegal things done.

People aren't going to be very vocal about this. It has been a
little insi-le house. It has been intimidation.

Mr. TARKANIAN. I was asked through the convention in Indian-
apolis at the final four this year, I would have at least a dozen
coaches pull me aside and say, "Coach, keep fighting those guys.
You are standing up for our rights."

I said, "Why don't you say something?" They are all scared.
They are all intimidated.

I think there is a general feeling in the coaching profession that
if you say anything negative about the NCAA, they are going to
bury you. I think it is very important that this subcommittee make
some Itind of effort to get the NCAA to provide coaches and ath-
letes with fundamental rights, whether it be administrative, due
process or whatever it be. But I don't believe that you should be
able to go to a hearing and have an investigatorif you can look at

50
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a situation where it exists now that investigators can, can funda-
mentally pick on anybody they want; they can drive that person
out of coaching; they can destroy their careers, unless the congres-
sional committee steps forward and makes them have some kind of
fairness.

Certainly fl..e Supreme Court case said they are a voluntary orga-
nization. They don't have to provide due process.

If they are not going to do it on a constitutional law, well I think
it has to be done in Federal law. I think every American should
have an opportunity to defend himself, should be treated fairly,
should be able to go to a hearing and come out knowing that they
had a fair hearing. That does not exist today.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Oxley.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
A former coach wrote a book "Caught in a Net." He coached at

my alma mater at Miami. Before that he coached under Bobby
Knight at Army. I am sure you gentlemen know him.

He described a lot of the problems that apparently still exist in
college athletics. In the book, he pointed out many of his shortcom-
ings, and how he was, at least in his opinion, forced to take com-
promising positions in terms of recruiting, in terms of big money
and athletics, and so forth. That book was published probably 15
years ago.

Have there been any positive changes or even negative changes
in the system since Tates Locke wrote that book?

Mr. TARKAN1AN. I think there has. I really believe the big cheat-
ing is really very minimal right now at college athletics.

I don't think you are going to seeI think you can have investi-
gations all you want, and you are not going to see a lot of real big,
blatant violations. I think the fact that the presidents are more in-
volved, they are doing a much better job, I don't think you will see
a lot of that.

I think what Dale has said is very true. The rules are such that
everybody is in a violation practically every single day. As Joe Pa-
terno said in "UGA. Today," I read that this football season. "I vio-
late a rule every day. I just don't know which ones." As Dick
Schultz, the President of the NACC, I read recently there were vio-
lations of Virginia. He said he didn't know he violated the rules. I
am sure he didn't.

We are all caught up into that because they have the one rule,
the extra benefit rule that covers anything and it can be interpret-
ed anyway they want. They have a legislative committee, if there is
a certain university, the enforcement staff can say I don't think
that is any extra benefit. If it is somebody else, that is certainly an
extra benefit.

The extra benefit can be anything, as far as giving a kid a ride to
church, giving a kid a ride in the rain, as far as buying a kid a
coat. Anything can be an extra benefit, as far as a student tutor,
giving a kid a ride.

We are experiencing that one right now. So an extra benefit can
be far-reaching. I think that is the real problem with the NCAA, is
the fact that everybody is guilty because of that extra benefit rule.

The only way you can never be guilty, if you follow that rule, is
if you coach a kid and you never see him again until 3 o'clock the
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next. day. But if you have any interactiona typical would be like
we have two NBA teams play at our place, in our own gymnasium.
Our kids come in the back door. When we find out, they can't come
in the back door. That is a violation.

A couple of players on a team left them tickets. Well, that is a
violation. The only guys who couldn't go to the gamenot the only
onesbut our players couldn't go to the fame in their own gymna-
sium.

I think there has to be something put in there that can identi-
fyI think that rule has to be identified. I think because of that
rule, you see such an intimidation by coaches and presidents and
athletic directors.

Everybody is ..;;.ared to death. The worst news you can get is that
the NCAA called today. You hear that and everybody is petrified.

I don't think that is right. I think it should be an organization
that you can work with, that you can say, call them or, the phone,
you can work with them. Right now it is a reign of terror.

Mr. BROWN. Could I, Mr. Oxley, give you two stories? It is almost
an impossible working situation. That is where Congress has to
help us. We have to burn that big, heavy book.

I don't know about you, but the 10 Commandments are written
on a three-by-five card, and I have broken a few of those. Here is a
book, 477 pages; we have to burn this book.

You can help us all by saying there is no immunity granted. If
you break a rule, blatantly violate a ruleand I am talking about
changing a transcript, giving him a car, giving him money, having
someone take a test for him, your career is over as an athlete or as
a coach.

Here is the frustration, if I could share these two stories: When I
knew I was going to fight this thing, we had a player who had
cancer. We were in Alaska and he had pain. We didn't play him.

We got home; he was loaded with cancer. He was a reserve team
in 1981. He had 1 month to live. They took him back to St. Louis.
He fought for 11 months.

Finally his mother called me near the end and said they are
having one last fund raiser for him up in St. Louis so they can
have money to go back to a center in Houston to fight this cancer;
we are going to have celebrities. He wants to see his three best
friends before he dies.

The Governor of the State at the time said I could use his plane
and take the guys. I called the NCAA and secretary and explained
the situation. The boy is dying, they are raising money, he wants to
see tl.ese three kids. You can't take him.

Like a thief in the nightand I resent this because I am not
oneI had to find out when they had this Red-eye flight, find out
how much it cost to fly up there, stay in a motel and for their food.
I called all three of them individually in the office. I pulled my
blinds and I felt like a crook. I gave them each money in this
brown envelope so they could fly up there; that is totally wrong.

Just this past January we had a player on the team on academic
probation. I gave his father my promise I would do everything to
motivate his son academically. His father sent him because his
father didn't do well academically. He got on probation.

My wife is a retired university professor. I told him pack his bag.
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January when he came back, you are moving into our house, you
are getting up with me, my wife is going to have study hall. You
will have bed check with me.

I was denied that opportunity. He could not come to my house.
We can let him flunk out but can display no human dignity. That
is stupid. That is what this book is, is stupid. I don't care who
wrote it, it is stupid.

You all have got to help us. It is our last hope. If you don't, 20
years from now Tom won't have as much white hair, he will have
dyed it a little bit. We will be back here again doing the same
thing.

Mr. TARKANIAN. I have never met this person, but the University
of Maryland had a great basketball player a few years ago who
came from junior college and flunked out of school. The only way
he can get back in school and play his senior year is he had to go
to junior college and raise his grade point average. He took two
night classes at the junior college quite a bit away from his home.

The assistant coach from MarylandI don't know his name, but
I read the storyin addition to doing his full-time work at the Uni-
versity of Maryland, he took two nights a week to drive this kid to
junior college and actually stayed there with him in class so this
kid could get his grades so he could get re-enrolled at the Universi-
ty of Maryland, which I thought was a wonderful gesture on his
part. That kid got fired.

He has been labeled a cheater. He can never get another job in
college coaching because he drove this kid to junior college so that
he could get his grades up.

To me, I think that system should have been applauded, instead,
he is labeled a cheater.

Mr. MCMILLEN [presiding]. The gentleman's time has expired.
On that note, the Chairman of the Board of the University of

Maryland was quoted in the Washington Post. He said, "I told my
coaches to drive my kids to class any day of the year."

The point, I think, being is that there are a lot of arcane, ridicu-
lous rules. I know Dick Schultz is trying to move this bureaucracy
in, I think, in a forthright fashion.

There are a lot of rules. I am not sure if this rule has been
changed. It is hard to keep up with all of them. Things I did at the
University of Maryland, when I went to have lunch with the presi-
dent of the university and talk about a Rhodes Scholarship, would
be considered a violation of the NCAA rules. There is all kinds of
things like that that I think beg for reform.

My question to you, Dale, earlier in your testimony you said you
don't think Congress should be involved. On the other hand, you
plead for us to be involved.

Mr. BROWN. I was jumped on that immediately. What I mean, ev-
erybody but the guys lighting up the Bunsen burners in the chem-
istry lab and the custodians are looking at us. We got faculty repre-
sents, the media, the NCAA, the secretary.

It is like, you know, I am saying I think we can solve our own
problems by prodding from this committee today. The Knight Com-
mission, I also went to that, and I think they did a good job. I think
we could have done better.
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I mean not to get into the inner-workings. We need change now
by the Congress saying to the presidents, whoever did this, let's
burn this book and start all over again.

Mr. MCMILLEN. They said that in 1978. It has taken 13 years to
form an advisory commission. That was one of the clear-cut recom-
mendations back in the 1978 oversight hearings.

Do you really have faith that this system is going to happen
unless we statutorily change it?

Mr. BROWN. There are cohorts of mine that don't have that faith.
Even a couple of the writers came up, and my houseboy, "Did Dick
Schultz tell me to say this? Did my president tell me to shut up?"

If you knew me, you knew that wouldn't be true. The answer is
no. Maybe I am putting too much faith in one man. I don't think
he can do it alone.

President Roselle here, I don't know where he has been, but he is
on another planet when it comes to what is going on in college ath-
letics. Remember, Kentucky was guilty, too, when he said they
were treated fairly.

I don't think a change can be made until there is pressure put
on. Maybe what has to happen, maybe the split eventually has to
occur.

Let's start it all over again. Let the top schools go their way, and
the 200 that don't want to be in Division I go their way. Maybe
that is the answer.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Back in 1978, you refer to this, that the House
subcommittee in their report said institutions were cooperative,
even anxious to tell their stories, but they were loath to be identi-
fied; is that a fact?

Schools are afraid to tell the trv.th because there is a gag rule in
effect here, that if you talk you may be penalized?

Mr. TARKANIAN. Coaches, athletic directors, they are still afraid
because they fear the retribution that can come back if you make a
comment. My problems started by writing three nasty letters.

Certainly I wish I had not written those letters. You like to think
in our country you can if you feel that is right.

Mr. BROWN. I will give you a specificthere are some people
here from the "Washington Post" today. Nearly 20 years ago Leon-
ard Shapiro and his cohort wrote a book called "Athletes for Sale."

I was quoted in the book. One of the things I said is the same
thing I said to you today for no selfish reason.

I feel sorry for players and coaches being ostracized by this
system. I said there has to be a revolution within the NCAA. You
used to call there and you would think you called the Kremlin by
mistake. Now that has changed.

I called for an interpretation, Congressman McMillen. Warren
Brown as working there at this time.

Before I hung up he said, by the way, when are you going to be
back in your office? I told him. I said, why?

He said, well, Walter Byers wants to talk to you about that state-
ment you made about there needs to be a revolution in the NCAA.
I said, when you see him, tell him the initials in this country are
U.S.A., not U.S.S.R. That started a long love affair with me until
the witch hunt finally ended. That is not paranoia.
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I am not rolling balls under the table here in my hand or any-
thing else. That is a fact; that has to end.

There is a totally different man running the position. Again, I
don't mean to put the blame on one man either.

Mr. MCMILLEN. I think Dick Schultz is trying to move in the
right direction.

What about the argument that this whole process will be tied up
in the courts and we will never be able to enforce rule violators.

I am not an apologist for anybody breaking the rules as long as
they are easy rules and not arcane. Wouldn't this encumber the
process?

Mr. BROWN. That is a problem. I would use this as an analogy,
and I am not trying to be cavalier with this analogy. You get treat-
ed worse in Amorica for speeding and double parking than you do
rape and murder. You can get off rat...) and murder. Put your
hands on the hood, and it is like I am a drug dealer.

Guilty parties must be penalized. There are people in college
coaching cheating. Not bending the rules. It is called cheating.

They have to be penalized, and so do the athletes. For the coach-
es who are not cheating, that is a smaller percentage.

It is like if some Congressman gets into some scandal, all of you
are indicted like we are in coaching often. The problem is immuni-
ty is granted to E thletes. Don't forget the athletes either.

They are not as dumb as they would like to pretend. If an athlete
knows he has taken an automobile, his career should be done. The
one thing I would be concerned about, gentlemen, is it going to get
tied up in the courts? Is it going to be like an average murderer in
this country who spends 9 years on death row and then he is out? I
would hate to see that happen.

Mr. TARKANIAN. I know the NCAA says we don't have subpoena
power, and that is why they can't give basic due process, even ad-
ministrative due process. However, I would like to point out that
according to the NCAA rules, if you don't cooperatein essence, to
a university member or an athlete they have something every bit
as strong as subpoena power. You have to cooperate.

If they ask for your own personal telephone records, you have to
give them everything or else you are not cooperating, which is a
mon. rei.ious violation th m anything else.

If you are caught lying, you are charged with unethical conduct,
which, again, is more serio .is than anything else. In essence, for an
athlete or a cuach or any miployee of the university, they really
and truly do have subpoena lower.

Mr. MCMILLEN. The othei argument is there are Federal agen-
cies that don't have .,-;ii.poemi power that offer full due process. I
think that is a little bit of a sham.

Let me close this because we have to go to the other panel.
What is the biggest problem in college sports?
Real simple, real quick, what do you think is the biggest prob-

lem?
Mr. BROWN. We have now been knighted with three things. We

have to win as coaches, we have got to make money.
Now we have to make sure everybody graduates. Fourth, I am

sure it is just around the corner, it is tremendous pressure.
Mr. MCMILLEN. What is the biggest problem?
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Mr. TARKANIAN. With me it is the NCAA, period.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Presidential control, should there be more direct

presidential control at the NCAA?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, presidential control that is informed. President

Roselle is not informed, in my opinion.
Mr. TARKANIAN. ! agree totally. I believe the presidents them-

selves do not want to stand up and make a comment that is going
to infuriate the NCAA.

I don't think you can say the presidents themselves can solve all
the problems. I think you have to solve the problem. I think it has
to come from the Federal Government.

Mr. MCMILLEN. If you were a voting member of the NCAA back
when Derrick Bach offered his presidential board of governance of
the NCAA, would you have voted for that?

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. TARKANIAN. Yes.
Mr. MCMILLEN. We thank you for your testimony.
It certainly has been very enlightening.
Our next panel, the Honorable Wint Winter, a Member of the

Kansas State Senate. Mr. Burton Brody, Professor of Law, Univer-
sity of Denver. The Honorable James E. King, Member, Florida
House of Representatives and Mr. Don Yaeger.

I was interested in two coaches and their comments on control in
the NCAA. Here both coaches came on the record and said they
were in favor of presidential control.

We have another vote.
I am going to begin this and then I hope the chairwoman will be

back to take over. Why don't we begin with Mr. Yaeger.

STATEMENTS OF DON YAEGER, AUTHOR, TALLAHASSEE, FL.;
HON. WINT WINTER, JR., MEMBER, KANSAS STATE SENATE;
HON. JAMES E. KING, JR., MEMBER, FLORIDA HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES; AND BURTGA F. BRODY, PROFESSOR OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
Mr. YAEGER. I am honored by your invitation to testify here

today, especially as I look around the room and see so many others
who are more qualified than myself to discuss the topic, "Who is in
Control of Intercollegiate Athletics."

Like many of you, it wasn't so long ago that I thought the
answer to that question was simplethe National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association. Until 4 years ago, my connection and knowledge
of college athletics was solely as an interested observer.

But in 1981, I helped put together a conference on investigative
sports reporting. At that conference, several writers suggested one
of the greatest untold stories today as NCAA enforcement. Those
writers told horror stories of students and athletes whose "rights"
were violated by the NCAA's system of justice.

A year later, the idea of investigating the investigators still was
appealing to me. Fortunately, the editors at the newspaper where I
was working agreed.

They allowed me t take 6 months, travel the country and
review 54 NCAA cases r a series of stories that eventually provid-
ed the background for the book "Undue Process."

56 .
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I tell you all that because I feel it is important to note I did not
have a negative impression of the NCAA, nor was I predisposed to
any opinion of the NCAA, before I began looking at this organiza-
tion.

From the outset, I focused my attention on thenot the person-
alitiesused by the NCAA to enforce its rules. Many of those I
interviewed had damaging things to say about the personal credi-
bility of the staff at the NCAA.

But I chose not to let those personal attacks become the isspe. It
would be very easy for all sides in this debate to take personal
shots at one another, but that won't change this system. And
change the system we must.

What I found as I was investigating the NCAA's enforcement
program was shocking. Here we have a system that can ruin the
lives of students and coaches, can levy multi-million dollar sanc-
tions against our public universities, yet is so one-sided it has a
rule prohibiting the tape recording of interviews in cases.

It is so one-sided it doesn't guarantee you the right to face your
accuser. It is so one-sided that it doesn't allow you to receive a copy
of your own statement. It is so one-sidedand I think this says it
allthat in 40 years of enforcing its rules, the NCAA has a 100-
percent conviction rate and no one has ever won an appeal. Where
else in America can a body with such power claim such numbers?

There are other issues of concern regarding NCAA enforcement:
the enforcement division is terribly understaffed; the current
NCAA budget includes 15 investigator positions to police 800-plus
universities each of which operate multi-sport athletic programs.
This causes many investigations to drag onsome as long as 4
years.

The enforcement staff is terribly underpaid. As a result of poor
salaries, investigators routinely leave after 18 to 24 months, often
to take much higher paying jobs at institutions that are under in-
vestigation.

When a regulator goes to work for the regulated on Wall Street,
we start to wonder. The same questions should be asked here.

That turnover of investigators exacerbates the problems created
when the NCAA refuses to tape record interviews. Now, staff mem-
bers who may not have even been working for the NCAA at the
time an interview occurred, are forced to use the notes of an inves-
tigator who is long gone to prosecute a case. Thus, you are not al-
lowed to face your accuser; you are not even allowed to face an ac-
curate record of what your accuser said about you.

The NCAA will tell you that it recently agreed to allow its inves-
tigators to experiment with using tape recorders. I will tell you
that the only reason they have gone that far is because of the pres-
sure being applied by legislators and others who can't believe we
have continued to let this system exist.

The NCAA will tell you that it recently appointe I a committee
to study enforcement, and that committee, not Co Igress, should
recommend changes. I will tell you that 13 years ago, Congress in-
vestigated the NCAA and recommended the organization establish
a blue ribbon panelmuch like the one recently appointedto
look at enforcement.
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The NCAA refused to appoint such a committee then. And it is
doing so now, in my opinion, to get Congress and State legislators
off its back.

Please don't fall for these promises. Your interest has already
sparked concern and change at the NCAA.

Please keep that interest alive until, as one Congressman said in
1978, "the organization that encourages fair play in college athlet-
ics starts playing fair."

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Winter.

STATEMENT OF HON. WINT WINTER, J.

Mr. WINTER. Thank you. Madam Chair for the opportunity to
present this testimony to you. My name is Wint Winter, Jr. I am a
State Senator and lawyer from icansas.

I would like to share with you some thoughts about my back-
ground in this matter, some reflections on the facts on the higher
education system of NCAA enforcement actions.

Finally, I think the issue most important to you all here and to
us in State legislatures, why is it that we should get involved in
this matter when we have other important things to do?

I have long been interesteu in reform in the NCAA. It started in
1971 when I attended the University of Kansas on a football schol-
arship.

At my very first meeting as a freshman, the head coach an-
nounced, his eyes moist and his voice cracking, that the football
program had been placed on probation by the NCAA.

He explained that the people who were supposed to have been
guilty were long gone from the university, but the remaining inno-
cent coaches, my teammates and I had to suffer the punishment. I
had come to the university to be educated and to learn about the
world but no one could explain to me then or now how that result
was just or equitable.

Later in my college career, a gifted track athlete was prohibited
from competing because he had accepted a Federal Pell Grant for
which he was entirely eligible as a low-income student. It was not
fair that I had some money to cover living costs not paid for by an
athletic scholarship because my parents could afford to help me
out, while the NCAA denied Cliff Wiley and my low-income foot-
ball teammates similar aid.

My interest in this subject continued during my law school stud .
ies while, as an editor of the University of Kansas Law Review, I
researched and wrote an article which took the position that the
NCAA denied student athletes the basic rights guaranteed by the
U.S. Constitution and further argued that the NCAA constituted
"State action" and was thus subject to the due process require-
ments of the Constitution. Fortunately, my constitutional law
grade was not changed after the U.S. Supreme Court rejected the
position I had taken on a 5-4 vote in the recent Tarkanian case.

While I was convinced at that timeboth morally and legally
that the NCAA was unfair, inequitable and violative of fundamen-
tal constitutional rights, I did not propose legislative action to cor-
rect the problem. It was then my belief and hope that the NCAA
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from within. Unfortunately, I was wrong again.

For that reason I along with six other Senators introduced a bill
in the Kansas Senate which is very simple. It stated the NCAA
must follow the same rules required by the U.S. Constitution of
Education Institutions in the State of Kansas.

The NCAA was dist, ,bed by the bill and they opposed it, but it
passed the Senate unanimously and now awaits action in the
House. It would apply not only in Kansas but in all 50 States be-
cause of the fact that the NCAA is headquartered in the State of
Kansas and because it asks for and received an exemption for State
tax as an educational institution.

I must note, I think it is revealing about the NCAA's attitude to
note that at the same time the NCAA was arguing before the U.S.
Supreme Court that it was not required to follow due process proce-
dures because it was not an education institution or a State actor
for other reasons, it was at the very same time arguing just the op-
posite before the Kansas Supreme Court when it applied for and
received an exemption from Kansas tax because it argued success-
fully it was an educational institution.

It is ironic that NCAA enjoys the tax exemption rights of an edu-
cational institution in Kansas while it ignores the constitutional
duty required of all other educational institutions to afford student
athletes and the public constitutional safeguards. There is no ques-
tion about the fact that when the NCAA sanctions hits an institu-
tion it loses hundreds of thousands of and perhaps millions of dol-
lars and that loss shows up in the classroom. It can't help but show
up in reduced educational quality, and in loss to taxpayers as a
whole.

While others have talked about the specific problems, the biggest
problem that I have is with respect to the student athletes. Why is
it that the guilty go free and the NCAA continues their procedure
of punishing the innocent, the student athletes.

For instance, when the NCAA announced the University at Las
Vegas, Nevada, was on probation, many properly argued that the
playerswho suffered the most severe punishmentwere only 3
years old at the item of the alleged violation.

The answer to that criticism by the NCAA was simply to delay
the punishment for 1 year so that those punished were not there
but 2 years ol.d at the time of the alleged transgressions.

Finally, why I think change would not come from within. I be-
lieve it is important that legislators and Congress take action in
this regard.

The evidence is overwhelming that the NCA A will not change
from within without governmental mandate. Even the former exec-
utive of the NCAA, Mr. Byers, argues that the NCAA must be
drastically revised and that it lacks the respect required to perform
credible enforcement following the much publicized "flip-flop" of
the UNLV case.

If, as they suggest, the NCAA is not opposed to due process and
they do now, in fact, properly protect member institutions, coaches
and student athletes, it is difficult for me to understand why the
NCAA would be threatened by the requirement that it comply with
our Nation's Constitution.
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Why is the NCAA disturbed with the need to provide student
athletes, coaches and the public the same rights as are provided to
all persons in o. courts when action is taken by the government?

[The prepared statemen of Mr. Winter follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. WINT WINTER, JR., MEMBER, KANSAS STATE SENATE

Madam Chair, members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to
present this testimony. My name is Wint Winter, Jr., I am a State senator and
lawyer from Kansas. I appear today to urge you to conduct more extensive hearings
and ultimately to enact legislation which will reform the governance of intercolle-
giate athletics and ensure integrity in our higher education system.

I have long been interested in reform in the National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA). In 1971, 1 attended the University of Kansas on a football scholarship.
I have always remembered my first meeting of the KU football team as a freshman
when the head coachhi: eyes moist and voice cracking announced that he had just
been informed that the football program had been placed on "probation" by the
NCAA and that our team was prohibited from competing on TV or in post-season
bowl games. He explained that the people who were supposed to have been guilty
(assistant coaches) were gone from the University but the remaining innocent coach-
es, my teammates and I had to suffer the punishment. I had come to the University
to be educated and to learn about the world but no one could explain to me then or
now how that result was just or equitable.

Later in my college career, a gifted track athlete was prohibited from competing
because he had accepted a Federal Pell grant for which he was entirely eligible as a
low-income student. It did not seem fair or equitable to me that the NCAA could
prohibit a low-income student athlete such as Cliff Wiley from receiving the assist-
ance for which he was eligible simply because he had accepted an athletic scholar-
ship. It was not fair that I had some money to cover living costs not paid for by an
athletic scholarship because my parents could afford to help me out while the
NCAA denied Cliff Wiley and my low-income football teammates similar aid.

My interest in this subject continued during my law school studies while, as an
Editor of the University of Kansas Law Review, I researched and wrote an article
which took the position that the NCAA denied student athletes the basic rights
guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and further argued that the NCAA constituted
"State action ' and was thus subject to the due process requirements of the Constitu-
tion. Fortunately, my constitutional law grade was not changed after the U.S. Su-
preme Court rejected the position I had taken on a 5-4 vote in the recent Tarkanian
case. While I was convinced at that time both morally and legallythat the NCAA
was unfair, inequitable and violative of fundamental constitutional rights, I did not
propose legislative action to correct the problem. It was then my belief and hope
that the NCAA would recognize the need to change a-d that reform would come
from within. Unfortunately, I was wrong again.

My personal experience as a student athlete, my law school study and my obliga-
tion to my constituents as a legislator establish what I believe is a genuine good
faith basis for expression of concern regarding the NCAA and for the introduction
in the Kansas State Senate of corrective legislation. Senate Bill 2341 the "Athletic
Association Procedures Act" requires that the NCAA and other similar organiza-
tions provide basic fundamental protections such as due process for student athletes
and others. Unfortunately, the NCAA's apparent attitude of indifference and arro-
gance on this subject was displayed when, shortly after this legislation was intro-
duced, a representative of the NCAA suggested that those of us in State legislatures
and Congress who express an interest in NCAA reform might be motivated more by
some preserved need to seek publicity than by public service. This attitude expresses
a continuing indifference and insensitivity on the part of the NCAA to the need for
reform in intercollegiate athletics.

The authors of the U S. Constitution understood the need to protect the individual
rights of due process and equal protection which ensure governnwnt cannot violate
the civil liberties of its citizens. These principles stand today as the most important
pillars of our legal system.

But the Constitution only protects against government action, not the action of
certain private, voluntary organizations. Even if the organization is closely tied to
the State, a majority of its members vre State institutions and those institutions
generate the bulk of its revenue from taxpayer supported facilities, a private organi-
zation can ignore due process. The organization can investigate, prosecute, convict
and penalize its members according to its own capricious measure.

GO
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The NCAA is just such a group. Individuals and institutions under review by the

NCAA have limited access to evidence used against them, have no real means to

appeal decisions and, most importantly, are subject to an incredible penalty system
which punishes the innocent student athlete, often lets free the guilty and flip-flops

on high profile cases. Voluntary membership or not, the NCAA has too much power

and controls the destiny of too many lives without affording its members and the
public basic rights. With so much at stake, should the NCAA be allowed to enforc:.,

its rules without providing either alleged offenders due process or the "guilty" equal

punishment?
I say no. Along with six other senators, I introduced SB 234 in the Kansas Senate

to protect students, coaches and the public from this intrusive and unfair practice
by the NCAA. Our bill would do nothing to interfere with the NCAA's charter to

make and enforce rules for intercollegiate athletics; it would merely hold the NCAA

to the same rules required by the U.S. Constitution.The NCAA is disturbed with our

bill and opposed it. After hearing compelling testimony from proponents, however,

the Kansas Senate passed the bill unanimously and it noi awaits hearings in the
Kansas House. The bill as written requires the NCAA to follow constitutional pro-

tections including due process in its relations with its members and others not only

in Kansas but in all 50 States. We believe that the State of Kansas has the legal
authority to require the NCAA to comply with constitutional rules in all States due

to the fact that the NCAA is headquartered in the State of Kansas and because it

requested and received an exemption from State tax as an "educational institution".

It is revealing to note that, at the same time the NCAA was arguing before the
U.S. Supreme C,ourt that it was not required to follow due process procedures be-

cause it is not an "educational institution", (or a "State actor" for other reasons), it

was at the very same time arguing just the opposite before the Kansas Supreme
Court when it applied for an exemption from Kansas tax because it argued (success-

fully) that it was an "educationnl institution". It is ironic that the NCAA enjoys the

tax exemption rights of an "ettucational institutional institution" in Kansas while it

ignores the constitutioaal duties required of all other "educational institutions" to

afford student athletes and the public constitutional safeguards.
Others will provide much more detail than I regarrng the specific violations of

constitutional rights by the NCAA. I must mention, however, that when the NCAA

denies an educational institution the hundreds of thousands of dollars of revenue to

which it is entitled absent an NCAA finding of "guilt". educational quality is
strained elsewhere in t:ie institution and taxpayers indirectly suffer from the loss of

funds to the institution as a whole. The most fundamental of all abuses by the

NCAA in the unconscionable fact that its punishment procedures allow the guilty to

go free while the entirely innocent student athlete is punished. For instance, when

the NCAA announced that the University of Nevada-Las Vegas basketball program
was on probation, many properly argued that the players (who suffered the most

severe punishment) were only 3 years old At the time of the alleged violation. The

answer to that criticism by the NCAA was simply to delay the punishment for 1
year so that those punished were not 3 but 2 years old at the time of the alleged
transgressions. This and other fundamental inequities continue not withstanding
the fact that the NCAA rule book now has grown to 479 pages, complete with such

detail as a prohibition against university athletic departments using color stationery

letterhead.
It is certainly correct that all of us in government have much more pressing prob-

lems to deal with then the NCAA. Likewise, it is important that government not

unnecessarily interfere in the workings of private organizations. Folloring similar
hearings by Congress in 1978, it was the hope that the NCAA would ci..nge from
within. That remained my hope as well after my study of the situation and even

following the NCAA enforcement action at the University of Kansas. I did not at

that time introduce legislation such as SB 234 which would mandate change.
Unfortunately, the evidence is now overwhelming that the NCAA will not change

from within without government mandate. Even the former Executive Director of

the NCAA, Walter Byers, argues that the NCAA must be "drastically revised" and

that it lacks the respect required to perform credible enforcement following the

much publicized "flip-flop" in the UNLV case.
The NCAA's revulsion to reform and its attitude that it is "above the law" and

more powerful than State governments was revealed when it recently threatened to
kick out schools located in States that passed laws such as SB 234 on the basis that

it would create an "uneven playing field" (even though SB 234 on its face requires

the NCAA to play by the same rules for all its member institutions). If, as they sug-

gest, the NCAA is not opposed to "due process" and they do now in fact properly

protect member institutions, coaches and student athletes, it is difficult to under-
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stand why the NCAA would be threatened by the requirement that it comply withour Nation's Constitution. Why is the NCAA so disturbed with the need to providestudent athletes, coaches and the public the same rights as are provided to all per-sons in our courts when action is taken by the government if they do now in factprovide "due process"? How can asking the NCAA to make fair decisions open topublic scrutiny possibly harm or offend it?
This arrogant attitude of the NCAA reveals its dark and dictatorial side. The timehas long since come for serious reform of this organization which sets itself as abovethe law of the land. Legislation such as SB 234 and that to be considered by thissubcommittee is hardly radicalonly to follow the fundamental protections of theU.S. Constitution. It is hard to believe why the NCAA would continue to spend hun-dreds of thousands of dollars to prevent it from complying with the basic and funda-mental law of the land.
In conclusion, it is my opinion that the reform of the NCAA which would bes,come from within can only result if it is imposed by the States or better yet by Con-gress in order to avoid the "uneven playing field argument". By its recent threats totake action against institutions from States which pass such laws, the NCAA sug-gests that it is above the authority not only of State legislatures; but of Congressand even the U.S. Constitution. Without the credible interest of the States and themandate from Congress, the NCAA will continue to stall reform while innocent stu-dent athletes, educational quality and taxpayers continue to be punishei by theNCAA's double standard of justice and continuing violations of constitutional rights.Madam Chair, thank you for the opportunity to appear and present my views. Iappreciate the time and attention of the subcommittee.
Mrs. COLLINS. The time of the gentleman has expired.I am sorry I am going to have to recess again for another 5 or 10minutes because there is a House vote.
We have 5 minutes to get over.
Mr. WINTER. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mrs. COLLINS. Recess for 5 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. MCMILLEN [presiding]. We will resume the hearing.
Mr. Yaeger has testified.
We will now go to Jim King.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES E. KING, JR.
Mr. KING. Thank you.
Since I have already submitted a statement for the record, Ithought perhaps rather than reading, what I would do is answersome of the things that have been asked already in an openingstatement of my own.
Congressman Lent in his introductory remarks commented itwould appear everybody who was here had some axe to grind.Either there were ex-athletes or coaches or came from a schoolthat was under investigation or was penalized.
Let the record show I am a graduate of Florida State University.Let my size show I am neither an "V' or current athlete. Also letme say from a strictly fan citizen point of view, whatever mighthave happened to the University of Florida, which indeed did gothrough an investigation, would be viewed by me almost with ap-plause because they are arch rivals.
I say that because the comments I now would make are based onthe fact that my axe to grind, if there was one, was that as amember of the Florida House of Representatives and as the spon-sor of Florida's Due Process NCAA Bill that passed just in this lastsession, I viewed it from my charge and my responsibility to theconstitlip;:v of my State, much as I hope this committee will view
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the comments being made as a chair charge to the citizens of this
Nation.

The NCAA denies the very operation of what we see going on
here. All during the day there were hundreds, perhaps, reporters
covering what was being said. This was one court reporter.

I will guarantee you that when we view the press clips of what
the reporters heard and how they wrote, they will be different, per-
haps not in entirety but certainly in some substance from what
this court reporter has duly noted.

So is the situation with the NCAA investigation. Quite frankly, I
cannot understand, as not an attorney, but as a member of the leg-
islature what is wrong with taking down somebody's testimony ver-
batim.

I have great difficulty as a parent, imagining my child, if he
were so to be charged and alleged that he was guilty, to be sitting
in a room where somebody is taking notes on what he thought that
was said without ever any proof positive from that point of what
was said. When I asked the President of the NCAA, who visited
Florida for our hearings, we had personally opposed the due proc-
ess part of tape recorders or court reporters. I said, what is wrong
with that, Mr. Schultz? His answer, I think, says it all. "I really
don't know."

And that is the provision that I hope that this Congress can take
from what we have done on a statewide basis. I think a lot of what
the NCAA has done so far has been as a result of the presumed
pressures that they see coming from the States and now from Con-
gress.

I think if there is going to be anything that happen3, it will be a
continuation of the threat that there is to be change. In Florida the
law has been signed. It is now Florida law. You must record.

You must have the right to have an attorney present if you so
seek. You must conclude your investigations 2 years after you have
filed your initial charge.

Finally, there must be a meaningful appeals process. My provi-
sion as a member of the Florida House is simply this: The NCAA
has total power. I don't want to take away that power of finding
people guilty.

I don't want a single person that is guilty to have his sentence
mitigated or that institution's reputation changed.

What I do insist on, though, as a member of the legislative body,
is that we meet, make sure that what we are finding guilty are
indeed guilty. I can't see how you can do that if there isn't a public
record.

I can't see how you can do that if you operate under the auspi-
cious of the existing methods of the NCAA. Will the NCAA make
changes internally? Perhaps. But they have made suggestions that
they might do that before and haven't.

I would charge you with this final statement. When you consider
the reputations of the institutions and the coaches, plus the future
lives of the student athletes, the protection of federally-mandated
due process and NCAA investigations, it seems not only reasonable,
but it seems a long time overdue.
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If, in fact, we are to preserve, it must come nationally. It makes
no sense to have 50 different State laws. I would be the first one to
admit that.

I have no pride of authorship. What I would like Congress to do
is to look at Congressman Towns' bill and implement it on a na-
tionwide basis. Provide basic constitutional rights to student ath-
letes, coaches, and the institutions of our States.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. King followsj

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES E. KING, JR., MI:MBER, FLORIDA HOUSE OF
KEPRESEN ZitTnra

I thank you for this opportunity to discuss an institution and a process that, in
my opinion, has grown out of control. I speak of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and, more specifically, its enforcement procedures.

My interest in the NCAA's due process and enforcement provisions was peaked
several years ago when the University of Florida fell under NCAA scrutiny. For the
record, let me state he..e and now that I am a graduate of Florida State University.
the major rival of the 's.iniversity of Florida. As a Seminole booster, I shed few tears
when I read that the Gators are having problems. I tell you this because it has
become the NCAA's standard line that efforts being made by E.74-te legislatures to
demand due process in NCAA enforcement are being led by disgruntled lawmakers
whose universities have been caught. Nothing could be further from the truth in
this case. As elected officials, it is our responsibility to protect the reputations both
of our institutions and our citizens. It is from that vantage point that I became in-
terested in the NCAA and justice. I watched as the NCAA's investigation of the
University of Florida dragged on in excess of 4 years I watched as the student ath-
letes and coaches who participated in those violations moved on, leaving those who
had nothing to do with the case to suffer the penalties. I watched as booster, televi-
sion and grant dollars, which otherwise would have flowed into that university,
became more difficult to obtain. And I realized that this issue isn't just about athlet-
ics. The focus must be on our inslitutions of higher learning--funded by Federal
and State tax dollarsand the un-elected body that sits in judgment of hem.

Once the University of Florida's case was complete and its penalty handed down,
the university administration opted to appeal the decision. To do so, the university
had to appeal to the NCAA Council, the same body that appoints the Committee on
Infractions that had just judged them guilty. Not surprisingly, the university lost. It
is not surprising because no one has ever won an appeal to the NCAA. That, too,
struck as more than a bit unfair. Even our own U.S. Supreme Court has, on occa-
sion, admitted its rulings might have been in error and reversed itself. Could the
NCAA really be so judicially perfect?

The more I read, the more I became convinced this system was going unchecked.
Then came the Supreme Court's 5-4 decision in the NCAA v. Tarkanian. By ruling
that the NCAA was not a "State actor," the could held that the NCAAdespite pos-
sessing the power to ban State employees from coaching, and Str.ae citizens from
participating in booster organizations, and State athletes from competing--did not
have to offer simple due process to those under investigation. As a result, I decided,
in 1990, to file a bill guaranteeing those rights to the citizens of my State. On the
last night of the legislative session, the Chancellor of the State university system
at the NCAA's requestasked me to "hold off 1 year. Give the NCAA time to
change its ways," I was told. "More importantly, don't pass this bill while the Uni-
versity of Florida was still under investigation, (as it was at the timel," he said.
That attitude convinced me that I was doing the right thing. Why should an entire
university system fear a "voluntary" association? And what could the NCAA possi-
bly have against due process? Still, I did as requested and waited a year. The
NCAA, during that period, did nothing in regard to my concerns.

When the bill was filed again this spring, the support it received was absolutely
overwhelming. More than SO co-sponsors signed on in the 120-member house. It
passed 111-5 in the House and 30-0 in the Senate. There was a reason for that great
support. As more and more members became aware of NCAA injustices, they
couldn't believe that a society that prides itself so mightily on due process protec-
tion would allow a system like this to persist. The thought of these actions seemed
so un-American in nature as to be truly alarming.
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I'd like to make one very important point here, and it relates back to the question
of motives. Sy filing and passing this bill, I am not at all suggesting that I want the
guilty to be found less guilty. I -.n not at all suggesting that I want cheaters to
prosper from their acts. I simply want the system that judges them guilty to allow
them the same basic rights we give others who face the loss of their livelihood and
their future. In Florida, a barber who has given you a bad haircut receives more due
process protection if you file a complaint than does a coach accused by a disgruntled
former player. That's simply not right. Additionally, there needs to be a true and
meaningful appeals process . . . if for no other reason than to act as a check and
balance against the original judgment . . . no one is perfect, in spite of the NCAA
"record".

Finally, let me say that while I'm very proud of the bill we passed in Florida and
the protection it gives our citizens, I have no pride of authorship. I can easily see
the potential problems that could be caused by the passage of 50 bills, State by
State, even if the intent of each bill is the same. That's why I'm here today. I hope
Congress will take it upon itself to set a national standard. I hope you will, at the
conclusion of these hearings, recommend the passage of Representative Towns' bill.
I believe that the goal of that bill, like the one I passed in Florida, is nct to inhibit
the NCAA, but rather to make its decisions undeniably fair.

Thank you very much for your time.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you.
Our next panelist, Mr. Brody, who I believe was here in 1978.

STATEMENT OF BURTON F. BRODY

Mr. BRODY. Yes, I was.
I am happy to be back, but not for this cause. I think I would

rather have come back for something else.
I am, as the Congressman noted, Burton Brody. I am a Professor

of law at the University of Denver.
I have been, I was the faculty representative from the University

of Denver to the NCAA for 5 or 6 years. During that time I also
served as chairman of the Westerr Collegiate Hockey Association,
a major hockey conference in this country.

However, I would like the record to show that the credential I
am proudest of today is the fact that I am a graduate of' Delano
Grammar School and Marshall High School, which I believe are in
the heart of the chairwoman's district in Chicago.

I would like to thank you for conducting these hearings and per-
mitting me to participate. Your interest is heartening because the
NCAA enforcement practices are unfair, unjust, heavy-handed and
vindictive.

Those enforcement practices are so poor that they serve neither
the ends of justice nor the goals of the association itself. The
NCAA, and you heard them do it this morning, dismisses critics of
its procedures as whining cheaters who have been caught and ap-
propriately punished.

But because NCAA hearings are closed, only those who have
been subjected to them truly understand the process.

Professor Edmond Cahn in his book, "The SenEa of Injustice," de-
scribes justice as the active process of remedies as that which
would arouse the sense of justice. Every school and individual sub-
jected to the NCAA enforcement had its sense of injustice highly
aroused.

Until today I never heard of anybody going through that process
who believed they were fairly treated or that justice was done.

This morning President Roselle expressed the opposite view for
the first time. But I would like the record to show that he said that
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Kentucky had gone through all the steps of due process required of
it as a State institution before they ever came to the NCAA Infrac-
tions Committee. I think that is why he has a different view of the
subject.

The NCAA enforcement staff defends the enforcement program
by pointing out there is wide-spread cheating in college athletics.
They justify the current procedures as the swift and sure means of
finding out and punishing cheaters.

In my 1978 testimony here in Congress, I observed that the ap-
propriate response to anarchy has never been totalitarianism, nor
the appropriate response to evil and immoral adjudication and ex-
cessive punishment.

The truth of that observation is born out by the fact that in the
13 years since without meaningful change in the NCAA proce-
dures, cheating has, in fa.ct, increased. Cheating in athletics brings
the entire higher education community info disrepute.

Ironically the enforcement procedures of the NCAA are so op-
pressive that the cheaters more often than not are pitied rather
than condemned. I believe it is time for NCAA enforcement to give
fairness, common decency and justice a chance.

The NCAA will not reform itself. It has had ample opportunity
to add elements of due procesG to its enforcement program and has
not done so.

It has had 13 years to follow the admonition of the majority of
Congresswoman Collin's subcommittee and has done as little as
possible.

I submitted a proposal to the 1979 convention which would have
added at Icast 28 elements of due process to NCAA enforcement.
My proposal was resoundingly defeated.

I firmly believe that if change is to come, it will come only in
response to legislative pressure. I believe that is true because of the
internal and political dynamics of the association. They will do as
little as necessary to get by.

I urge you and your colleagues to enact legislation that will re-
quire the NCAA to adopt an enforcement process that meets the
national, meets our national conceptions of' fairness and due proc-
ess. I believe it is necessary to separate the adjudication of NCAA
violations from their investigations.

I think we need clear notice of charges. I think we need truly
cooperative fact development of discovery. I think we need a
system whereby the credibility of evidence in witnesses can be
tested along with the right to present and have considered evidence
of innocence. That evidence to be presented by the same methods
as the staff uses to present its evidence. I think sanctions should be
fair. I believe that similar violations should be punished in a simi-
lar way.

Punishment should focus on the transgressor and those knowing-
ly benefiting from violations. The policy favoring institutional sanc-
tions should be administered in a way that punishes the guilty, not
their innocent colleagues or successors.

Finally, I feel an effective right to appeal based on an accurate
and complete transcript of hearings is important. There can be no
effective right to appeal without an accurate transcript.
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It has never been in my mind a question of how much due proc-

ess the NCAA must grant. Rather, the question is how much due

process ought the association of institutions of higher education

grant its students, members and colleagues.
It seems to me that in the arena of college athletics that affects

so many lives and molds the public perception of higher education,

the processes by which decisions are made are as important as the

results.
In my 1978 testimony, I pointed out that NCAA enforcement is

cooperative only in the same sense that ancient Rome's system of

capital punishment was cooperative. The condemned is expected to

carry his cross to the crucifix.
I noted D.U.'s Stations of the Cross, were a series of luxury

hotels I observed when the NCAA does it to you, at least they take

you to a nice place.
Finally, I asked whether in our particular case they would re-

spect us in the morning. I can only hope these hearings and the

work of your committee are the dawn of the morning that will

hear the NCAA at last express its respect for those the Infractions

Committee has done it to.
The respect we seek is the respect for fairness and the recogni-

tion that the most effective enforcement program is a just enforce-

ment program. I could not go back to my classes in the fall and

face my students and talk about justice, talk about fah ness and

talk about ethical conduct, if I did not take the opportunity to

come here and make these remarks to you today.

Thank you very much for inviting me.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brody follows. Attachments to

Mr. Brody's prepared statement are retained in the subcommittee

files.]
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STATEMENT OF
Professor Burton F. BrodyUniversity of Denver, College Of Law

To
THe UNITED STATFS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ONCOMMERCE, CONSUMER

PROTECTION AND
COMPETITIVENESS

Madame Chairwoman and Members of The Subcommittee:
Thank you Very much for

conducting these hearings andpermitting ma to participate in them. As an educator who hasworked in the conduct of
intercollegiate athletics, / amgrateful that you and your

colleagues are addressing the poortreatment individuals and institutions
receive at the hands

of the National
Collegiate Athletic

Association's enforcement
program.

Intercollegiate athletics are a billion dollar
business.

The travel and lodging expenditures made by college sports
fans in following their teams around the country must be inthe hundreds of millions of dollars. And the monies spent forsouvenirs and clothing to identify with the varioueuniversities' teams must alno total in the millions. It istragic but true that many Americans get their entire image endperception of higher education from the sports pages; sadly,
at too many schools athletic success or failure has a directimpact on applications for admission. And despite the factthat one of the clear goals of NCAA regulation is to fosterand maintain athletic competitiveness, those who followcollege sports know that a certain few schools dominate in
each of the sports. That consistent success is often created
by violations of NCAA rulea, and thus the American public toooften reads and hears about the work of the HCAA

enforcement
program.

SCAA enforcement practices are so poor that they serveneither the ends of justice nor the goals of the Association
itself. The enforcement program is a parody of justice; itembarrasses higher education. In the almost

twenty years I
have studied the process, I nave not spoken with anyone who
has dealt with the enforcement program who was not angered by
the treatment

received; nor have I read about any enforcementproceedings where the parties felt justice was done. I amgrateful for your efforts because I know from firsthandexperience that the traditions and interual momentum of theNCAA prevent any meaningful reform of the enforcement program
coming from wlthin the organization.

I.
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In 1978, / testified before another Subcommittee of the

House of Representatives on this same subject. I have

recently read the statement I submitted to that Subcommittee

and sadly the views I expressed then are still pertinent.

Therefore I am submitting a photocopy of the transcript of

that statement as Attachment land incorporating those remarks

as part of this statement. I said then, and still believe to

be true today:

(T)he practices and procedures of the Infractions
Committee are unfair, unjust, arbitrary and heavy-

handed. The enforcement program, as I have come to

know it, is without simple decency and fundamental

fairness. /t provides none, and I emphasize that,

none of the safeguards knowledgeable United States

citizens expect in any dispute-resolution system.

At those same hearings I described the cooperative nature

of NCAA investigations by sayings

The NCAA's Enforcement Program is cooperative only

in the same sense ancient Rome's system of capital
punishment was cooperative -- the condemned is
expected to carry hie cross to the crucifixion. It

is worth noting that D.U.'s "stations of the cross"

were the Coronado Beech Hotel, the Crown Center
Hotel and the Nordic Hills Resort. I am constrained

to observe that when tne NCAA does it tc you, they

take you to a nice place. Whether in our particular

case they will respect us in the morning, remains

to be seen.

Fortunately, T have not been involved in another

infractions hearing since the proceedings I described in 1978.

However everything I have seen and heard about the infractions

process since my own experience, leads me to believe that

nothing much has changed. I can only hope that these hearings

and the work of this Subcommittee aro the dawn of the morning

that will hear the NCAA finally forcf to express its respect

for all those the Infractions Comm e "has done it to".

The expression of respect I am look for is a respect for

fairness and the recognition that the most effective

enforcement program is a just enforcement program.

The sad fact is that the NCAA will not reform itself; it

will have to be forced to reform its enforcement program. It

has had ample opportunity to reform itself and no meaningful

change has occurred. It has had twelve or thirteen years to

make the changes called for in the Report of the earlier House

Subcommittee, but has done nothing significant.

At the 1979 NCAA Convention, 1 drafted and submitted
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Proposition 61, (a copy of which accompanies this statementas Attachment 2) a complete revision of the EnforcementProcedures then in effect. That p..oposal was an attempt togive appropriate facets of due process, consistent with theneeds of the Aiaociation, to individuals and institutionscharged with violations of NCAA rules consietent with theneeds of the Association. Among other things it provided:

(1) Public hearings if the institutions and individualsthat might be protected by confidentiality waived thatconfidentiality.
(2) That a school could be charged with violations
committed by a "representative of its athletic interests"
(booster), only if it had knowledge that the booster wasacting on its behalf.'
(3) Separation of the adjudication function from the
investigatory function.
(4) Committee supervision of staff investigatory work.(5) Meaningful right to tepresentation by legal counselfor institutions and individuals under investigation.
(6) Timely and effective notice to all institutions andindividuals of the charges against them.
(7) 11 system of discovery and cooperation that served allparties to the proceedings.
(8) The right of all witnesses to review the staffmemoranda of their statements for accuracy and the barfrom usw of any such statement not so approved.
(9) A limitation on the time investigation of anyparticular charge could be pursued.
(10) At least 120 days for a school or individual toprepare a defense to charges.
(11) Notice to institutions and individuals of all theevidence the NCAA has of violations normitted by theindividual or the institution.
(12) An NCAA enforcement staff member to assist, ifrequested, the institution in preparing its defense.
(13) Negotiated corrective action for schools AL
individuals affected by the negotiated corrective actionconsented or were given institutional due process on thecharges against them.
(14) Transcripts of hearings.
(15) Power for the NCAA to require appropriate schoolemployees to appear at hearings.
(16) The right of individuals alleged to have violated
NCAA rules to attend and participate in the hearings.
(17) The right of schoola to present and have consideredmitigating facts.
(18) Limitations on the use of anonymous evidence.(19) The right to confront and test the credibility ofevidence and witnesses.
(20) The right of institutions and individuals to presentevidence and witnesses in their defense.
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(21) Barring of investigative staff from committee
deliberations of guilt or innocence.
(22) Res judicata effect for findings that no violations
had occurred, laia. no double jeopardy.
(23) Institutional heawings for individuals who may be
required to be sanctioned in order for the institution
to comply with Enforcement Committee orders.
(24) A prohibition on punishing students for the
misconduct of recruiters and coaches unless it could be
shown that the student was a knowing beneficiary of the
wrongful conduct.
(25) A meaningful appeal process.
(26) Fair, and if requested, independent eligibility
a.ljudication of student eligibility questions.
(27) Limiting ineligibility of students to those cases
whore the student knowingly participated in the violation
or with knowledge benefitted from a violation.
(28) A limitation of the NCAA's ability to punish an
institution for failing to comply with an NCAA
enforcement order because the school was barred from
doing so by a valid order of court.

Proposition 61 was overwhelmingly turned down by the
"Association in Convention Assembled", the plenary legislative
body of the NCAA. Suffice it to say that if Proposition 61
had been adopted we, in all likelihood, would not be assembled
here today.

Thus it is my firm belief based on personal experience
that the NCAA will not reform its enforcement program from
within. It has had ample time and opportunity tr do so and
has not only failed to act, but has on numerous occasions gone
on record as saying there is nothing wrong with its present
system. The Association has dismissed complaints about its
enforcement program as the whining of cheaters who have been
caught and appropriately punished. But only those who have
been through the process know it for what it is because the
Association's confidentiality policy and closed hearings
prevent anyone else from observing its unfairness. Everyone
wbo has had the misfortune of suffering through an
invostig-tion, hearing, and appeal is outraged by the
experier

Ta AiS ...J000k, The Sense of Injustice (Indiana University
Press, 491, Professor Edmond N. Cahn describes justice as
the active p.locess of remedying or preventing that which would
arouse the sense of injustice. In Professor Cahn's terms,
NCAA enforcement ta unjust because it arouses the sense of
injustice of all whu are subjected to it. /t arouarke the
sense of injustice because it is unfair, one-aided, arbitrary,
demeaning, insensitive and without any of the procedural
safeguards Americans expect when facing charges that can
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result in serious punishment. If intercollegiate athletics,
and through athletics,higher education itself, are to recover
the respect of the American public, an NCAA enforcement
program that meets generally held conceptions of fairness and
due procesa will have to be created.

It has never been a question of how much due process the
NCAA must grant. Rather the question is: How much due process
ought an association of institutions of higher education grant
its students, members and colleagues? At stake are the
interirity of institutions, the professional reputations and
careers of colleagues and the education of students. The NCAA
must create an enforcement program fair enough that all
parties involved in any particular case believe they have been
heard, have been able to challenge faulty allegations and have
had the evidence they presented objectively assessed. In the
workings of an association of institutions of higher education
that affects so many lives and the public's perception of
higher education, the processes by which decisions are made
are as important as tlie results.

The first tep in creating appropriate due process ought
to be a revision of the rules governing the conduct of
intercollegiate athletics. This yeer's NCAA Manual ie 443
pages of rules, the violation of which can result in erious
sanctions. It is too much to xpect that athletic
administrators, untrained in the law and responsibl for the
day to day administration of athletic departments, can be
confidnt in compliance with so vast and complex set of rules.
Thus, the enforcement staff wields vast power and control
because, if they o choose, it is highly likely they can find
some violations in every program.

Taking this first step will require a fundamental change
in NCAA legislative philosophy. Instead of creating a new
rule outlawing each clever circumvention of xisting rules,
the Association should articulate a few clear principles for
the conduct of intercollegiate competition and turn
adjudication of violations over to a committee independent of
all other bodies within the Association. The spirit of the
rules as well as their explicit wording should govern the work
of that committee. The committee should be made up of
individuals who have knowledge of, but no direct interest in,
athletic competition and the personal and institutional
benefits derivd therefrom.

Additionally, explicit notice of investigations and
charges should be given to all institutions and individuals
targeted in an investigation and subsequently charged with
violations. Mutually cooperative fact development and
diacovery should be required. All affected parties should be
given effective right to counsel at the earliest stages. A

5
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system of negotiating corrective action should also be
developed.

Hearings should be conducted by an adjudicative committee
separate from the committee that authorises and supervises
investigations. The duties of the staff should be similarly
separated; those who assist the adjudicative committee cannot
participate in investigations and serve as prosecutors. All
affected parties should participate and, if they so desire,
be represented by independent counsel. And of greatest
importance, a system whereby parties may confront and test the
credibility of. the evidence and witnesses against them must
be developed. Parties should also be permitted to submit
evidence of their innOconco and in mitigation of their conduct
by the same methods at the staff submits proof. Consistent
with reasonable confidentiality, the hearings should be public
to build public confidence in the process. A formal record
of all proceedings should be kept and be available to the
parties.

Sanctions should be fair; similar cases nhould be
punished similarly. More significantly, punishment should
punish the transgressors and those who knowingly benefitted
from violations. The policy favoring institutional sanctions
should be administered in a way that punishes the guilty, not
their innocent colleagues or successors.

An effective appellate process ought. to be developed.

An NCAA enforcement program along the linos suggested
will begin to restore integrity to intercollegiate athletics
because it will build membership and public trust in the
enforcement process. But the NCAA will not itself reform the
enforcement program because it sincerely believes the current
program serves the interest of the membership. The taff
takes pride in the fact that it has never lost an infractions
hearing. However those who believe in justice and study its
operation knowthat such infallibility more often results from
unfairness and arbitrariness than from perfection.

The NCAA Enforcement Staff defends the enforcement
program by pointing out that there is widespread cheating in
intercollegiate athletics. Therefore they justify the current
procedures as the swift and sure means of finding and
punishing the cheaters. In my 1978 testimony, I observed
that:

(T]he appropriate response to anarchy has never boon
totalitarianism; nor is the appropriate response to
evil an immoral adjudication and excessive
punishment.

6
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The proof of the truth of that observation is that in the
thirteen years since, without sufficient and meaningful changa

in the procedures, cheating has become even more common.
Cheating in college athletics is an embarrassment to higher

education. It brings the entire higher education community

into disrepute. And ironically, the enforcement procedures
used to attack it are so poor that the cheaters, lore Often

than not, are pitied rather than condemned.It is time to give
fairness, common decency and justice a chance.

I urge you and your colleagues to draft and enact
legislation that will require the NCAA to adopt procedures
that meet our national perceptions of fairness and due

process. The NCAA needs your help; intercollegiate athletics

and higher education need your help; and the individuals and
institutions affected by the currant procedures deserve your

help.

Respectfully submitted thisgth day of June, 1991.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Yaeger, I am looking at a flyer called, "Justice
Indeed, the NCAA."

It says in here if Joe McCarthy were alive today he would be
working for the NCAA. That is quite a statement. Then it goes on
to talk about the NCAA being the judge, the jury and the execu-
tioner; tell me what they mean by that.

Mr. YAEGER. Well, first off, that flyer was produced by a group of
folks who are constituents of yours in Illinois. I think the question,
the answer to your question is why does the NCAA have that abili-ty to

Mrs. COLLINS. You are asking a question. My question is what do
they mean by the NCAA being the judge, the jury and the execu-
tioner? How does it work?

Mr. YAEGER. You have a system in which the enforcement de-
partment with its investigators go to an Infractions Committee and
they say we believe that Dale Brown of the Louisiana State Uni-
versity violated certain rules. We would like permission to investi-
gate. They give a certain amount of what they believe.

The Infractions Committee issues what is called a "preliminary
letter of inquiry." In a sense, there is already a feeling that there
is a guilt that has been established.

Then they go out, the NCAA does, and investigates that. They
then turn over what they investigate to the university and say,
now prove to me that you are guilty. Then they come back before
the same Infractions Committee that began the whole process, and
that Infractions Committee executes them.

I think that is why many people believe that you have a 100-per-
cent conviction rate, as we talked about earlier.

Mrs. COLLINS. Is there any place where the athlete, or the school,
or anybody else can appeal a decision by the NCAA?

Mr. YAEGER. You can appeal. Unfortunately, that appeal goes to
the NCAA council which is significant because the NCAA council
appoints the Infractions Committee that will judge the guilt.

So, in essence, you are appealing to the body that has already ap-
proved the folks that found you guilty. For them to overturn on
appeal would mean their appointments were bad.

Mr. BRODY. If I could interject? It is not an effective right to
appeal because there is no transcript of the hearings conducted by
the Infractions Committee.

Mrs. COLLINS. Just somebody's word against somebody else's?
Mr. BRODY. What there is is a very poor recording of those hear-

ings, but those hearings are conducted in a room this size. There is
one tape recorder.

The only way you can review that record is if your institution
will pay for you to travel to the NCAA headquarters and you may
sit and listen to that very poor quality tape recording and take
notes.

There can be, in my judgment as a lawyer, no effective right to
appeal when there is no record of the proceedings from which you
are trying to appeal.

Mrs. COLLINS. You all seem to agree with that?
The NCAA set itself up as being all things? They do all of it?

They investigate; they bring charges; they give penalties and they
deny you a fair appeal from what they do?
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Mt YA EGER. An important point I think that answers a question
you asked an earlier witness, Madam Chairwoman, was the issue of
statute of limitations. It was read to you from the NCAA rule book
that they have a 4-year statute of limitations from the date that
they send you a letter of preliminary inquiry.

But, that letter of preliminary inquiry is only the first time you
find out you are under investigation. That investigation can then
last, as you have heard several witnesses say today, 41/2 and 5
years, which means that by the time you are ultimately adjudged
guilty, you are answering sometimes the violations that could be 9
years old.

You get 4 years until the start of the investigation, then it could
go on 5 years beyond that.

That is one of the things the State legislation is trying to resolve
by limiting the amount of time the NCAA can have from beginning
to end of their investigative process.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Winter, in Illinois, the General Assembly
passed legislation similar to yours by a vote of 101 to 5, and passed
the Senate committee by a vote of 15 to 1. Do you think State laws
can regulate an organization like the NCAA?

Mr. WINTER. I do believe that absent congressional actions that is
the only game left in town. I think, as Representative King testi-
fied, that is not the best way to proceed.

A question I think that faces all of us in the State legislatures li
Congress, why should we get our COG into this fight? We have not
wanted to be involved in this; we have not wanted to take the time
of our legislative bodies up.

I became convinced that without this intense scrutiny and with-
out mandate, the NCAA will not reform. In the State of Kansas we
believe we are in a better position than any other State, that our
law will be enforced in all 50 States because, as I testified, they are
headquartered in Kansas and they have asked for and received an
exemption for treatment as a governmental agency.

They are cutting with one side, both sides of the sword. I guess
my, in closing I would say that why is it Congress should act?

Two reasons: Number one, we hope that the current president
will make changes, but I don't know why we can take chances or
why we should take changes at that.

Second, and more fundamental, why not? What is wrong with
due process? What is wrong with the U.S. Constitution? Frankly, I
cannot understand how anyone could appear before my subcommit-
tee, my committee or this subcommittee and argue against comply-
ing with the U.S. Constitution.

Mrs. COLLINS. Representative King, I am swe you want to re-
spond to that. I want you to also tell me if the, e are any limita-
tions at all that are on the effect of the State laws? Do you think
there are any jurisdictional problems?

Mr. KING. The question that Senator Winter was answering, it
seems ironic when the NCAA came and appeared before our hear-
ings prior to the time that Florida passed its law, the statement
was made we are really not, it is not a criminal arena. It is not a
civil arena. It is really more of an administrative hearing.

Well, ironically in Florida, and I presume most other States in
the Union, an administrative hearing in our State would grant the
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very provisions of due process that the Florida law includes. Here
is the NCAA saying, gee wiz, you guys shouldn't be doing this be-
cause it really is an LI Iministrative hearing.

In our administrati re hearings, the ultimate circumstances with
which we are dealing are far less catastrophic than what happens
as a result of an NCAA charge to either the student athlete, who
must go on whether he becomes a professional athlete or not, with
that stigma, to the coach who has his whole life planned behind
him or ahead of him.

More importantly, Madam Chair, as we view it in a very parochi-
al sense, the institutions that I am sworn to protect, you know, the
stigma that is attached if that institution is unfairly judged guilty
is a stigma that goes on for years. Should the States do it?

I would prefer that they not. But if there is not any other dance
in town, then at least in Florida we uarted playing music. The
NCAA must know and must sense that because some of the things
that they have done recently have come, in my opinion, as a result
of the various States, the ground movements, the grassroots move-
ments that seem to be happening for the creation of this blue chip,
blue ribbon committee to study due process, for some of the other
things they have started to do.

The place for it to occur is here. If the NCA A isn't going to do it
internally, and they have sworn a disdain to do so over 14 or 15
years, then for goodness sakes, let's not have 50 different States
with 50 different due process laws. Let's have one national move-
ment that makes and mandates what has to be treated as fairness.

Mrs. COLLINS. Nobody answered the question about whether or
not there are any jurisdictional problems with the State laws.

Mr. YAEGER. All I can tell you, and I am certainly not a legisla-
tor, but there were a number of different States that gave the bills
that they eventually passed or con..idered over to their attorney
general to answer that constitutional question. Each and every one
of them came back that this was certainly within the realm of the
possible.

Mrs. COLLINS. Representative King?
Mr. KING. We did the same thing. Here is the issue.
What will have to happen is millions, perhaps, dollars will have

to be spent in moving constitutionality. How much easier that
wouldand perhaps State-by-State because each State law is going
to be different.

Perhaps what we could do congressionally would be to say we are
going to save everyone that money and that implications. We are
going to do it nationally, so there isn't any question.

But in our State the only way they could prove that we didn't
have the right to do it is to come, first of all, investigate one of our
institutions. Then not follow the due process of the law that we
have in place. Then there would have to be a suit.

You could make it, if you and Congress so chose, so much easier
for everybody.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. McMillen?
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you, Madam Chair.
One of the concerns that I heard President Roselle and others

mentioned is somehow there is an axe to grind here. The motiva-
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tion for these hearings is that somehow we are trying to stick up
for schools that have been aggrieved.

It seems to me, those who have seen the enforcement process
first hand are best able to comment on it. To argue the other point
is the equivalent of a gag rule, which concerns me a great deal
about the NCAA, that they put a gag rule on anybody that dares to
criticize the process.

It impugns my integrity, it impugns a lot of your integrity as
well. I have a lot of problems with anybody making that declara-

m.
Clearly there is a reluctance to reform. Thank God for publica-

tions like "USA Today," and others who have made a point of put-
ting pressure on the system. That wouldn't have happened if it
were not for legislation we passed in this boiy. It generally raises
the issue of whether the NCAA can internally reform itself.

Mr. Brody, I have looked at that for many years; given its cur-
rent structure, can they reform?

Mr. BRODY. r don't think so. First, because of the very practical
reason, they are in control of the situation at this time.

Why would anybody seek to vote to diminish their control? At a
political level the internal politics of the association are such that
people do not advance within the association without first demon-
strating their, I guess I would describe it as association trustworthi-
ness at low level kinds of committee jobs, and so on.

It would be a marvelous study for a political scientist to observe
how people track up through the NCAA to get to positions of au-
thority and get to positions on the council and other legislative
bodies.

This morning the witnesses talked about the association being a
voluntary association, and all 800 members vote. But if you go
through the manual and you look at this Byzantine structure, they
nave something called the executive committee that consists of 14
members and two ex-officio members. That committee, that execu-
tive commitOe has the authority under the Constitution to adopt
executive vegulations not inconsistent with the provisions of the
Constitution or other bylaws. That is how many of these minutia
rules get into the booio. because the executive council adopts them
and then eventually they are approved by the full convention who
has not looked at them.

Mr. MCMILLEN. One of the things Congress can't do very well is
look back at its recommendations. In 1978, they made a lot of
them.

The NCAA said they adhered through a ' t of them. When I
looked through the investigation it says joint rallel investigation
of the universities, speeding the process, including the likelihood
that the guilty parties are punished. That has been done some-
what. Complete transcript of all infraction hearings to be provided
to all parties and interest, just recently tape recordings, but that is
it.

The NCAA revised and completely recodifies its substantial rules
with an eye to simplistic and clarity. They sav they comply with
them, but the fact they established a blue el-lip commission, 13
years later they are finally doing it.

What is your comments in the aftermath of that 1978 hearing'?
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Mr. WINTER. It is incredible to me that they would suggest that
they have complied with those or other reasonable requests. They
simply haven't.

The record we have before us, Madam Chair and Congressman,
that is not the case. One of the rules they adopted in their book is
universities cannot have stationery as letterhead which is anything
but black and white.

You can't put your little Jay Hawk on there. But the truth is
that the proof to me is in the fact that they came to Kansas and
they went to Florida, they come here and they fight so vigorously
against a very simple concept, due process in the U.S. Constitution.

T3 me, they have a public relations hanging curve to hit out of
the ball park, to walk in and say that is great, we like it, too, we
will comply with due process, we will change our rules.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Any other comments on the aftermath of the
1978 ',lea rings?

Mr. YAEGER. I think what you found, you are precisely right,
Congressman, they did not conform to the numbers that they like
to claim, although they have in part done some of those things.

What I think we found in the 1978 hearings is nobody, Congress.
no one else came back to hold ',heir feet to the fire. That is the
problem. That is why we are here 13 years later. That is why if
nothing is done today, we will be here 13 years from now.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Can you comment on this new commission being
formed, Chief Justice Burger heading it up. Is this an effort in the
right direction?

Mr. YAEGER. One of the issues that most needs to be discussed
about that new cornmi ion is its chairperson, Chief Justice Burger
didn't show up for the meeting.

He is a co-chair. The other co-chair, Rex Lee, was paid a pretty
handsome sum by the NCAA to represent the NCAA iti the Jerry
Tarkanian case against Tarkanian.

He represented the NCAA and defended its due process. He de-
fended the fact they didn't need due process before the U.S. Su-
preme Court.

Now he chairs a committee appointed by the NCAA to look into
the question of should due process be necessary.

Mr. MCMILLEN. I sounds like a gold chip.
Mr. BRODY. I am skeptical about the process of the blue chip

commission. It seems to me to be in the transition of NCAA reform
and in that they appoint a lut of people with stature to look at a
problem.

The people have stature, but they don't have much first-hand in-
formation. All the information they will get will be filtered
through the staff and the existing ongoing bodies. They just meet
periodically.

So I think that, frankly, I think they will be used.
Mr. MCMILLEN. What about the arguments that this language

will encumber the process? We won't be able to get after the bad
actors?

Mr. BRODY. Justice is always difficult. It is not something that
just happens. That is one.
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I don't think it will be anymore cumbersome than what goes on
now. Now for the institutions, the institutions basically operate in
the dark.

I think there may have been some slight improvements in that
area since 1978. They certainly operate in the shade. They really
don't know exactly what they are being charged with.

They don't have a grasp and the ability to get to the individuals
and evidence against them, This would just make it more difficult
for the process in that now things could be challenged.

If they have to inform them, if they give the ability to confront
witnesses, it will make the process more difficult.

Mr. MCMILLEN. One last question. Do you think if the presidents
were in direct control of the NCAA, we would have fewer rules,
more due process and the system would operate better?

Mr. YAEGER. I am not necessarily sure actually. One of the
things that struck me when I was interviewing people for the book
were the number of coaches who told me stories that directly
showed that their president was as desirous of winning and it was
as important to him to be in that national championship game as it
was to the coach.

To believe that presidents, because they are not coaches, care
any less about that might be a little naive.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Except for the fact that they have to be held ac-
countable for the higher education values on their institutions. The
coach doesn't. That is generally not universally the case. But the
CEO of a university does.

Mr. KING. In response to the question just before it, would it be
more cumbersome, that was one of the allegations the NCAA made
when they came to Florida.

Let's think about that. If it is more cumbersome, and perh.lps
let's even go one step beyond and say that maybe if someone who
was guilty, really guilty wouldn't have been found guilty, but in
the process many who were innocent would be given the protection
of at least knowing that their adjudication of guilt was going to be
predicated upon court testimony about historical data and not just
innuendo, I am not at all sure that I wouldn't be as an elected
member willing to make that trade.

I don't think that is going to encumber anybody who is guilty,
but I do think that it is worth protecting those people who are in-
nocent.

As a parent it would absolutely destroy me if my child, an ath-
lete, was found guilty and I couldn't go in and see who alleged
what or see who actually said what. Not what the investigator
thought they heard, but what actually was said.

Too often times I think we lose sight of the fact that many of the
people being adversely affected are, in fact, kids, kids with their
whole lives in front of them. I think they deserve the protection
that this Nation gives to virtually everybody else who has ever
been accused of anything.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Let me say thank you, Madam Chair for your in-
du!gence and again for your leadership on this issue.

Mrs. COLLINS. I certainly thank the gentleman for his foresight.
It was at the request of you and Mr. Towns that we began to look
into this matter. You have certainly been a leader in this field.
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1 want to thank all of the witnesses who have been here today
for the testimony that they have given this subcommittee.

We know it has been a long, hot tedious hearing. We certainly
thank you for your candor and for your cooperation.

With that this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[The following statement was received for the record:]

STATEMENT OF KENNETH R. BOYLE, TRUSTEE, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

Madam Chairwoman, members of the committee, rny name is Kenneth R. Boyle
and I reside at 144 Leisure Lane, Chatham, II. I offer this written testimony as a
duly elected public official and as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Univer-
sity of Illinois, and in support of the efforts by Congress to bring about positive, con-
structive change in the investigative, enforcement, and compliance procedures used
by the NCAA towards its' member institutions and student athletes.

I apologize for being unable to personally appear before this subcommittee, but
my duties as State Appellate Prosecutor require me to remain in Illinois. However,
I appreciate the opportunity to preser.t my views to this body.

I want to preface this written testimony by advii ing the members of the subcom-
mittee that this testimony in no way purports to represent the position of any other
members of the Board of Trustees, or in any way represents any official position of
the University of Illinois. It is my opinion and belief based on my experience with
the NCAA.

I offer this testimony on my own behalf, as an individual concerned with fairness
and equity to member institutions of the NCAA, and concern for the rights of all
student athletes who attend public supported institutions in this great Nation and
in the State of Illinois. I am also duly concerned about the severe financial impact
that the NCAA's rules, regulations, and enforcement procedures have on tax sup-ported institutions.

My interest in issues involving student athletes is not new. Since my election to
the Board of Trustee's of the University of Illinois, and my appointnient as chair-
man of the Athletic Activities of the Board of Trustees, I have directed my attention
to the many multi-faceted problems facing participants in intercollegiate athletics. I
have observed first hand the hours of hard work and sacrifice required to balance
the relationship between being an athlete and being a student, and obtaining an
education at the University of Illinois. I have also observed the devastating effect on
the personal lives of student athletes and coaches, who without due process and
equal protection, were subjected to the enforcement staff of the NCAA over a sever-
al month period in an effort to find wrongdoing by these individuals.

While many members of Boards of Trustees of colleges and universities have not
undergone an NCAA investigation and the stigma therewith, I have not been so
lucky. I am unable to count the innumerable hours I have spent with my colleagues
on the Board, or the amount of taxpayers dollars spent, in our efforts to insure the
integrity of our University, its' coaches, and student athletes. We became frustrated,
angered, and yes, even sometimes amused at the NCAA's one-sided, adversarial
process which covered several months. In my 15 years of law enforcement experi-
ence as a prasecutor, presently serving as Director, Office of the State's Attorneys
Appellate Prosecutor for the State of Illinois, I found defendants in criminal cases
afforded more rights than the University of Illinois, its' coaches and student ath-
letes. It is morally and ethically wrong for basically good people to be treaieii in this
manner. I can only hope for the passage of legislation to insure fair and equitable
treatment for the Universities and the student athletes.

The allegations made by the NCAA were made with a lack of' any evidentiary
standard, a one-sided discovery process, and without transcribing testimony of wit-
nesses. In fact, when the NCAA Enforcement Staff was finally confronted during 2days of meetings, their allegations were found to be unprovable before the NCAA
Infractions Committee.

During the course of this long, drawn out NCAA process, the University of Illinois
conducted its own internal investigation, and when the University uncovered minor
violations, in good faith it reported these minor violations to the NCAA.

The NCAA Enforcement Staff could not prove its very serious charges, but the
Infractions Committee still saw fit to level severe sanctions against the University
for these self reported minor violations.
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Furthermore, since the time of the Investigation, the University and student ath-
letes have been subjezted to repeated comments in the media by present and former
members of the NCAA staff.

I don't wish to burden this subcommittee with a longer dissertation on the per.
ceived abuses of power and process by the NCAA. Nor do I want to leave this sub-
committee with the impression that those who violate recruiting rules should go un-
punished. On the contrary, if Universities, through their coaches, boosters, or
whomever, violate the rules, they should be punished. However, no institution or
student athlete should be subjected to a quasi-judicial system without due process
and equal protection of the law.

Far too long now, America has waited for the NCAA to adopt fair, written proce-
dures governing their investigation, prosecutim, and adjudications. For one reason
or another, the NCAA does not wish to act in these areas, despite the fact that
many of their own disciples must realize that the current process is flawxl.

Normally, I would be opposed to government interjecting itself into intercollegiate
athletes, but the lack of due process and equal protection by the NCAA is hurting
colleges and universities, and affecting too many kids. I would point out to the sub-
committee that the States of Nebraska and Nevada have recognized the importance
of State intervention and have already taken steps to protect their institutions and
student athletes by enacting due process legislation. Furthermore, in my home State
of Illinois, and in the States of Kansas, Florida, and California, at this time the re-
spective legislatures are debating this important issue. The bill has passed the Illi-
nois House by a vote of 101-5, passed a Senate Committee by a vote of 154, and
awaits floor action in the Illinois Senate.

However, this matter transcends State lines and is truly a Federal issue, as it is
impractical to think of the 50 States each enacting some form of due process and
equal protection legUation when Congress, with one bill, could address the needed
reform.

I urge this subcommittee to consider the merits of due process and equal protec-
tion legislation.

Again, thank you Madam Chairwoman and members of the subcommittee for this
opportunity to express my concerns.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS
Academics and Athletics

THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND
COMMERCE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, CONSUMER
PROTECTION, AND COMPETITIVENESS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room

2322, Raylyirn House Office Building, Hon. Cardiss Collins (chair-
woman) presiding.

Mrs. COLLINS. Good morning. This hearing of the Energy and
Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer protection, and
Competitiveness will come to order.

Today's hearing on college sports will examine how well our col-
leges and universities are educating our student athletes. At ourlast hearing on college sports, I raised my fundamental concern
that colleges not exploit our youngsters for profits, while providing
no real opportunity for a real education.

In recent years, increasing attention to graduation rates has
begun. Thanks to efforts by many in Congress, including Ed Towns
and Tom McMillen, schools are now required to report graduation
rates of their athletes as well as the student body in general.

At first blush one might look at the statistics and assume no
problems. Graduation rates for athletes are slightly higher than for
the student body generally. However, when we take a closer look at
the numbers we see that averages hide some very serious problems.

First, we see that graduation rates are much lower for athletes
involved in football and basketball, the two profit-making sports.
They are particularly lower in the large, most competitive ,onfer-
ences and among schools appearing in the NCAA basketball tour-nament.

Second, these two sports also have large numbers of minority
students, and their graduation rates are particularly low. Blackstudent athletes are graduating at just 26.6 percent, according tothe NCAA, about half the graduation rate for white student ath-
letes.

Third, averages hide the variations among colleges. Some univer-
sity programs are graduating virtually none of their athletes.

Today, we will hear a good deal of testimony about proposals to
raise initial eligibility standards for athletes. I have no problem
with setting realistic minimum st ndards so that schools do not
admit students who have virtually no chance of successfully com-
pleting their courses.
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However, my main concern is that whenever the subject of grad-
uation rates teke place, the first and foremost recommendations
always deal with admission standards. In my view, they should be
the last. I am particularly wary of so-called solutions relying on
standardized tests and statistical predictions, when real education
problems should be addressed. Indeed, recent evidence suggests
that despite lower overall graduation rates, African American ath-
letes with low SAT scores graduate at much higher rates than
white athletes.

With more and more money riding on television contracts, bas-
ketball and football seasons seem to get longer and longer each
year. Yet where are the recommendations to reduce the seasons
and let the students have more time to attend their classes and do
their homework?

The service academies have 1 year pre-college programs for ap-
pointees who need remedial help in order to take on the academics.
Yet how much of the millions of dollars in revenues for the NCAA
basketball tournament is used for this purpose? And what about
the tutoring budgets? What is the commitment of schools to aiding
the student athlete after his eligibility has come to an end? How
are schools dealing with the cultural problems of minority students
described so well by Mr. Lapchick in his testimony?

We will be hearing from the NCA A Presidents Commksion
today. I am glad to hear that they, too, are not satisfied with the
graduation rates among football and basketball players, and are
confronting the issue. I am in particular agreement with their pro-
posals to ensure that progress is being made toward a degree once
a student is admitted.

I am also interested in what the coaches and administrators have
to say. Al those who see the athletic schedule first-hand, they have
some interesting perspectives, as well.

Let me take this opportunity to welcome to our hearing today a
number of people.

First, on the first panel will be Dr. William G. Friday, President
Emeritus of the University of North Carolina and the Co-Chairman
of the Knight Commission, and Chancellor R. Gerald Turner of the
University of Mississippi. We are also going to have Dr. Leroy T.
Walker who is the Chancellor-Emeritus of North Carolina Central
University.

On the second panel we will have Dr. Richard E. Lapchick, who
is the Director of the Center for the Study of Sport in Society,
Northeastern University, Mr. Richard "Digger" Phelps of South
Bend, IN., and Mr. George Raveling, Head Basketball Coach for the
University of Southern California.

Now we will have an opening statement from Mr. McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you. Madam Chairwoman.
Today we address the issue of whether many young men and

women competing in intercollegiate athletics are also preparing
themselves to compete in the open marketplace in their post-col-
lege years. We have expert witnesses here today to discuss gradua-
tion rates of student athletes.

I would personally like to welcome a couple of members of the
panelmy fellow Carolinian Bill Friday, whom I first knewhe
may not recall thisas a student at the University of North Caroli-
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na in the early 1950's when Mr. Friday was assistant to then Presi-
dent Gordon Gray of the consolidated university. And, as many of
you know, Bill Friday went on to become President of the consoli-
dated University of North Carolina, and most recently has served
as Co-Chairman of the Knight Commission.

The greater university on balance has done an effective job and
has sought to strengthen the capacity of the NCAA to set rules and
regulations and to govern the member institutions. I am certain
Bill Friday can attest to the many pressures facing a university
president trying to assure both academic as well as athletic success
in the university environment.

The Knight Commission on Intercolleeate Athletics is to be com-
mended for making academic integrity a central part of their
thoughtful and extensive report addressing the problems facing
intercollegiate athletics.

The Presidents' Commission has recently come out with their
recommendations for strengthened academic standards, and I look
forward to learning more about the rationale behind these propos-
als and possible solutions which will serve to increase our student
athletes graduation rates.

I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome another
fellow North Carolinian, Dr. Leroy Walker of North Carolina Cen-
tral University, which is also a part of the greater University of
North Carolina. For many years he has been actively in% olved with
the U.S. Olympic teams and has been instrumental in helping
bring the Olympics to Atlanta in 1996.

In comparing the gi aduation rates of college athletes to those of
the general school population, one would initially conclude that
student athletes are just as likely to graduate as the overall stu-
dent body. However, it is discomforting to learn that barely half of
both athletes and students are graduating in the course of a 5-year
period.

Looking closer at the graduation rates of the various skA. ts, wide
disparities begin to emerge, particularly in basketball and football.
For example, athlete:, of revenue generating sports will have lower
graduation rates than participants in other sports. Legitimate con-
cerns have arisen as to whether many schools are just using these
athletes rather than educating them.

Fortunately, we can point to examples of schools who compete
successfully on the athletic field and graduate a high percentage of
their student athletes. They help prove that athletics and academ-
ics are not incompatible. From the list of witnesses, I see we will
have the opportunity to learn more about the problems facing our
student athletes and, hopefully, explore possible solutions.

I hope that we will learn more ahout the pressurer and demands
placed on students both in and out of the classroom and how uni-
versities and the NCAA might work with them to match athletic
success with academic success.

I thank you very much and look forward to your testimony.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Tom McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
I have a longer statement I would like 4o have inserted in the

record.
Mrs. COLLINS. Without objection, so ordered.
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Mr. MCMILLEN. I want to thank you for having these hearings
once again. I have long been interested in the topic of graduation
rates of student athletes. As you know, in 1987 I cosponsored legis-
lation with Congressman Towns of New York and Senator Bradley
of New Jersey which would require colleges and universities to dis-
close the graduation rates of student athletes as compared to the
general student body.

Frankly, we were all surprised by the NCAA's initial opposition
to this innocuous proposal. Our goal was to make the disclosure of
these rates be the great disinfe^tant. Students and their parents
would have a firm understanding of their son's or daughter's
chances of graduating from a given university based on this infor-
mation.

The bill was enacted by the Congress in 1990 and signed into
law. The initial results are not promising. More than a third of col-
leges and universities that responded to a recent survey say fewer
than 25 percent of their minority athletes graduate.

Madam Chairwoman, I believe we have come to a time where
college athletics needs congressional intervention to achieve
reform. Those who argue against that, I remind them, as I did in a
press conference prior to this, that Title 9, Student Right to Know
are all examples of congressional interventions.

In fact, I said in the press confel Ltnce that the NCAA owes its
own creation to Federal involvement. President Teddy Roosevelt
said abolish football in 1904 because of violence or clean up your
act. The NCAA was formed to clean up their act, and as I said,
their creation, in fact, was due to Federal involvement.

I might also add that the NCAA oftentimes comes to Congress
for help. In the 1986 Tax Bill they asked for tax advantages with
regards to priority seating which the:: received.

I might also add that the late Silvio Conte was a great advocate
of Federal involvement. He introduced a bill that would protect the
NCAA from the IRS and some of their encroachments upon their
income.

Madam Chairwoman, I have introduced legislation today which I
won't go into in detail, but I think gets to the real heart of this
problem, which has to do with money and the fact that we have got
to get a handle on the massive amounts of money going into the
system. Our legislation restores an antitrust exemption, stops the
fragmentation of TV money. I put a conditionality onto that. The
conditionality put onto it is that there should be stricter presiden-
tial control to move the bureaucracy which heretofore has been
very, very difficult to move.

And, last, I put educational values back into this model which I
think is so sorely needed to stand up for the student athletes in
this country who are oftentimes not represented in this process.

I think that this legislation, obviously, will be the kind of vehicle
that will stimulate this debate, hopefully as we continue in these
hearings.

I just want to say, again, I thank you for having these heaeings.
There is really two operative questions, Madam Chair. One is, are
college sports out of balance in this country? Clearly, the American
people feel they are. The Harris Poll indicated that.
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The second operative question, I believe, is, can the NCAA
reform itself? Can it reform itself sufficiently to get the model back
into balance? And I believe the answer to that is no. I think that is
why these hearings are so critical and your leadership so important
as well.

Let me close by again welcoming Bill Friday and Leroy Walker
here. I enjoyed serving with you -in the Knight Commission. Both
of you did yeoman's work in that great commission. I think it also
contributed greatly to this important issue of reforming college
sports, restoring higher education values in this country. Thank
you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McMillen follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. C. THOMAS MCMILLEN

Madam Chairwoman, during the last 100 years, the U.S. Government has inter-
vened in intercollegiate sports at those tim.a, when the athletic leaders either
cannot, or will not, eeform the system. In 1905, the use of tbe "flying wedge" in
college football caused 18 deaths, prompting President Theodore Roosevelt rulechanges that reshaped college athletics. In 1972, Congress passed Title IX, which re-quired colleges to spend an equal amount of money on women's athletics as theyspend on men's athletics. In 1978, a House subcommittee spent 9 months investigat-ing the NCAA's enforcement division after stories of abuses arose. And in 1990, theCongress passed the Student Right to Know and Campus Crime Act, which requiredthe reporting of graduation rates.

The main thrust of reform to college athletics %as often come from outside the
traditional athletic system. Today's numerous scar dals, arbitrary penalties, and the
NCAA's hodge-podge rules raise the question of whether college athletics can healitself or whether it needs outside surgery.

Intercollegiate athletics is facing a myriad of problems. The American public has
lost confidence in its fairness; student athletes in big-money sports spend more timewith playbooks than with text books; and the money flooding the system is pervert-ing the delicate balance between academics and athletics.

The NCAA's response to the crisis has been inadequate: its members have pro-mulgated ar ironic system of ruler. that severely penalize the most minor infractionwhile ignoring the larger, corrupt practices which are evident in the system. Whilestudents are prohibited from receiving a small stipend to cover normal living ex-
penses, NCAA staff fly in a private jet around the Nation setting up billion-dollartelevision contracts.

I am a product of the intercollegiate athletic system and I genuinely believe itstill offers a host of benefits for those studert athletes who participate. Yet, theproblem, as I see it, is that the NCAA has been tinkering around the edges withsmall rule changes instead of !ending the call for reform. In 1987, when Convess-
man Ed 'Towns, Senator Bill Bradley and mybelf introduced the "Student AthleteRight to Know Act," which became law in November, NCAA repiesentatives object-ed to the simple graduation rate reporting requireatents as intrusive and cumber-some.

To be fair, NCAA Executive Director Dick Schultz should be commended for de-veloping an initial agenda fer addressing the matter. There is no question that hehas a difficult task ahead of him and that he is working very hard to achievereform. However, the NCAA, in general, has been too resistant in adopting a newmodel for college sports.
That is why, today, I am introducing legislation which would impose comprehen-sive reform on intercollegiate athletics. It gives more power to college presidentsand provides them with the mandate necessary to reform the system. In : idition, itrequires a system of revenue distribution that does not reward those s.hools whohappen to win basketball and football games, but rather, rewards those schools whoconcentrate on the academic performance of their student athletes, and viho developbalanced athletic programs for their men and women students, The key to reform-ing intercollegiate athletics, I believe, is getting a handle on the money. Unless wecontrol this pervasive influence in college athletics, the incentive to cheat willalway: t present.
I won't go into every detail of the bill at this time, however, I will state my over-all goal. The legislation seeks to restore education as the primary goal of our insti-
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tutions of high learning. If these institutions continue to act as businesses, only con-
cerned with increasing ticket sales and maximizing profits, then I believe they
should be taxed as such. The bill establishes general guidelines for a new revenue
distribution formula, but gives the college and university presidents the power to
establish the formula in a way that takes into consideration the diverse nature of
athletic programs.

Most of the proposals in this bill are not new. They have been part of the reform
debate for more than most of this century. Some were proposed by Knight Commis-
sion in 1990, only to be criticized by NCAA officials. Some were proposed by college
presidents in 1983, only to be defeated by the NCAA convention. And, the general
Incentive for the bill can even be found in the 1929 report from the Carnegie Fund
for the Advancement of Teaching when it said that recruiting had become corrupt,
education was being neglected, and commercialism reigned king. Sixty two years
later, these problems are still with us.

There are those who believe that Congress has no place for tinkering with the
system of intercollegiate athletics. Yet, let's not forget that the NCAA is often in
the halls on Capitol Hill, seeking legislative help on a variety of issues. For exam-
ple, legislation was introduced earlier this year which would clarify colleges' status
with regard to bowl games. One doesn't hear the NCAA complaining about this ben-
eficial "Federal intervention."

I would argue that stakes are too high to sit by while the system continues to
erode. The taxpayers have invested too much in higher education to see their invest-
ment diminished by scandal after scandal in intercollegiate athletics. The time to
act is now.

Madam Chairwoman, I commend you for holding these hearings and for investi-
gating graduation rates among student athletes. This issue has been important to
me for years, and this committee should be commended for bringing it to the fore-
front of this debate.

Mrs. COLLINS'. Yon know, I take t al pleasure in introducing the
next person because he was my neighbor many years ago, 10 years
ago, as a matter of fact, when I first came to Congress. And we had
some very interesting times in our little next-door neighborly type
of things with getting our work done. And I was over there as a
brand new Member of Congress borrowing paper from his staff. He
probably didn't know about that, but I certainly did.

On occasion, our staffs would have lunch together, so it is really
good to see him and have an opportunity to hear from Senator
Thad Cochran of Mississippi.

STATEMENT OF HON. THAI) COCHRANI U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

Mr. COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman. It is
a real pleasure to be here before your committee and to congratu-
late you on the leadership you are providing in this subject matter
and generally as a Member of Congress from Illinois. It has been a
pleasure beiw, your friend for the last 18 years.

I am here today to introduce and to present to the subcommittee
my good friend who is Chancellor of the University of Mississippi,
Gerald Turner. Dr. Turner is Chairman of the Presidents' Commis-
sion of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. It is this com-
mission that has led the reform effort within the NCAA and has
been so successful in getting approval from member colleges and
universities of many changes and regulations that are now in place
to help deal with the problem that is before the committee this
morning and that is, simply speaking, helping to ensure that ath-
letes on our campuses in the United States are fully included in
the academic mainstream in their colleges and universities.

Dr. Turner had teaching and administrative positions before he
came to the University of Mississippi at the University of Oklaho-
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ma and Pepperdine University in California. He is very well re-
spected throughout the United States for his leadership in this
area.

With the Southeastern Conference, he has been at the forefront
of administrators and chief executive officers of member universi-
ties to improve the performance of the colleges and universities in
that area of the country. So I would hope Madam Chairwoman,
that you and the members of the committee would look very close-
ly at the successes that have been achieved under the leadership of
Chancellor Turner and others who have been working very hard in
this effort. I appreciate your giving me a chance to be before the
committee this morning for the purpose of presenting Chancellor
Turner.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you. We will aext hear from Mr. Sam

Poole, who is the Administrative Assistant for Senator Terry San-
ford of North Carolina. Won't you begin now, please?

STATEMENT OF SAM POOLE, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, ON
BEHALF OF HON. TERRY SANFORD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. POOLE. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
I am certainly pleased to be here on behalf of Senator Sanford

not only because he wanted to be here to present two distinguished
North Carolinians but because I personally chair the Board of Gov-
ernors that governs the two schools which these two individuals
represent. I am sure that we can expect to hear a very interesting
and productive discussion of the issue of college athletics, and I will
present Senator Sanford's statement in the first person as he really
wanted to be here himself.

If I may, I would like to take a moment to introduce my good
friends, Mr. William Friday and Mr. Leroy Walker, who will both
be having the opportunity to testify this morning.

As early as high school, Bill Friday knew how to combine educa-
tion with athletics, as he played an active role in many school ac-
tivities, achieving on the debate team as well as on the baseball
field, not to mention being the school sports writer. He graduated
from North Carolina Stat( University in 1941 and went into the
Navy, where he was a Naval Officer in World War H.

After the war Mr. Friday dedicated himself to the field of educa-
tion. He graduated from the law school at the Unive- ity of North
Carolina in Chapel Hill in 1948 and was appointed Administrative
Assistant to the President of Chapel Hill in 1951.

Mr. Friday went on to become President of the University of
Chapel Hill in 1956. In 1986 Mr. Friday received the distinguished
award as the most effective public university president in the
Nation. In 1987 he was named Executive Director of the William R.
Kenan, Jr., Charitable Trust Fund.

Bill is a member of many boards and committees which are per-
tinent to our subject today, including his position -s Co-Chairman
of the Knight Foundation National Commission on Intercollegiate
Athletics and the North Carolina Public Schools Forum. I am cer-
tain that he will be well suited to serve our purposes here today.
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Mr. Leroy Walker also has had a profound effect in the fields of
education and athletics. In his long career he has served as a uni-
versity chancellor and a coach. He was Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Physical Education and Recreation and track coach for
North Carolina Central University from 1974 to 1983.

In 1983 he became Chancellor of the North Carolina Central Uni-
versity and stayed in this position until 1986, when he became
Chancellor-Emeritus, a position he still holds today.

He has been an advisor to track and field teams throughout the
world, coaching the Ethiopian and the Israeli Olympic track teams
in 1960 and the U.S. track and field team in the Montreal Olympic
Games in 1976.

Mr. Walker was inducted into the Olympic Hall of Fame in 1987.
Although Leroy has been involved in athletics all of his life, he has
never lost sight of the importance of getting a good education, and
he has passed this on through his work. I am sure he will add
much to this hearing. He has been on both sides of the playing
field.

I would like to thank Representative Collins for her leadership in
conducting this hearing.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
Mrs. COLLINS. Why don't we begin with you, Mr. Friday.

STATEMENTS OF WILLIAM G. FRIDAY, PRESIDENT EMERITUS,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, AND CO-CHAIRMAN,
KNIGHT COMMISSION; R. GERALD TURNER, CHANCELLOR, UNI-
VERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI, AND CHAIRMAN, NCAA PRESIDENTS
COMMISSION; AND LeROY T. WALKER, CHANCELLOR EMERI-
TUS, NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY

Mr. Friday. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Good morning,
members of the committee.

My serious involvement in college sports came in 1961 when, as a
university president and after witnessing repeated recruiting viola-
tions and a point-sliaving scandal, we imposed restrictions on the
recruitment and admission of athletes in our institutions. We
eliminated organized summer competition, and we terminated the
Dixie Classic, at that time one of the premiere holieay basketball
tournaments of its day. These actions were taken unilaterally be-
cause it was necessary then, as we think it is now, that clear, deci-
sive authority be eyercised and control retained in the president's
office.

In 1979 I was a member of the group of the American Council on
Education, looking at critical issues surrounding college sports at
that time. It was among this group that two key ideas were first
advanced and nurtured. The first one was the need for a national
academic standard for prospective student athletes and, second, the
principle of greater presidential involvement and leadership in
intercollegiate sports.

The academic standard that would eventually evolve here
became Proposition 48, while the call tor presidential leadership
would evolve into the NCAA Presidents' Commission which Dr.
Turner now heads.
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Since leaving the University in 1986, I have kept a great interest
in this subject, and when our fellow alumnus and long-time friend
Louis Harris reported as he did, as Representative McMillen has
mentioned, that four out of five of our citizens think intercollegiate
sports are out of control, then university leaders began to feel the
full magnitude of this problem.

They understood then that at issue is not simply the reputation
of our athletic programs. Instead, it was the reputation and the in-
tegrity of American colleges and universities, their governing
boards, their administration, faculty and staff that we are being se-
verely eroded.

In 1989, Mr. Creed Black, who was President of the Knight Foun-
dation, created the independent commission about which you know.
He has appeared before you, and he asked Father Hesburgh and
myself to co-chair this commission, which we have done. Ll March
of this year we released that report outlining a new model for
intercollegiate sports, and we were delighted that the Honorable
Tom McMillen could join us in all of this work.

The model which the Knight Commission proposed is by design
straightforward and very simple. Rather than attempting to solve
at one fell swoop every single subsidiary issue that exists today in
college sports, we based our reforms on what we feel are fundamen-
tal and abiding principles. W call ror presidential control of inter-
collegiate athletics, with this control directed toward academie in-
tegrity, financial integrity, and a system of independent public cer-
tification.

In the report entitled Keeping Faith with the Student Athlete,
we have recommended this "One-plus-Three" model to all NCAA
member colleges and universities, convinced that the application of
these principles can and will make a significant, positive difference
in the conduct of sports programs throughout higher education.

Let me illustrate these solutions for you as put forth in the com-
mission. As my colleague, Mr. Turner, will tell you, the primary
thrust of the upcoming NCAA convention in January will be in the
area of academic reform.

As Father Hesburgh and I were saying to each other recently,
the achievement of these reforms is going to be very critical, and it
will be on these academic matters that the presidents and the
chancellors will be judged either favorably or most harshly, both
within the academic community and by the American public. It is
only when we enact these academic proposals that we will keepfaith with the student athlete.

On admissions, it is our recommendation that initial eligibility
requirements for receiving athletically-related financial aid and
participating jr college sports must be strengthened, including anincrease in the number of core courses in a rigorous high school
curriculum.

Also, the commission has recommended that the high school stu-
dent athlete be ineligible to be reimbursed for campus visits orsigning letters of intent until the university admissions office indi-
cates that he or she shows reasonable promise of earning a collegedegree.

At the request of coaches who appeared before us, we have statedthat the junior college transfers who did not meet Proposition 48
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upon graduation from high school should be required to sit out a
year of competition after transfer.

Finally, we call upon colleges and universities to put in place
academic requirements that will insure the range of academic abil-
ity for incoming students that would approximate the range of
abilities for incoming institutional freshman classes.

With reference to satisfactory progress, the Knight Commission
has recommended that the scholarship assistance should routinely
cover the time required to complete a degree up to the maximum
of 5 years, not the year-by-year program currently mandated by
the NCAA.

At the same time, student athletes would be required to demon-
strate semester by semester that they are meeting the institutioh's
published graduation requirements and are on track to graduate
within 5 years. In short, no pass, no play.

Finally, the Knight Commission believes that no university
should countenance lower graduation rates for its student athletes
in any sport than it is willing to accept from the full-time student
body at large. Ultimately, this must be a major requirement upon
which NCAA certification depends.

Two other points--does that mean my time is up?
Mrs. COLLINS. If you have just a little bit more to go, go ahead.
Mr. Friday. The first point is that the Knight Commission Report

includes a statement of principles which is supported and enacted
by colleges, universities and the conferences and professional edu-
cation organizations, and the NCAA would set a new and construc-
tive course for the conduct of intercollegiate sports.

The second point is that the Knight Commission is not going to
cease and desist. It is very important to keep in mind in all that we
say here today that there are hundreds of institutions that engage
in intercollegiate competition who are not under sanction and who
have realized every gain such competition has to offer. We salute
them.

Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Friday followsd

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM FRIDAY, PRESIDENT EMERITUS, THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH

CAROLINA

Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, for the invitation to participate in this series of
hearings concerning the present day public perception of the state of intercollegiate
sports in America.

My serious involvement in college sports came in 1961, while serving as President
of the University of North Carolina, a position I held for 30 years. After witnessing
repeated recruiting violations and a point-shaving scandal, we imposed restrictions
on the recruitment and admission of athletes, eliminated organized summer compe-
tition, and terminated the Dixie Classic, one of the premier holiday basketball tour-
naments of its day. These actions were taken unilaterally because it was necessary
that clear decisive authority be exercised to retain control in the president's office. I
was gratified when later in the same month, the governing board of the University
endorsed both my actions and this statement:

Our aim is to sive athletics by deemphasizing certain practices and removing cer-
tain infi,nces thive been detrimental to college sports and taken away from

them the which make them valuable as a part of education.
Our positio4 i positive one. We aim to restore sports to sportsmanship. We aim

to conserve to ou1 students their rightful privilege of taking part in wholesome ath-
letic competition, and protect them, as the university must from exploitation.
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In the ensuing years, my interest and involvement with college sports has re-
mained. Intercollegiate sports has an appropriate and important role to play in the
life of the university. At the same time, vigilance must be exercised to curb the ex
ceases that have too often characterized this most public aspect of university life.

In 1979, as a member of the American Council on Education, I joined other presi-
dents to involve that organization in the critical issues surrounding college sports. It
was among this group that two key ideas were first advanced and nurtured: One
was the need for a national academic standard for prospective student athletes, and
the second was the principle of greater presidential involvement and leadership in
intercollegiate athletics. This academic standard would eventually become Proposi-
tion 48, while the call for presidential leadership would evolve into the NCAA Presi-
dents Commission.

Since leaving university administration in 1986, I have continued to watch with
considerable concern, I might add, the ever-growing list of colleges and universities
placed under NCAA sanction for rules violations. As reported by The Chronicle of
Higher Education, this includes during the past decade more than half of the insti-
tutions-57 out of 106which compete at the highest level, NCAA Division I-A.

When my longtime friend, pollster Louis Harris, reported in June of 1989 that
four out of five people surveyed felt that big-time college sports were 'out of control,'
university leaders felt the full magnitude of this problem. They understood that at
issue was not simply the reputation of our athletics programs. Instead, it was the
reputation and integrity of America's colleges and universities, the.r governing
boards, administration, faculties and alumni that were being severely eroded.

In 1989, Mr. Creed Black, who appeared before you recently, led the Knight Foun-
dation in its creation of an independent, experienced panel to take a hard look at
intercollegiate athletics. It was my privilege to serve as one of the Co-Chairs of the
Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, sharing this responsibility with
Father Theodore Hesburgh, President Emeritus of Notre Dame.

The Knight Commission has spent nearly 2 years, first developing and now active-
ly advancing our reforms. In March of this year we released our report outlining a
new model for intercollegiate athletics. In the Commission's deliberations and con-
tinued reform efforts, we are grateful for the participation of one of your colleagues,
Honorable Tom McMillen.

The model which the Knight Commission proposed is, by design straightforward
and relatively simple. Rather than attempting to solve at one fell swoop every single
subsidiary issue that exists in coliege sports, we have based our reforms on what we
feel are fundamental and abiding principles. The Commiasion has called for presi-
dential control of intercollegiate athletics, with this control directed towards aca-
demic integrity, financial integrity, and a system of independent, public certifica-
tion.

In the Knight. Commission report entitled Keeping Faith with the Student Ath-
lete, we have recommended this "One-plus-Three" model to all NCAA member col-
leges and universities, convinced that the application of these principles can and
will make a significant positive difference in the conduct of sports programs
throughout higher education.

Given the academic focus of today's hearings, I will attempt to share with you the
concerns the Commission has identified in this area along with our proposed solu-
tions. As my colleague Chancellor Turner will tell you, the primary thrust of the
upcoming NCAA Convention in January will be in this area of academic reforms.
Recently, I remarked to Father Hesburgh that the achievement of' these reforms is
absolutely critical; and, it will be on these aeademie matters that presidents and
chancellors will be judged either favorabb or most harshl..., both within the academ-
ic community and by the American public.

In viewing academics, the Knight Commission looked primarily at three areas. ad-
missions, satisfactory progtess, an..I graduation. In brief compass, our conclusions
are these:

Initial eligibility requireimints "or receiving athlqically-related financial aid and
participating in college sports must be strengthened, including an increase in the
number of core courses in a rigorous high school curriculum. Also, the Commission
has recommended that high rchool student athletes be ineligible for reimbursed
campus visits or signing le,teta of intent until the university admissions office indi-
cates he or she shows reasonable promise of earning a college degree. At the request
of coaches who appeared before the Commission, we have stated that junior college
transfers who did not meet NCAA Proposition 48 requirements upon graduation
from high school should be required to sit out a year of competition after transfer.
Finally we called upon colleges and universities to put in place admissions require-
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ments that will insure that the range of academic ability for incoming athletes
would approximate the range of abilities for the institution's freshman class.

With regard to this issue, the Knight Commission has recommended that scholar-
ship assistance should routinely cover the time required to complete a degree, up to
a maximum of 5 years, not the year-by-year program currently mandated by NCAA
rules. At the same time, student athletes would be required to demonstrate semes-
ter-by-semester that they are meeting the institution's published graduation re-
quirements and are on track to graduate.

Finally, the Knight Commission believes that no university should countenance
lower graduation rates for its student athletes, in any sport, than it is willing to
accept in the full-time student body at large. Ultimately, this must be a major re-
quirement upon which NCAA certification depends.

In closing let me make two points. Contained within the Knight Commission
Report is a Statement of Principles that, if supported and enacted by colleges and
universitic athletics conferences, the professional education organizations, and the
NCAA, wiu set a new and constructive course for the conduct of our intercollegiate
athletics program. We have been encouraged by the many gaps and institutions
which have endorsed these principles in the 4 months since our report was released;
and, we anticipate furtrier additions to this honor role in the future. My second
point is this: The Knight Commission is not going to cease and desist. All who
thought that we would simply produce a report and then disappear will be
disappointed.The members of the Knight Commission have committed themselves to
stay involved until our or similar reforms are accomplished. Our Commission is
committed to an active role in the advancement of academic reforms in the upcom-
ing year and to the estab:ishment of a national program of certification. The parent
Knight Foundation, which has funded and supports a variety of programs in higher
education, believes in the importance of an independent well-informed and highly
visible voice to keep the athletics reform efforts of our colleges and universities on
course. We will be studying carefully the proposals the NCAA considers to reform
itself. We will have our say about all actions taken or not taken during the coming
year.

It is very important to underscore the fact that there are hundreds of institutions
that engage in intercollegiate competition without sanction and with every gain
such competition has to offer. We salute and congratulate such programs.

As I have said, our position is a positive one; we aim to restore sports to their
rightful place in the academic community. We must not turn institutions into enter-
tainment centers, manipulated to service scheduling requirements of commercial
television to feed undisciplined pulAic demand for more and still more games. We
must prevent exploitation of students and do so now. The board of trustees of the
institution, their pmident, and the faculties must now lead in preventing such con-
sequences from being visited upon the academic community.

I have spoken previously of the respect I have for Richard Schultz and my belief
that his stewardship of the NCAA opens the door for sports reform that was not
open before. His actions and his leadership have provided clear evidence that he is
sincerely interested in making college sports what they should be for the student
athletes, first of all, and for our universities.

The interest of Congress as the people's representative is also vital and deeply ap-
preciated. We thank you for this opportunity to state a point of view. At the same
time, I respectfully ask the Members of Congress and this committee that they give
the university community the opportunity to finish the important job which they
now have underway.

Mrs. COLLINS. Chancellor Turner.

STATEMENT OF R. GERAIA) TURNER

Mr. TURNER. Madam Chairwoman, members of the subcommit.
tee, I appreciate the opportunity to be with you today.

Organized in 1984, the NCA A Presidents' Commission is a 44-
person body comprised of institutional chief executive officers
which enjoys very substantial authority within the NCAA struc-
ture.

It is important for you to note at the outset that the commission
is not. a temporary phenomenon, but rather is committed to a long-
term review of NCAA policies relating to the conduct of intercolle-
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giate athletics and has been proceeding since its organization to
dealing in deliberate fashion with various sections of those policy.

Consistent with its long-range plan, the commissiaa next Janu-
ary will offer amendments to the NCAA legislation designed to
tighten the academic standards, both for initial and continuing eli-
gibility for intercollegiate athletics competition.

Initially student athlete eligibility has, since 1986, been governed
by NCAA legislation known as Pruposition 48. Under this legisla-
tion, in order to receive financial aid and compete as a freshman,
an incoming student athlete must have achieved a 2.0 grade point
average in a core curriculum of 11 high school courses and a 700
composite score on the SAT or a 15 composite score on the ACT.

Since the adoption of Proposition 48, the NCAA has been con-
ducting a comprehensive study to attempt to assess the impact of
the new rules on academic performance and graduation rates or,
stated differently, to assess the predictive value of core grade point
average and standardized test scores.

We have already supplied the subcommittee with the initial pre-
liminary reports from this study, which cover only the two classes
entering before the effective date of Proposition 48. One tentative
conclusion of the most recent report is that an equally weighted av-
erage of core curriculum grade point average and standardized test
scores provides the single best prediction of graduation in that the
predictive value of these combined performers does not differ sub-
stantially on the basis of race or sex.

As further validated in the upcoming post-Proposition 48 studies,
these conclusions 'uggest the continued appropriateness of the
combined GPA/SAT present standard. There is, of course, another
half to the eligibility equationstandards relating to satisfactory
academic progress of a student at least once they are enrolled in
the college or university.

Effective in 1981, the membership for the first time began to es-
tablish common rules defining satisfactory progress for eligibility
purposes. The basic initial standard was satisfactory completion of
at least 12 semesters or quarter hours in each academic term fol-
lowing enrollment or satisfactory completion of 24 semester or 36
quarter hours since the beginning of the student's last competition
zone. With minor changes, this remains the rule today.

The NCAA legislation proposed by the President's Commission
for adoption at the 1992 convention would tighten both the initial
eligibility and the satisfactory progress standards. As to the
former, we would require that, effective in 1995, perspective stu-
dent athletes achieve a 2.5 GPA in a core curriculum of 13 high
school courses, as well as achieving a combined score of 700 on the
SAT or 18 on the ACT.

This proposal represents no change in the minimum standard-
ized test performance but materially increases the requirement for
core curriculum performance. Our proposed legislation also would
authorize limited indexing of the core curriculum GPA and the
combined test scores, thus a student athlete achieving an 800 on
the SAT, 21 on the ACT would need only a 2.25 GPA to qualify for
freshman eligibility, and one ache', ing a 900 on the SAT or 23 on
the ACT would need only a 2
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As to satisfactory progress standards, the commission's proposal
would require student athletes to have completed 23 percent of
degree requirements at the institution by the start of the third aca-
demic year, 50 percent by the fourth, and V: percent by the fifth.
This change is designed to deal with the problem of student ath-
letes falling so far behind in their academic requirements that
graduation appears to be an unattainable goal by the time athletics
eligibility is exhausted.

We would for the first time quantify the necessary level of aca-
demic achievement by student athletes by requiring that at the be-
ginning of the third year a student athlete must have attained a
cumulative grade point average equal to at least 93 percent of the
average required for graduation.

And that the beginning of the fourth year, the full average for
graduation, again, this would help assure that the student athlete,
as he or she reaches the end of athletics eligibility, is within seri-
ous striking distance of graduation.

Our goal in proposing tightened initial eligibility and satisfactory
progress standards is simple. We believe that current graduation
rates for student athletes, even though they approximate those of
students as a whole on most campuses are not acceptable, and espe-
cially so in men's revenue-producing sports. We are thus recom-
mending eligibility standards which we believe, on the basis of
available data, will offer the basis for material improvement.

I close by repeating my initial point. The Commission is in the
reform process for the long haul, and our recommendation as to
academic qualifications represents only the current step in that
process. I am optimistic about our chances for success next Janu-
ary, but I am even more optimistic about the process of reform
over the next several years.

Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Turner followsd
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, CONSUMER PROTECTION
AND COMPETITIVENESS

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

on

July 25, 1991

Madam Chairwoman, members of the Subcommittee. My name
is Gerald Turner, and I am Chancellor of the University of
Mississippi. I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear
here today in my capacity as Chair of the Presidents Commission
of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) to discuss
issues related to academic p6cformance of student-athletes.

As I believe the Subcommittee is aware, the NCAA is a
national unincorporated association of qome 800 four-year
colleges and universities dedicated to he promotion and
regulation of intercollegiate athletics. NCAA members, which
meet in convention at least once a year to determine NCAA policy
through the adoption or amendment of legislation, are categorized
into three divisions based upon the size and philosophy of the
athletics program. In general, most of the largest football- and
basketball-playing institutions are members of Division I.

For sake of simplicity today, I will discuss various
NCAA rules as they apply in Division I. Different rules often
apply in Divisions II and III; in Division III, for example,
student-athletes may not be awarded athletically-related aid,
whereas of course in the others Divisions such aid is
permissible.

The NCAA Presidents Commission is a 44-person body
comprised of institutional chief executive officers drawn from
each of the three NCAA membership divisions -- which enjoys very
substantial authority within the NCAA structure. Under the NCAA
Constitution, the Commission may:
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require the undertaking of studies on
intercollegiate athletics issues,

place matters of concern on the agenda of the
Council or Convention,

require the convening of a Convention,

propose legislation for adoption at a Convention,

establish the sequence of consideration of
legislation before a Convention,

require roll-call votes on selected items of
legislation, and

approve the appointment of the NCAA executive
director.

Since its organization in 1984, the Commission has exercised all
of these powers.

The Commission has defined its highest priorities as
being the integrity of intercollegiate athletics programs, the
welfare of studentathletes, and the balance between
intercollegiate athletics and other institutional priorities. It
is an independent body in relation to the other entities in the
NCAA administrative structure, but it works cooperatively with
the NCAA Council (the policy body between Conventions), the NCAA
Executive Committee (financial affairs), and the NCAA national
staff. It meets four times a year; traditionally, the June
meeting is the one at which the Commission finally formulates
legislative proposals for the upcoming Convention of NCAA member
institutions.

The Commission conducted its organizational meeting in
June 1984, and at its second meeting, held in October 1984, the
Commission took action to conduct a confidential survey of CEOs
at all NCAA member institutions regarding integrity and economics
issues and agreed to call a special NCAA Convention in 1985 to
act upon proposals the Commission would develop from the results
of that survey.

In the following months, the Commission developed a
series of eight legislative proposals for action at the special
Convention in June 1985. All eight were successful, and all by
substantial margin" The special Convention attracted 199 chief
executive office'4, and numerous others dispatched a vice-
president or vice-chancellor to represent them. Among the
Commission proposals adopted were an institutional self-study
requirement, the Division I academic-reporting tequirement
discussed later in this statement, the differentiation between
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major and secondary violations of NCAA legislation recommended by
the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations some years
earlier, the so-called "death penalty" for repeat offenders, and
an annual institutional financial audit requ'xement.

After the special Convention, the Commission reviewed
othcr results in the survey of CEOs and began 1986 by identifying
financial aid, academic integrity, and enforcement and compliance
issues as its next major topics. Late in 1986, however, a
delegation from an American Council on Education (ACE) committee
appeared before the Division I subcommittee of the Commission
with seven specific recommendations for Commission consideration
and urged the Commission to take action in those areas. A second
special Convention was held in June 1987 to deal with legislation
derived from the ACE proposals.

While several of the Commission's recorrendations
regarding spring football practice and reductions in grants-in-
aid in the various sports were not successful, the membership did
vote to approve establishvent of an 18-month National Forum on
the proper role of intercollegiate athletics in higher education,
as well as a series of research studies in that regard. It also
adopted the Commission's proposals calling for studies of
financial aid limitations, numbers of individuals involved on
institutional athletics staffs, limits on recruiting periods, and
the effects of varsity participation on the academic performance
of freshman student-athletes.

The National Forum was introduced at that special
Convention, and subsequent sessions were conducted at the annual
NCAA Convention in January 1988 (featuring economic
considerations in athletics); in June 1988 (emphasizing the NCAA
membership structure, NCAA legislative and governance procedures,
and financial aid), and in January 1989 (considering the effects
of intercollegiate athletics participation on the student-
athlete).

After the Forum ended, the commission directed the NCAA
national office staff to study the transcripts of all four
sessions, as well as contemporaneous research findings, and to
suggest courses of action to the Commission. As a result of that
exercise, the Commission sponsored four successful legislative
proposals at the 1990 NCAA Convention, dealing with disclosure of
graduation rates as discussed below; reduction of time demands on
student-athletes; reinstating the partial qualifier in Division I

and permitting such individuals to receive need-based,
nonathletically related financial aid, and permitting incoming
student-athletes to receive nonathletically related financial aid
to attend summer school prior to their full-time enrollment.

At the January 1991 Convention, the Commission sponsored
certain proposals -- most of them developed by a group uf
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Division I conference commisstoners -- and actively supported
numerous other proposals in what became known as the "reform
agenda." Thirty-seven out of 39 proposals cffliprising that agenda
were adopted by the Convention. Among the more significant
proposals were those to further restrict recruiting contacts and
evaluations; to require that academic tutoring and counseling
services be made available to all recruited student-athletes; to
require phase-out of athletics dormitories; to reduce the use of
training tables; to reduce athletics time demands on student-
athletes; and to reduce the permissiole number of grants-in-aid
by ten percent. Also adopted was a Commission-sponsored
resolution requiring consideration at the 1992 Convention of
legislation to strengthen academic requirements for initial and
continuing eligibility.

One of the earliest Commission proposals, adopted by the
membership in 1985, was to require institutions to report
academic information to the NCAA annually, including admissions
information, satisfactory progress data and graduation rates.
This information was then published by the NCAA in statistical
form, generally by type of institution and by geographic region.
In general, these reports (the most recent of which has been made
available to the Subcommittee staff), have shown th,t recruited
student-athletes graduate within five years at a rate sliahtly
better than the student body as a whole (in the most recent
report, a median of 50% versus a median of 46.8%), but that
recruited student-athletes 1- the sports of football (40%) and
men's basketball (33.3%) tend to graduate in five years at
significantl. lower rates than others.

In 1989, legislation was introduced in Congress to
require the disclosure of individual institutional graduation
rate data. The NCAA originally testified against this proposal
and requested the opportunity to put such a disclosure system in
place without federal action. At tLe 1990 Convention, the
Presidents Commission successfully sponsored legislation,
overwhelmingly adopted, requiring the annual reporting of
individual institutional graduation rate data, by race, sport and
sex. Notwithstanding this step, the Congress passed right-to-
know legislation last year -- to take effect in 1993 -- requiring
individual institutional disclosure but permitting reporting of
that data through a private reporting me,hanism such as the one
put into place by the NCAA. I understand that individual
institutional data will be made public by the NCAA one full year
earlier than required under the federal law, and I am sure that
initial report will be submitted to the Subcommittee for the
information of its members.

Before turning to a discussion of the Commission's
current proposals for tightening initial eligibility and
satisfactory progress requirements, it may be helpful if I put
the Commission's current academic requirements d2liberations into
historical perspective.
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The issue af eligibility of freshmen for intercollegiate
competition is more thar a century old, and predates formation of
the NCAA itself. In 1889, the President of Harvard College
suggested that freshmen should be ineligible, and a few years
later, what is now the Big Ten Conference agreed to such a rule.
In time, most of the larger institutions followed suit in the
name of academic integrity, but the policy was by no means
uniform.

In 1939, when the NCAA first established eligibility
rules for its national championships, freshmen were declared
ineligible, but only Jr championship play. It was not until
1964 that the NCAA aoopted a rule affecting in-seascn competition
by freshmen: to receive athletics-related financial aid and
compete in-s-ason, an incoming freshman would be required, on the
combined has s of high school academic performance and a
standardized ;t score, to "predict" achievement of a 1.6 grade
point average lc college. Under the rule, freshman were not
ineligible, but were required to meet an academically-oriented
utandard in order to compete.

Adoption of the so-called "1.6 rule" was not without
controversy. Critics generally fell into two groups: those who
objected to the use of standardized teste on the ground they were
inherently discriminatory, and those such as the Ivy Lzague
schools -- who felt the NCAA rule violated institutional autonomy
on the issues of admission and financial aid. As the
Subcommittee is undoubtedly aware, the first criticism has
attended every effort up to the present day -- to include
standardized test scores in any measure of eligibility for
intercollegiate competition; the latter inheres in the nature of
the NCAA as a voluntary association to which institutional
members agree to accord certain powers which may erode their
individual autonomy.

In any event, the 1.6 rule lasted for only eight years;
in 1972, it was voted out of the NCAA rulebook over the back of
claims by smaller institutions that they were losing out in the
competition for talented athletes, and that the talent pool
needed to be expanded. In place of the 1.6 rule was ire:erted the
simple requirement that to compete and receive financial aid, an
entering freshman must have maintained a 2.0 grade point average
in high school. From the viewpoint of those of us primarily
concerned with academic integrity issues, the new rule ushered in
a decade in which -- because of the great variation in the
quality of secondary school academic programs -- many unqualified
or marginally qualified student-athletes were admitted on
scholarship.

Then, in 1983, the pendulum swung back. At the urging
of a group of institutional chief executives led by the President
of the American council on Education -- the NCAA membe-s adopted
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the freshman eligibility rule that became known in common

parlance as Proposition 48. The new rule stated 'net in order to
receive financial aid and compete as a freshman, an inc./ming

student-athlete must have achieved a 2.0 grade point average in a

core curriculum of eleven high school courses and r 700 composite

score on the SAT or a 15 composite score on the ACT.

The arguments in support of and opposing Proposition 48

were essentially the same as those heard twenty years earlier
when the 1.6 rule was considered and adopted. To respond to the

concerns of those opposing use of standardized testing, the
delegates agreed to the concept of a "partial qualifier", which
permitted athletically-related financial aid to be awarded to

certain student-athletes not meeting the "qualifier" standard,

(but still prohibiting competition as freshmen); this concept
has, however, since been eliminated, and now only need-based aid

may be awarded.

Since the adoption of Proposition 48, the NCAA has been

conducting a comprehensive study to attempt to assess the impact

of the new rules on academic performance and graduation rates, or
stated differently, to assess the predictive value of core grade

point average and standardized test score. The study focuses on

the academic performance of student-athletes entering college in

the years 1984 though 1989, that is, two classes before and three
classes after the effective date of Proposition 48. When
complete, the study will piovide comparative data not only as to
all student-athletes, but also by race, sex and type of sport
(revenue vs. non-revenue).

We have already supplied the Subcommittee with the
initial preliminary reports from this study -- which cover only

the :Ago classes entering before the effective date of Proposition

48. The major findings ha\-7-6-6-Tready been widely reported in the
newspapers, and were indeed available to the Presidents
Commission at its meeting last month:

overall graduation rate within five years for white
student-athletes (52.3%) was about twice the rate
for black student-athletes (26.6%).

female student athletes graduated at a
significantly better rate (55.9%) than males
(42.3%).

there was no significant difference in graduation
rates for males participating in revenue-producing
sports than for those participating in other
sports.
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Although by definition the current findings do not compare
results before and after the effectiveness of Proposition 48,
they nonetheless have permitted at least tentative analysis of
the predictive value of various indicators of student
performance. On the basis of the empirical data obtained, the
report concludes than an equally weighted average of core
curriculum grade point average and standardized test scores
provides the single best prediction of graduation, and that the
predictive value of these combined performances does not differ
on the basis of race or sex.

To this point, I have discussed the history only of NCAA
initial eligibility standards, and of course there is another
half to the equation -- standards relating to satisfactory
academic progress of student-athletes once they are enrolled in
college.

The history of these latter standards is much shorter:
until 1981, NCAA legislation on satisfactory progress
requirements totally deferred to the concept of institutional
autonomy satisfactory progress after the first year was to be
measured solely in terms of applicable regulations of each
institution. This of course meant that substantial variation in
satisfactory progress standards could, and did, exist among NCAA
member institutions.

Effective in 1981, the membership for the first time
began to establish common rules defining satisfactory progress
for eligibility purposes. The basic initial standard was
satisfactory completion of at least 12 semester or quarter hours
in each academic term following enrollment, or r- isfactory
completion of 24 semester or 36 quarter hours the beginning
of the student's last competition season.

During the 1980's, the standard was refined in various
particulars, including (1) defining satisfactory completion as
maintaining a grade point average that places the student in good
academic standing, and (2) requiring the student to select his or
her major by the beginning of the third year of enrollment.
Most recently, effective in 1991, NCAA legislation was further
amended by requiring, as a condition of continued eligibility,
that a student shall have completed at least 50% of the course
requirements in a specific degree program by the beginning of the
fourth year of enrollment.

The NCAA legislation proposed by the Presidents
Commission for adoption at Cie 1992 Convention would tighten both
the initial eligibility and the satisfactory progress standards.
As to the former, we would require that effective in 1995,
prospective student-3thletes achieve a 2.5 gcade point average in
a core curriculum of thi;:teen high schoiircourses, as well as
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achieving a combined score of 700 on the SAT (or 18 on the ACT).
This proposal represents no change in the minimum standardized
test performance, but materially increases the requirement for
core curriculum performance.

Our proposed legislation also would authorize limited
"indexing" of the core curriculum grade point average and the
combined test scores. Thus, a student-athlete achieving an 800
on the SAT (21 on the ACT) would need only a 2.25 average to

qualify for freshman eligibility, and one achieving a 900 on the
SAT (23 on the ACT) would neea only a 2.0.

Some observers have already questioned why, in light of
claims that use of standardized testing is discriminatory, the
NCAA should continue to use these tests as one measure of
freshman qualification. At least as far as most members of the
Presidents commission are concerned, the answer lies in the fact
tnat available data indicates that for all groups, the
combination of GPA and test score provides the best indicator of
the capacity to graduate, and that the variations in the quality
of education offered by the nation's high schools are
sufficiently great that we need a furtner comparative indicator
of capacity for success.

Some others have criticized the Commission's
unwillingness to carry the indexing concept further, as
recommended by the NCAA's academic requirements committee, to
permit grade point averages higher than 2.5 to compensate for
standardized test scores lower than the current minimum. This
decision essentially stems from the conviction that with only
limited exception, stuqents scoring below that 700 combined level
on the SAT have little chance of being successful on the college
campus.

Bear in mind, moreover, that we are talking here about
the opportunity to receive athletically-related financial aid
said available only to the talented few) and to participate in
athletics as a freshman; the NCAA standards have nothing to do
with admission to an institution or with the availability of
need-based aid. The real issue is: at what point do we say that
we will not permit athletic talent to represent a special ticket
to financial aid? The presidents have responded that we should
draw the line where there is no reasonable expectation -- in
their view -- of academic success in college.

As important as are the Commission's recommendations
with respect to initial eligibility, I ask that the Subcommittee
not overlook the equally important tightenlug we have proposed
with respect to satisfactory progress standards. If adopted, our
proposals would require student-athietes to have completed 25
percent of the degree credit requirements at the institution by
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the start of the third academic year, 50 percent by the fourth,

and 75 percent by the fifth. This change is designed to deal
with the problem of student-athletes falling so far behind in
their academic degree requirements that graduation appears to be

a unattainable goal by the time athletics eligibility is

exhausted.

Correlatively, we would for the first time quantify the
necessary level of academic achievement by student-athletes, by
requiring that at the beginning of the third year, a student-
athlete must have attained a cumulative grade point average equal

to at least 95% of the average required for graduation, and at

the beginning of the fourth year, the full average required for

graduation. Again, this would help assure that the student-
athlete, as he or she reaches the end of athletics eligibility,
is within serious striking distance of graduation.

Our goal in proposing tightened initial eligibility and
satisfactory progress standards is simple: we believe that
current graduation rates for student-athletes -- even though they
approximate those of students as a whole on most campuses are

not acceptable, and especially so in men's revenue-producing
sports and we are recommending eligibility standards which we
believe, on the basis of available data, offer the basis for
material hnprovement.

It is too facile ful. us to say, as have some, that we
are trying to put the "student" back in the term "student-

athlete" for the fact is that the vast majority of college
students engaged in intercollegiate athletics have themselves
placed athletics into the proper perspective as part of the
postsecondary edu(ational experience. We are, however,
attempting to increase the assurance that all student-athletes on
our campuses will participate in and meaningfully benefit from a
serious course of study realistically leading to a degree.

The Commission has some c!)nfidence, Madam Chairwoman,
that our 1992 proposals will be successful. Last year, we
aggressively sought support fr our "reform" proposals from the

CEOs of all member institutions it is of course the CEO who
under NCAA procedures controls the institutional vote and our
colleagues responded in unprecedented numbers. we intend to be
no less aggressive this year, and we believe the result will be a
significant step forward in maintaining the proper balance
between athletics and academics.

Thank you for your attention. 1 will be pleased to
answer your questions.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much. Those two bells that you
heard ring means there is a vote on in the House of Representa-
tives, and so for that reason, we are going to have to recess for 10
minutes, and then we will come back.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. MCMILLEN [presiding]. I think our next panelist is Dr.

Walker. I prebnme you passed around these Olympic pins, and as a
former Olympian, I am delighted to wear these with pride.

STATEMENT OF LeROY T. WALKER
Mr. WALKER. I Ivkve one representative of the Barcelona games,

and one for the 'ir we are doing in Atlanta.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Your full statement will be included in the

record. Go ahead and begin.
Mr. WALKER. Thank you very much, Tom. You have my written

summary. In track and field, being governed by the stopwatch and
the tape, I will try to beat the bell that has been going off. I would
like to simply summarize three points that I made in my written
presentation in the time allotted me for this oral, and I would like
to do it from a practical point of view.

One has to do with what I call the significance of raised expecta-
tion and the problem of discipline among our athletes as expressed
by Chairwoman Collins in her introductory remarks. If you pr"in
the personal reference, not to prove greatness or success,
think it is the thing that has shaped my reference with regard to
the student athlete and how I have dealt with them over nearly
four decades of coaching.

I was fortunate enough, not through any greatness or anything,
but to play three sports, win 11 varsity letters, make All-American
in football, All-Southern in basketball, and yet finish in 31/2 years. I
think that came because of the expectation of my coaches, and the
demand by those coaches that I attend class because it was expect-
ed in those days that we finished in 4 years, not 5 years.

I think, too, I was very much influenced a couple of decades ago
by one of the actions taken by an Ivy League leader when they ad-
mitted a number of students, I think 100 in number, that did not
ordinarily meet their standards, but because of not identifying
them, not giving them a Proposition 48 identity or any other iden-
tity, but giving them tutors and proper motivation expectation, 80
percent of those individuals who did not make and meet those ex-
pectations and standards passed, several of them with honors.

I think, too, my attitude toward what can happen with the stu-
dent athlete is also influenced by the fact that in those 35 years of
coaching football, basketball, and track and field and dealing with
thousands of athletes, I had only 13 of them that completed their
full years of eligibility and not graduate.

And so I think that the coach has a role here, which I know you
are talking about legislation, a lot of other things. But because I
come from the practical side, I am talking about the coach, and as
the coach, I have always had two practices a day, 11/2 hours on the
field for track and field, and 7:00 to 9:00 in the library, where all of
my other students who were better students could help those who
were not quite as good.
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I think another point here, as mentioned by several of the others
is, I think we must reconcile this swing of the pendulum between
what I refer to as the laural wreath concept and the marketplace
concept. That laurel wreaththe marketplace, as you know, the
athlete played for the love of the game and did it within an educa-
tive experience and an educative environment.

All he or she wanted was just the laurel wreath as a reward, and
we have moved from that concept over to the marketplace where
the athletes simply serve the system, a system that has to survive
with a multi-million dollar budget, and which I think, in large
measure, has caused many of our coaches and some admissions
within the athletic department to take liberties with fiscal and aca-
demic integrity.

But when you look at that few, I remind the panel that there are
90 percent of all the others that are doing good things. Many of
them are in this room. I don't think, Representative McMillen, that
we are going to ever go back to the laurel wreath concept.

But somewhere in the swing of those two pendulums, I think we
can develop sanity in sports and accomplish all the things that we
want to and not to make excuses for the athlete, which reminds me
of the young man that killed his mother and father in cold blood
and then threw himself on the mercy of the court because he was
an orphan.

We tend to do that with some of the things that we talk about
when we look at our problems. We didn't get here suddenly. If you
look at the statements made by President Elliott of Harvard over
100 years ago, and I would like to record that statement, he says
colleges are presenting themselves to the public, educated and une-
ducated alike, as places of mere physical sport and not as educa-
tional training institutions.

All of us are also familiar with the Carnegie report. We didn't
get here suddenly, it is an evolvement over a long period of years,
and we are not going to solve the problem suddenly, either.

I think, as Chairman Collins indicated, we have to do something
about the retention situation. And I remember when we talked
about Proposition 48 in 1986 down in New Orleans, my argument
was I think that the people can do well because I am not wedded to
SAT as a single barometer as to whether people can succeed in an
educational environment.

But I do think if you don't do something about them once they
are on your campus, in terms of motivation and raised expectations
and better tutoring and better discipline and keeping them in
focus, because we know the figures from NFL, 4.5 million young
men playing high school football, maybe 39,000 of them will play in
the college program or junior college program, and less than 1,500
will get into the pros' computer, probably 500 drafted, and less
than 100 are going to make it.

And so the coach that is reasonable and the coach that is think-
ing is going to make sure that that athlete has another option, and
that other option generally is a degree to which he or she can
apply their skills.

I don't want to get into the argument about admissions. I think,
too, we all should recognize that a lot of individuals that 1.re
deemed 48's are doing well once they are getting into the enviro.,-
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ment where tutoring has been a part of their academic pursuits,
but also keep in mind that 48 is not a standard; 48 is an eligibility
requirement. We argued about that as an admission standard
which really it is not.

I have given each of you at the table and some others some
Olympic pins, because unlike the problems with the NCAA, it is
sort of like motherhood and apple pie, and I don't mean being asso-
ciated with it (11c,r4. And so you have the pin for the Barcelona
games which I win be serving as chef de mishal for the entire U.S.
delegation and also for the 1996 games in Atlanta where we are
putting together '27 sports.

I am indeed pleased, Madam Chairwoman, to be a part of this,
and I do believe that you can look at some practical things to solve
our problem because it is happening all the time, and there are
success stories going on all around this community.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walker follows:I

STATEMENT OF LERov T. WALKER, CHANCELIAM EMERITUS, NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL
UNIVERSITY

Madam Chairwoman and Members of the Committee: I am indeed appreciative of
the invitation to participate in the series of hearings on several subjects which have
provoked serious concern among athletic leaders, educators and lay persons alike.

The items which are the subject of this hearingadmission standards, satisfactory
progress, and graduation rates have received considerable attention by INCAM and
(NAIA) leaders, university administrators, the Knight Commission, coaches associa-
tions and a host of other constituencies, While there have been many advocates of
sound procedures to change the status quo, in too many instances the real problem
has been obscured by many who engage in double-speak. The action is comparable
to the report on a surgeon whose patient died because of faulty surgical procedures.
The hospital board report read: "the patient's condition resulted from diagnostic
misadventure of high magnitude.''

My concern has been forged by three points: two influenced by my experiences as
an athlete and coach to which I refer not to prove any personal success but to
nievely give credence to a firmly held belief. The third point illustrates a contention
which I have advocated as a viable option to reduce the academic casualties among
student athletes.

As a student athlete at Benedict Coflege, I participated in three varsity sports:
football, basketball, and track and field; earned eleven Varsity Letters, made All-
American in football, All-Conference in basketball, yet finished a Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in 3'/2 years. From these undergraduate days I have held tenaciously
that the student athlete with moderate ability under demanding leadership with
high expectations could complete the university degree in at least the 5 year period
allowed by NCAA regulations.

The second point which has given me hope is the fact that the student athlete
who establishes sane priorities can respond to demanding academic expectations. In
more than three decades of coaching thousands of football, basketball, and track
and field student athletes, only 13 of them have failed to graduate after completing
their 4 years of eligibility. There was nothing magical about this, I simply had two
practices a day: one of 11/2 hours in the afternoon, and the other from 7 to II p.m. in
the library with mandatory attendance.

The third influencing factor which reinforces my position is that the student of
but moderate ability under appropriate tutoring and with self discipline can succeed
in the most rigorous curriculum. Harvard University took a bold step several dec-
ades ago when it admitted approximately a hundred students who did not meet its
objective admission standards.

Without labeling the students and identifying them as non-qualifiers (as we now
dowith Prop 48( young men and women, Ilarvard simply properly motivated them,
raised th?ir level of expecuitions and provided for each one subject-specific tutors.
At the end of the 4-year experiment, most of the students graduated. some with
honors. What a great example of the positive effects of good teaching, high expecta-
tions, proper motivation and not programming students to fail.
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Rather tho. tace the fact that Proposition 48 which requires a mere SAT of 700
or ACT . to and a GPA of C is not an admission standard but, instead, is an eligi-
bility requirement, many opponents have turned their attention to arguing the
shortcoming of the SAT as a barometer to determine a student's ability to do college
or university work. No one who understands the essence of any objective test with
its limitations would argue that these tests do not have tremendous shortcomings.

The real issue is the attempt to admit the student athlete in to a college environ-
men that will provide a window of opportunity for him/her to succeed at the same
level of the other students, to retain a reasonable average as a result of nominal
reading and mathematical proficiency and to graduate at the same rate of the rest
of the students.

The wide discrepancies in the graduation rates of student athletes is a reflection
of the existing ills in many of our institutions.

The graduation rates vary as much as 100 percent of football and basketball play-
ers graduating in a period of 5 years to as few as 20 percent. In the case of one
institution which has been a perennial participant in the Final-Four in basketball,
it is repotted that not one starter graduated after playing out their eligibility.

As reported by the Knight Commission, "in the typical Division I, college or uni-
versity, only 33 percent of basketball players and 37.5 percent of football players
graduate within 5 years." There are evidences of much worst percentages. Unfortu-
nately, as recently reported in a survey, the graduation rate of women basketball
players has dropped as the sport has gained more TV exposure and greater marquee
value.

The evidence supports the contention that about two thirds of the student ath-
letes in big-time, revenue producing sports do not receive a college degree within 5
years of enrolling at an institution.

It is ridiculous for some secondary school coaches and too many collegiate coaches
to lower the academic expectation of the athletes by reinforcing the myth that pro-
fessional sports will await them with open arms. The facts are that in football 4.5
million young men play high school football. 39,000 will play college ball, 1,500 will
make the professional recruitment list, 500 will be drafted, but less than 100 will
make it in professional football. The obvious answer is for coaches to insist that
players obtain anothcr optiona degree.

We have moved from the laurel wreath concept of athletic participation to the
marketplace concept. The laurel wreath concept of athletics emphasizes participa-
tion as an activity for its own sake within the limits of an educative experience, the
welfare of the athlete is paramount. The laurel concept subscribed to the platonian
philosophy that athletics should be conducted for all youth not simply for that mi-
nority highly endowed by nature.

The marketplace concept tends to operate on the principle that the athlete serves
the system a multi million dollar business enterprise.

The attempt to utilize the athlete's talents in the marketplace concept has created
a large part of the problem. While I do not think we will ever return to the pure
laurel wreath concept, I think it is possible to achieve sanity in sports even in the
marketplace arena. The President must have leaders who are advocators of academ-
ic and of fiscal integrity remembering that athletics (sports) are neither good nor
bad, it is people that make them so. The CEO must be supported by the Board of
Trustees. There an not be, must not be, a slavish implementation of the market-
place cor

We hai ,v,i arrived at this position suddenly. The status of intercollegiate athlet-
ics was described by President Elliott or Harvard more than 100 years ago when he
wrote:

"Colleges are presenting themselves to the public, educat, i and uneducated alike,
as places of mere physical sport and not as educational traiv institutiona."

The Carnegie Report issued decades ago describe-a athletics as "over commercial-
ized, too much in the entertainment business and the victim of infectious unethical
practices".

The current status of intercollegiate athletes did not suddenly appear. The solu-
tion will not be achieved quickly; it will take time.

I think the solution to the academic problems can be found in the Knight Com-
mission's one-plus-three principle: Presidential Control over pror'ams which adhere
to academic integrity, fiscal integrity and are subject to external certification.

All of us who have been associated with athletics appreciate the support of our
Congressional leaders but I don't think legislation is necessary if the administrators
of our programs do their job in the future as recommended by the Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Let me begin with you. Dr. Walker. I am con-
cerned about the SAT tests that are given, and I am wondering if
you think they are culturally biased.

Mr. WALKER. Madam Chairwoman, I think they are not only cul-
turally biased, I think they are geographically biased and may be a
whole other set of biases we have not yet identified. But that does
not necessarily mean that until some effort is made to do away
with it as a barometer, and not a single barometer for trying to de-
termine the ability of a student athlete.

I think we have to cope with it, and I think that coping, we try
to deal with it in North Carolina by insisting of the graduates and
also the courses that students must succeed ;n before they are ad-
mitted to our system.

The SAT and the ACT, unlike any other objective tests, will
come under close scrutiny and a lot of criticism about individuals
who can pick at it. But keep in mind that the NCAA says you only
have to have 700 of that 1,600, and now you have gaged it down
according to the GPA.

My concern is the thing that happened with Cleve Hammer, the
superintendent in Durham, NC, when he simply said to the stu-
dents, if you don't come to class, you can't participate in sports. If
you don't come to class and pass, you can't play in the band and
you can't sing in the choir, you can't do aij of these other, quote,
extra curricular activities, which I have problems with as the name
anyhow.

I think if they contribute to life skills, they ought not to be called
extra curricular, but it does have bias, but I think we have to have
something to determine whether or not a student can succeed in
the educational environment, and that is one of the barometers
that they are using.

I think if they don't misapply and have other things that are in-
volved in determining whether or not a student can succeed in the
educational environment, I don't have any problems with it. A lot
of people have problems with the numbers, but I don't necessarily,
but I accept the fact of its cultural bias, its geographic bias and
some others that depend upon where the student is that takes it.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me ask you this, then. Do you think that a stu-
dent who does not have the ability to get a good score on the SAT
should be admitted to college?

Mr. V; \LKER. I think other things could determine that. During
my tinic as chancellor, I had a program that I called the valedicto-
rian, and there was a young lead in Florida that had a 3.9 average
in all the good courses that we wanted here to have at North Caro-
lina University, physics, chemistry, math and all of the college pre-
paratory courses that could never handle the SAT.

And when my admissions office said, Well, what are we going to
do about it? And I asked her, about what? And she said, her SAT
score. And I said, Well, you go offer her the scholarship, and I
promise nobody will know you asked me that question.

There are other things that can determine, I think, whether or
not a student can succeed as we are learning for some of these stu-
dents that are Proposition 48's. They are getting them into an envi-
ronmentmy problem is what you indicated in your remarks, the
retention part is what bothered me.
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When they turned that down in 1986, that bothered me more
than what we were doing with 48, when they could get a student in
and not be able to make sure that that student has the proper
tutors, that he or she is disciplined in terms of learning how to
manage time, which is what kills most of them.

And I was delighted to see George Raveling and the basketball
coaches come in to talk about 20 hours because we take up too
much of the student's time in matters that are not necessarily
skills developing in order to make sure that they are busy all the
time and generally for 12 months. If you ask most football coaches
what are the three major sports, they will tell you football, basket-
ball, and spring football.

Mrs. COLLINS. Well, this is another question along the same lines.
Basically, Historically Black College do have a reputation for ad-
mitting those students that don't have the best academic prepara-
tion for college and turning those same students into bona fide col-
lege graduates within the 4 or 5-year period of time.

And so I would like you to tell us, if you can, what methods
black colleges use to achieve these results and whether or not these
same methods can be used to help academically deficient student
athletes.

Mr. WALKER. I think one advantage of black colleges, which they
decry sometimes, is thri fact that they are small, most of ',ern, in
enrollment, and individuals are not necessarily numbers ahd get a
little bit more attention.

I am living with that right now. I have one granddaughter that
is in ngineering in a school of 25,000. I have another one that is
studying international affairs that is in a school of 2,500. And what
they are getting and the attention they are getting is the difference
between chalk and cheese.

I think most people don't understand what that reference means,
but I think that the essence of this is what do you do with them
when they are on your campus, do you make sure that they are in
focus? Do you make sure that they follow a career pattern?

Do you make sure that they get proper tutors? Do you make sure
that they understand that the end product of this is probably to get
a degree, and not only a degree, but one which keeps in contact
with what the work force is going to be like 10 years down the road
from them because most of our curricula in colleges now are out-
moded. We plan for 4 years, and that is not going to be what the
student would be involved with.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.
Mr. McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. I am sorry I missed your testimony, Dr. Walker,

but that is a very interesting point. I am not sure we give non-ath-
letes the kind of attention they need to get them through school
when 50 percent of those in college on the average don't finish in 5
years.

And it gets back to the line of questions that we were on which
has to do with testing. I don't think anybody arguesI certainly
don't think the SAT score is without bias. Maybe it is impossible to
create any kind of standardized test without bias. I don't know
that. I don't pretend to know.
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But Proposition 48 is basically using that as a minimum stand-
ard; isn't that generally agreed? I guess I would have to ask the
question, if there arc institutions who are members of the NCAA
whose admission standards do not include the minimum standards
envisioned in Proposition 48 as applied to athletes, is thatanyone
can answer that question.

Mr. TURNER. I don't know of any. Louisiana recently passed new
requirements. Heretofore, their admission standards simply re-
quired either a high school diploma or a GED. But just a few years
back, they did pass some admissions standards. And I believe I read
somewhere, but I couldn't say, that they were one of the few re-
maining States at that time that did not have admission standards
other than a high school equivalency.

Mr. MCMILLAN. If that were the case, in the application of Propo-
sition 48, if they were members of the NCAA, they would have to
accept a minimum standard that would then bewhatever it is,
they have or an absence of a standard, if' that is the case.

Mr. TURNER. One other thing, too, Congressman, the graduation
rates, if you follow students all the way through, we have at our
institution that were as of those entering the freshman class about
48 to 50 percent of them will graduate at our institution.

We find, depending upon the study, that between 20 and 25 per-
cent go on and graduate at another institution to where roughly
two-thirds to 70 percent of the students that enter Or Miss as
freshman eventually graduate, but they just may not with us.

We find that a good number will transfer out each year in good
academic standard and either attend something at home or change
majors in an area we don't have, so the overall college graduation
rate of kids entering as freshman is really higher than the figure
at any one institution.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Dr. Friday probably will recall, but back in the
1950's, the University of North Carolina, there were no SAT scores.
And I am not sure what the Amissions criteria were, but they
were fairly wide open at that point, but you did have to attain cer-
tain academic standards within the first two quarters.

We were on a quarter system then, and my recollection is that
well o ier half of the freshman class was not there at the end of the
year. That was the winnowing system that was in the first year of
school. I am not sure that is the right way to do it. I am not advo-
cating that, but----

Mr. FRIDAY. It happens all too often.
Mr. MCMILLAN. It may still exist in a lot of cases. But, you know,

despite the misgivings, I think this is the point you were making,
Dr. Walker, the concerns about the SAT, it is the only standardized
test that we have.

There may be ways to use it or try to.reduce whatever bias may
be in it to the extent we can, but it is the only test we have got to
go on at this point.

Mr. WALKER. For years in the conference that I was president of,
we had a Dickerson rating system that some of the peopie in ath-
letics may remember, and people yelled and screameti about it be-
cause it weighed the level of competition.

You got more points for beating a Division 1 team, even tying a
Division I team than beating a Division II team, and people
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screamed about it. My only answer was, until we can devise abetter system, we are living with this one.
I don't see any great movement to get rid of the SAT. We talk

about it, but my concern with the m;. ority stuoent, which is why Iput some of this back on the coac! t !en in his high school days,
and unless something is going to be done about replacing it, let's
try to prepare them in terms of math skins and communications
skills so we can do something about the 700.

Mr. MCMILLAN. You made the point about the capacity of small
schools that focus attention upon the student, which in my experi-
ence, I think is absolutely true. And I wish we could focus the same
attention on all students that we tend to do on student athletes.
We do so because we have got a particular interest in maintaining
their performance level because of all the other things that are at-
tractive about successful athletic teams. Maybe we give that kind
of focus to them in some of the larger universities, whereas other
students that are non-athletes don't get that kind of attention.

Mr. WALKER. A big investment in that.
Mr. TURNER. In the mid-1980's, the State of Mississippi passed in-

creased entrance standards for the eight colleges and universities
within the State system. These were all related tothey did not
change the standardized test score, but they moved up to three sci-
ence courses that you had to have, and they could not be oneone
of those could not be general science or physical science; it had tobe biology, chemistry, and advanced oiology or physics, whatever
else, 3 years of math, 4 years of English.

The first graduatingthey announced that 5 years ahead and
gave the schools time to work on it. The first group of seniors
under that rule for the statewidewhen they took the ACT, and
Mississippi is generally an ACT Statethe average of all thosetaking it that year was 1.2 points higher than the year before, andthat has been maintained. So these tests are susceptibln to in-creases in the core curriculum underpinnings of them.If the kids take the extra math course, take the extra science
course that corresponds to a group of questions on those tests, thenthey do better. And so the whole, overall State average went up 1.2just by increasing it.

So the core curriculum idea is valid in terms of driving prepara-tion, not only for tests, but for doing the kinds of school work thatthey will need to do once they get into a college or university.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS Mr. Tom McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you, Madam Chair.
LeRoy, do you think that the standards for athletes should be the

same for non-athletes; any special admit policy for athletes shouldbe parallel to a special admit policy for nonathletes?
Mr. WALKER. Well, one of the problems you have is looking at

the time factor, which is why I was pleased with the 20-hour situa-tion that the basketball coaches recommended, although in theOlympic program, you know, we got beat up on because we say deare going to affect the Olympic sports. They did not read that it
says "demand time by the coach."

Ton, I think one of the problems, when you look at the admitstandard being the same, you look at the average student that is
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not in that all-day program, you know, 9 months a year; and some-
times, even in the summer, is taken up by hisby the athlete.

I would say yes, that the student/athlete ought to be equated,
which is why we made that change in the Knight Commission. And
it was recommended to us by the basketball coaches.

But I think the fact that so much time is asked of the athlete in
order for him or her to raise their skills level up to where the
coach wants it, that it is not a level playing field for that athlete
and the regular student, and so I think that the question is being
raised here by Mr. McMillen in terms of more time for all students.

Some of the athletic departments have tremendous tutorial pro-
grams. It is hard for me to imagine how the athlete fails with all
the things that are provided for him or her by some of these insti-
tutions.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Moving on, Chancellor Turner, the Federal
Trade Commission, as you know, is currently suing the College
Football Association for violating antitrust laws. If the FTC is suc-
cessful in this suit, where do you think this will leave college
sports? If this contract is voided, what are the consequences?

Mr. TURNER. I think what you will see is primarily conferences
that may, in fact, go together. It depends on what the ruling would
be.

I am hopeful that we won't lose it, but I would assume that you
will simply see groups of schools that existed for reasonspre-col-
lege-football TVdealing with their own contracts, like the South-
ern Conference, for one.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Bill, do you think that the college sports would
be better if you had an antitrust exemption in that there was more
control of television product and control of moneys, or do you think
this fragmentation, this increasing fragmentation is conducive to
the Knight Commission recommendation?

Mr. FRIDAY. Well, I think that if we had the time and we are
given the time to implement what the Knight Commission has pro-
posed here, that we would solve most of the problems we are talk-
ing about here, in the long perspective, as Mr. Turner has just indi-
cated. I think that, for example, the legislation you talked about
earlier here, your bill, you incorporated in there quite a few of the
positive recommendations that are in the Knight Commission
report.

I think the fact that this bill is now before us is catalytic in its
effect. It has focused, it has brought the attention in. That is good.
It has extended the debate. And the only place where you and I
would reasonably differ is, I don't think it is the business of the
Congress to prescribe certain things.

Mr. MCMILLEN . Well, carrying on there, if yourI appreciate
those comments. Do you think that the revenue distribution plan
that is offered by the NCAA I pointed out, in terms of the total
revenues, the total pie, do you think that is really sufficient to
change the incentives in the system which cause academic cheat-
ing, recruiting cheating, and all the like; or are we going to contin-
ue to pile endorsement upon endorsement to deal with the prob-
lem? Do you think that the revenue distribution that is being prof-
fered by the NCAA is sufficient?
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Mr. FRIDAY. No. I think, as we all heard in the commission, that
has got to be restudied. There is just too much talk about it, too
much feeling about it. How that answer should be evolved, I don't
know; I don't possess the wisdom to say.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Chancellor Turner.
Mr. TURNER. I have a committee thatappointed in March, of

the Presidents' Commissionthat is reviewing that and will have a
port to us in October.
Mr. MCMILLEN. So you would favor L.1 more egalitarian distribu-

tion of television revenues?
Mr. TURNER. Well, I think the breakdown we have now is a very

defensible one, and what the Presidents' Commission wanted to do
was to see if they felt like there needed to be some change of it.

I think there is a very good blend that has to be maintained be-
tween those institutions that participate, but aren't really success-
ful over a period of time, and those that have been. I mean, you
have got to blend those two to where there is some balance across
the spectrum. And I think that the NCAA's recommendation on
the first year of those championship moneys was a very good start,
and I will be interested in seeing what my colleagues feel like
when they really get into it and make their report in October. /

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Madam Chair lady.
You know, Proposition 48, many people feel that it is not work-

ing, and the reason they feel that it is not working, some people
just don't have a lot of confidence in it, is the fact that you bring a
student into a university and you keep him or her there for a year.
And then, of course, after the year, the personif the grades are
good, the person then will be able to participate.

P..':.s that are really into education, are very serious about edu-
cation, are saying that if the NCAA and the participating schools
are really committed to educating young people, why not put them
in a prep school for a year prior to bringing them into the universi-
ty and pay for the student to attend a prep school; and that shows
serious commitment on the part of the university to really work
with the student to get him or her a decent education.

What are your views on that?
Mr. TURNER. I think that the community and junior college

system, at least in our State, has that responsibility to take a stu-
dent that has not prepared himself or herself, for either personal
reasons or the quality of their high school or whatever, and to
work with them to develop those particular skills. They have a core
curriculum that they must pass during that period of time.

And so I feel likethat at least within our State, we do have a
very good, solid, strong community college-junior college system,
that they serve very well that role and allow that student to par-
ticipate while he or she is building up those academic strengths
that you were talking about. So I think there is somewhat of a
system in place now, without creating another one, that can ad-
dress the issue that you described.

Mr. TOWNS. Dr. Friday.
Mr. FRIDAY. I would agree with what he has just said. I think

you can look at what has happened on the 48, and the year it was
discussed until the result last year. I think the percentage has de-
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clined towhat is it, Gerald? Do you remember the test under 48,
the rejection? Below 10 percent.

Mr. TURNER. Yes, right, it is improving.
Mr. FRIDAY. It has not turned out to be what was feared so

much would occur. And I think we try to do in State systems cer-
tainly everything you sugge9t.

The idea is to educate r...ore people, not fewer, and we need to be
doing this as a matter of governmental policy in everything, not
just sport. And this is what community college system exist for in
most States.

Mr. TURNER. What 48 has done and what our priposals for 1992
are trying to underscore is to really inform a young person and his
school clearly what we think it takes to be academically successful
at our institutions and to put the pressure on them. Otherwise, you
are going to see in some placesnot many, but in some places,
coaches keeping students out of demanding high school curriculum
offerings so that they would stay eligible in high school.

And I think it really startshas to start down early. And when
you announce these kinds of credits, you are telling a young person
in the eighth or ninth grade, you have got to start being serious
about this; and you are telling those counselors in the junior highs,
you have got to be serious about this, because we have told you
now what is going to be required to be minimally successful in our
institutions.

And so I think it is important that the pressure go down, as well
as be directed toward us in terms of continuing eligibility and so
on. We have got to get that messageand I think all of us are
starting to work with the institutions even more in our States to
help them get their young people prepared.

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Towns, I think that it would be very helpful to
us and to those athletes if the Presidents' Commission would
simply, since they have to be approved by the NCAA, tell these an-
nouncers to str ) identifying and labeling these individuals going
down the bask. -ball court as a Prop 48. They don't need that. They
have accomplished what that rule was supposed to help them ac-
complish; they are now meshed into the student body; they don't
need to go through the next 3 years being identified on the campus
as a 48.

Mr. TOWNS. Right. I agree. I think thst is an excellent point. You
mentioned the fact that tui.oriai pi ograms are all over the place. Is
that something new?

Mr. WALKER. No. It is applied differently at institutions. Some
institutions have very elaborate tutorial programs that are in the
athletic department. I have visited the one at UNC, Chapel Hill,
with language labs, and you have to really work at it, as an ath-
lete, to fail, they are offering so many things.

And sobut it is expensivP, and so it is a part of the athletic
budget, because they not only the tutors there, by subject
matter; they have them there by sport and by subject matter. And
you can get individual attention.

It depends on the resources of the institutions as to how much of
that they can really afford to do. All institutions have it in some
form, but it is more limited in some, as Mr. McMillen has indicat-
ed, than it ought to be, even for the regular student body.
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Mr. TURNER. To underscore that commitment, of course, we
passed at the 1991 convention a requirement that institutions do
have academic counseling available for athletes, and even as a part
of the distribution from the basketball championships that $25,000
be given to each institution directly to use in that academic coun-
seling effort for the institutions.

So those are two things to underscore the commitment and the
concern that the Presidents' Commission and the membership in
general have for academic success.

Mr. Tow Ns. Not that I don't believe in terms of your
Mrs. COLLINS. Finish your question.
Mr. TOWNS [continuing]. In terms of your involvement, but I just

sort of find it interesting that when my colleague and I were doing
the Student Athlete's Right to Know, that people complained about
the fact that you are going to force us to have to spend money in
tutorial programs and bringing on additional staff, and that is
going to cost us money.

I mean, that was a reaction to the university around the country,
calling us to say that that was a problem, that it was going to cost
money, because we were saying this does not cost money. But now,
listening to you, that you are saying that universities have it; but I
say to you that based on information and the feedback that we got,
a lot of universities do not have such programs.

And people are saying that you want us to have a program like
Georgetown, where you have somebody to follow people around and
ask them to do their homework and home assignments and mail
them back to the university, fax this and fax that. We are not
going to do that. And, of course, we say, well, that is the reason
why we want this legislation to pass. And, of course, some people
say, well, if you don't have sanctions with a lot of teeth in it, it
won't work anyway.

We say all we want to do is expose the universities that are not
doing what they are supposed to do. I just find that very interest-
ing.

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Towns, you have to remember the sport is nei-
ther good nor bad; it is people that make it so. And you have got to
get the right people in these programs to make them work. Legisla-
tion alone will notit is very difficult to legislate more reality. It
will help you go the right direction, because the laws will tell you
what to do. I don't particularly find myself happy paying taxes in
April, but that is w hat I have to do. So that legislation shapes mo-
rality.

But you can get this done on line so that the individuals will
keep focus; and many of the institutions are doing exceptionally
well with that tutorial program, but I tell you it is really related to
resources and the distribution of your resources.

Mr. TOWNS. Also keep in mind with the ACT to the 15 and with
the Proposition 48 that you have to make 700 on the ACT or else
you will be a Proposition 48, that you can't measure motivation,
you can't measure it.

Thank you, Madam Chairperson.
Mrs. COLLINS. The time of the gentleman has expired. Let me ask

this question to either or all of you, and that is that, along the
lines of Mr. Towns' questioning, you tnentioned, I think, Dr.
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Turner, that you have initiated a program in Mississippi where
students know that they are going toif they are leaning toward
going into academic sports that they are going to have to take cer-
tain courses. And I believe, in response to a question from Mr.
Towns, as well, the response was that many of the community col-
leges and junior colleges are supposed to pick up the slack where
there are students that aren't quite academically prepared for col-
lege.

Now, the military academies sometimes face the same situation.
We have found, and I have found in my district particularly, that
there are students who are classified at the top of the class in some
of the neighborhood schools, high schools. Unfcrtunately, their
preparation for college is not very good, because the standards in
the high school as a whole tend to be low. And when we have sent
those students applications into military academies, we find that if
the student is deemed to beto have the ability with just a little
more education, a little more preparation to perform well in a mili-
tary academy, those students in the Army are sent to Fort Mon-
mouth for a yearthat is in New York.

The Air Force Academy has a prep school that they have right
on the grounds of the academy for a year, and after that year, if
those students are then able to--are thought to be able to handle
the academic requirements at these military academies, they then
become plebes and are admitted.

I am wonderingsince I am told that the NCAA gets zillions of
dollars from athletic sports, I am asking the question, should that
be a possibility of NCAA putting together a university type or prep
school itself for these students who have academic ability, but who
haven't had the kind of academic training in their high school
years that would prepare them to be able, hopefully, to graduate
and not to be looked upon as 48's A /hen they hit the school they are
going to.

Why don't we start here and go right down the line.
Mr. FRIDAY. Well, the first consideration here is that in a public

institution, when you create a special program and finance it in a
special way, you have to meet the test of the constitutionality of
such an undertaking, whether or not every young person with the
same academic status would have the right to attend. And that is a
very important point to remember when you are dealing

Mrs. COLLINS. I am sorry. They have just given me a note about
something else, and I didn't hear your response. Would you repeat
it, please?

Mr. FRIDAY. I said, in public institutions you have the problem
of how far you can go in creating special preferential programs,
which this would be, with public funds, and not make it available
to all students similarly situated.

Mrs. COLLINS. It would be available to all students similarly situ-
ated. You don't have all students preparing to go into college
sports. The recruiters don't go to all students and say, I want you
to come and play basketball for me. They go to those students that
they think have the ability to play basketball and make money for
the universities.

Mr. FRIDAY. Well, I am sure the West Point program has a well-
financed machinery behind it.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Well, I think the NCAA has a weli-financed ma-
chinery behind it, too, doesn't it?

Mr. FRIDAY. But you are talking about an institutionally driven
admissions policy, because if you are dealing with an individual
freshman applicant, the particular institution to which he or she
wishes to apply is the standard that has to be met, not some gener-
al admission training program that could apply universally.

That is the problem here, of individual institutional standards.
Mrs. COLLINS. Are we talking about the possibility of graduation

rates?
Mr. FRIDAY. I think you have to do what he has suggested and

we have done in North Carolina.
Mrs. COLLINS. The problem is that the community colleges and

the junior colleges haven't met the need. If they did, we wouldn't
be here right now having this hearing on graduation rates.

Mr. FRIDAY. That opens up the whole question of funding of
public education, wherever you put itpublic schools, community
colleges, universities. It is not being done adequately; we all know
that. We are not financing the training of our youth in this coun-
try the way we should, and what we are seeing is just one manifes-
tation of it with the athletic problem.

From what I know, the boys and girls who participate in athlet-
ics get more, by far, in tutorial experience than any other student,
because it is in the interest of the program that it be that way, and
money is put theie to do it.

Mrs. COLLINS. Well, if they get all this tutorial experience, why
isn't the graduation rate higher?

Mr. FRIDAY. We graduate every student that plays basketball at
Chapel Hill.

Mrs. COLLINS. On the average, it doesn't happen that way. I
think the USA Today- -and who else did a study on thatand the
GAO, General Accounting Office, did a study that said that is not
the case.

Mr. FRIDAY. Well, that could be. I don't understand or know
what basis of comparisonI can only speak for what I have been
responsible for. But Coach Smith's basketball players, all of them
hold degrees.

Mrs. COLLINS. But not on the average.
I want to go now to Dr. Turner. What do you think about the

NCAA putting together a prep school, since they have all this
money for all these students that they want to see playing college
sports, for a 1-year period, like they do in the military academies?

Mr. TURNER. I think the stereotype of that academy would not be
what you would want. If we talk about kids saying they are Prop
48's and that that stereotypes them through time, if they have
gone to that academy, the only reason they would be going is if
they were a Prop 48. I think the difficulty of implementing that
and getting the kidsNCAA would not be able to put one in every
State.

Mrs. COLLINS. You don't need one in every State. You only need
one. The military academy only has onethe Army has one at
Fort Monmouth in New York, and the Air Force has one right on
its school grounds.
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Mr. TURNER. You ask a kid growing up in Jackson, Mississippi,
would he rather go to Hinds Community College or to an academy,
wherever it is, I would think most of them would choose to go to
Hinds Community College and go ahead and play while they are
there and be doing the kinds of things to prepare him or herself for
the university.

Mrs. COLLINS. What do you say about the failure rates of these
community colleges and junior colleges to do the job, according to
the GAO report?

Mr. TURNER. What we have reviewed is that the community col-
lege system across America is quite varied in its quality. There are
some that don't require a major core that prepares students as well
as the others do. And what our legislation that we have talked
about with 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent at the third,
fourth, and fitth years of beginning eligibility, we believe signals to
whether a kid is at a community college or a senior college, the
kind of progress that has got to occur within those schools.

Also, most of the graduation data is from the pre-Prop 48 years,
1984-1985 entering. I think what you are going to see, post-Prop 48,
is an improvement in graduation rates across those years as the
students are getting better prepared. The kids coming in under 95,
when these passor 86, when these pass this next January, their
graduation rates are going to be higher than those under 11 core
courses. I mean, it will just work that way.

And so I think that you will see an improvement in graduation
rates over the years now, as we have these new standards in place.

Mrs. COLLINS. Dr. Walker.
Mr. WALKER. I think one of the first things that we need to

accert in this room is that the universities and the colleges are the
NCAA. It reminds me of when people used to talk about the ad-
ministration at the university, ana I tell them there is no such
thing I am a chancellor. My name is Walker. You are talking
about somebody.

The NCAA is the universities and colleges that belong to it, 828
of them. And so I think that the point that you make, if they are
serious enough about this to say that in a vote and session they
would make that decision, then I think they could make that deci-
sion. But because they are the ones that are exercising this money,
but the NCAA is not over here and all the rest of us over on the
other side. The universities and the colleges are the NCAA.

But the answer, to me, since thisPresident Elliott said over 100
years ago in the Carnegie Report, we didn't just get here quickly.
We have got to allow come time for this thing to heal, as I said in
our first meeting of the Knight Commission, that this patient
needed serious surgery. And if we were going to give it two aspirins
and say, come back and see me in the year 2000, then I was going
home.

And I think that surgery needs to be applied, and we don't want
to be in the position of, as I said in the written report when the
surgeon lost the patient through faulty surgical procedures, the
hospital reported that the patient's condition resulted from diag-
nostic misadventure of high magnitude. The patient was dead just
the same.
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I think your point of a single institution, the matter of getting
more States to have specific course requirements that are college
preparatory courses before the individual is going to be turned out
into the college or university, I think there is a whole constellation
of things, Madam Chairwoman, that we are going to have to do to
resolve this problem that has been biting at us for decades.

Mrs. COLLINS. Seventeen years ago when Congress first began
looking at the situation, the NCAA said that they needed a little
time and that all the problems weren't going to be corrected over-
night and so forth. What I am hearing is that this is the same re-
sponse that NCAA had, Mr. President, then that they are doing in
a sense now. Things are going to get better off in the future some-
time, in 1996 and 1997 and in the year 2000. And all of this.

My concern is that I want to raise the level of concern within the
NCAA, within the college presidents that this is a real problem,
that students are not graduating. They should be graduating. And
something has to be done.

If it is, in fact, as drastic as developing a prep school of your own
because the funds are there, if it is the college presidents who sanc-
tion what the coaches do to go out to get these students and the
college presidents have the academic responsibility for those stu-
dents, they are the ones who, in fact, ought to be making darn sure
that those students have the ability to graduate.

I have just got one other question, and then I am going on to the
other members. But my question is fashioned like this, and I am
going to give it to you, Dr. Walker, for this reason.

The problem that we see in many inner city communities where
there are low economic standards, low educational standards, of
not a lot of will, if you will, to succeed in what is being done, And
then you find a kid who happens to be in a high school who plays
like Michael Jordan and, you know, who is a kid from a one-parent
family, who lives in a very bad neighborhood. But he goes to school
in spite of the dangers and this and that because of his love for bas-
ketball. And he is looked upon as a big guy upon the high school
campus.

And so some college recruiter comes to him, and he says, here,
you have this opportunity to go to XYZbig collegeand his
dream then becomes I am going to be a Michael Jordan one of
these days, and so forth and so on. His parents with whom he lives
says, gee, this is a great opportunity for my kid because I don't
have the money to send him to school and so forth.

Meantime, the student has not had a real good education in that
high school because the academic standards there are very, very
low. Can't pass the SAT. You know, he might have some other po-
tential, but it is very, very slight. And, yet, everybody wants him to
go to college. First of all, his mom wants him to go to college. He
wants to go to college because of his future.

Do you think it is fair to take a kid like that who has had no real
basic skills, put him in a university setting where there is no way
in the world for him to graduate, really, and put him there and
what do you think the feeling is for the community, his parents
and so forth and the college presidents? Dr. Walker?
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Mr. WALKER. Well, first of all, I think we would have to admit
that it is unfair. It is unfair, for example, that you raise his or her
level of expectations to an unaccomplishable level.

We had a young athlete like this that most people in this room
would remember, Houston Mc Tear, that they knew as a freshman
in high school that he was going to be sensational. He was running
500-yard dashes in tennis shoes, but nobody took time at that point,
not his senior year, bwi, at that point to do something about him in
order to raise his level.

I am always amazed at what Marva Collins achieves out in Chi-
cago with her program for these people that most people have
..;iven up on. But she has done something to inspire them to raise
the level of expectations, to raise the motivation.

I think the basketball coaches that said, we are not going to
permit that high school player to go all over the country playing
these exhibition games and promotional games, and we are not
going to permit him to keep visiting schools unless he or she can
indicate that they are capable of succeeding in the educational en-
vironment. And until they do that, that individual that thinks that
he is going to be of that less than 1 percent that is going to be Mi-
chael Jordan, because that is who you hear about, the Michael Jor-
dans and the millions of dollars.

It is the same thing I quoted about NFL. It is infinitesimal of
those who are going to succeed. I think the coaches make a mis-
take, AD's make a mistake of letting that great basketballplayer

I wrote personally to tell Dick Schaap that that Sunday program
that he did that showed those three kids playing on the courts
down in Baltimore were going to end up like the players that went
to Georgetown, it is unfair. You have given them a level of expecta-
tion that they are not going to meet. Therefore, you have to be re-
alistic about it. You have to prepare them for their educational en-
vironment. And if you don't, they are going to be out, and the next
thing you know they are selling dope and everything else to sur-
vive because they don't have the basic life skills to survive.

Sure, it is unfair, and unless something is going to be done about
it, we are still going to have this program and the kind of thing
harassing us throughout the decades.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
Just a final point. I don't think there is any way we can talk

about Marva Collins and not talk about the Kevin Ross situation. I
think all of you probably remember Kevin Ross.

Kevin Ross was a young man who went to a Holiday Inn from
Chicago, and he threw all the furniture, just started throwing fur-
niture off the 10th or 11th floor out on Hosta StreetHosta and
Madison in Chicagoand it was found, in fact, by Marva Collins
that one of the reasons why he did this, he was totally frustrated.
He couldn't find a job. He couldn't do anything else.

The reason he couldn't find a job is because he read at less than
a third-grade level, had played basketball, had gone to the college,
was a big man on campus and all this, and could not read. Marva,
of course, took him under her wing and began to teach him to read
and so forth, and he then was able to get a job.
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I think this is an awful, awful documentation of what can
happen to a student athlete who is used, as the coach we had here,
Coach Brown last week or the week before last who said that those
students are looked upon as "meat".

Mr. McMillan.
Mr. Mc MILIAN. I think one of the themes we are dealing with

here is that we can't expect the NCAA to be the educator, and we
are talking about a lot uf things about education policy in a broad
sense. And NCAA is not the facilitator of education. The institu-
tions that make it up are. And I think it is important to try to
draw that distinction.

It strikes me that the NCAA was created primarily to recognize
the fact that, in athletics, schools might bend their standards and
try to do things in order to be relatively more competitive, and,
therefore, there had to bn a common consent among them as to
how they were going to keep the playing field fair. And isn't that
essentially what the objective of the NCAA is all about?

Mr. WALKER. I would think so, but in all of this discussion we
have used the term NCAA and National Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation. There is another athletic association that has almost as
many members as the NCAA called the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics, the NAIA, and they have any number of
minority students. I don't know that their graduation rate, Mr.
Pre,...lent, is lny better than NCAA, but I think when we start
talking about this athletic problem we ought not to exempt any-
body from it because all have a roll to play.

And one of the key things that we found with the Knight Com-
mission of every group that came before us they constantly refer to
the high school situation, what is happening at the high school sit-
uation. We have got to get them more sensitive to this issue so they
will not let these individuals come out of there withoutsome of
them tell them don't take the SAT until their senior year, as if
they are going to average the score if they took it several times and
did better.

So I think it is a constellation of problems, but there are also
probably a constellation of answers to these problems, and there
are some success stories that we can emulate, even to the point of
the West Point. I spent some time at West Point when they were
converting the tests for female cadets that were just coming in.
And so I know about that prep school there. I recommended a
couple students that went to it.

I don't know what the answer to that would be except if the
NCAA, us, the colleges and universities decide that we wanted to
have something of that nature, it is that group that would have to
make the decision.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Well, West Point, Annapolis, Air Force Academy
are established to perform a very specifically defined national
public purpose, and it is in their interests to attract a specific
make-up of students with the capacity to become professional mili-
tary leaders of the country. It is not the NCAA's objective, is it, to
establish a certain level of athletic skill across the land and pro-
mote it or is it? That would justify that kind of an approach.

You know, one of the things that is troubling me here, and I
would have to ask what your opinion would be about this, we have
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talked about doing special things for athletes. That all is a part of
this, that the athletic skill is the driving force and therefore, aca-
demic standards, tutorial programs or what have you, and all this
money generated by the system is going to be focused on the ath-
lete to perpetuate that system.

V'hile we are looking at athletic standards and the grade point
average, do we also look at the degree to which the member insti-
tutions spend money on remedial efforts or is that an issue that
should be discussed and out on the table?

Mr. TURNER. NCAA has a guideline for continuing eligibility for
the first year of 12 hours, up to 12 hours, of remedial courses can
be added. Many institutions, though, within their higher education
systemE in their States have varying guidelines that they utilize.
Some are prevented from having remedial type courses within
their curriculum if they are a university.

It depends on how the State structures its higher education
system, but the NCAA guidelines do allow 12 hours of remedial
courses to count toward continuing eligibility within the first year,
but, again, that is within the institutional guidelines of whether or
not they are permitted by their higher education systems and by
their own board of trustees any remedial courses to be offered.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Well, Dr. Friday, would you like to address that?
Mr. FRIDAY. I think what many States are doing now in raising

the number of credit hours required and the level of performance
will eliminate a lot of remedial expenditures that heretofore did
exist. I know in our university system, for example, 30 or 40 sec-
tions of remedial English at some time but none exist now because
it is said when you come out of the high school, bring 4 credit
hours.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Or go to a community college.
Mr. FRIDAY. Or you go somewhere and get ready. This is putting

the academic emphasis first. This applies uniformly to all people,
and I think it should.

Mr. MCMILLAN. I think it should, too, because you would have a
hard time as a university president defending to one student why
you were willing to expend all this remedial money on an athlete
as opposed to a person that might be struggling who is a non-ath-
lete, maybe a saxophone player or whatever. Maybe they have no
particular extracurricular

Mr. TURNER. If you have remedial courses, they would have to be
opened to athletes as well as non-athletes. Our board of trustees is
about to begin a review. They haven't formally announced it, but I
have heard various ones of them discussing it that they are going
to look at whether or not the comprehensive universities in the
State of Mississippi should, in fact, have any remedial education.

And that was a front page story in the newspaper about 2 weeks
ago arguing whether or not we, Mississippi State and Southern
Mississippi, should offer any remedial courses. But there is within
NCA A guidelines right now the 12-hour limitation.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Well, several of you have talked about the com-
munity college system or whatever intermediate systems may exist
from State to State as a means of doing what the chairman was
pointing out, and that is a student who may be an athlete who may
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be gifted but have certain deficiencies as a way to make them up
would be through the community college system.

It occurs to me that through the modification of Proposition 48
that you are going to put into effect you have a 1-year layoff period
on a transfer from the junior college, is that correct?

Mr. TURNER. No. That may be proposed by the membership, but
the Presidents' Commi3sion, rather than doing that, is recommend-
ing the 25-50-75 percent because there are some junior colleges
that do an outstanding job of getting these students ready, and the
idea was we don't want to punish a student who really has gone to
a Lood community or junior college, taken the tough courses, is
now ready. And so rather than saying all of them have to sit out,
and we reviewed that, that wasat our March meeting that was a
proposal that we had.

But at our June meeting we decided that the best way to do it
was for both those at a 4-year institution and in a 2-year institu-
tion to talk about percentage of achievement toward a degree, and,
therefore, that would put the feet to the fire of the junior college
student as well as to the 4-year student. So although someone
might bring it up, the Presidents' Commission is not sponsoring it
sit out a year.

Mr. MCMILLAN. My concern would be that you don't want to
pose a disincentive for that remedy.

Mr. TURNER. Right. And that was another issue. Your point is
well made.

Mr. MCMILLAN. I am not an educator. I have had occasion to
serve on some boards and stuff and be involved with it. It strikes
me that often the capacity of an institution to advance its stand-
ardsI guess the same thing applied to a teamis to achieve ex-
cellence in one place, one faculty of a university, one school of a
university, one athlete on a team, all of which have an uplifting
quality on the whole.

And would you care to comment because I think there is a lot in
what is going on here, that the standards that yuu have set, if
properly communicated to secondary educational institutions
around this country, could serve the purpose of an uplifting impact
on academic standards generally, not just athletes. I mean, athletes
are objects of hero worship and so forth. So it is a good means of
achieving that objective. Would you comment on that in terms of
the impact of your recommendations?

Mr. FRIDAY. I think that is already happening. I think the fact
that these additional course requirements have been promulgated,
the high schools given enough time to prepare for them, he said 5
years in Mississippi. It was 4 years in our State.

We can see the change already, and I think Proposition 48 re-
sults and other things manifest that there is this movement you
see toward the more rigorous - Nuirement simply because it is to
the student's advantage that it b , done first and foremost, and that
is what this whole report is about, to try to do something when
they leave the university or college to have something that they
can fall back on for the next 45 years. There is a qualification of a
skill, a profession or whatever. That isn't happening in too many
cases today.
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Mr. WALKER. You are quite right. It is the domino effect. During
a short span of time at North Carolina Central University when we
tightened admission standards, not only did it raise the average of
SAT over 75 for the whole student body but our retention rate was
increased immeasurably. But it also meant a challenge to the facul-
ty that you have to throw away those yellow pads you have been
using for 20 years and get on with very creative, innovative ways of
teaching those young people. So it is both a faculty responsibility
as well as a student responsibility. But it is the definite domino
effect in terms of across the board improvement.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Tom McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you.
Chancellor Turner, let me focus on the Presidents Commission. I

have followed your recommendations prior to the conventionthe
proposals listed in the Chronicle for Higher Education. Is it safe to
assume the Presidents Commission deals with broad policy issues
and not things like budgets of the NCAA and those kinds of
things? Would that be an accurate characterization?

Mr. TURNER. We generally try to deal with policy issues, but as
you can see from some of the legislation that is here, it is fairly
specific, and also some of the task force and committees we have
created like to review the distribution of funds or various things
like that. We do get some specific topics going.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Are you familiar with the amount of Federal and
State goverrment lobbying that the NCAA actually does? Do you
know the number, the budget number, of the NCAA s budget?

Mr. TURNER. I do not know the budget number. No.
Mr. MCMILLEN. So it is safe to say that the Presidents Commis-

sion doesn't really approve or sanction those expenditures?
Mr. TURNER. The budget at NCAA is approved by the executive

committee on which there usually is a president.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Back to my question. The Presidents Commission

itself does not itself sanction
Mr. TURNER. At the current time, the Presidents Commission

does not review the budget line item. No.
Mr. MCMILLEN. There are a lot of friends in this room who are

representing the NCAA's issues heremy Congressman from New
York and I have seen it. We have seen attempts to slow down these
hearings, defeat students' right to know, you know, defeat my legis-
lation, stop due process. I can maybe assume that the Presidents
Commission per se has not necessarily sanctioned those kinds of ac-
tivities, is that correct? In fact, sanctions activities that may be
antithetical to some of the missions that you are trying to promote,
would that be a fair statement?

Mr. TURNER. The Presidents Commission, like most of the Presi-
dents activities of other organization sanctions that are here in
Washington, would approve activities that would be related to the
point of view that the membership might have at any one time.

Mr. MCMILLEN. But you are not approving line item budgets?
Mr. TURNEF. We are not approving line item budgets. No.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I think the bottom line on this is the problem

with the Presidents' Commission is thatthe point I am trying to
make is it is not in full control. The NAIA, for instance, in strict
contract, has strict presidential control. They have a board of presi-
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dents that has the authority to make line item decisions that I am
referring to.

Now, T have asked the GAO and the chairperson to look into
these lobbying activities so we can get a more full idea and disclose
to thy public exactly what is going on, whether the left hand is
truly talking to the right hand.

Moving on, with regards to presidential control, you made a
statement that if the FTc voids the CFA contract that, in fact, a
lot of these television contracts may go to the conferences. Will the
NCAA have approvalwill the Presidents' Commission, I should
say, have approval over those conference contracts that may be ne-
gotiated if the CFA

Mr. TURNER. The Big 10 and PAC 10 have one right now that
doesn't come under the purview of the NCAA. The NCAA, the indi-
vidual conferences and institutions oversee the television activities
for intercollegiate football.

Mr. MCMILLEN. If the ACC decides tomort ow to go to a pay per
view package, would the Presidents' Commission have the author-
ity to stop that?

Mr. TURNER. The Presidents Commission would not address the
ACC's doing that unless it has generated an issue which it was con-
cerned with, and then, if it did, then the Presidents' Commission
could generate .ogislation to stop the ACC.

Mr. MCMILLEN. SO the act itself of the ACC going to pay per view
would be outside, and, in fact, they could go forward with that and
the Presidents' Commission would really at this point in time be
unable to stop that?

Mr. TURNER. It would not be the purview of the Presidents' Com-
mission to try to stop that.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Again, point of fact of why the Presidents Com-
mission there is a disconnect between what they say and what is
actually done in terms of enforcement mechanism.

Chancellor Turner, you pointed out in your statement or ques-
tions that in cases of transfers, where there are a lot of them, in
fact some of those kids go on to graduate anyway. I should point
out that the legislation we passed, those numbers will be incorpo-
rated in the statistics. Kids transfer to a schoolthe law that we
passed looks at the kids that go in and looks at the kids that go
out.

The statistics will improve for the schools that get those kids and
graduate. The statistics will be diminished for the school that lost
those transfers. Over time, that trend line could say something
about a school. If a lot of kids are transferring out and not graduat-
ing those kids, it will be a very, very important factor.

Mr. TURNER. it depends on whether they transfer out in good
academic standing or under academic probation.

Mr. MCMILLEN. But the fact that they are transferring itself is
indicative. If they transfer to a school and graduate, it will improve
the statistics of the school that takes and graduates them.

Mr. TURNER. A lot of them transfer, of course, hoping to get
more playing time. There are a lot of reasons why one would trans-
fer from one school to another.
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Mr. MCMILLEN. But in defense of Congressman Towns' bill, sta-
tistics will eventually show those statistics over time, and it will
not be viewed as an extenuating factor.

Could I ask one more quick question?
Mrs. COLLINS. I will tell you what the problem is. Digger Phelps

has an appointment at the White House at 12, so we are kind of
pushing a little about it. But we do have time for your 5 minutes,
Mr. Towns. We were just notified of this just now. Otherwise we
would have none.

Mr. TOWNS. I yield 1 minute to my colleague from the State of
Maryland.

Mr. MCMILLEN. It won't even take a minute.
Dr. Walker, yes or no----do you think that the revenue distribu-

tion incentives in the NCAA today where the lion's share of money
goes to schools that win or mostly win is the right way to do this
model?

Mr. WALKER. That is a rhetorical question because you know my
answer is no.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much.
Let me just say in response to Dr. Friday in terms of something

you said, I think you should be extremely proud of your basketball
program, and we all salute what you are doing in that chair. But,
however, let me just caution you that your football program and
your baseball program cannot say that. I just want to let you know
that.

Mr. FRIDAY. That is right.
Mr. TOWNS. I just want to pass that along for comment. We don't

want the record to be too glowing here because there is some prob-
lems in that regard.

Mr. FRIDAY. But it is the equal of the regular student body.
Mr. TOWNS. Well, of course, I would agree with that, but the

point is you can't say the same about that program that you can
say about your basketball program. That is the point I am making.
In response to the question that you answered to the chairlady

Mr. FRIDAY. That is because of the tutorial effort in basketball.
Mr. TOWNS. I think tutorial programs are e:Aremely important,

and that was the heart of our legislation was to try to encourage
tutorial programs, and we were criticized because we did not have
sanctions in it.

For instance, some people felt that we should tie the graduation
rates to the salaries of the coaches, and some felt that we should
penalize the university after a period of time if they did not im-
prove their graduation rates. And some people criticized the fact, if
you don't have sanctions, you might as well leave it alone.

But what we were saying, that we did not Vl ,int to have anything
but exposure, and that was all we wanted is information to get out,
and that we felt that if information gets out that it would correct
itself. And so that was really what we were trying to do.

But let me ask you on that note, do you think if we had an
award for a university that achieved the monumental task of grad-
uating exceptional numbers of student athletes while generating
revenue for the sports program as well, something of the equiva-
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lent to the Malcolm Baldridge Award, do you think if universities
had an award like that, it would make a difference?

Mr. FRIDAY. No, I don't really thinkif you are thinking of it in
the sense of a single incentive, I think that universities are going
to do their very best to graduate as many young people as they
can, award or no award.

That is whaZ 1 :.hink they do now the best ones do, and I don't
think it enters into that think in an academic situation the way it
does in an industrial situation to which the Baldridge Award ap-
plies.

It is a different context entirely, and I think universities would
do everything they have the resources to do. The principal thing is
the availability of money to do these programs, to be perfectly
blunt about it. If we had extra resources, we would do a better job
with some of these young people, but we do not have the funding.

Mr. TOWNS. I want to accept everything you are saying. I don't
want to question it. I don't want to challenge it, but there are some
facts that stick out in my head and my mind that I just can't walk
away from.

Now, I know a university, I don't want to get into name calling
here, and you know as well as I do, once I start trlking about Cie
facts, then you will know who was involved in the NCAA champi-
onship runners up and organizations for a period of about 10 years
did not graduate a single athlete, which meant that they had
money because they were involved on television and everything
else and for a period of about 10 years, and they didn't graduate
anybody.

Now, I think when you look at that kind of history, when you
look at that kind of information, one would have to question
whether or not there is a real commitment on the part of the
coaching staff in particular to see students graduate. I mean, one
would have to question that, just looking at the facts alone,

Mr. FRIDAY. I agree with you wholehealtedly, and that is why we
have the legislation that we are going to put in. You are complete-
ly correct. I would find that kind of record indefensible.

Mr. TOWNS. I know you know what school I am talking about, so
I won't get into it with you. Go ahead.

Mr. WALKER. The new legislation to talk about progress, satisfac-
tory progress toward the degree is going to eliminate that. You
can't just keep them there and make, as Chairwoman Collins said,
the mete to play basketball and represent the university without
academic retention.

And I think it is going to eliminate that, and I know exactly
what you are talking about, yes.

Mr. TOWNS. Back to your first, or your question right before that,
the Southeast Conference does have an award for academic
achievement, everything that Chancellor Friday said is correct.
Also, the State of Mississippi has what it calls the Hallbrook
Award.

It was sponsored in our State and endowed by a family that of
the eight institutions that has the highesc graduation rate, 5-year
graduation, each year is given this trophy, and it is a traveling
trophy.
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And so within the State that 1 represent here, we have got the
Hallbrook Award that it is identified for a purpose much like what
you were saying.

Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman.
Mrs. COLLD s. Well, we certainly thank all of you gentlemen for

appearing before us this morning. Your testimony has been very
beneficial to this .subcommittee in trying to discharge its responsi-
bilities.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. COLLINS. The next panel will be Mr. Richard Lapchick who

is the Director of the Center for the Study of Sport in Society, we
will have Mr. Richard "Digger" Phelps from South Bend, Indiana,
and Mr. George Raveling, the head basketball coach from the Uni-
versity of Southern California.

Won't you come forward, please.
While you gentlemen are getting set, let me give youto thank

you Coach Phelps for the willingness to change your appointment
so that you could stay the time of the hearing, and we greatly ap-
preciate that.

We are going to begin with Mr. Lapchick.

STATEMENTS OF RICHARD E. LAPCHICK, DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR THE STUDY OF SPORT IN SOCIETY, NORTHEASTERN UNI-
VERSITY; RICHARD "DIGGER" PHELPS, FORMER HEAD BAS-

KETBALL COACH, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME; AND GEORGE
H. RAVELING, HEAD BASKETBALL COACH, UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Mr. LAPCHICK. Thank you, Madam Chair.
In 1968, Sports Illustrated did a five-part series that was entitled

Black Athlete, A Shameful Story, and 23 years later, race and aca-
demic still seem to be central ethical issues in college sport today.

Our institutions are doing a better job on academics, but not on
the issue of race. Too many black student athletes are today more
frequently the victim of college sports thin ever before. In that
context, I want to address three areas of concern to me.

First, the subject of this hearing, and that is low graduation.
That, to your own congressional initiative, we will be reporting
those for the first time on a regular basis starting next year.

Recent surveys in the Chronicle of Higher Education, USA
Today and the NCAA Zone Academic Performance Study showed
that black athletes are graduating at a rate of half the rate of
white athletes, and this contintL3s that shameful story that Sports
Illustrated began writing about in 1968.

On a policy level, though, I think graduation rates are even more
complicated. Only 15 percent of our entering freshmen, all fresh-
men graduate in 4 years, yet somehow we expect college student
athletes to graduate in 4 years.

If they don't, we either consider that the system has failed or
that they weren't adequately intelligent to meet that system's
needs. In fact, what we need is a guaranteed fifth year of scholar-
ship assistance so those athletes will 1,3e able to continue that edu-
cation. And with today's urban students, at least, and non-athletes
alike taking an average of more than 6 years to graduate, a sixth
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year of that scholarship assistance would also be very appropriate
in these days. In sports, we also hear about the concept of a level
playing field, that no one is willing to go first.

I want to take a second to talk about the national consortium of
academics in sports because this is a group of universities that
have come together, and by joining, they agree that any athlete
who came to their school on a scholarship in a revenue sport in the
previous decade who did not finish can come back at the expense of
the university to finish that education.

Since starting in 1984, 1,214 college athletes who didn't make the
pros have returned in the consortium, another 702 current pros
and more than 70 Olympians. In other words, 2,016 athletes who
might not have ever gotten a second chance to finish their educa-
tion have come back, very much breaking the stereotype that these
athletes were only going to college as a weigh station to the pros.

They wanted that education, they have come back, and they are
beginning to get it. The 73 institutions in the consortium have also
broken the stereotype that schools don't really care whether the
athletes get an education or not. They paid the tuition for that
1,214 returning college athletes without any kind of athletic
return, whatsoever, the total bill being more than $12 million forthat tuition.

Low graduation rates are also complicated by recruiting athletes
who are inadequately prepared at the high school level. Our bas-
ketball and football players playing in NCAA Division I this year,21 percent of them come in as special admits, that is people who
did not meet the normal admission standards of the university
versus only 3 percent of the student population as a whole.

In 1983, less than 100 out of 16,000 school districts had a C aver-
age requirement for participating in high school sports. I want toexplain what that means if you don't have a C average as 44 Statesdo not have today. In Massachusetts, one of those States, a high
school basketball player can play for 4 years and be eligible and
not only never get a C average, but never get a C in a single
course. What have we prepared that student to do after he fin-isheshe or she finishes playing sports? Wherever the standardhas been raised to a C average, athletes have almost universally
met the challenge. We simply have been asking them to meet that
academic challenge in the past.

How much should we rely on Proposition 48 standards, as
Madam Chairperson indicated, to predict that success? Clearly the
grade point average in core curriculum are good indicators of what
the potential for that student would be.

.But the NCAA's own recent academic performance study is defi-
nitely going to add to the argument about standardized achieve-
ment tests; whereas black student athletes graduate at only half
the rate of white student athletes, black student athletes from the
lowest 10 percent of those standardized achievement tests graduateat a rate of five times what white student athletes graduate at that
level, indicating that clearly standardized achievement tests are
not good predictors in this areas, and I think that is a critical piece
of information.

I urge you, in the strongest terms of Congressman McMillen has
in the past, to help our institutions of higher education take up the
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charge of becoming involved in the high school education in the
communities where they work.

The third point I want to discuss is the special situation of the
black athlete. The NCAA academic performance study has docu-
mented the educational profile of black student athletes for the
first time.

As I already said, they graduate at half the rate of white ath-
letes. Thus at a time that graduation rates for whites have gone up
by nearly 80 percent when compared to the mid-1980's, it has only
increasul by 32 percent for black student athletes.

Black student athletes drop out at an alarming rate in their
fourth and fifth years, 28.2 percent of all black student athletes
drop out in their fourth and fifth years versus only 10 percent of
whites, presumably after their eligibility has expired.

This seems to clearly indicate that black students are kept eligi-
ble by taking courses unlikely to lead to a degree. Forty-two and
one-half percent of all entering black student athletes leave school
in poor academic standing. That is the largest category of black
student athletes who enter our colleges and universities today.

It takes virtually a heroic performance on thq part of black stu-
dent athletes to be about to graduate on our college campuses be-
cause they come largely in an alien world where they are among
only 7 percent of the student body that is black, 1.5, 6 percent of
the faculty are black and less than 2 percent of our college athletic
departments, where we might expect more black representation
are represented by blacks holding those positions.

The convocation of these hearings underlines for me the fact that
the public knows it is up to our individual institutions to take re-
sponsibility. Institutions of higher education, I believe, are con-
vinced that if they don't create a new sports system that Congress
will become a large part of that future.

As proven by the effect of the student athlete right to know legis-
lation, they will act to avoid Federal intervention. Thus these hear-
ings become invaluable in moving the reform agenda ahead.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lapchick followsd

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. LAPCHICK, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF SPORT IN

SOCIETY

Those of us working in the field work of college sport do so in an era of mistrust.
Presidents cross wires with governing boards, athletic directors and presidents mis-
trust each other, coaches mistrust faculties while faculties mistrust coaches, and
students resent athletes and treat them only as performers while student athletes
are isolated from students and feel like only performers.

We live not only in an era of mistrust but also of misconceptions: the public
thinks all athletic departments make money when few do.

Athletes think they'll make the pros to earn more money when only 3 percent do
from college vs. 44 percent of black college players who believe they will make it
and 1 in 7,325 do from high school vs. 43 percent of black high school players who
believe they will.

The public thinks many athletes don't want an education but are using the uni-
versity as a training station for the pros:

according to USA TODAY's 1991 survey of graduation rates for basketball for
players who entered in 19i20-81 through 1984-85, 46 percent of all male players grad-
uate; yet only 36 percent of black male players graduate vs. 60 percent of whites;
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these figures were much higher than NCAA figures for the class of 1984-85 in
which men in revenue sports graduate at a rate of 42.1 percent; most significantly
25 percent of blacks graduated vs. 64 percent of whites in revenue sports.

The public thinks colleges don't care about educating athletes but are only inter-
ested in the TV and revenues:

colleges accept 21 percent of all football and basketball players as special
admits vs. 3 percent of all students;

blacks make up 7 percent of all students vs. 56 percent basketball and 37 per-
cent football players;

current time demands are highathletes miss 2 classes a week;
how often have we heard about the $1 billion CBS contract or the $57 bowl

payout in 1991?
Bridges need to be built and reality needs to be made clear. While we will never

get total agreement on fundamental principles, we need to create those principles
and stand firmly by them; at the same time we should lower the verbal swords and
reach out to those perceived to be antagonists. Faculties and coaches are not antago-
niststhey can be co-educators. Students and student athletes are not enemies
they should become co-learners and the architects of a new society. Presidents and
governing boards need to work together to set the tone for the enterprise.

When we fail to work together, the victims of all this are, of course, the student
athletes, especially black student athletes. For me, race and academics are the cen-
tral ethical issues in college sport today.

We are dealing with a systemic, national problem. No matter what the intention
of the school, athletes dream of the pros and can abandon education. It even hap-
pens in the NAIA, Division II and III. But it certainly happens in Division I. We
have to develop programs to assure that our student athletes continue their focus on
their education while pursuing whatever else they may desire.

I would like to encourage you, as our Nation's leaders, to examine ways to break
the cycle. In working on legislation requiring the publication of graduation rates,
Congress forced all people involved in university athletics to come together to work
things out. Until that time, that had been a rare occurrence.

I want to briefly address what to me are the three greatest areas of concern:
1. Low Gmduation Rates

You know the rates. Soon, thanks to congressional initiative, we wil! all have to
be reporting them. Graduation rates are, however, even more complicated. Only 15
percent of all freshmen graduate in 4 years. We need a guaranteed 5th year and an
end to 1 year renewable scholarships. With today's urban students, athletes and
nonathletes alike, taking more than 5 years to graduate, it is appropriate to allow
student athletes a fifth year of assistance.

In sport we always hear about the concept of the level playing fieldno one is
willing to go first. I want to tell you a little bit about the National Consortium for
Academics and Sport, where leadership has come from example. A requirement for
membership is institutions who join bring back any r.'tilete who came there on a
scholarship in a revenue sport in the previous decade and who did not graduate to
complete their education at the expense of the university. To date: 1,214 college ath-
letes who did not make the pros have returned; 702 current pros have joined our pro
degree completion program (DCP); and 70 Olympians have joined our DCP.

In other words, 2,016 athletes who may not have thought of getting a second
chance have received it. But they needed additional time. More than 600 have grad-
uated, mostly in the past 2 years. They have broken the stereotype of athletes going
to college as a holding station for the pros. They wanted and are getting that educa-
tion.

The 73 institutions in the Consortium have also broken the stereotype that
schools don't care whether their student athletes get an education. They have paid
the tuition for the 1,214 returning college athletes without any kind of athletic
return. The approximately $12 million in tuition proves they were vitally interested
in the education of their student athletes. Low grad rates are also complicated by
recruiting athletes with:
2. Inadequate High School Preparation who we Admit to our Institutions

Prior to the passage of Proposition 48 it. 1983, less than 100 of 16,000 high school
districts had "C" average requirement for participation in extracurricular events.
What does not having a "C" mean? In my State of Massachusetts, and in 43 other
States, it means that a high school basketball player can be eliFible for all 4 years
and not only never got a "C" average, but never get a single "C in any course. My
question is what have we prepared that young person to do in life?
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This is all at a time when demands on high school athletes are intensified by all-
star games, camps, TV games of the week, and AAU summer leagues.

Coaches were the largest opposition group when there were discussions about
such no pass no play legislation. They said ineligibility would lead to dropping out
and turning to a life of crime, drugs, etc. Now there are six States and hundreds of
local districts with such higher standards. Coaches are running 7 a.m. study halls
and their players see them as being involved in the education process for the first
time. Best of all, the student athletes themselves have met the challenge and raised
their grades.

Without higher academic standards, the lack of a mental challenge feeds on and
fuels lenient admission standards in self-fulfilling prophecies; of academic failure.
When 21 percent of our basketball and football recruits are "special admits," they
come to our campuses in an academic hole.

How much should we rely on Prop 48 standards? Clearly the grade point and core
curriculum are good indicators, but the NCAA's own recent "Academic Performance
Study" will add to the argument that standardizer0 tests do not present such infor-
mation. Blacks overall graduate at half the rate for whites. Yet blacks graduate
from the lower levels of standardized scores at a rate four times higher than whites.
This is a critical piece of information.

What I did not say earlier about the 2,016 athletes returning to school through
the consortium is that they work in our schools outreach program counseling young
people about academic matters, drug and alcohol abuse and teenage pregnancy and,
now, race relations. I am proud to say that they have seen more than 535,000 high
school and middle school students in the outreach programs.

Too many use the lowest common denominator instead of higher institutional
standards, reducing chances for academic success. I urge you in the strongest terms
to take up the charge of having our institutions of higher education work with the
high schools in their communities to raise the levels of academic expectations.

Special Situation of the Black Athlete
The "NCAA Academic Performance Study" documented the educational profile of

black student athletes for the first time.
Blacks graduated at half the rate of whites (26.6 percent vs. 53.9 percent). Thus,

at a time when the graduation rate for whites has gone up by 65 percent compared
to other mid-1980's estimates, it has increased by only a third for blacks.

Blacks drop out at alarming rates in their fourth and fifth years-28.2 percent
of all black vs. 10.7 percent of whites leave in those years, presumably after their
eligibility has expired. This seems to clearly indicate that black students are kept
eligible by taking courses unlikely to lead to a degree.

Furthermore, 14.4 percent of blacks leave in their fourth or fifth years "not in
good standing" vs. 6.5 percent of whites.

The largest number of black studeonlynt-athletes leave not in good standing
(42.5 percent) next 30.9 percent leave in good standing and 26.6 percent graduate.
For whites, the order is reversed.

Whites (in Blacks (m
percent) percent)

Graduate 52.2 26.6

leave in good standing 28.2 30.9

Leave not in good standing 19.6 42.5

Continuing 4.0 5.4

Black athletes are the objects of low academic expectations (only 31 percent of the
black athletes in the 1989 NCAA study on the black al llete said their coaches en-
couraged good grades), are not receiving the education r raised by colleges (gradua-
tion rates for black athletes are a shocking half of v.!, . ,hey are for whites), and
have few black coaches or faculty members to model selves after on campus.

The facts in the NCAA study that black athletes feel :acially L.,lated on college
campuses, are over-represente,1 in football and basketball, have high expectations of
pro careers, and are uninvol\ ed in other extracurricular activities, did not surprise
most close to college sport.

However, the results of the NCAA study stand in stark contrast to a study on
minorities in high school sport which established that in comparison to black non-
athletes, black high school athletes feel better about themselves, are more involved
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in extracurricular activities and the broader community, aspire to be community
leaders and have better grade point averages.

The primary question which must be asked is what happens to the black athlete
between high school and college that seems to totally change how he perceives him-
self? Among the early responses is that he leaves a high school that is either over-
whelmingly black or at least is partially integrated; if he is from an urban area he
leaves behind a core of black teachers and coaches; if he lives on campus or goes to
school away from home then he leaves behind whatever positive support network
existed in the community he was raised in and he leaves behind possible black role
models who weren't all athletes.

He arrives in college to discover that the proportion of black students on the pre-
dominantly white campuses is only 7 percent; that only 1.56 percent of the faculty
positions at colleges and universities are held by blacks (7,356 faculty positions out
of 460,673); and that the athletic department hires just slightly more blacks than
the faculty and actually hires fewer backs than are employed in pro sport.

There are 1,165 head coaching jobs in the five Division I (excluding the historical-
ly black schools) sports that blacks compete in most: men's and women's basketball,
football, track and field, and baseball. Only 47 of those jobs are held by black Amer-
icans; 40 are in basketball. Of the 5,000 assistant coaching jobs, less than 200 were
held by blacks. There are only three black athletic directors in all of Division I.

The black student athlete needs a heroic performance off the field to graduate. It
is time to bury the mistrust, to destroy the misconceptions, to lower the verbal
swords, to work together on our campuses by making our boards, presidents, athlet-
ic directors, coaches and faculties partnere and not antagonists, to make our cam-
puses as racially diverse off the playing field as they are on it, and to reach out to
our communities to help the future generations so we can prepare all students who
enter our halls of learning to leave us with the education to prepare them for life
after the cheering stops.

The convocation of these hearings underlines the fact that the public knows that
it is up to our individual institutions to take responsibility. We can't count on the
NCAA to reform everything on its own. Dick Schultz himself insists on the obvi-
ousyou cannot legislate morality. Institutions of higher education are convinced
that if they don't create a new sports system, Congress will become a large part of
the future. As proven by effect the Student Athlete Right to Know legislation, they
will act to avoid Federal intervention. Thus, these hearings become invaluable in
moving the reform agenda ahead.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Phelps.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD "DIGGER" PHELPS
Mr. PHELPS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Graduation of student athletes has been a big issue in college

sports in the last two decades. When a student athlete was admit-
ted to college in the early 1970's with a 2.0 average out of a 4.0 in
any combination of high school courses, an A in phys. ed., F in sci-
ence, 2.0, most were not qualified or prepared to survive in a col-
lege curriculum.

With Proposition 48, 11 courses with a 2.0 grade point average
and an ACT or SAT test score in place for college admissions in
1986, the loophole was for a non-qualifier still to be admitted to col-
lege but lose a year of eligibility, play 3 years instead of 4, and sit
out his freshman year with no play or practice.

Unfortunately, little has changed since a high percentage of Divi-
sion I men's basketball players still do not graduate, especially the
starting senior stars. Three steps could be taken that would en-
hance the change for graduation rates to rise.

First, a grant-in-aid or scholarship could not be used unless or
until that scholarship holder graduates in a 7-year period. If a
scholarship holder graduates in 4 years, the scholarship may be
used immediately for another student athlete. This would require
schools to admit qualified student athletes as well as to provide the
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appropriate support systems within the university to aid the
progress towards graduation, hopefully in 4 years.

The second step concerns the student athlete taking illegal com-
pensation during the recruiting process or while in college. Room,
board and tuition are not enpugh for many of these athletes to sur-
vive during college. Even if one qualifies for the full Pell Grant,
total college costs are getting higher every year.

Therefore, I suggest a stipend of $2,000 credit based on financial
need to be granted and administered by the financial aid office of
each institution. The student athlete would receive no cash direct-
ly, but could draw on the fund for a plane ticket home, for a sports
jacket to wear on team trips or for any of the incidental expenses
that normal college students encounter, the Division I men's bas-
ketball tournament to co-finance the program for Division I basket-
ball players. If a student athlete takes any type of compensation
beyond this $2,000 stipend, he would lose the rest of his eligibility.
Athletes are currently given illegal money to play, not to study and
to graduate.

The final step is the disciplinary procedures that are needed out-
side the present structure but with the blessing of the NCAA and
its membership certification or accreditation review of each institu-
tion's athletic department based on graduation rates in NCAA in-
fraction investigation. An outside agency, not the Federal Govern-
ment, either national or regional, as an example, Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and Schools, for example, would review each insti-
tution every 3 years. If the institution is not in compliance with
the standards set, it would lose its accreditation.

The Supreme Court is the third body that keeps the Executive
and Legislative Branches of Government in check. This body would
act likewise. It would take the heat off the NCAA executive admin-
istration as well as the member institutions.

In conclusion, sometimes wo forget that when we talk about
NCAA regulations, we are tali, ing about efforts to protect kids, 18
to 22 year olds, many of whom are from the least advantaged sec-
tors of society. Many, ihrough no fault of their own, are underpre-
pared for college. Many are from families with little experience
with higher education. The reforms I am recommending, which in
fact strengthen rather than weaken the NCAA, are not meant to
exciude these student athletes but to compel schools, high schools
and colleges, to see that they are properly educated. If the NCAA
does not protect them from exploitation, which includes bribing to
attend our schools, from being used up for our profit and then dis-
carded, who will?

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Raveling.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. RAVELING

MT. RAVELING. Thank you.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Could I just interject for 10 secondc and just say

I welcome Coach Raveling here. We go back a long ways. He was
my freshman coach at the University of Maryland, so I still listen
to him very intently.

Thank you.
Mr. RAVELING. And you still need to do a better job rebounding.
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Mr. MCMILLEN. I learned how to pass, though.
Mrs. COLLINS. You may begin now, Coach.
Mr. RAVELING. Madam Chairwoman, members of the subcommit-

tee, my name is George Raveling, and I am the head basketball
coach at the University of Southern California. I have been at USC
for 5 years, and I have coached college basketball for nearly 30
years, and I certainly appreciate the opportunity to appear before
you today to discuss academic performance of the student athletes.

I think that we will all agree that there is a problem, but the
problem is not that too few student athletes graduate from college.
It is that too few students graduate from college, not student ath-
letes, but too few students graduate from college.

Statistics show that only 46.8 percent of all students at NCAA
Division I institutions graduate within 5 years, while 50 percent of
the student athletes graduate. Student athlete graduation rates are
part of a larger problem which colleges and universities should be
addressing.

Li my view, the focus should be on the quality of education we
provide students rather than on graduation rates alune. If we had
paid more attention to the quality of education in America today,
better graduation rates would logically follow.

In fact, the problem starts long before student athletes arrive on
campus. Many of them do not come to college fully prepared. They
do not have the study, the reading, critical thinking or organiza-
tion skills that are essential to academic success. How can we
blame the college for what the high schools and, indeed, elementa-
ry and middle schools have failed to do?

In addition, there is a critical need for greater parental involve-
ment. Not every teacher is a parent, but every parent is a teacher.
The NCAA President Commission's proposal to tighten the academ-
ic requirements for freshmen eligibility and athletic scholarships is
a move in the right direction. It sends a message both to the pro-
spective student athletes and to their high schools that the stu-
dents who plan to go to college and into intercollegiate sports must
be adequately prepared.

Moreover, graduation rates are only a limited indicator of suc-
cess, for a prospective student athlete, whether a university has
made a commitment to educating its student athletes, such as by
providing tutors and academic advisors, is more important than the
percentage of athletes who have graduated.

Other ways in which colleges can address the problem of student
athletes graduation rates is to prepare freshmen athletes for what
they are about to confront. We should use the summer months be-
tween the high school arid college to .,valuate and better prepare
these marginal enrollees to mpete academically.

Participation in such a pre, ratory program even could he a con-
dition for the scholarship. In addition, universities should reward
those coaches whose student athletes achieve academic success
with long-term contracts even if the coach does not have a winning
record.

Finally, we should consider eliminating freshman eligibility and
give students a game.free year in which to focus on academics and
then provide them with 5 years with which to fulfill all of their
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college commitments, curricular and extracurricular. I do not see a
role for the Federal Government in this process.

These changes are ones that must come from within. They
cannot be imposed from without. Moreover, the Federal Govern-
ment has not done a particularly good job as the guardian of educa-
tion. The fact that we pay the mailman more to deliver our chil-
dren's magazines than we do the school teacher to teach that child
how to read that magazine tells me a lot about where our priorities
are in this country today.

At the bottom of the academic performance in graduation rates
of student athletes is a societal problem, and the problem goes
beyond poor preparation for college to the values we teach our
young people today. We must make our students take responsibil-
ity for their own education. We must instill in them the discipline
and the motivation to succeed, and by example, they must learn
that education and personal integrity are more important and en-
during than the money and material possessions.

The NCAA President's Commission proposes to strengthen aca-
demic requirements for the continuing eligibility which will rein-
force the message to the student athlete that they share responsi-
bility with the university to complete their education.

I am deeply concerned about an NCAA finding that over 28 per-
cent of black student athletes at Division I institutions left during
their fourth or fifth year. The President's Commission proposal will
help prevent student athletes from falling too far behind either in
terms of degree requirement or grades.

In summary, I encourage this subcommittee to work together
with all concerned to improve the quality of education we provide
American students. We need to reshape our collective perception so
that universities and coaches are not judged by win and loss
recr-ds alone, but on the achievement of their student athletes in
the classroom, in the community, and in the field of competition.

Thanks for the opportunity to testify before you, and as my two
fellow witnesses here, I would be happy to answer questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Raveling followsl

STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. RAVELING, HEAD BASKETBALL COACH, UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Madam Chairwoman, members of the subcommittee. My name is George Ravel-
ing, and I am head basketball coach at the University of Southern California. I have
been at USC for 5 years, and have coached college basketball for nearly 30 years.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the academic
perfurmance of student athletes.

We all agree that there is a problem. But the problem is not that too few student
athletes graduate from college; it is that too few students graduate from college. At
NCAA Division I institutions, only 46.8 percent of all freshmen who entered in the
fall of 1984 graduated within 5 years. In contrast, recruited student athletes at those
institutions graduated at a rate of 50 percent, according to NCAA statistics. Coaches
are doing a better job of graduating student athletes than our universities are
doing, but clearly there is substantial room for improvement on both fronts.

We should more appropriately be concerned with the dismal graduation rates for
all students, rather than focusing on those for student athletes alone. We must rec-
ognize that student-athlete graduation rates are part of a larger problem, which col-
leges and universities should be addressing. And we must acknowledge that we
cannot quote graduation rates for student athletes without comparing them to the
performance of students as a whole

In my view, the focus should be on the quality of the education we are providing
students, rather than on graduation rates alone. In a sense, graduation rates are a
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smoke screen that diverts attention from the real problem. If we pay attention to
the quality of education, better graduation rates will follow.

In fact, the "problem" starts long before student athletes arrive on campus. Many
E'udent athletes, particularly those from public schools in disadvantaged areas, do
not come to college fully prepared. They do not have the btudy, reading, critical
thinking, and organizational skills that are essential to academic success. How can
we blame the colleges for what the high schools, and indeed the elementary and
middle schools, have failed to do? In addition, I believe there is a critical need for
greater parental involvement. Not every teacher is a parent, but every parent is a
teacher. In fairness, the burden for preparing students for college must be shifted
back to the junior high and senior high schools.

The NCAA Presidents Commission proposal to limit freshman eligibility and ath-
letic scholarships to those high school students who achieve a 2.5 grade point aver-
age in thirteen core subjects is a move in the right direction. It sends a message
both to prospective student athletes and to their high schools that students who
plan to go on to college and intercollegiate sports must be adequately prepared. The
proposal does not take effect until 1996, which provides ample notice to young
people of what is expected of them,

Moreover, graduation rates are only a limited indicator of success, and they are
not meaningful for an individual student. From the perspective of a prospective stu-
dent athlete, whether the college or university has made a commitment to
educating its student athletessuch as by providing tutors, study tables, academic
advisors, and learning centers--is more important than the percentage of student
athletes who have graduated from that institution.

Other ways in which colleges can address the problem of student athlete gradua-
tion rates is to prepare freshman athletes for what they are about to confront. I
believe that there should be better utilization of the time from high school gradua-
tion until enrollment as a freshman in college. We should use these summer months
to evaluate and better prepare these marginal enrollees to compete academically.
Participation in such a preparatory program even could be a condition for receiving
a scholarship. We cannot let lack of adequate preparation and the demands of the
college experience erode the enthusiasm of freshman student athletes.

In addition, university presidents and administrators should reward those coaches
whose student athletes achieve academic success with long-term contracts, even if
the coaches do not have winning records. Many of my colleagues believe that great-
er academic integrity is necessary. But they should not be penalized for emphasizing
academics in tandem with athletics. And finally, we should consider eliminating
freshman eligibility; give students a game-free year in which to focus on academics,
and then provide them 5 years within which to fulfill all of their college commit-
ments, curricular and extracurricular.

Where, you may ask, is the role of the Federal Government in all this? Very
simply, it has no role. These changes are ones that must come from within; they
cannot be imposed from without. Moreover, with all due respect, the Federal Gov-
ernment has not done a particularly good job as the guardian of education. The fact
that we pay the mailman more to deliver our children's magazines than we do the
schoolteacher to teach our children to read speaks directly to the source of' our edu-
cational problems in America.

At bottom, the academic performance and graduation rates of student athletes are
a societal problem, more than an intercollegiate athletics problem. And the problem
goes beyond poor preparation for college to the values we are teaching our young
people. We must make our students, including our student athletes, take responsi-
bility for their own education. We must instill in them the discipline and motivation
to achieve success, and teach them the politics of life. By example, they must learn
that education and personal integrity are more important and more enduring than
money and material possessions.

The NCAA Presidents Commission proposals to strengthen the satisfactory
progress requirements will reinforce the message to student athletes that they share
responsibility with the university to complete their education. I am deeply con-
cerned by the NCAA findings that over 28 percent of black student athletes who
entered Division I institutions in 1984 and 1985 left during their fourth or fifth
years in school. The Presidents Commission has proposed timetables within which
student athletes must complete designated percentages of degree credit require-
ments, from 25 percent by the start of the third academic year to 75 percent by the
start of the fifth. In addition, the Presidents Commission proposes to mandate that
student athletes maintain cumulative grade point averages equivalent to specified
percentages of the average required for graduation as they progress. Together, these
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proposals will go a long way toward preventing student athletes from falling too far
behind, either in terms of degree requirements or level of achievement.

In summary, I encourage this subcommittee to work together with all concerned
to improve the quality of the education we provide American students. We need to
reshape our collective perception so that universities and coaches are not judged on
win/loss records alone, but on the achievement of their student athletesin the
classroom and in their sport.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you. I would be glad to answer
any questions you may have.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
It seems like basketball seasons are getting longer and longer

and that travel is farther and farther and that practices are ex-
tended more and more, and so, Digger Phelps, Mr. Phelps, can you
give us a description of a college basketball player, how many
hours a day he practices, how many days of classes he is likely to
miss during travel, but also tell us whether it is realistic to assume
that he can still find enough time to get an education,

Mr. PHELPS. Well, I think it depends on the coach as well as the
institution, with what criteria they set for their student athletes
based upon the recruiting process, the type of curriculum that stu-
dent athletes may enroll, and what the follow-up procedures may
be.

Under NCAA rul, we are not allowed to start practice until Oc-
tober, then of course upon the completion of your season, you can
go up until that point. Certain schools vary practices. Some coaches
have a morning practice, some coaches have a night practice, some
coaches will practice three times a day. That has happened, but
that is not the case when you take a look at the entire process.

I think most coaches are concerned about the time of student
athletes. I think with what the recruiting committee, George Ra-
veling's committee, has done as well as the NABC, National Asso-
ciation of Basketball Coaches and the recommendation to the 20
nour week will control the student athlete's time.

I think it has been abused, but I think now with the President's
Commission, as well as the blessing of the NABC, as well as the
NCAA, that legislation will come into effect a year from now,
where they be on a 20 hour week, which includes games.

Mrs. COLLINS. Coach Raveling, do you think the season is too
long for practice and for playing games and so forth?

Mr. RAVELING. After being in intercollegiate athletics for 30
years as a basketball coach, I have grown to conclude that the
game is overcoached. There is no question about that. We probably
could afford to spend a lot less itme in practice, in preparation, and
I think the Air Report, which was a report commissioned by the
NCAA, it clearly reveals that from the student athlete's perspec-
tive, there is too much time spent in preparation for competition,
and as a result of that, legislation was passed to scale back the
practical commitment to 20 hours a week, I don't find a particular
problem with that myself because I never came close t /J 20 hours a
week anyway.

Mrs. COLLINS. OK. Coach Phelps, you piqued my interest when
you suggested a stipend of $2,000 credit. I think that many of us
understand that for the athletes who h Ave to be ritther poor that
the littlethe college tuition and the books and other things they
have to have for lab courses and what not that are paid by the uni-
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versity is just fine. But, then, if they don't have any kind of stipend
at all and their parents can't give them any money, and there are
student athletes who are like that, then they have a real hard time
trying to be moral and trying to live with the NCAA rules, and so I
think there is a lot of merit to your $2,000 a year stipend for these
athletes. It is my understanding that those athletes can't currently
receive any kind of stipend from their colleges; is that right?

Mr. PHELPS. That is correct, unless they qualify for the Pell
grant, but they still don't even get the full Pell grant.

Mrs. COLLINS. Is that the fact? That is very, very interesting.
Wouldn't you say that these very stringent rules that are currently
in place would lead to cheating and so forth by the students?

Mr. PHELPS. A lot of things were expressed this morning. I think
a lot of things are related. When you talk about testing, and test-
ing comes up to economics in the neighborhood. Neighborhood in-
cludes the schools. The problem today is not what we are doing in
college sports to me. It is public education when we take a look at
testing, if a youngster is prepared in grammar school, junior high
school, then he or she should have Algebra 1, Algebra 2, geometry
as a third math, should have English Comp 1, 2 and 3, being posi-
tioned so that in their junior year they can review for the SAT.

Under economic situations a lot of students will go out and have
their parents pay for a certain review for a month before they take
an SAT exam. Why aren't we doing that in our public schools in
the beginning of their junior year, so that in May of their junior
year they can test?

Now, when a college recruiter comes in to a low economic situa-
tion and sees the environment, when you talk about what is right
and what is wrong, I feel that since we see the money on one side,
that part of it economically, as far as profits for colleges, then on
the other side of it, we have to update, not just the support system
which that revenue canyou don't need a prep school under the
NCAA.

What we need is our high schools in track, our junior high
schools in track and a support system once that student athlete en-
rolls in that institution that can finance the extra tutorials, the
time spent outside of practice or playing, not just in the classroom,
but outside studying and getting ready for that core curriculum in
the college level, and that needs to be financed, but at the same
time, based on need, you can avoidthe NCAA investigations we
have seen, they all come up to me, plane tickets, cash, spending
money.

If a stipend was there, because the money is there, and based on
need, and it is controlled by the financial aid office, then you are
putting the economic situation in a frame so that the low economic
situation for testing, for schooling, for higher education is in line
with the rest of society. Until we do that with the money that is
there, we are not going in a positive direction.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Tom McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. For the record, Madam Chair, I would just like

to reference something back in the previous panel when I was
asking questions about lobbying. The NCAA lobbies against a lot of
measures that in my view are antithetical for higher education, in-
cluding Representative Towns bill, the student right to no bill.
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Chancellor Turner pointed out that the President's Commission
does not have responsibility for drawing up budgets. I would like
the record to show, it is my understanding that the executive com-
mittee has no Presidential representation, and if I am wrong, I
hope that the NCAA will correct this, but in effect the most impor-
tant area of the NCAA, budgets, the most area of any organization
is budgets.

The Presidents are not in control, not even represented in the
drawing up of what is clearly the priorities of any organization, so
I offer that for the record. Let me ask a couple of questions. All of
you have feelings about the Knight Commission's recommendations
that a 1-year renewable scholarship should be done away with a 5-
year scholarship.

I proposed that in my legislation. I know, Digger, you had a dif-
ferent feeling on that, but are most of you in support of that kind
of concept?

Mr. RAVELING. Tom, I would give you a list of the people on the
executive committee, and they do have a President on there.

Mr. MCMILLEN. They do have a President. OK, I appreciate you
correcting the record on that.

Mr. PHELPS. Tom, you have got to get better counsel.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I was off by one. We will put it that way.
Mr. PHELPS. Remember, Tom, we lost to the Soviets by one back

in 1972.
Mr. RAVELING. All NCAA committees have to have a President

on that.
Mr. MCMILLEN. That is ancient history, Digger, but 12 members

of the executive committee, there is one member of the President,
but the point remains the same. I think what I alluded to earlier,
let's talk about 5-year scholarships. Is that a good idea?

Mr. PHELPS. I personally feel, as I have stated n my presenta-
tion, that if we take a look at the exploitation on the college scene,
the question hasn't been asked. Is there exploitation on the high
school scene? You touched on it earlier this morning. I think t has
seeped in. We are seeing it as college recruiters. We know what
goes on in high schools today.

It is interesting because even in the State of Indiana, to play
high school sports, you need all D's, as in David, to graduate from
high school. I believe, in some States in the Midwest, all you need
is D's, and we wonder why we are not competing in the world
market economically. We have got a lot of 7-ft. players that are in
uniforms, but we forget to ask fundamental questions because they
are standing next to a basket with a basketball. Can they dribble,
pass, shoot?

The answer is you have got to realign the structure to say, well,
you can use that scholarship once that scholarship graduates. That
would put everything in line. It woild afford the high schools to
put the kids in a better position academically.

It would force the admissions office to make a decision, as well as
the support system in that university or college to make sure that
student athlett is on track.

Mr. MCMILLEN. That is a very creative idea. Dr. Lapchickis it
Mr.?
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Mr. PHELPS. We call him Richard. We get nervous when you
start calling educators doctors.

Mr. MCMILLEN. You referenced a bill that I introduced to try to
reward school districts that adopt the 2.0 standard with more
Chapter 1 moneys, kind of carrot approach to this. That ultimately
is very, very important. Would you like to comment on that?

Mr. LAPCHICK. I would agree with what Digger said and that is
that it is at the high school that the greatest problem has devel-
oped, and that is what produces the lack of preparation for the col-
lege student athlete when they get on our campuses.

However, I would strongly agree that we are in a situation where
student athletes are not graduating in 4 years, as a universal phe-
nomenon. as normal students are not graduating in 4 years, so to
expect that student athlete, as I said in my testimony, to graduate
in less -ime than the normal student population is, I think, patent-
ly unfair to the student athlete. So I would definitely suggest the
fifth year.

Mr. MCMILLEN. George, you talked about freshman eligibility.
When I was a freshman we had a freshman team. I could not play
on the varsity. Do you think that is a good idea?

Mr. RAVELING. I have long been an advocate of freshmen being
ineligible. To me it appears to be the most simplistic approach.

As we were preparing, sitting here at the table preparing to
speak, I kind of raised back to that year when you were a fresh-
man at the University of Maryiand, and I wrote down the five in-
coming scholarship players that year.

It was interesting that of the five, one ended up being a lawyer,
one ended up being a Congressman, one ended up being a dentist,
and all five got their degree, and if my memory serves me correct-
ly, there xere no study tables at Maryland in those days. There
was no Wowing.

It is like tell my son, that when I went to Villanova, it had to
be the most naive academic institution in the world, because they
felt if I came there, I came to get a degree, and finish in 4 years, so
they didn't provide me with any tutoring. They didn't provide me
with any study table.

There was nobody seeing if I went to class. They just thought,
lwy, if you come here, you must want to get an education, so let's
get about it, and I agree with the comments that were made earli-
er. I think you have to work at not getting a degree today if you
are a student athlete, and I have said this a number of times on
the campus, that one day the normal student is going to rise up,
and he is going to say, hey, why aren't these same resources being
provided for me? I am paying $26,000 to go to USC. Why aren't
these same resources being provided for me?

I think that the reason you won't have freshmen eligibility is be-
cause you would have to do away with Proposition 48, and there is
too great a commitment being made to Proposition 48, and people
don't want to lose face.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Madam Chair lady.
Coach Phelps, I was very interested in the fact that you indicated

that a scholarship should last for 7 years and that the person
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would not be able to use that scholarship until a period of 7 years.
I must admit that I sort of like that approach, but when I think
about the graduation rateand I just want to say to Coach Ravel-
ing that your statistics are rightyou know, but when you put it
in a different perspective, you find the results are so different.

When you look at the revenue sports and you talk about the
graduation rates, then you have to look at it differently, because
the point is that there is a major difference between football and
basketball in terms of the graduation rate there, in terms of ath-
letes. And when you add tennis and wrestling and badminton and
all the other things into it, then finally, yes, the numbers go up.
But the revenue sports is a very serious problem. I think that that
is really what we are talking about more than anything else.

Of course, we say the student athlete, but we are really talking
about the revenue sports in terms of basketball and football and a
few conferences, baseball. So I just sort of want to make that clear.

Mr. RAVELING. Can I make a comment?
Mr. TOWNS. Sure.
Mr. RAVELING. What I would suggest perhaps might be the focal

word in what you just said is revenue, because they are the reve-
nue-producing sports at the intercollegiate level, but they alsothe
greatest revenue rewards %t the professional level come at those
two sports, too, and I think that that has impacted the graduation
rates, i.e., basketball players going hardship, football players not
dropping out of school at the end of their fourth year of competi .
tion, so that they can now go around to the combines and prepare
themselves for professional football.

I think you might be surprised how many football players don't
attend the second semester of their last year of eligibility, because
they are flying all over the country, trying out for these different
NFL combines. And when you look at the amounts of money that
are being paid today to young people to participate in professional
sports, I think there is an unusual incentive for them not to com-
plete their education.

I will give you a story. I had a coach say to me a couple days
agohe said, you know, when I was assistant coach at Michigan
State, I used to sit around and monitor Magic Johnson when he
was in study table; and he said, one night I told himI said, Ervin,
you know, you have got to really take this stuff seriously, because
you need to get your degree. And he said, is that right, Coach? He
said, well, why do you feel that way, Coach? He said, Ervin, if you
don't get your degree, you are never going to be anything in life;
you are never going to be able to amount to anything.

Well, you know, I think we look at Ervin today, and he did
amount to something. And I think that young people today always
share the conviction that the degree, to them, right or wrongI
don't agree with this, but I think young people today seesome of
them see their mission as professional athletics. And that is why i
brought out the point about values. I think that a lot of these
things start in the home, with the values we teach our children.

Mr. TOWNS. I agree, Coach, that everybody has a sort of responsi-
bility. And I think that it was Coach Phelps who indicated that the
high schools and the elementary schools and, of course, all the way
through, I think they have a responsibility. Of course, the colleges
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and universities have a responsibility. And also pro teams have a
responsibility.

I think that we need to take a look at where we are. This is a
very serious problem, and I think that everybody has to partici-
pate, you know, for it to work.

I noticed thatI keep hearing the theme through there that gov-
ernments should not intervene. Well, I am 3ure that if everybody
was doing what they were supposed to do, government would not
want to intervene. But the point is that as long as we see tax dol-
lars being used and the results of what we are getting, you know, I
think that we would be remiss not to do something.

And I think that, you knowand I can share your concerns, but
the point of the matter is that the only reason NCAA has moved a
little bit is because of our activities on this end. And we would love
for you to clean up your own act.

Mr. PHELPS. Mr. Towns, in answer to the question on the 7 years,
one, if most college students get out between a 5- and 6-year period,
if they do graduate, the reason why it takes that long is because of
economic reasons.

A student athleteeven with room, board, and tuition,.and some
type of support system once they enrollare geared up better, as it
was brought out, than most students, to have the opportunity, in-
cluding summer school, which you are allowed to have room,
board, and tuition paid for under an NCAA grant-in-aid to gradu-
ate within a 4-year or even a 5-year structure.

To carry on from the other thing, when you talk about govern-
ment intervention, I get a little nervous when I see certain cities in
this country who, through economic means, have to cut out funding
for public education. We are seeing extracurricular activities being
cut out of public schools, especially in Chicago, we are seeing
schools close down this year, we are seeing faculty being laid off.
And, you know, if there is a hurricane or that storm that hit here
about 3 a.m. this morning, I guarantee you, if there was damage
and you can clarify me on this if I am wrongbut if there is a tor-
nado or a flood, you would get Federal relief like this.

And we don't give Federal relief to education. If a school looks at
its budget and 50 percent comes from the State and 42 percent
comes from, say, the local community and only 8 percent of the
school budget comes from the Federal Government, in my eyes, it
is time for the Federal Government to up the ante for funding edu-
cation.

So that in a lot of these situations, especially in low economic sit-
uations, the major cities in this country, we need to have education
relief like you have tornado relief, like flood relief. And that is part
of the problem today. What you are seeing in college sports is just
a reflection of education, and until you accept that, the Federal
Government needs that responsibility before they even think about
getting involved with the NCAA.

Mr. TOWNS. I have no problem with that at all, and I agree with
you wholeheartedly. I think the Federal Government has to do
more, as well.

But I think the other thing is that what we are spending, we
want to make sure it is being used properly and effectively. I think
that is also an issue here. And any time you have a university
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where, you know, that we feel that the graduation rates are so low
and people don't know about it, that information is what we are
asking for here, more than anything else, then we are only asking
that the university make certain that the student is aware.

And in the letter of intentas you know, and I don't have to tell
youit binds the student to the university, but not the university
to the student. So, therefore, we are only saying that, in that letter,
all information that student needs should be there.

For instance, if your program is one that 95 percent of the bas-
ketball players graduate, and he is going to play basketball, let him
know that. If it is only 5 percent of the basketball players that get
a degree, let him know that. I think if you are not going to do that,
then the government has to step in and say that everybody has a
right to know.

If airplanes can do it on a quarterly basis, the departure and ar-
rival times, then a university should at least on an annual basis
give the graduation rate.

Mr. RAVELING. Sir, could I ask you a question?
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Lapchick wanted to respond to that before you

asked him your question.
Mr. LAPCHICK. I wanted to make a comment on what Coach Rav-

eling said about Magic Johnson's story, because I think in Magic
Johnson's case, that was a realistic expectation that he had. He
had a very good shot at the pros, but the fact is that according to a
1990 Lou Harris poll of high school students, 44 percent of black
high school student athletes believe that they will pla3r professional
sports, when one in 10,000 will. So the problem isn't really with
Magic Johnson, but all those other young people who might stake
their futures on that fact.

Mr. TOWNS. GOOd point.
Mrs. COLLINS. The ball is in the other court, Coach Raveling. You

can answer the question.
Mr. RAVELING. I guess, as a point of clarification for myself, if a

school graduates 100 percentbasketball at Villanova graduates
100 percent of their playersand Brand X only graduates 50 per-
cent, Trul those two institutions are recruiting my son, what is my
son se, discern from that statistical information? Is he to discern
that if he goes to Villanova, he is going to definitely graduate, be-
cause they graduate 100 percent; and if he goes to Brand X, that he
has a 50 percent less chance of graduating?

Mr. TOWNS. I think the information that he needs to have is the
record of the university, because as you know, when a student is
being recruited, nobody talks about graduation rates; they just talk
about coming in, and I'll make you a pro. You know that as well as
I do, Coach. And there are exceptions to the rule, but I am talking
in most cases.

But I think in the letter of intent that it states in there 5 percent
of the people that come here and play basketball get a degree, and
another letter comes and says, 95 percent of the basketball players
here graduate, then it is up to you and your son and high school
coach and any advisors to take a look at that information and
make an intelligent decision.

I think that I would be honest wish you that, if I saw an institu-
tion that said that 5 percent of the basketball players get a degree,
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I would have some reservations about my son and my daughter
going to that particular institution. But here again, it is only infor-
mation; it is not telling you what you should do. But it is just
making certain that you are aware of what is going on.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TOWNS. Yes, sure, I would be delighted to yield to my col-

league.
Mr. MCMILLEN. On a year-to-year basis, there will be a anoma-

lies in those statistics. Over time, the trend line will be very indica-
tive. If Brand X has a 30 percent record over 10 years and Brand Y
has 100 percent, that will be a very telling message.

On a year-to-year basis, George is absolutely right; those statis-
tics can be misleading. But over timethat is the reason why you
accumulate themyou are comparing apples to apples, in and out.
I think they will send aI think it will be a very, very interesting
statistic to look at.

Every school will have their right to offer extenuating circum-
stances.

Mr. TOWNS. That is what it does.
Do you have any other suggestions about it?
Mr. RAVELING. No. I was just curious as to how my son would

use that information, because I had a suspicion that despite all
that statistical information, he is still going to have to go to school
and perform to his highest

Mr. TOWNS. No question about it. Absolutely, absolutely.
Mr. RAVELING. Regardless of whether he went to the school with

the 50 percent graduation rate.
Mr. TOWNS. I just think if airlines give their arrival and depar-

ture schedules, at least you have the information; and that is all
we are saying.

Mr PHELPS. Does that include sitting on runways waiting to take
off?

Mrs. COLLINS. The time of the gentleman has expired.
I just have a final question or so that I want to ask, and on page

2, Coach Raveling, of your written statement, you raise the ques-
tion, how can we blame the colleges for what the high schools, and,
indeed, the elementary and middle schools, have failed to do?

Well, I don't think it is a matter of blaming the colleges them-
selves, but I think the coaches have a responsibility. If they know
that a student, by looking at his high school record, is performing
at an F level, you know, that coach knows that student is not likely
to be able to complete his academic degree. We know that already.
It is not a matter of assessing blame. It is a matter of the coaches
being more aware and having real concern for the student athlete.

Now, we all understand and we all know that in this country the
sports that bring in the revenue are the ones ti at everybody looks
at. I don't know this, but I assume that the college presidents give
the coaches an OK to bring in the students that they want to have;
and they are the better qualified students who believe that they
are going to become pros and all that. But I think, nonetheless, the
responsibility lies with that college, lies with that coach, to make
sure the kids they are bringing in at least have a fair opportunity
to graduate from college.
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Mr. RAVELING. The recent NCAA, what I would call a recruiting
summit meeting in Kansas City in September, the basketball
coaches advocated a rule change that would preclude student ath-
letes from even taking a visit to a college campus until they had
passed the SAT exam and had a C average in a minimum of seven
core courses. So I really believeand I have said this to Dick
Schultz on a couple of occasionsthat if they let the college coach-
es make the rules, they would be stunned how tough the rules
would be.

I think the college coaches are for tougher rules than people
think that they are. For some reason, we have become an easy
target, the college coaches. But if you look at the recommendations
that college ..;uaches have made the last couple of years in terms of
legislation, it is much harsher than the Presidents Commission or
the faculty reps are making. I think Mr. McMillen would agree
with me on that.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.
Digger?
Mr. PHELPS. Personally, I feel we have got to get the money out

of the game. I think the revenue that has been there the last few
years has put a lot of pressure on administrators to go for the
money. On the other side, you see college presidents talking about,
we want the athlete to be a student athlete.

The coaches are in the middle. They are in a Catch 22 in a lot of
situations. We have built an interesting scenario today in college
sports, especially in Division I men's basketball. I will give you an
example.

Let s assume right now the weekend networks have everything
tied up on Saturday and Sunday. You have got all your games of
the week with ABC, NBC, CBS, ESPN, Sports Channel, Channel 9,
whatever. Now it is Monday night. On Morday night you have got
Big East games going on, Georgetown at Syracuse at 7 o'clock; at 9
o'clock, Indiana is at Michigan. What happens is, a school like
Toledo, University of Toledo, a school like Tulsa, Division I basket-
ball schoolsMissouri Valley goes to the NCAA tournament, the
Mid-American Conference goes to the NCAA tournamentwhat
happens at the end of the season?

Those families that live in Toledo or Tulsa, there may be a home
game that weekCentral Michigan at Toledo, Wichita State is
playing at Tulsa. Now, all of a sudden, here is a family going
through a recession, tough times right now, family of four. If we go
ou+ to the game this week--we are basketball junkies, but it is
going to cost us maybe $50 for tickets, for food, concessions, park-
ing, programs, et ceteraor do we stay home?

I go in the basement on Monday night, watch my games. The
family goes upstairs and watches whatever they want to watch on
networks. Now, at the end of the season, the Athletic Director at
Tulsa, the Athletic Director at Toledo fire their basketball coaches
because of lack of gate receipts.

So when we take a look at where are we going and why, the
coaches are always in the middle of this Catch 22. So when you
look at the type athletes they need to win, when they look at what
is produced over here for revenue, or we look at distribution of
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NCAA Division I basketball receipts, that is a serious, serious prob-
lem.

Until we go back and play for the ring, a championship ring, and
give the money to everybody, force support systems or even schol-
arships in inner-city schools to allow these kids an opportunity to
go to college and not worry about room, board, and tuition, a non-
athlete student, and put the money into education that is needed,
then I still think you are going to see the same problem of how do
we put a Band-Aid on something that needs surgery?

But the NCAA and the college presidents have to take charge,
just like they are in charge of their chemistry department, their
business school; and you put that athletic department with the aca-
demic department.

And as Professor Jan Kemp at the University of Georgia was
fired because she wouldn't change grades of football players in the
early 1970's. She took it to court, the State of Georgia and the Uni-
versity of Georgia. The case was settled out of court, because the
University of Georgia feared losing their accreditation academical-
ly as an institution, based on the Jan Kemp case. That is the case
in a nutshell.

Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Lapchick?
Mr. LAPCHICK. I think one of the problems I have seen in the

years I have been involved in college sports is that we are too will-
ing to talk about blaming coaches or athletic directors when the
blame really goes across the whole system of sport from the time
parents start overemphasizing it with their kids.

It is really time to stop affixing blame and to try to get the re-
sources together that I think we are all talking about to address
the issues and to look at each other, not as antagonists, but people
who are all interested in the same goal; and that is to get the stu-
dent athlete to graduate and to get more students to graduate from
our colleges and universities also.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me just say this, that, you know, everybody
says that they don't think there is a need for Federal involvement
and all of that. But, you see, the fact isas Congressman Towns
pointed outthe Federal Government has been involved. And with
that, I can't help but think of the Grove City decision that said
that athletic departments could discriminate if they didn't receive
any Federal funds, even if the rest of the university did. And we in
Congress had to overturn that.

And so the Federal Government very definitely does have a role
in these cases, and I think, since we often have to intervene, that
those people who are concerned here, who think that the Federal
Government has no role, should be reminded of the fact that that
is what we are all here about, to see to it that things are done
fairly and clearly and that nobody is taken advantage of, et cetera.

And I think that this subcommittee has been very balanced in its
approach to the very many problems that we see with NCAA. And
we are going to continue to have some more hearings in regards to
NCAA, but I am really glad to have the opportunity to have the
witnesses all appear who have appeared so far, and those that we
have scheduled for the fall, to come in and talk to us, because we
do have this involvement.
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Mr. McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thanks. I didn't know whether you were going to

close. I just had a couple more questions.
Mrs. COLLINS. I wouldn't dare.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I wanted to agree with Coach Raveling on the

coaches and the AD's. They can certainly be instrumental in this
reform movement, and they are. It has got to be a kind of partici-
patory process.

I listened to your comments, Digger and Richard, about revenue
distribution should be changed. You said more radically changed. I
think you have made a similar point of pooling some of this money.

My concern is that, since the Supreme Court decision, really the
networks call the shots. They tell youcable guys and networks
tell you what they are going to play. I don't know whether that is
good for higher education. Do you went to comment on this reve-
nue distribution and how it seems like TV has the upper hand
these days?

Mr. PHELPS. I have to go one step further. I think people have
decided what they want to watch. If they didn't want to watch col-
lege football, Division I, or Men's Division I basketball, you
wouldn't see TV involved. So the American people have decided
what they want to do as far as watching a sport on television.

I am not so concerned about the money that is produced there as
if to say, why aren't we taking that money, and I am sure CBS will
tell this to the Division I schools, why aren't you putting it into a
support system, so these kids can graduate in higher graduation
levels? Why aren't we funding situations to create an environment
to bring in that type of student athlete, which we are starting to do
now? This is the first year, I believe, we have finally got legislation
to allow students to come in before their freshman year and get
ready for college campus; and we are funding that under the
NCAA.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Would you be in favor of incentives for Title IX
compliance and academic performance? Would you like to see some
of those as criteria?

Mr. PHELPS. Well, I think when you go into the whole concept of
intercollegiate athletics, sooner or later you have got to draw a line
someplace.

I don't know if we can fund and be competitive, not to win
games, but just to be able to compete, to support teams, the uni-
formed teams, the travel teams, if we have got to go in every differ-
ent direction. I think what comes out of the problems with Title IX
that you are seeing is, how do we equal the budget.

Therefore, when you equal budgetslet's say we have four men's
sports, four women's sportsthen maybe the numbers should be
smaller, of equality in that direction, rather than trying to go 20
women's sports and 20 men's sports. We can't fund that. So then
maybe we have to cut back and make the other sports club sports.
But if there is equality there, I have no problem with that.

I think what the problem is, Tom, when all of a sudden you see
revenue-producing sports trying to support 26 other sports, and ev-
erybody wants to be equal to the revenue-producing sports. Well,
the American people who watch or show up for gate receipts,
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which happen to be men and women, have made that decision. So I
think that is where the Catch 22 is in that direction.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Richard, you have done a lot of work on that.
What are your thoughts?

Mr. LAPCHICK. I was very disappointed in the way the revenues
were distributed after the NCAA came up with that formula. I
thought there was an enormous amount of differential directions
that they could have gone.

You may recall I proposed it in front of a committee that you did
a couple of years ago, an academic superfund where we would actu-
ally tax people who go to games, a 1 percent tax on ticket sales
that would net $3.3 billion a year, a simple 1 percent tax that
would cost the consumer about 10 cents a ticket on average to
come in. And that could fund all the things that we have been talk-
ing about here.

I think thatand that is what I mean by sharing and getting
people together. We benefit as fans, television networks benefit, the
sports industry benefits. Everybody benefits except the student ath-
lete in some cases. And we have got to put in programs and re-
sources to make sure that they are coming out of our educational
systems with resources that they are going to need to live a full
life.

Mr. MCMILLEN. As I am sure you are aware, the IRS is beginning
to look on taxing scholarships, taxing kids, taxing student athletes.
Do you think that is a good idea for the IRS to tax student ath-
letes?

Mr. PHELPS. No, I don't thinkpersonally, I don't think--then
you are going to tax even the person in the band, tin person that
got a chemistry scholarship. They are not in a position to be taxed.
Let's be honest and fair about that.

I think when you are putting someone--if anything, I want to
see more tax relief for capital funding for education, for Federal
tax on corporate profits. We have got to fund education. If you take
a look at education, it is very simpleno nvtter if it is at the
higher level, secondary, primary, even Head Siartit comes down
to discipline in curriculum, the first problem; it comes down to fac-
ult:i , second problem. The third problem is funding and the fourth
problem is the comn unity commitment or the neighborhood com-
mitment, even if it is i college or campus.

We put those four 1-1ings in line, we are fine. We have got to
allow more tax relief this country for capital gains, for educa-
tion, for income tax fo, education, for any type of funding where
corporations can get invc'ved, th.) private sector, to fund education.

We are behind. College . ports is just a reflection of it. Until we
put all those things in order, I don't think the Federal Govern-
ment, as well as State and local governments, are going to under-
stand the real neivAities in education.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Any other comments on that, my last point?
All right. Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Just one quick question, Madam Chairlady.
You know, Richard, you didn't mention it, but others mentioned

that you really feel sort of strongly that the Federal Government
should not be involved in this process. And I have sort of heard it
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from you and also hes.rd it earlier this morning from the other
panel members.

Then if the Federal Government is not involved, you know, how
do you think we can change? What do we need to do to change it,
because you kne- r as well as I do, there are some things that are
going on that ju l.A. ahould not go on when we talk about in terms lf
the situation that surfaced up in Syracuse where two roommates,
one now signed a pro contract and went back to visit his roommate
and said, I know that you are not doing well because you and I suf-
fered here for 3 years together, and now I am making big money.
Take $500, buy yourself a Coke or a soda and get yourself a pack of
Nabs, or whatever, a candy bar.

All of a sudden, a big issue was made. So I am saying, when you
see this kind of thinking going onand then, of course, that is a
violation of the rule, this, 92, 95, and this kind of thingwhen you
see all this, it reverses the fact of all the other problems we have
that you pointed out so eloquently this morning.

How do we turn this around? How do we move in a different di-
rection if the Government is not going to give you a hand?

Mr. RAVELING. I think that, first of all, these hearings have cre-
ated meaningful dialogue. I think that they have changed the focus
of America as it related to intercollegiate athletics. I think it has
brought about a greater awareness within the body of the NCAA. I
believe that, as an organization, we have come a long way.

I think that we have new leadership in Dick Schultz. I think he
has a great sensitivity to what the problems are. I think that he
has spent more time than any administrator I have known in my
30 years of intercollegiate athletics out in the marketplace, trying
to identify what the problems are and what the possible solutions
are.

I think that we have far more special interest groups in the
NCAA than we have ever had beforeas an example, the Knight
Commission, the Presidents' .;lommission. If you were to study the
legislative trail that it takes to get legislation passed in the NCAA
today, you would realize how many special interest groups there
are. And I do think we are going about it in an intelligent and
meaningful way, of trying to eradicate some of these problems.

I guess what we are saying to you is that we appreciate the at-
tention that you are bringing to the problems, and we appreciate
the fact that you are pointing them out to us. But what I think we
are really saying to you is to give us soiae time to try to work them
out. I guess what we are saying to you is that if you look over the
last 5 or 6 years or however long Dick Schultz has been in office,
that there are overt signs of change and that there will continue to
be overt signs of change. And what we are saying is that we think
that we can work our own problems out without having a commu-
nity neighborhood organization come in and try to tell my family
how to put my house in order.

Now, if we demonstrate the inability to do that, then I think that
we have to suffer the consequences. But I, for oneand I think
there are many, mai) ; people in the NCAA who would share my
conviction that whh 'ck Schultz's leadership, these problems are
going to solve thems:.ves, and they are going to solve themselves
in a very rapid manner.
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Mr. PHELPS. Personally, I agree with everything that Coach Rav-
eling has said. I think we are aware of the problem. I think there is
action being taken to resolve some of these problems. Personally, I
would like to see stiffer penalties for those in violation of problems.

I think when SMU was hit with the death penalty back in the
early 1980's ane destroyed their football program, maybe even de-
stroyedand I say maybe even destroyed the Southwestern Confer-
ence in football, I think that is needed.

I think where there is discipline and tough discipline, I think
people fall in line. You tell a kid, you take pay, you can't play. He
is going to lose his eligibility. Well, he is going tobut give him
something so he can at least have means to survive economically in
college. Now while he is there.

See, I believe in the John Edgar Widemans from the University
of Pennsylvania who was a black Rhodes scholar, who captained
the Pena basketball team in 1963. I believe in a Bill Bradley who
went to Princeton and got the degree and turned down a scholar-
ship to go to Duke because he wanted to be in a position to qualify
to be a Rhodes scholar.

Well, you can do both, and I think we can sell both. I think the
NCAA is geared to do both. All we need to do is to put these action
plans in quickly. I think the presidents at the last NCAA conven-
tion made a big impact. I think this January you are going to see
even a better impact.

Now the college presidents are involved. They can be the su-
preme court. Let them control the machine. I think you can be
guidelines in the background. I think if the NCAA says we think
there is illegal money in that home, then allow the IRS to go in
and tap that resource to see where they are hiding the money if
that is the case. That is where they don't have the super power in
these cases, when you talk about due process.

But when it comes to education, I think it is a national problem.
It is at an all-time low. When have you thought that you would see
schools shut down and teachers laid off? We are hearing about ex-
tracurriculars being cut out, but now we are shutting students
down, putting one teacher, 80 students and cutting out funding for
school facilities. That is not going to work.

And we take a look with a vision for the year 2000, 2010. It is up
to Congress to get our educational structures in neighborhoods
back home where those people who voted for you, so you are into
your education nut core, and you will find that half the problems
you are voting on for here in Congress, maybe more than half, are
all education related.

We are just in higher education. The issue is where is the disci-
pline for exploitation in high schools? What is going on in junior
high schools or grammar schools or why aren't we really funding
Head Start the way we should to give these kids a chance and let's
head start America.

You put those kids in line from 4 to 14 and in high school make
them all take five courses, of which four have to be core courses.
Now you have got better citizens to do an electrical engineer or to
do as an electrician.
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But let's educate America. And I think you will see that higher
education will fall in line, of which intercollegiate athletics is just
a part of that.

Mr. TOWNS. Let me just add, because I know my time has ex-
pired, let me just add that I share your concerns and respect for
Dick Schultz. I think that he is a very capable, very competent
person, and I think he has done a lot of good things.

The reason we have not doP.e more here is because of Dick
Schultz, and I want you to know that. But we are concerned by the
fact that it is not moving fast enough.

Thank you, Madam Chairperson.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much. I tell you, this has been a

wonderful panel, as has been the one before it. And I think that
you have given us a great deal to think about, that your testimony
will be reviewed by all of us, and we want you to know that we
certainly appreciate your giving of your time, all of you, and for
you postponing your time over at the White House, Digger.

And with that this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
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INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS
Historicalij Black Colleges and Universities

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND
COMMERCE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, CONSUMER

PROTECTION, AND COMPETITIVENESS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:16 p.m., in room
2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Cardiss Collins (chair-
woman) presiding.

Mrs. COLLINS. Good afternoon. This hearing of the Energy and
Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and
Competitiveness continues today into college athletics, focusing on
the role of Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Our past
hearings have highlighted a number of troubling aspects of college
sports, particularly the failure of many student athletes to receive
a real education.

Our hearings also have reviewed particular troubles facing Afri-
can-American student athletes, whose graduation is one-half that
of white athletes. Historically Black Colleges and Universities con-
tinue to provide blacks with the majority of undergrad degrees.

At our first hearing I noted that college sports have become big
business. A review of the papers this past week gives us ample re-
minders of this fact: Notre Dame opened its football season armed
with a $38 million contract from NBC; the College Football Asso-
ciation, composed of the Nation's largest and most powerful foot-
ball teams, opened its season with a $175 million contract from
ABC; USA Today reported that checks this year from the NCAA
from its $1 billion basketball deal with CBS will provide Big Ten
colleges with $705,000 each and Big Eight schools with $541,000
each.

At the same time, Historically Black Colleges and Universities
have not been sharing at all in this new wealth. As Commissioner
Free's testimony points out, after the NCAA was barred from nego-
tiating on behalf of all colleges or football, the College Football As-
sociation swallowed up nearly all of the money.

Historically Black Colleges and Un'versities have all but disap-
peared from television, with occasional appearances on BET,
ESPN, and local cable companies. Virtually no attention is paid by
the networks. When our witness, Coach Gaines, won his 800th
game, no network was there to highlight it. In fact, none of the
major networks accepted our invitation to appear here and explain
their actions.
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While some would contend that the ever-increasing monopoliza-
tion of television revenues by large powerful schools merely re-
flects marketplace decisions, this is not entirely true. Many football
classics between Historirnlly Black Colleges and Universities have
drawn crowds 9f 60,000 and 70,000. Corporations have strong eco-
nomic interests for commercial sponsorship of these events.

Not only could the networks be doing more; so could the NCAA.
The NCAA includes within its contract with CBS, mandates that
the network televise women's basketball, gymnastics and swim-
ming. It should include a provision for black college sports as well.
Some NCAA rules, like the play-in rule for its basketball tourna-
ment and restrictions on games, actually increase difficulties for
Historically Black Colleges and Universities to receive exposure.

As our witness Charles Farrell points out, providing enhance-
ment to programs at black colleges will have an impact well
beyond those institutions. With Historically Black Colleges and
Universities better able to compete for athletes through increased
exposure, predominantly white institutions will be forced to im-
prove their academic treatment of student athletes.

Let me repeat what I pointed out at our last hearing. Our exami-
nation of college sports is intended to improve the quality of educa-
tion for athletes and non-athletes at our Nation's colleges and uni-
versities. All of our respected witnesses have much to say on this
particular issue.

College sports is a big business with big money and the potential
to do great good. But 'colleges are educational institutions, not just
big businesses. When business goals and market considerations
affect their jobs as educators, college leaders, and possibly Con-
gress, must step in to redirect that effort. For example, recent alle-
gations that a star football player at Ohio State was being pushed
away from his educational pursuits in biology into weaker courses
for the sake of football practices ought to give all of us great con-
cern.

College sports can certainly enhance the role played by our His-
torically Black Colleges and Universities, but they are being kept
from sharing in the increased resources being made available. We
have to find solutions, not excuses, for the problem.

Mr. McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
We meet today to consider problems faced by athletes, athletic

departments, college and university presidents at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities. This is the subcommittee's third
hearing on college athletics and the NCAA, but the first to focus
on exclusively black institutions.

I commend you, Madam Chairwoman, for your leadership in
bringing these issues to the attention of this subcommittee and the
American people. I would especially like to welcome today's wit-
nesses, and extend a welcome to Coach Clarence Gaines, better
known in the world of basketball as "Big House." Coach Gaines is
a fellow North Carolinian who spent 46 years at Winston-Salem
State University. With one exception, Coach Gaines has won more
basketball games than any coach in college athletics and has
brought great distinction to our State of North Carolina, and we
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are very proud of his accomplishments and the accomplishments of
Winston-Salem State.

As we have learned in our previous hearings, collegiate athletics
is big business. Today, we will examine the distribution of the reve-
nues generated and the extent to which Historically Black Collegc,s
and Universities share in those revenues or fail to share in those
revenues. We will discuss the difficulties facing athletes at these
institutions in terms of curriculum, graduation, post-graduate edu-
cation, and career opportunities.

There are approximately 99 Historically Black Colleges and Uni-
versities in the United States. These institutions enroll approxi-
mately 16 percent of all black college students. And we have a no-
table such institution in my own district, Johnson C. Smith Univer-
sity, which has been rendering outstanding service to our commu-
nity and the Nation since 1867. The importance of the contribution
made by these colleges and universities cannot be everstated.

I look forward to working with today's witnesses, and with you,
Madam Chairwoman, to ensure that the integrity of the academic
and athletic programs at these institutions will be preserved and
strengthened today and in the future.

Thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you. Mr. Tom McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you, Madam Chair, and let me thank you

for holding these hearings and commend you once again for your
leadership on these issues related to higher education. And I think
these hearings have gone a long way to improving the educational
experience of individual student athletes as well as showing us the
ways to bolster the integrity of our colleges ald universities.

Today, I am pleased that we can focus on college sports at His-
torically Black Colleges and Universities, and, as has been noted, a
very large percentage of African-Americans enrolled in higher edu-
cation attend these institutions. The situation of African-American
athletes has been of interest to me for some time, not only during
my days as an athlete, but as a Member of Congress as well.

One of the most disturbing areas about the subject is the rate by
which African-Americans graduate. Even the most recent surveys
shows that the athletes graduate at half the rate of white athletes.
I think this has led to the impression, right or wrong, that many
African-American athletes are exploited for their skill. There are
stories of students spending their entire college years without the
right type of assistance they need to find a job after c ;llege and
build a career.

I am certainly looking forward to today's panelists to see what
they view wa3 the primary problems among African-American stu-
dent athletes and their suggestions for dealing with them. I am
also interested in your views on the overall revenue distribution in
college sports today and which is derived nationally from college
sports.

As you know, Madam Chair, I have introduced legislation in the
Congress which would institute reform in intercollegiate athletics
and would distribute the pool of money on a much more egalitarian
basis. As you know, since the NCAA lost its antitrust exemption
the networks are calling the shots, and believe me, they are calling
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a lot more big-time jump shots than they are educational shots and
broad-based kind of shots that they should be doing.

The real issue here, and I think you alluded to it in your state-
ment, is are we dealing with commercial enterprises on our collEge
campuses, is that the direction we want to head to as a country, or
are we talking about educational enterprises? Under my proposal it
is very possible that Historically Black Colleges and Universities
that are members of the NCAA would receive a greater share of
the profits from intercollegiate athletics.

My legislation is also aimed at helping economically disadvan-
taged students by offering a tax-free stipend to student athletes.
Currently, the NCAA's rules prevent student athletes from receiv-
ing any outside compensation. In many respects, these kids go to
college and they are almost forced into pleas of poverty to play col-
lege sports. My bill would allow up to $300 per month to be paid
athletes on a need-only basis.

As you may know, a recent survey by the College Football Asso-
ciation, the CFA, revealed that 37 percent of the athletes them-
selves polled felt they needed a stipend in addition to the need-
based Pell Grant, that they couldn't live on their scholarship.

Madam Chair, as you know, I have been very active in these
reform issues and have been critical of the NCAA's reluctance to
develop a new model for college sports. My concern not only is that
the continuing scandals in college sports degrade the integrity of
higher education, but also that we are losing sight of the needs of
student athletes. These young men and women are not cheap labor
designed to fill arenas and entertain cheering crowds for 4 years,
and fill the pockets of adults. They are at college to prepare for the
years ahead.

I am hopeful today's hearing will illuminate some of the ways to
address this concern and help us balance academics and athletics
in the institutions of higher learning.

Again, I thank you.
Mrs. COLLINS. I thank the gentleman, who certainly has been at

the forefront of this issue and has been doing a tremendous job on
it not only in this subcommittee but through other avennes of get-
ting exposure to the problem that exists there.

Mr. Bruce.
Mr. BIWCE. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I thank you for

having this hearing. I represent a large Big Ten school in the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and I appreciate your ongoing interest in student
athletes.

There are large sums of money that is involved in the whole
question of college athletics. The pressure to perform is tremen-
dous, and there is a great deal more pressure probably to perform
on the field than there is to perform in the classroom, and I hope
that we can understand better why that is. I also would like to in-
vestigate, as you would, the coverage of Historically Black Colleges,
why the television networks have not covered them as significantly
as other universities. I would like to hear the reasons for that, and
I look forward to the hearings to help us answer some of those
questions.

T112 -1,. you very much, Madam Chairwoman.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Our first panel will be Dr. Fred Humphries, who is
the president of Florida State A&M University in Tallahassee; Mr.
Clarence Gaines, Sr., will be next. He is the coach at Winston-
Salem State; and Mr. Kenneth A. Free, who is the commissioner of
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference in Greensboro, North Caroli-
na.

Why don't we begin with you, Mr. Free?

STATEMENTS OF KENNETH A. FREE, COMMISSIONER, MID-EAST-
ERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE; CLARENCE E. GAINES, COACH,
NORTH CAROLINA A&T UNIVERSITY; AND FREDERICK S. HUM-
PHRIES, PRESIDENT, FLORIDA STATE A&M UNIVERSITY

Mr. FREE. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, for having us here. I
will just have a brief statement to make basedwith the paper
that I sent in, I don't want to read that. But we are happy to
report that we are representing nine historically black schools with
fine athletic programs.

Being a commissioner, of course, with this conglomerate, we find
ourselves faced with the same econormc problems trying to market
these schools to create the type of dollars that it takes to build the
athletics programs so that you can be in the mainstream. We find
it very difficult. But then we also find that being a member of the
NCAA we make certain types of rules, and being a member it
makes it very difficult to adhere to some of the things that causes
some of the other programs to grow.

One of the things that I am hoping that it is being focused on
that I think that the committee should be aware of, the historically
black schools have done a tremendous job in attempt;ng to educate.
The reform that is going on in college athletics today, it applies.
But at least we should be recognizing that the fact that our pri-
mary mission is to educate, and we have put that before athletics.

I have always felt that we should be a model, if publicity would
lend itself to us, for the whole country on how we attemptnot
only do we educate students and student athletes, we are required
to take the underachiever and try to mold him into a good citizen,
athletics being just a part of that whole process. I think that some
of the things, besides the money that is being generated in college
athletics, that historically black schools have focused on is develop-
ing the whole student; and, if we would just be credited with doilig
this, and maybe not so much as providing us with a bigger piece of
the economic pie because of our minority status, but reward us for
doing a good job in educating and providing good citizens in this
country.

So, basically, my approach to the testimony today would be to
answer, or direct questions or whatever. But to summarize it, we
just believe that there should be a bigger piece of the action, more
value, more availability to expose our programs by way of televi-
sion or whatever means.

One other thing I might mentioneconomically, shoulder pads,
if you will, or whatever, cost the same thing for our football play-
ers as they do at some of the larger institutions. And, of course, we
have been forced to subsidize some of our programs, to travel all
over the country to market our programs in what we now call clas-
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sics. There are some 37 football classics al! over the country, play-
ing out of our geographic regions just to generate some types of
funds, because of some promoters that want to promote black col-
lege sports.

And, if we could just depend on our neighbors, maybe, or some of
the larger institutions to consider in our communities to play or to
participate in some type of game close by that would help us gener-
ate funds, we would be welcome to that.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Free follows:]

STATEMENT OF KENNETH A. FREE, COMMISrAONER, MID-EASTERN ATHLETIC
CONFr:9r.NCE

Thank you for inviting me to appear before your committee. I feel honored to be
here. For tilt. last 14 years, I have served as the Commissioner of the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC), which was founded in 1970, and now has nine member
institutions which lre the following: (1) Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona Beach,
FL; (2) Coppin State College, Baltimore, MD; (3) Delaware State College, Dover, DE;
(4) Florida A&M Unoersity, Tallahassee, FL; (5) Howard University, Washington,
DC; (6) Maryland Eastern Shore University, Princess Anne, MD; (7) Morgan State
University, Baltimore, MD; (8) North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro,
NC; and (9) South Carolina State College, Orangeburg, SC.

We are classified as Division I in basketball and Dlivision I-AA in football under
the NCAA. Seven member institutions field football teams, and all nine member in-
stitutions participate in basketball with a combined student enrollment for 911 nine
member institutions for the 1991 school year of 45,000 students. Since joining the
MEAC, I have had the opportunity to serve on the following national athletic orga-
nizations as an officer: the NCAA Executive Committee; the University Commission-
ers Association; the NCAA Committee on Basketball Issues; the National Associa-
tion of College Directors of Athletics Executive Committee; the Collegiate Commis-
sioners Association; the professional Sports Liaison Committee; and the NCAA
Men's Division I Basketball Committee,

Despite all the national contact over the past 14 years, I have found it very diffi-
cult to market the MEAC and its members because of the dominance and power of
larger conferences and institutions. Their influence with television, advertisers, and
major sponsors have steadily hampered our promotional endeavors.

Before I go into a lot of facts and figures, I have served for 5 years on the NCAA
Men's Division I Basketball Committee and I have seen an increase of revenue-
making ventures by the larger institutions which has drastically reduced the state
of black college sports economics. I could not share any other better example than
the September 5, 1991 article in the Washington Post newspaper entitled "Notre
Dame's Golden Season" subtitled, "Fighting Irish Football Return Pumped Up by
Breakaway TV Contract."

The article went on to say, "In an era when most schools are slashing budgets and
eliminating teams, Notre Dame has a 5-year, $38 million-plus television contract
with NBC. That deal, announced on February 5, 1990 touched z-,it a searing storm
of criticism, particularly from Notre Dame's fellow members in the 63-School college
Football Association (CFA), which had negotiated its own network and cable con-
tracts ($210 million from ABC and $140 million with ESPN).

Ironically, one of the most vocal critics was Georgia athletic director, Vince
Dooley, whose own school and Oklahoma had helped pave the way for Notre Dame's
defection B filing suit in a 1984 case that stripped the NCAA of its power to negoti-
ate the college football television package said Dooley. Said Dooley, "I wasn't sur-
prised by this, I was shockedgreed and ultimate greed. That's the reaction I'm get-
ting from people." The president of Notre Dame, Rev. Edward A. Malloy said, "The
primary reason I approved the NBC contract was that it would allow us to substan-
tially increase the resources for financial aid, and the majority of it would be target-
ed to students from the socio-economic backgrounds, many of them minorities."

Please let me provide yeu with a little history, and you can make your own deci-
sion. Is the decision to help minorities, or is the motivating factor money? The same
as other CFA members simply put greed and ultimate greed."

In 1982, there were nine Division I-AA football conferences representing 78 insti-
tutions and there were 11 independent institutions for a combined total of 89 insti-
tutions competing under the NCAA umbrella, Two of the Division I-AA conferences,
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represented historically black institutions. The Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
"MEAC" and Southwestern Athletic Conference "SWAC", with a combined total of
15 institutions playing football as Division I-AA member institutions. One exception,
Tennessee State University, is the only historically black institution in a predomi-
nately white athletic athletic conference which has 80 members.

In 1982, Division I-AA institutions received $5 million for regular season appear-
ances and $750,000 additionally for semi-final and championship play-offs and play-
off games. Through the 1982 NCAA formula, the nine I-AA conferences each were
worth $620,000 per appearance. This was the same amount paid to Division IA
schools for regional telecasts.

Television shares for Division II schools amounted to $520,000 in play-off money.
Forty-five thousand dollars was paid Division II schools for four regular season ap-
pearances. For championship competition, Division III members received $150,000
and $22,500 for four regular season under the old NCAA formula in 1982.

In the 1983 football season, teams in Division IA received $54.6 million in televi-
sion revenues. In 1982 the pay-off for 83 schoolsincluding the College Football As-
sociation "CFA" which has 60 IA members (all predominately white institutions),
PAC 10 and Big 10 amounted to $53.3 million of $54.6 allocated to Division IA mem-
bers. In 1983, revenue for Division I-AA was $6.4 million for regional television. It is
more important to note that under the old NCAA program, only Division IA schools
made national television appearances. The only exception was Grambling and
Morgan State in 1970, which is the only national network telecast that has ever in-
volved two historically black colleges.

In conclusion, our smaller colleges and universities sorely miss the network's lu-
crative revenue plan that was enjoyed in the early 80's. Mthough we appreciate oc-
casional television appearances on BET, ESPN, and other local independent cable
outlets the revenue gained from those telecasts does not come close to what a na-
tional NCAA sharing plan would produce.

if the major universities would schedule us in football (particularly those in our
communities and State), our attendances would increase and our gates could
produce more revenue to support the athletic programs. Plus, such a contest could
possibly dictate a network television opportunity.

In that same vein, the majors do schedule us in basketball, but only if we play at
their home arena or a neutral site. And though our institutions receive reasonable
monetary guarantees to travel, they do not get the chance to hnst those larger, well-
known schools which would not only paiduce must of the same gate receipts, but
would give our members a "showcase" game on campus.

Finally, please be reminded that alumni, fans and supporters of NCAA Division I-
AA football, purchase the same products manufactured by the sponsors and adver-
tisers who spend the huge dollars to be a part of the larger collegiate athletic pro-
grams.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me say that I neglected to mention at the
outset of the hearing that we will operate under the rules of the
House of Representatives, and by that I mean that each witness is
given 5 minutes to give his or her testimony, or to summarize it,
and then, of course, we have the question-and-answer session which
is also in 5 minutes.

Now, you haw.: not used your 5 minutes. Did you hear what I
said about the 5-minute rule? Good. Most of you who are here
know about the 5-minute rule. I just wanted to make sure that that
was understood by our witnesses who may not have had the oppor-
tunity to testify before.

You haven't used up your 5 minutes yet.
Mr. FREE. But I am through.
Mrs. COLLINS. But you are available for questions, which is fine.
We are going to go now to you, Coach Gaines. You may give your

testimony at this point in time.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE E. GAINES
Mr. GAINES. Thank you, Madam Chairperson. I am honored to be

here. I actually presend two documents to you, and as I look
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through the more humorous and lengthy one, it exceeded 5 min-
utes. So I am going to junk that and give you a summary.

Mrs. COLLINS. Well, let me say this. If you like, you can submit
your entire testimony. Your written testimony will be a part of the
record, and your oral testimony will aiso be a part of the record.
You are covered both ways.

Mr. GAINES. OK. Thank you.
First of fill, what are my qualificatims to add anything to this

dialogue? The adage "Where one stands on an issue depends on
where one has been walking and sitting" is quite apropos to my ex-
periences for the position I take on the matters before us.

I am 68 years old, and when I count my own collegiate days as
an athlete I have spent exactly 50 years in the vineyard. Four of
those years were at Morgan State, 46 at Winston-Salem State.
Truth be told, if I incl.ide my boyhood days in Kentucky's colored
school in Paducah, it becomes more a reality to say that I have
spent all of my life in and around such institutions. Thus, my posi-
tions are born of total immersion, and I must have it known imme-
diately that I am settled personally and professionally, with both
feet on the ground. For me, this is neither speculation or guess-
work, What I have to say is rooted in real experiences, real joys
and pains, and real visions and faith in the progress of athletics as
a reflection of larger societal problems and prospects. I also have
the dubious distinction of having won more college ballgames than
any coach in history but one individual, Adolph Rupp.

The whole matter brings to mind a humorous ditty: A salesman
sitting in the parlor waiting for the lady of the house to discuss a
sales proapect was attracted to peanuts in a nearby dish. Falling to
temptation, he reluctantly took one. Not able to eat just one, before
he knew it he had consumed the whole bowl. Sheepishly and with
mj.ch embarrassment, he admitted his greed when the lady en-
tered the room. She said, "Ah, don't fret. I've already licked all of
the chocolate off of these already."

Like that lady, over the past half century I have licked and sa-
vored the sweet taste of amateur athletics long before it became big
businessa sale. And the subject before us, for me, is a bittersweet
debate for I cannot realistically blame the major programs who are
now not only enjoying more than the lion's share of the benefits,
leaving me and my peers in black colleges little more than shells
and crumbs. Mind you, I do not disparage the courageous young
men and women who are "in the bowl," but the fact of the matter
remains that in black colleges we are now figuratively and literally
playing on a different field.

Exactly what is the problem? Stripped of its theoretical and
sugar-coated gloss, the problem is but an extension of all those
social contradictions attendant to the integration in American soci-
ety. Through most of my life as an athlete, coach, athletic director,
and activist in my community, those of us who are black hinged
our bets and made our positions from the seats of the victims. We
argued for a society where our color would not victimize us or be
used by the larger institutional society to discriminate against us
or deny us access to all that this great country has to offer.

As one pundit put it, we bargained with society in exchange for
entry into the mainstream. This mode of the bargainer rested on
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the idea that in hopes of receiving full rights we would be required
to give up certain things. On the other hand, we often took the
mode of the challenger, one who says, "I dfm't think the playing
field is level," and you, the larger white society, must prove to me
or to us that it isn't.

The hitch, of course, is that blacks as a group succeed, for the
most, when they challengechallenging works best for the collec-
tive, while bargaining seems to work best for individuals. So, while
these two modes have gotten us to where we are, this committee
finds itself addressing an area that is not confined to the arenas
and playing fields of our country. Rather, it is a larger societal
issue.

In fact, looking back over the ups and downs and the long haul
of my life through the major social changes in America in the
arena of race relations, personallythis in good EnglishI ain't
done too bad. I, personally, have come a long way, but I am still
behind the line of scrimmage. But my institution and our athletics
programs now find ourselves disadvantaged by the very racial
progress that we all said that we wanted.

What exactly can be done? Once again, when stripped of the
veneer and words that make this complicated debate politically pal-
atable, the real frameworks and solutions like in that dreaded area
of defending or denying whether some version of quotas or affirma-
tive action, applied here at institutional levels, is the answer to our
dilemma. Aren't we, after all, talking about competitiveness?

I would never want to be among those who would, by inference,
argue that black folk and black institutions are in a better competi-
tive position when we link our progress and individual and collec-
tive power to our status as victimsbeggars. I have always taught
my student athletes to be self-sufficient, to practice discipline, and
to live their lives so that they would be judged by the content of
their character. I live myself and have taught about hard work,
knowing right from wrong, and I loathe what government welfare
does to the human spirit and the value of competition. I also loathe
slothfulness and dependency. I firmly believe that government
intervention can sometimes prevent and hinder the development of
personal responsibility and development.

But that does r\ot always apply when we consider the status of
far too hiany of our citizens. In this case, most athletics and other
programs at Historically Black Colleges and Universities are not
related as caire and effect to the belief held by many of our people
and our institutionsthey believe that many of our institutions
aren't working hard enough or that black people and institutions
like mine lack institutional discipline or that we don't know how to
play the game. Far from it. We simply throw out the baby with the
dirty water when we supposedly cleanse ourselves, as a society,
from the dirt inherent in State-enforced segregation. In the shower-
ing process, the cleansing rituals of the past quarter century, we
have found no way politically to maintain publicly supported, race-
based institutional formatsthe black colleges, in this caseand at
the same time convince ourselves that such institutions could, like
individuals, take their wares on the open market and compete
equally.
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I have intentionally raised more questions than I intend to make
an attempt to answer. What I hope I have done is to take the risk
to bring to the attention of the committee some of the real and
harder choice aspects of this debate. Where we are in this dilemma
is an outcome of choices made earlier on. Where we go will also be
a function of brave men and women moving on the knowledge that
we can and must see the value of Historically Black Colleges in
this pluralistic society and do what must be done to maintain and
strengthen them. And, sports is a real part of the game. Let the
games begin anew. We need some new rules and level playing
fields.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gaines followsd

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE E. GAINES, COACH, NORTH CAROLINA A&T UNIVERSITY

Thank you for this opportunity to appear today to express my views on the cur-
rent subject under consideration.

I pondered long and hard for my own contribution to this debate. What I wanted
to say in the short time allotted me for testimony was not coming easy.

The other night, while thinking this over at a time quite past the hour this old
man usually retires, my weary eyes were caught by the introduction, performance
and ovation to B.B. Kingthe king of the blueson Carson's Tonight Show. I
mused curiously as the flamboyant though folksy king stepped into the dazzling
light of the jazzy, modernistic, stylish set to unleash his standard "Everyday I have
the Blues." The lights bounced off his guitarwhich was equally festooned with
high-tech acoustically-enhanced gadgets that reflected with the Tonight Show band's
glitter and pizzazz. Carson and Ed McMahon joined the standing ovation at the final
chord, as the predominately white audience reacted with fanatical "more ... more .
. . more" B.B., I thought, was in the big time. The mainstream. Tonight he stood for
a moment basking in the hot response to his old standard. I imagined that he could
have been thinking "where have these people been over the past 50 years . .. those
lean years when me and Lucille were on the 'chitlin' circuit 360 nights a year . . .

playing for mere pennies in dingy dives in "coloredtown" . .. sharing the fate of an
accursed lot, laying-out our collective sorrows laughing at the absurdities of racism
and segregation.

Making fun of "Ole Massah . . . Grinning and Skinnin" to keep our dignity by
playing this bluesour music. Surely he was thinking "blues is a lifestyle . . . one
must live it in order to truly appreciate it." And there was the blues, "live from
Burbank. Par from Biloxi and Birmingham, Baton Rouge and Bluefield. Blues in the
night on the Tonight Show. But, was "the blues" there or was it merely a single
blues performer having slipped through the institutional gravity hold of a main-
stream culture? B.B. was there, but where were Robert Johnson, John Lee Hooker,
Muddy Waters, Jimmy Reed, Bessie Smith, Alberta Hunter and the thousands of
other 'unknown" bards, who, like B.B. had taken the work songs, spirituals, shouts
hymns, and field shouts of black people from the fields . . . to the Tonight Show?

My mind wondered (or is it wandered) this direction because I think that episode
speaks to the crux of the issue before us. I believe that "blues boy" King and me are
about the same age. Like he, I too have labored in the fields . . those "colored
schools" . . . the institutional creeks and tributaries far from the so-called main-
streamin this case, the NCAA Division I. I have also had a few "hits"like Earl
the Pearl Monroe and Cleo Hill. I have also kept my frail, small craft afloat at Win-
ston-Salem State University for nearly 1,400 games of roundball. I can call it my
blessing to be mentioned in the same breath with my fellow Kentuckian, Adolph
Rupp having won 874 games. But, fate would count not my time on the big stage.
My generation of coaches and A.D.'s at HBCU's got no ingenious satellite downlinks
that took our wares hither, thither and yon.

Jake Gaither had Bob Hayes . . . America got Bob when he hit the Cowboys.
Eddie Robinson was pulling jack rabbits such as Doug Williams out of his hat in
obscure Grambling, Louisiana Long before Sports Illustrated or CBS "discovered"
the brilliance in the Bayous' where have Al McAfee or Morehouse College, LeRoy
Walker or North Carolina Central, FA Adams of Texas Southern, Ed Temple and
John McClendon of Tennessee State been? I will tell you where they've been: They
have been sparking folk heroes and heroines like Dick Barnett, Too Tall Jones,
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Wilma Rudolph and Edwin Moses. They've been doing it quietly and effectively out-
side the mainstream of the NCAA and the national mclia spotlight. Literally not
making a sound as the proverbial falling tree in the forest that nobody heard.

Why have we not been heard? Why have our programs languished in the shadows
while the stands and coffers and pockets are filled in programs and in the banks
accounts of coaches in so-called mainstream institutions?

I would dare project that I have spent more time (a half century) coming up with
my own solutions to this problem than the lifetime of most people on the committee.
The answer is simple, and, with all due respect to the charge of this committee, we
are debating today something that we all already know. Just like B.B. and the
blues, Blacks in sports went big time. Institutionalized.

Mainstream-ized. And, just as what happened when Alice slipped through the
channel to wonderhind, Blacks in big-time sports found the yellow brick road no
longer passes through Greensboro's A&T, Louisiana's Grambling, Houston's TSU, or
Lorman, Mississippi's Alcorn, but rather, these talented Black kiclq know that the
final four, or the major bowl games (with the pot of gold) are played in uniforms of
the 'Ramblin Rebs rather than the FAMU Rattlers'the Fightin Irish rather than
the FISK Bulldogsthe Michigan Wolverines rather than the Ramblin' mauraders
of Central State. It's simply a fact of life. An inescapable factan irreversible fact.
Boys I could recruit a generation ago scoff at what I can offer them at Winston-
Salemthis generation has been raised with "higher expectations." I can't sell my
'character-building' or 'we're one of you' line on the playing field of recruiting top
athletes no more than General Motors can sell a Chevy because it's American.
There is no presumption of loyalty to institutions that most of the present genera-
tion of Black kids have never heard of. We're in a pickle.

In trying to find the central threads in a cloth made whole for more than 50
years, I have been pulling hairs from my graying and thinning locks. But, mind you,
I am no Rip Van Winkle who's bead has been in the pillow for the past 30 years.
Neither am I romantic enough to wish to turn back the hands of time. Sure, I know
I would have won a thousand games by now had the reernitment pool not changed
as a result of desegregation in higher education and higher sports.

But, the fact remains, Madam Chairperson, that since Texas Western's five Black
players beat Rupp's Runta in 66, 82 of the 100 starters in the NCAA championship
games have been black boys. Last year's four top seeded teams put 19 blacks among
the 20 starters. We can only speculate on the billions of dollars that have accrued to
mainstream programs, while those of us in the CIAA, SWAC and other 'Black' con-
ferencesand thank God for BEThave continued to 'sing the blues everyday' we
Lim all the time what victory and beauty there was in our quiet songs. We'd been
seeing the magic and airing-it-out in our small gyms for yearsquietly wishing that
Ehe world only knew. Now that the world knows, we must baskwith the restin
the reflected glory these boys now enjoy, but, we also know that their victories at
mainstream programs are not cheered or she, in our relatively obscure institu-
tions. We understand clearly what Dr. King 't when he said that "our fate is
inextricably tied to theirs."

Yes, their victories have been our defeats, ,,eir mounting assets mirror our
mounting liabilities. Their silk purses are our sows ears. The changes we wished for
from the time of Justice Marshall's ascendancy to the high ccurt have brought
changes to basketball courts.

Let the music continue to play. History does not move backward, nor tarry with
yesterday. Let the whistles start more games. Let the policymakers make more
propositions, but, I will leave you with one proposition made famous by Yoggi Berra.
"The game ain't over til its over."

Athletic programs at HBCU's will have their victories. The rules of the games
that have been played likely will change under the weight of their contradictions.
The billion dollars revenues from which HBCU's are excluded, will, like the chick-
en, come home to roost. We see it all around us nowindeed in this very room. The
paltry graduation rates of black boys at too many of these mainstream programs is
a matter of public record that will not be tolerated much longer. The inequalities
fostered by institutional monopolies will be rectified. I am sure of it.

This great Nation of ours was founded on the very principles that amateur sports
reinforce in our collective lives and, at the same time, the purpose of this committee
and these hearings reproduces some "The blues in this society". The blues of in-
equality and the %%Tv we wittingly end purposely reinforce and perpetuate racism
and sexism. I have played a part too in our societal trend toward athletics instead of
academics. I marvel at the "temples" we built to sports as religion in our society. I
guess I am one of the lesser saints. I question the huge and expensive stadiums and
arenas that have become to our society what the cathedrals were to medieval reli-
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gious fanatics. The parallels are frightening. But, I am glad to be a part of this in-
quisition. I hope we get at the heretics and prune them out and level the playing
field. And, it is my prayer that we "make the crooked places straight" and the "val-
leys be exalted." But, in so doing, we must rer:mber that straightening out crooked
things causes tension and pain. Leveling the hills to meet the valleys will require
that a lot of sacred t'aings be moved and removed.

It's going to cause some grunting and gnashing of the teeth. But, ain't that what
the blues is all about. Everyday I have the blues. Let's play it together so that all of
us can enjoy it. Let the games begin.

Mrs. COLLINS. Dr. Humphries.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK S. HUMPHRIES

Mr. HUMPHRIES. Thank you very much, Madam. Chairwoman. I
am very delighted to have this opportunity to address this commit-
tee on the plight of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities
in athletics. And I would like to comment on, which is not in my
paper, but aside from my paper, about several issues that I think
the NCAA is addressing that I think are good.

The academic issues that we have treated over the last several
years have been positive steps by the NCAA toward promoting the
retention and better graduation rates for athletes in the member-
ship of the NCAA. The requirement that academic progress must
be made for a student, there must be courses taken that leads to a
major, are all positive things to help prevent the exploitation of
athletes in oar institutions.

Proposition 48 still remains a problem for some of us, and the
portended increase in SAT scores and requirements causes some
problems for some of us inasmuch as Historically Black Colleges
and Universities have been educating for a number of years stu-
dents who have come rather maligned out of the public educational
systems of our country; and we made rough diamonds diamonds as
a result of those activities. Cutting off the ability to educate those
kids does cause us some concern.

Particularly, with the black athletes, chances are that they will
be poor. Just having a grant-in-aid that will cover room and board,
tuition, fees and books, does not provide an allowance to take care
of daily living needs is of concern to all of us who are concerned
about administering well to the needs of those young men and
women who give of their talent in the interest of athletics on our
campuses.

So this whole question of being able to provide extra support for
athletes is very much a great issue, and one that we need to bring
resolution to if we are going to be fair to the young men and
women who carry on athletics for us.

Now, I would like to comment on several things that I think we
have failed in with regard to the level of support that we get for
athletics at our institutions.

Number one, there is absolutely no reason for a play-in in bas-
ketball. Absolutely no reason to haveyou have 34 conferences,
you have got 32 slots for conferences to have automatic berths, and
you have got 64 slots to fill. Every conference should be guaranteed
an automatic slot to the play-offs in the basketball tournament. It
so happens because the SWACthe Southwestern Athletic Confer-
enceand the Mideastern Athletic Conference are judged to be two
of the weaker conferences in that they were forced to have a play-
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in for both conference champions, and therefore both conference
champions were not included in the field of the 64.

If the purpose of athletics in our Nation is to talk about creating
the attributes and valuing of teamwork, and high level of competi-
tiveness, and teaching the Yalues out of athletics, I don't see how
that can square away with when you have got 64 slots, 34 confer-
ences, and you say we want to just have 32, have automatic bids.
The conferences all ought to have automatic bids to the NCAA bas-
ketball tournament.

And the second part of the tournament selection has to do with a
conference having an inordinate number of representation in the
playing of the basketball tournament. America greatly pronounces
the next day, based on a committee which comes from the major
colleges of America, that the Big East has sh: members in the bas-
ketball tournament, and already during the season we know that
five of them have already lost to the top team in there. So it is not
going to make a difference, they are going to lose in the final bas-
ketball tournament.

So having five and six teams represented we think is terribly
unfair. And, if the idea is participation, then it seems to me that
there ought to be some bids for independent schools to be selected
for the basketball tournament; and for the conference-playing
schools, then the conferences ought to have in round robin order
one, two and three slots, until they are all gone out. But don't
favor one conference over another conference in terms of that.

And so that is why the distinguished chairwoman cars say that
the Big Ten shared $705,000 from the last basketball tournament
and the Big East got so and so and so on. What you build in is
unfair competition. Because those who have the money are going to
be able to do a wider spread recruiting, they are going to be able to
get to see and use all kind of resources to recruit athletes, and it
therefore creates an unfair advantage. And I think it violates the
spirit of what we are trying to achieve in amateur athletes in this
Nation.

Television. Early in the seventies, when we had Division I, H and
III, a, I most of the black colleges were in Division II, and it was
ofter iat the top teams in Division II were black collegeswe had
very cron.3 athletics programs. And, in the early seventies, at Ten-
ness. State, which is a university that I happened to be president
of for some time during my professional career, for 2 years in a row
Tennessee State produced the number one draft choice in the pro-
fessional football (lraft: "Too Tall" Jones and Waymon Bryant.
"Too Tall" went to the Dallas Cowboys, and Waymon P.yant went
to the Chicago Bears. Back-to-back number one draft choices in the
Nation.

In fact, in the early seventies, when you look at the rosters in
the National Football League of where the professional athletes
came from, it was not uncommon to find as many coming from
Alcorn, Grambling, Southern, Florida A&M, Tennessee State, Jack-
son State as there were coming from Notre Dame, Oklahoma, and
those places.

Well, the big schools got a little worried about their ability, and
they got to raising sand within the NCAA, so the NCAA said,
"We've got to have a greater divisional structure." So they intro-
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duced the notion of a Division IA, IAA; in terms of football, Divi-
sion II and Division III. And when they created the structure the
first time they elevated eight black colleges to Division IA, and
within 1 year's time they had spoken to those eight black colleges
and said, "Look. If you go down to Division IAA we will guarantee
you television coverage." And, unfortunately, the schools bought
that, and for the first 2 or 3 years they in fact got television cover-
age.

But once all of the schools were down in Division IAA, then the
suit came. The suit was lost. Then the CFA formed, and since that
day we have not been on television and not receiving the kind of
money from television that was given to us.

My final comment to you, and I know the bell has rung, but I
think this is an important point, and it is a point that I will com-
plain to you about and it is a point that I have complained on the
floor of the NCAA annual conferences every year. The NCAA is
not a democratic organization. The major conferences have more
representation than the smaller schools, and as a consequence, the
structure of the organization, the Council, the important commit-
tees are all chaired by Division IA schools and they, in essence,
make all of the major decisions of the organization.

If you want to answer the question, what are those decisions
driven toward? They are driven toward commercialization. They
are not driven toward collegiality and they are not driven toward
the sharing of the wealth or the economics produced by intercolle-
giate athletics in this Nation.

And so I think something has to be done about the representa-
tion. On the President's Commission there is a preponderant repre-
sentation from the Division UIA schools. In the Council of the
NCAA there is a preponderant representation by Division IA
schools. And Division IAA, which we are a part of, have four mem-
bers in each one of those Councils. But every major conference of
Division IA will have representation on those Councils, and if you
pay attention to looking at television when they choose the Basket-
ball Committee, a Division IA school or a Commissioner of a IA
conference will chair and most of the members of that committee
will come from the Division IA schools.

My final point to you has to do with does the NCAA serve black
colleges well. You take the classics that Commissioner Free has
spoken of. When we have a bowl game, the NCAA has set regula-
tions for a bowl game. They have said what you must have mini-
mally to sponsor a bowl game in America. They have not said or
bothered to even care about what the arrangements are for its
members in these classics. When we hold the Circle City Classic
there is no guideline that when we deal with promoters that come
from the NCAA which says how we must be treated in negotiating
a classic. There is nothing for the Atlanta Football Classic which
says how we must be treated in that classic, and yet it is a phenom-
ena that occurs all across the Nation. It would be extremely help-
ful to the colleges for the NCAA to show the same kind of interest
in our externally played games and to set down some requirements
so that everybody who wants to promote one of our games exter-
nally to our campuses that they would, in fact, guarantee that the
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schools get a very decent return for their participation in that ac-
tivity.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Humphries followsj

STATEMENT 01 FREDERICK S. HUMPHRIES, PRESIDENT, FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to address this congressional subcom-
mittee on the impact of NCAA rules and procedures on Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCU's).

During the past three decades of collegiate athletics, the NCAA has undergone a
fundamental transformation in terms of infrastructure and ideals, moving inexora-
bly on a path contrary to its original hallowed goals and objectives.

HBCU's once enjoyed a cornucopia of athletic talent, fielding teams so rich in
ability that they produced professional athletics in numbers comparable to the
teams in the major conferences.

Institutions such as FIG..da A&M University (FAMU), Gramh ling, Tennessee
State, Jackson State, Southern and other HBCU's were considered separate but
equal by the National Football League (NFL). Oklahoma, Ohio State, Notre Dame,
and other perennial football powers had no monopoly on talent or attraction.

Most of the FIBCU's were in Division II of a three division structure, until a reor-
ganization in the 1970's. The strongest Black colleges were put in Division IA in-
cluding the Southwestern Athletic (SWAC) and Mid-Eastern Athletic (MEAC) con-
ferences.

The St. Louis meeting in 1976 created Divisions IA and IAA Divisions with only
eight HBCU's upgraded to Division IA. Following that decision, the NCAA con-
vinced the eight FIBCU's classified as IA to move to IAA with future television cov-
erage of IAA games as an incentive.

Downsizing the Division IA membership weakened the competitive strengths of
Historically B.lack Colleges and Universities through false promises which led to the
elimination of national and regional television coverage for black college football
teams.

The loss of television coverage has taken away one of the key recruiting tools for
HBCU's. The televising of the Bayou Classic by NBC is a belatedly glaring excep-
tion. No HBCU can promise potential recruits that they will be seen on national
television.

The committee should pay special attention to the national popularity of HBCU
football games. Black college football classics draw competitive crowds that match
or exceed the attendance of Division IA games. This fact clearly demonstrates the
value of these games to a national population of college football enthusiasts.

Two HBCU's, 7AMU and Tennessee State University were the first teams to fill
Grant Stadium, the home of Georgia Tech University. Before the 1989 Ebony Clas-
sic, the 48,000 plus stadiam had never witnessed a standing room only crowd at a
football game.

The Bayou Classic in New Orleans averages more than 70,000 fans annually, the
last Circle City Classic in Indianapolis had 62,000, the Florida Classic in Tampa is
approaching 50,000, and Howard University and Alcorn played before more than
46,000 in Los Angeles last year.

I submit these figures to demonstrate the national interest and desire for Black
college sports, because these games draw as well as any schools in the country and
deserve television coverage.

If small predominantly white colleges were drawing similar crowds, I believe that
ESPN, NBC, ABC and CBS would read the situation differently. We are seriously
concerned about the possibility of a conspiracy to prevent Black colleges from re-
ceiving appropriate television coverage.

Today only IA schools enjoy the advantages of regularly scheduled television
games. Every football Saturday the opportunity for black colleges to recruit out-
standing athletes decreases with every play on the television screen.

The NCAA is not a democratic organization. The membership and governing
structure is not representative of the one-man one-vote model that promotes equal
opportunity and encourages maximum growth within a cooperative community.

Division IAA had only four representatives on the NCAA Council. Division IA has
a representative for every conference resulting in a structurally biased body pre-dis-

ed to wielding influence disproportionately. Additionally, the NCAA Tournament
. lection Committee is predominantly IA and all other major committees are
chaired by Division IA rerresentatives. The Democratic ideals that made the United
States a great Nation hav e been distorted by the NCAA model which has nearly all
of its major committees chaired by representatives from Division IA schools only.
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There are 34 basketball conferences in Division I, but only 30 have automatic
berths to post-season tournament play. Restricting the two black conferences to
play-in games to qualify as one of the final (14 teams in the NCAA tournament
sends the wrong signal from an organization whose "raison detre" stresses the im-
portance of team play.

There is no logical reason why all 34 conferences un't have automatic berths.
Clearly, the NCAA would prefer to restrict the NCAA tournament to the major con-
ferences.

Consider the revenue disbursement for basketball when you allov a single confer-
ence to have as many as five or six teams participate in the tournament. The money
sharing formula permits the strong major conference to become stronger and serves
as a deterrent to HBCU's. It's the classic case of the rich using influence, power and
money to get richer through rules and procedures that weaken the promise and po-
tential of Black college athletics.

Students with superior athletic talent are identified as early as the ninth grade.
The black student athlete in particular undergoes the transformation from student
to jock when principals abdicate their responsibilities and put the students under
the control of a coach.

Many of these students would benefit from attending a 4 year institution. Histori-
cally Black Colleges and Universities have demonstrated their ability to educate
and graduate student athletes. However, they are denied free access to these young
people who are shuttled off to other institutions by high school coaches who attempt
to maintain the status quo in collegiate athletics.

I have met many young men who have not received proper counseling and never
get the cilance to explore their options. HBCU's are closed out of the process. Stu-
dents who could have come to my institution are enrolled at junior colleges, letting
football override everything else, laboring under the false impressions that they
matter first as students and not athletes.

The next step in this process by the NCAA is raising the academic requirements
for all schools. If the major conferences want to protect their academic image, then
let them -ecruit athletes who are typical of their student bodies.

Why deny HBCU's the opportunity to pursue these students with vigor by the im-
positionof rules and procedures that put the students in precarious and unsuppor-
twe environments.

The NCAA has moved to penalize HBCU's who have scheduled key games during
the Thanksgiving Weekend. Restricting eligibility for post season playoffs to teams
with schedules completed the weekend prior to Thanksgiving is one of the most bla.
tant examples of the abuse of power by the NCAA.

Many Black colleges have their key games during the traditional Thanksgiving
Weekend. The reason is very simple. The Thanksgiving games are the single largest
revenue generating source in the team's athletic budget. The revenue from these
classic weekends help drive the entire athletic program. Yet we are required to give
up these games in order to retain eligibility for the NCAA Championship.

Without the Florida classic, our annual opponent has indicated that its athletic
program could not continue at the same level and quality that it now enjoys. The
same could be said for FAMLY and for other HBCLI's who play on Thanksgiving
weekends.

These are the kinds of things invoked by the NCAA that are not conducive to
HBCU's maintaining membership and equitable participation in NCAA programs.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me begin my questioning, by asking you what
are some of the treatments that you are not receiving that you
would like to receive from NCAA?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. Well, number one, I would like to see the NCAA
develop some guidelines for the classics that we hold which says to
the promoters of those events, just like they say to the bowl com-
mittees that are held in a city

Mrs. Commis. What are some of those things?
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Well, for one thing, they say that 75 percent of

the gate has to go to the two participating schools. And there are
some other requirements. I mean, you can't even talk about a bowl
unless you are going to guarantee a certain minimum put up of
dollars. And, so if somebody wants to have a bowl, they got to
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make sure that they can guarantee those kind of commitments to
the two teams that are going to play.

Well, we play these classics, and I think that the NCAA could be
very helpful to us if they put some kind of minimum requirements
on those classics that we play in these various cities throughout
the country.

Mrs. COLLINS. Did you want to add something else?
Mr. HUMPHRIES. No. I think I am through.
Mrs. COLLINS. OK. Let me then go to Mr. Free. Commissioner,

you have mentioned and you have in your written testimony a
number of contacts, that you are a member of various organiza-
tions and what have youin the Commissioners Association; Na-
tional Athletic Organization, an officer therein; CAA Executive
Committee; University Commissioners Association; NCAA Commit-
tee on Basketball Issues; the National Association of College Direc-
tors of Athletics' Executive Committee; the Collegiate Commission-
ers Association; the Professional Sports Liaison Committee; and the
NCAA's Men's Division I Basketball Committee.

And you said despite all the national contact over the past 14
yeart; you have found it very difficult to market the MEAC and its
members because of the dominance of pewer of larger conferences
and institutions. I want you to elaborate a little bit more on that
for me.

Mr. FREE. Well, serving on committees, you know, I listed those
just to give an idea that we have some involvement within the
NCAA. But, of course, when you accept a position on those commit-
tees, of course you become a representative of the membership. We
at times have used my presence to offer whatever assistance I can
to our conference and all, and I think the NCAA hassome of the
good things that are happening to black colleges in Division I has
been as a result of making the NCAA aware of some of the sensi-
tivities about us.

Mrs. COLLINS. Well, when you begin to make these suggestions,
you know, are they all turned down on face value or do you have to
plead the case? Or what happens?

Mr. FREE. Well, in some cases it comes down toyou can plead a
case but sometimes it boils down to statistics, records. When you
deal withwe deal with strength of schedules a lot of times, which
I have argued a lot of times that we in this businesswhen I say
strength of schedule I mean if we are ranked in a certain level, of
course, one of the criterion to determine where you are ranked is
how tough your schedule is. And, of course, my argument is that
the larger schools or the top 20, particularly in basketball, you
know, won't play us. Plus it makes no sense for us to play a Wake
ForestI am using that as an examplewhen I can double my
gate playing a Winston-Salem State, even though they are Division

But, as I said before, a pair of shoulder pads costs the same for a
Division IAA player as it does IA. So, economically, we are playing
Winston-Salem, but strength-of-schedule-wise it doesn't show up. So
I have a hard time, maybe, at that point convincing them that we
have strong enough competition to be ranked higher or that kind
of stuff.

I 1 1 7 1
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it. on the same token, when it comes down to either/or it has
been very easy to, for an example, to play in. Even though I am on
record maybe saying what Dr. Humphries has said, that maybe the
automatics should be extended. But I am also knowledgeable
enough to know that it did not have to be a play-in. And I don't
think a play-in was in place until some of us, what we call our-
selves, Third-World-type conferences made them aware that a play-
in was better than nothing.

Mrs. COLLINS. Let me get to something a little bit more. You
mention also in that same paragraph on page 2, you say that per-
haps one of the reasons why it has been very difficult for you to
market is because of the influence of the larger conferences and in-
stitutions, and you mention specifically, and I am quoting now,
"Their infLuence with television, advertisers and major sponsors
have steadily hampered our promotional endeavors."

Mr. FREE. Yes. And what I mean by that is basically
Mrs. COLLINS. How much influence would the networks have? A

lot? Little bit? On a scale of 1 to 10.
Mr. FREE. Well, they have a lot.
Mrs. COLLINS. Would you say 10?
Mr. FREE Well
Mrs. COLLINS. Nine and a half.
Mr. FREE. Nine and a half.
Mrs. COLLINS. What about the advertisers who support these teie-

vision programs, how much influence do you think they have?
Mr. FREE. A lot.
Mrs. COLLINS. Dr. Humphries.
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Well, they claim nothing.
Mrs. COLLINS. They claim nothing. But how much do they have?
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Let me give you one down home, Representative

Collins. I made a presentation to the Department of Defense, to the
Army, which spends $100 million in advertisement: "Be all that
you can be." And those dollars are spent on athletics, and is spent
on CFA athletics. So there is a requirement by Congress that 5 per-
cent of the dollars ought to be spent on Historically Black Colleges
Etna minority small businesses.

So I made a direct request of the Department of Army and the
people who let these advertising contracts. It is $100 million. Five
percent is $5 million. No question in my mind that $5 million
worth of support will get on television, and we will benefit. Not
only would the companies benefit, but the colleges would benefit
from that and put our athletics on. Because stilland the case is
even, I mean it is better because about 30 percent, 35 percent of
the Army is black and so it represents a won&rful Army. And you
don't have to go through all that stuff to say w,lether we can do it
or not because it is so clear. You just simply tell your public rela-
tions firm, "Spend 5 percent of the money on Historically Black
Colleges and Universities athletic events." Find a way to support
them for the 5 percent. And it can be done, and games will be on
television.

Now, I cited in my paper, my testimony to you that, you know,
there are 76,000 people that go to the Bayou Classic. And our own
Florida Classic, we have 50,000 people. The first time that Grant
Stadium has been sold out, it was not sold out by Georgia Tech, it
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was sold out by Tennessee State and Florida A&M, 2 years ago.
Georgia Tech wasn't winning then, and so the most it had is about
40,000 people in there. When we played in their stadium, we put in
48,000.

It demonstrates that across this Nation there is an interest in
the people to see our athletic programs. Now, that normally is
enough evidence by ABC or NBC to put them on. Because you got
people out there that you can now market your marketingI mean
do your advertisement on because they want to see it.

And I would submit that all of these classics that we play in and
the numbers that go there indicate that in urban America, in these
big markets, that people want to see black college football and
black college basketball. And we can get on that and satisfy that
thing.

And, as Ken Free said, there is a pressure that comes from our
colleagues at the major institutions, because they worried. If we
ever have two or three blue chippers on our team, they get worried
about that. Then they want to change the rules. Because they
worry that if we are successful in doing that we m:ght upstage
them in the process of college athletics. And so this whole thing
works to prevent you from being prosperous in athletics in this
country today.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you. My time has expired.
Mr. McMillen, who will take the gavel for a few minutes. Would

you, please?
Excuse me.
:Mr. MCMILLEN [presiding]. Thank you, Madam Chair.
One of the questions that I would like to ask, because I have

been working on legislation in this regard, is, I heard the testimony
that since the antitrust exemption was thrown out in 1984, you are
neither getting the money nor the exposure. Which is more, if you
had to pick the most important, the money or the exposure?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. Well, I think we need both things.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I understand that. But I am asking if you had to

pick one.
Mr. HUMPHRIES. If I had to pick one right along here now, it

would be money, and I want to explain that. To do all the things
that we need to do to be very supportive of getting our kids grad-
uated, we need a very strong academic support program. And to
me, what I would do, if I got extra revenue, is to try and support
the program as best I can, so that I be protective of the athletes
who are playing; that is, provide adequate coaching and adequate
equipment and adequate conditions to practice and play on, so that
when they are out there giving their best for me I know that I
have given them the best sort of circumstances, so that they won't
get hurt and they can best compete.

The next thing that I would want to do is to put that money into
academic support to assure that they graduate, and I think that is
terribly important. And, as it stands today, because we are not get-
ting the full force of the resources that could be had by black col-
leges, we are not able to put as much money as we could possibly
put into the academic support of the athletes, which I think is ter-
ribly important to be able to do.
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Mr. MCMILLEN. The reason I asked the question is because I
don't want to mandate exposure for you and not give you the
money.

Mr. FREE. Well, I want to respond to that because we are asked
that question a lot, and I think sometimes we are asked that ques-
tion because some of the people we are trying to get funds from
expect us to want exposure versus money. My answer to them is
this. We want the money because we can't get money. We can buy
exposure.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Right.
Mr. FREE. SO, if we get the money, I know how to get the expo-

sure.
Mr. MCMILLEN. The bill that I have introduced could vary. I

mean, I have talked to a number of Members of Congress who are
interested. I mean we put in a number of criteria that ar .. rn^-e
egalitarian in scope, but it could be easily changed to ensure that
Historically Black Colleges get a fair share of the pie.

But, historically, one of the questions I would like to know, after
the antitrust exemption, did the revenue to Historically Black Col-
leges go down or up from the NCAA?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. It went down.
Mr. MCMILLEN. It went down. For the record, it went down.
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Yes.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Coach Gaines, a recent study of CFA athletes

note the need for stipends. Do you feel that student athletes should
receive a tax-free stipend?

Mr. GAINES. I think so. I will agree with Dr. Humphries and Ken
on the money situation. You need resources. Well, you see, the
firstas far as the Division II school is concerned, and that is what
we arewe have 2,600 full-time studentsthey generallywell, we
won a College Division scholarship championship back in 1967. We
were known as College Division at that time. And all of a sudden
we came up with Division I, Division II and Division III.

Division II is perceived by athletes as they come through as
being second class. The first place that we get raped, Division II
and the predominant black institutions, is by the media. In other
words, they will see Tom McMillen. He is a sure Division I product.
There is no way in the world, actually, that I can recruit a Tom
McMillen.

Go back and look at the statistics. Over the last 4 years, as far as
quality of athletes, not a single youngster that attends the Nike
campthe top 200 kids in Americahave gone to a predominantly
black institution. That gives you some indict )n there.

As far as our continued existence in acaden.:cs and in athletics, I
think really we need some way to get exposure, buy exposure or
whatever it is, so that individuals can perceive us as being first
class as turning out a fi est-class product. So I would like to have
them go hand in hand.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, the reasonI mean, in my work with the
Commission, I mean we talked about a stipend because the concern
was so many student athletes can't live under the strictures that
the NCAA has them living under. And, if they go outside those
strictures, the school gets sanctioned. It is a very, very difficult box
kids find themselves in. You know for years, until they finally
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changed the rules, I mean you couldn't even go to a funeral, their
father's funeral. But they did change the rules on that. But there
are examples like that where these kids are putting their blood and
sweat and tears on the field and they are notthey can't even sur-
vive on our college campuses. Our bill does address that.

A question about Federal intervention. You know, you hear it
time and time again. We should not oe here having these hearings.
That this is not the appropriate forum. That we don't want to bu-
reaucratize college athletics.

But my question is, do you think that the NCAA car take the
kinds of reform that you gentlemen would like to see internally?
Are they going to change internally on their own?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. Well, I think the NCAA has made strides.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Are they going to change sufficiently to satisfy

your needs?
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Well, now that is a different question. I mean, I

would like to answer that this way. I think that the NCAA is going
to take on the question of getting academic respectability back into
these, because the major institutions are concerned about that.
And I think that we are going to do and get the legislation that
will do that.

Now, I also think it is going to be at the expense of some oppor-
tunities for black athletes to go to college. Because in doing that it
is going to be a little selfishness exerted, which namely is the
major institutions are going to do what they consider good for
them, and where it is good for us, that is a different question, and
whether it is good for the athlete in terms of maximizing his op-
tions to get a higher education, I don't think so. But they are not
going to take any n Jasures that cut down on their money, and
they are not going to solve that problem.

Mr. MCMILLEN. So you don't think that a new model for money
can be changed from within the NCAA structure?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. I really don't think so. Not the money.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, that is what I am talking about, the

money.
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Not the money.
Mr. MCMILLEN. You see, the problem all along is the money. I

mean we can talk about everything else, but it is the money. I have
always said from the very beginning of this process it is the money
that drives it.

Mr. HUMPHRIES. We had a great opportunity to do that. With the
excess money from the basketball tournament, we had a chance to
make a good egalitarian and say that the athletes counted.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Right.
Mr. HUMPHRIES. But they chose a distribution formula that has,

historically, the more money you made off the basketball tourna-
ment the more you got.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, it is an arms race going on. Unfortunately,
those at the bottom of the arms race are getting pushed out of the
business and over the cliff, and many of our Historically Black Col-
leges are an example of that.

One last question. Mr. Humphries, you said the NCAA Council is
not democratic. In the legislation that I have proposed I would
comprise a Board of Governors, Board of Directors of the NCAA
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which would be run by active presidents, 33 presidents, with equal
representation by Divisions I, Divisions II and Divisions III.
Wouldn't that stop the kind of tilting towards, you know, the big,
big schools that is under the current structure? And would you
favor that?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. As long as there is adequate representations
from all sectors of Division I in the governing structure.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Do you think our bill should be more specificabout
Mr. HUMPHRIES. I think your bill should be more specific on that.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, to allow broader representation within the

respective divisions so that
Mr. HUMPHRIES. Divisions.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I see. I appreciate your comments.
And again, what we are trying to do is come up with a new

model, and certainly a new model that can be broad-based and
where everybody wins. I mean, you know, it is ironic that the NFL
learned a low' time ago that, you know, a collective, cooperative
model is in the best interest of the NFL. It worked very well for
them. They shared the wealth and everybody hasall the votes
have risen equally, and I think there is a model for college sports
there as well.

Mrs. COLLINS. Dr. Humphries, I just wanted to ask you a couple
of quick questions here. You mention in your written testimony
you talk about the loss of television coverage has been taken away
by one of the key recruiting tools for Historically Black Colleges,
and you mention that that happens to be television.

Do you see thatdo all of you see this as a major impediment to
recruitment? Starting here with Mr. Gaines. Coach Gaines?

Mr. GAINES. Yes, most definitely. I said while you were ou that
we really get raped by the media, because the more these kids
seefor example, if we had an Earl Monroe, the more they would
want to come to that school. I get to do quite a bit of traveling, and
around the country the only exposure we actually get, period, is
BET. For example, our conference tournamentthat is, the Cen-
tral Intercollegiate Athletic Associationis probably one of the
most successful tournaments in the country, and the only coverage
we can get is BET.

It is a major deterrent as far as our recruitment programs are
concerned. Because if you look it up and the top 200 youngsters
over the last 4 years, none of them have gone to a predominantly
black institution, it tells you that we are not getting our message
over, that we don't have quality programs, and you can't be drafted
to the professional leagues, and that is what most of them aspire to
be.

Mrs. COLLINS. Well, we thank you very much, gentlemen, for
your testimony today. Now, there may be some questions that we
have for you that haven't been asked now, and we will send them
to you. In case that is indeed the fact, we would like to have re-
sponses to those within 5 working days from the time you receive
the questions, so that we can close the record on our hearing today.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. COLLINS. Our next panel will be Mr. Charles S. Farrell, who

is the president of Sports Perspective International; Dr. Clifford
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Adelman, who is the director, Division of Higher Education for the
Office of Research and Development, U.S. Department of Educa-
tion; and Mr. Anthony Pace, The Renaissance Foundation. Won't
you come forward, please?

We are going to begin with you, Dr. Adelman.

STATEMENTS OF CLIFFORD ADELMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
HIGHER EDUCATION, OFFICE OF RESEARCH, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION; CHARLES S. FARRELL, PRESIDENT, SPORTS
PERSPECTIVE INTERNATIONAL; AND ANTHONY PACE, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, THE RENAISSANCE FOUNDATION, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY ALBERT MITCHELL, BUSINESS DIRECTOR

Mr. ADELMAN. Thank you very much, Chairwoman Collins, for
inviting me to talk about the study, "Light and Shadows on College
Athletes," and the relevance of its findings for young black Ameri-
cans, as well as for the Historically Black Colleges and Universi-
ties. I think first I need to say something about the sources I used
for this particular study, which I am representing today. I should
say right at the outset, in my capacity as the author of the study
and not to convey official, policy of the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, since I am going to be very frank with you, very candid, I
think that is probably a wise stance.

The source I used for the study is something that would have
been impossible without the assistance of Congress, and that is the
collection of longitudinal studies that are run by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. Longitudinal studies, as you know, are motion
pictures; they are not snapshots. They take general generations
and they follow them in and out of school, college, careers for
many, many, many years.

There are three generations we are studying at the present
moment. Each one is about 10 years apart. The sample of black
Americans in these studies is rather substantial, and 10 sessions of
Congress under five Presidents have sponsored them. They are
your studies basically, and this afternoon I would like to show you
what they can do.

The grandmother and the one I used for this particular study,
"Light and Shadows on College Athletes," followed the high school
class of 1972 from their high school graduation line until they were
32 or 33 years old. While I wish this study had continued, the ar-
chive contains a unique and powerful component; namely, the col-
lege transcripts for this genei ation of people through the time they
were 30 years old. That is, we gave them 12 years to go through
higher education. And the evidence of whether they did or they
didn't or how they went through and through what kinds of schools
come from transcripts, and not from testimonies of coaches, direc-
tors, athletic directors or college presidents.

So when we give you graduation data that come from transcripts
that are unobtrusively obtained like this thPre is no hocus-pocus.
You see things too that you can't see if you cut these records off at
4, 5 or fi years, and that is where I disagree with the data that was
cited before by Congressman McMillen from Maryland, as we will
see.
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What did the study of varsity football and basketball players
show? The transcripts, that is, the actual records, tell us that the
varsity basketball and football in this generation completed bache-
lor's degrees at a rate only slightly lower than that for everyone
else, given 12 years; and that the black athletes earned degrees at
a higher rate than all other black students and, in fact, at a higher
rate than other groups of students, particularly students who were
never athletes at all.

The transcripts also tell us, however, and here is the first wrin-
kle, that it tcrok them longer to do it. So, if it takes them longer,
why do other studies cut off the time? We give people time. It took
them longer to earn the degrees, and, in fact, they did take a gar-
bage curriculum along the way. I don't think there is any question
about that. We had, I recall, one student in there with 16 credits in
basketball, another with 9 credits in something called Recreation
Internship, which means you go down to the park and you suit up
and play whatever you are going to play, and all kinds of colleges
hiding sports credits, is what I call them, under funny titles on col-
lege transcripts like Independent Study in Athletics, you know.

I also looked, however, at what happened to the ex-varsity bas-
ketball and football players after college, which you can do with
this particulnr archive, at age 32-33. And again, contrary to much
of what you have heard, these people, including the black athletes,
had the highest rates of home ownership, the lowest rates of unem-
ployment of any comparable group of 4-year college students, and,
in fact, their average income was 10 percent above that for their
peers and none of them were professional athletes.

We found, in fact, that varsity athletes led a fairly privileged life
from the time they were in high school into their 301s. Privileged,
that is, compared to other folks who went on to higher education.
They had safety nets and supports that were not available to
others. The AIR study that was done for the NCAA shows the same
thing.

Now, this story was a newspaper columnist's dream. Imagine
"College Athletes Aren't Really Exploited," you could see the head-
lines. Imagine poor black kids who can put a ball through a hoop
actually make out OK, even if they don't play professional ball.
Higher education works.

Now, I am going to call the question, Mrs. Collins, three times.
What is wrong with this story" And what is wrong with the re-
sponse to the story in the newsk,per columns?

First thing that is wrong is that we care more about the 3 per-
centI will repeat that figure-3 percent of 4-year college students
who are varsity football or basketball players than the 97 percent
who are not. And among black college students the ratio is about
the same, 97 to 3. And, if the first and most visible questions we
are asking in public policy are about varsity athletes and movie
stars, if we go for the glitz, then we are saying nobody else counts.
And, in the context of college athletics, we are sayingthe way it
is treated, not because it is true, but the way it is treated, we are
saying that women don't count either, and I think we better think
twice about that.

Now, I fell for this false primacy of glitz and I was wrong too. I
pushed this study of athletes out ahead of all the other studies I
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was doing on the NLS '72 database because amgress was talking
about varsity athletes in the Student Right-to-Know Act, and I
thought if the athletes story came out first it would make the
papers, I could catch your attention, and maybe influence the
course of the legislation.

Well, I am here this afternoon but it is too late to influence the
course of that legislation, and I may be here for the wrong reasons,
but I am going to try to set it right.

So I think that the second message I want to say about what is
wrong with the way in which people responded to the story that we
heard, and you heard a little bit of that from black college repre-
sentatives before, is that it sends the wrong message to wrong
people, and to young black Americans in particular, by implying
that the only measure of collegiate worth. the first one we mention
is whether you play varsity ball. If our public ceremonies tell
young people time and time again that the only way they will be
somebody in college is to play ball, many will not even make the
effort to go to college. They lose and the Nation loses.

What is wrong, for the third time? I think you mentioned this at
the outset. I know you mentioned it. The mission of college is edu-
cation and not entertainment. We all know that the discipline and
teamwork that is evident in athletics is valuable in the same as
the discipline and teamwork of playing in an orchestra or in a
drama troupe or working on a college newspaper. But we also
know that those activities exist outside colleges in ways that the
study of organic chemistry or African history or communication
disorders are not.

If you look at the charters of the Historically Black Colleges to
which young black Americans look for inspiration even if they go
somewhere else to school, you will see that emphasis on education,
ar..1 Fred Humphries certainly underscored it before.

Why is it Vat the Student Right-to-Know Act asked questions, in
fact, about the graduation rates of black football players and didn't
ask questions about the percentage of black college students who
studied foreign languages or statistics, two subjects that in light of
this committee's jurisdiction you know are critical to participation
in a globalized workforce in an information age. That is the kind of
issue we ought to be talking about, and about the Foreign Service
officers and computer systems analysts and international sales
managers and others who are graduates of Historically Black Col-
leges in this country and who are outstanding participants in the
world economy. Thf_re people, from where I sit in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, must be the role models for the 1990's, not var-
sity at"..letes, and I know that the Historically Black Colleges know
that. It is time for the rest of us to get off the glitz.

Secretary Alexander's plan for America 2000, as you kncw, calls
for a renewed effort in the continuing education of the American
work force. My office, the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement, has begun the proceqs of encouraging the participation
of the Historically Black Colleges in this effort. We do so because
we take the HBCU seriously and their role in national economic
development seriously. We do so because we are serious about the
larger body of students, including adults who are already in the
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workforce, who attend or might attend these institutions. We are
not going for the glitz anymore.

Mrs. COWNS. Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 193.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Adelman follows:]
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Office of Research, U. S. Departamnt of Education

Thank you, Chairwoman Collins, for inviting me to talk about

Light and Shadows on College AthleIgs and the relevance of its

findings for young black people, as well as the Historically

Black Collnges and lin:versities. I should make it clear, at the

outset, that I am appearing today in my capacity as the author of

this study, and not to convey official policy of the U.S.

Department of Education.

Light and Shadows is a study that compares the educational

careers and labor market experience of college varsity athletes

to the careers of other four-year college students, and from the

time they were in high school through age 32/33. I conducted

this study last year under the auspices of the Department of

Education's Office of Educational Research and Improveme...t using

a database that was created through the support of 10 sessions of

Congress and 5 Presidents. Light and Shadows was possible only

because of tne modest but wise investment made by the congress

over the years in the Department's Longitudinal Studies Programs.

You have helped create extremely rich national archives. What

I'd like to do this morning is to show you how those archives can

be used, and what we can learn from them.
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Light and Shadows continues to receive a greae deal of attention

in the media. It has been the subject of syndicated columns by

pundits as diverse as David Broder and James Kilpatrick, not to

mention a roster of sports writers. During the past few months

alone, I have been privileged to diszuss its messages with

receptive and responsive audie'nces such as those at Howard

Univ....!sity's annual national symposium on the black athlete, the

faculty athletic advisory council at the University of Southern

California, the National Association of Collegiate Athletic

Directors, and a variety of Congressional Staff who deal with

highez education issues. Through these discussions, many people

are beginning to appreciate the kind of national archives we

already possess.

What kind of archives are these? These are longitudinal studies.

Mese stuiies start with a single generation of Americans at a

given puint in time, and follow the same group of people for many

years--follow them in and out of school, college, work, tamily,

community life, changing aspiratinns and plans, changing

attitt'es and opinions, and follow them in sufficient detail

(e.g., courses taken in college, reasons for leaving a job) so as

to generate a multidimensional portrait of their lives. What

results is a motion picture -- not the kind of snapshots we

usually see in national data -- and in that motion picture, a

drama that can help us explain the cunsequences of decisions

made by individuals ard policies made by others..
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The Department's longitudinal studies dre not designed to study

specific groups of people, such as varsity uthletes. They are

designed to study entire generations. We deal with all the fish

in the sea. Even though we may lver-sample minority populations

so that the numbers for some sub-groupg are sufficient for

statistical analysis, we don't let some fish in and keep others

out. Once the group is established to represent its generation,

whatever subsequently hapl.ens, happens. For eXample, some people

will become college varsity athletes, and some won't.

With the support of Congress, the Department is conducting three

major longitudinal studies, each focusing on a generation about

ten years apart from its predecessor. The grandmother of the

studies, and the one I used for Light and Shadows, is called the

National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972

(hereafter referred to as the NLS-72)*. In this year of 1991,

no other reference provides such a wealth of information. There

is no group as large (22,650) that anyone has tracked in such

detail from high school into their mid-30s. And no other archive

is as accurate in matters of education as is the NLS-72

because we used actual high school records, test scores, and,

most importantly, college transcripts.

* The others are the "High School anc Dcyond" studies of the

Classes of 1980 and 1982 and the "National Education Longitudinal

Study," which started with 8th graders in 1988.
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The college transcripts, accounting for everything this

generation did in any kind of postsecondary institution between

its high school graduation in 1972 and 1984 (when they were 30/31

years old), form a unique aspect of the database. I think you

can instantly see why:

(1) Whateve'r their limitations, transcripts don't lie, don't

exaggerate, and don't forget. On the other hand, as my friends

in the Census Bureau know, people responding to surveys tend to

do all three.

(2) No other national record gave people 12 years to move through

the higher education system, 12 years to finish college, 12 years

to do whatever they do in higher education. And When you track

people for 12 1,,,,ars, you can coma to some real conclusions about

how long it really takes people to earn Associate's degrees or

Bachelor's degrees, and about how and when they do it.

Let me summarize quickly what I reported in Light and ShadoW,s.

Talented athletes of all races enter a very special economy at a

young age. This economy sustains them for a long time, whether

or not they wind up as professional athletes (and very few do).

This "safety net" economy provides special training and special

consideration from high school through college and beyond.

Talented athletes receive services in-kind, no matter what kind

of students they are, our society places a high valve on
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entertainment, and is willing to provide those services to those

who will entertain, whether on the stage or the playing field.

In the case of student athletes, more than for performing arts

students, though, the society makes sure that these services

continue once they enter college. Athletes are more likely than

any other group of students to receive scholarships, and black

athletes more likely to receive scholarships than other black

students who, in turn, are more likely to receive scholarships

than students from other racial or ethnic groups. Athletes are

more likely than other students to enter college directly from

high school, and black athletes are far more likely to enter

college directly from high school than other black students.

Obtaining scholarships and entering college directly from high

school have strong positive effects on the likelihood of

completing college, no matter how long it takes.

As it turns out, varsity football and basketball players in

4-year colleges graduate at a slightly lower rate than other

students. Black varsity football and basketball players graduate

at a higher rate than other black students, and at the same rate

as the category of "ron-atnletes" of all colors.

The importance of thin finding cannot be understated, as the

NLS-72 is the only long-term data base in existence that bases

its account on transcripts and not on the testimonies of coaches,

5
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athletic directors, college presidents, or the NCAA. And unlike

the NCAA's formulas for determining graduation rates, Light and

Shadows didn't "adjust" anything. We have no axe to grind, nor

any special case to make.

Unfortunately, I also found that it took varsity football and

basketball players longer than other groups of students to

complete Bachelor's degrees, and that, more seriously, the

curriculum pursued by many of them can best be described as

garbage -- in fact, an extension of and catering to the very poor

preparation many student athletes had in secondary school. We

had varsity athletes in this sample who earned 16 credits in

basketball; we had varsity athletes in this sample who earned 9

credits in something called "Recreation Internship"--which means

going down to the park and playing whatever it is that you suit

up for. We had varsity athletes in this sample with a half dozen

transcript entries with titles such as "Advanced Sports," "Team

Activities," and "Competitive Athletics." There are schools that

allow this to happen, and often try to hide what I call

"sportscredits" under other titles on transcripts.

Thesc schools ren't kidding anybody. But the messages these

practices send to high school students -- and thin: of black

youth, in particular -- do a double disservice. These practices

sustain the myth that college is just like high school, that you

don't have to rake much academic effort, that you can get through
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on credits from courses that are essentially play. When black

kids get to college, they find oUt that that myth applies only to

athletes. It's a rude surprise, and too many black students fail

to complete degrees. We'll come back to this observation.

Now, there was another set of findings in kight and Sh.dows that

the commentators found equally -- if not more -- fascinating: ex-

varsity football and basketball players make out fairly well in

the labor market. whether or not they earned a Bachelor's degree.

The safety-net economy still takes care of these students, pays

them for entertaining the rest of us, and makes life easier. The

coaches make sure the kids get summer jobs. The boosters make

sure the kids get jobs when they leave college, whether they

gradaated or not. At age 32, e%-varsity football and basketball

players had the lowest rate of unemployment of all groups, and

their average earnings were 10% higher than the mean for all

other groups who attended 4-year colleges. It's not surprising,

too, to note than they had the highest rate of home ownership at

age 32 among all the groups in my analysis.

These are impressive economic outcomes, particularly for black

students, who tend to come irom low socioeconomic status

backgrounds. Participation in varsity athletics works in terms

of economic r-bility through one's early-30s. It works because

of the safety net, the peculiar protective economy to which only

privileged b.'ople of athletic talent have access.
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But the safety net ultimately deceives, and two other shadows

fall on ex-varsity athletes at "30-something." First, the jobs

they hold--while providing decent income and job stability--are

of lower status and offer less long-term mobility than the job

patterns for other groups. Second, these people, who had

comparatively poor academic records in both high school and

college, and whose intellects were not challenged by the kind of

curricula they tended to take in college, were the least likely

of any group to say that they worked a great deal with ideas at

age 32. Ideas are at the heart ot the information economy, and

the information economy is where true power and liberation lie.

If we came back to the generation of the Class of '72 at age 42

(which, unfortunately, we have no plans to do at present), I

don't think the ex-athletes will look that good. There is just

so long that that special treatment will last.

Please don't say that these data are old and that it's all

different today. Frankly, we don't know that. We don't have any

other generation that is 30-something, and that we have followed

like this one. We're building one, though. Next year, we'll

have completed 12 years of the same kind of data for folks who

were sophomores in high school in 1980. We'll be able to do some

time-series data--class of '72 versus the Class of '82. But we

can't do it yet. Unfortunately, people don't accumulate

histories overnight.
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So much for the story and message of Light and Shadows. How

let's look at the real messages, and the messages that are of

particular importance to the education of black Americans and the

roles of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities.

First and foremost, only 6% of the,4-year college students in the

U.S. play varsity anything--from football to water polo to golf.

94% don't. Among Blacks, the percentage of varsity athletes

appears to be around 9%. That means that 91% of the black

students in 4-year colleges in this country are not varsity

athletes. Amcng other minority college studentd, the r7tio of

varsity athletes to everyone else is rather low. And if we limit

the universe of varsity athletes to the only ones we seem to talk

about--namely palg football and basketball players--we are

looking at less than 3% of four-year college students in the

U.S., and maybe 5% of the black college students.

That is a very small percentage of people. It is a very small

tail to wag the huge dog of higher education in the U.S. And

given the built-in privileges of being a talented athlete, the

safety net, it is inequitable to spend inordinate amounts of time

and attention worrying about varsity athletes when the fates of

so many other people are at stake.

As someone who has studied college students and varsity athletes,

I must be far more concerned with the 94% who are not varsity
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athletes, the 97% who are not varsity football or basketball

players, the 91% of black college students who are not varsity

athletes, and the 95% of black college students who are not

varsity football or basketball players. From a national

perspective, 95% is more important than 5%.

second, we send the wrong message to young people, and to young

blac Americans in particular, by emphasizing varsity athletics

in our discussions of higher education, by implying that the only

measure of collegiate worth is whether you can put a ball through

a hoop. Well, there are a lot of black Americans who can't put

balls through hoops but who are worth a lot more both to the

black community and to America as a whole than the folks who can.

If our public ceremonies tell them that the only way they will

"be somebody" in collegeJet alone afterwards--is to play

varsity ball, they won't even make the effort to go to college.

In fact, they will despair. They lose. Black Americans lose.

The nation loses.

It is said that we must pay attention to black athletes because

young black males, in particular, need role models, and that's

what they're going to see on television. This is an odd economic

notion: the idea that young people are likeLy to invest in

themselves according to what they see succ,,ed in the televised

version of American society. And "success;" means fame and

fortune. But how many of us are famous? How many of us--any of
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us--make fortunes? Most of us, in fact, found out ts,at we could

succeed in ways other than fame or fortune. Most of us who study

music, for example, came to realize that we weren't going to make

it to Carnegie Hall or Blues Alley or the Regal (and if we made

it to the Regal, it was amateur night and the clown took the

microphone away after 12 bars), but that we had learned something

from the serious, dedicated study of music that we could take

into and apply in other aspects of our careers.

Kids learn. They know. Harry Edwards did an estiLate a long

time ago that bears updating with 1991 figures. If there are 32

million black people in the United States, about 8,000 of them

earn their living, pay their bills, and raise their kids, working

for performing athletics organizations. And of the 8,000,

perhaps 1,005 are professional athletes. And of the 1,000, the

majority do things like play 3rd base for the Durham Bulls for

$15,000/season. Don't delude anyone into thinking that there's a

big show here.

Third, the mission of college is education, not entertainment.

We know there is learning and discipline in athletics--whether

team or individual sports. We know that learning is valuable in

the same way that we know the discipline and teamwork of playing

in an orchestra or rock band or drama troupe or newspaper staff

is valuable. But we also know that these activities--and their

discipiine and learnings--exist outside colleges and universities

11
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in ways that the study of organic chemistry or African history or

cost accounting or the svmboliste poets or communication

disorders do not. Our institutions of higher learning were

chartered principally and dominantly--though not exclusively--

for the latter learnings, not the former. And if you look

carefully at the charters of the Historically Black Colleges, to

which young black Americans look for inspiration (even if they go

somewhere else to college), you'll see the same message.

Fourth, we have learned from studying the careers of the High

School class of 1972 that earning a degree--Associate's or

Bachelor's--is very important in terms of occupational choice,

earnings, home ownership, and job stability. But we have also

learned that (a) when you earn the degree, how long it takes, is

less important than the fact that you earn it, and (b) that

what you study, whether or not you earn a degree, may be the most

important determinant of your future success in the labor market.

On the first issue here, we 'annot impose on black students--let

alone anybody else--the tyranny of time, the pressure to complete

degrees according to our abstract notion of how long it should

take. The NLS-72 transcripts teach us that people are more

likely to complete degrees if we give them time; but they also

teach us that the most critical period for black men, in

particular, involves the first 10 credits. Get them over that

hump, and they are more likely to persist. For black women, it's

12
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the last 30 credits that seem to be the critical ones. In

working on black student retention over the years, I have found

that the HBCUs understand this difference better than do other

institutions.

The second issue here, what people study, is at the core of

national economic development, as well as the fu,are standard of

living for black America. I find it curious--and disconcerting-

-that the Department of Education is rarely asked questions about

the percentage of college students who study statistics or

calculus, African history or East Asian politics, advanced level

foreign language courses, engineering technologies or

agricultural sciences. The NLS-72 college transcripts can answer

those questions, and next year we will be able to answer them for

the High School Class of 1982 as well.

If we take all the students who completed more than 10 college

credits over 12 years, we know, for example, that 11% of the

black students and 14% of the white students took statistics, and

that 2% of the black studants and 5% of the white students took

advanced-level foreign language courses. These are two subjects

that are critical to participation in a globalized workforce in a

statistical century and an information age. Those numbers are

lot very impressive for anybody. But they raise the kind of

issues that we ought to raise first with the HOCUs, not whether

varsity football and basketball players are well (.:ared for.

13
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Fifth, indeed, to demonstrate the seriousness with which we take

the HBCUs, we must start with their primary mission, and their

role in national and regional economic development. If our

workforce is not disposed to continuing education and training,

then our national standard of living suffers. When workforces

become globalized, when companies can hire the most talented and

educated workers without regard to national boundaries, we will

be left in the dust if we cannot offer first-rate computer

programmers, first-rate production control managers, first-rate

oil field technicians, first-rate teachers, first-rate

translators. And if our standard of living declines because we

are more concerned with varsity football players than with

ordinary people, we know wht, will be hurt the most: the

disadvantaged in our society, among whom black Americans are

disproportionately represented.

To ensure that the HBCUs are at the center of higher education in

the United States involves encouraging and reinforcing their role

in creating and maintaining a "world class" workforce. Given the

requirements of our economy for continuing education, those

institutions that do not serve the recurrent education needs of

adults in the workforce will be pushed to the margins of American

higher education. We don't want that to happen to the HBCUs.

Both Secretary Alexander's plan for "AMERICA 2000" and the

itational Education Goals call for improved litelong learning,

14
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call for a renewed effort in the continuing education of the

American workforce. The Office of Educational Research and

Improvement has begun the process of encouraging the

participation of the HBCUs in this effort. We are asking

quest ions about the guts of American education and about the

larger body of students, ordinary and extraordinary, who attend-

-or might attend--those institutions. We are not askinq

questions about movie stars and varsity athletes. If I have

learned anything from studying the history of the Class of 1972,

it's that those people are at the periphery--and not the center

--of our lives.

Addendum:

Goal 5 of the National Education Goals ("Adult Literacy and

Lifelong Learning") states, as one of its objectives, that, by

the year 200, "the proportion of those qualified students

(especially minorities) who enter college, who complete at least

tWo years, and who complete their degree programs will increase

substantially."

While "qualif.ied students" is not defined, we can use the NLS-72

postsecondary transcripts to figure out what "increase

substantially" might mean. The transcripts give us the most

accurate, long-term, base line data imaginable. The following

tables replicate what the National Education Goals Panel had in

mind when it set forth this objective. The universe of people
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here consists of everybody in the High School Class of 1972 who

entered a 2-year or 4-year college, and who earned 60 or more

credits (the equivalent of two academic yeah's) by the time they

were 30 years old. The objective does not refer specifically to

Bachelor's degree attainment as an outcome, rather to "their

degree programs." Hence, the table is presented in terms of

highest degree earned by age 30:

White/Asian ala2k Hiepanic/Amerrn4

No Degree 15.5% 29.8% 33.0%

Certificate/ 2.1 2.5 1.6

License

Associate's 13.6 10.9 20.1

Degree

Bachelor's 56.3 45.4 37.1

Degree

Graduate 12.5 11.4 8.2

Degree

Given the way the goal was stated, 67.4% of the students who met

the conditions for being included in this universe earned at

least a Bachelor's degree in 12 years, and another 13.6% earned

the Associate's degree. And two-thirds of the black students in

this universe completed "their degree programs." Given the way

the goal was stated and the conditions for being included in the

universe, the group to be targeted ior meeting the goal consists

of those who did not complete any degree. The NLS-72 archive can

tell us a great deal about those people, and thus help us

determine how to target our future efforts to assist them in

completing degrees.

1
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Mrs. CobuNs. Mr. Farrell.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES S. FARRELL
Mr. FARRELL. Chairwoman Collins, members of the subcommit-tee, my name is Charles Farrell, and I am the president of Sports

Perspective International, an athletes advocacy organization that
co-produces the annual Black Athletes in America Forum, and Iam also the former special projects coordinator at the Center for
the Study of Sport in Society at Northeastern University.

My co-producer, Dr. Lee McElroy, athletic director at CaliforniaState University at .iacramento, is unable to be here today butasked me to extend his personal thanks to the subcommittee forconvening tb -)se hearings.
As you we I know, a number of factors have brought collegiate

athletics, and te black student athlete in particular, under scruti-ny.
My own concerns are deeply rooted in my background. My par-ents escaped Depression poverty through education, both receivingthat education at historically black institutions. I followed in myfather's footsteps, completing my undergraduate education at Lin-coln University, the Nation's oldest historically black institution ofhigher education, and it was an education as sound as availableanywhere in the country.
My career in journalism eventually led me to the Chronicle ofHigher Education where I became part of the athletics section at atime when the ills of intercollegiate athletics were receiving mas-sive exposure, and it almost always appeared that the majority ofathletes caught up in the scandals were black.
Reform is certainly in the best interest of intercollegiate athlet-ics, but it has not always been in the best interest of the blackdent athlete, who has emerged as the talent essential for successful

college basketball and football, the prevalent revenue-producingsports. The majority of the football and basketball payers in Divi-sion I, the NC NA's top competitive division, are black, yet blacksreceive only 10 percent of the athletic scholarships awarded in allsports in the division, ln essence, it is the black athlete who pro-vides the blood, sweat and tears that support college sports.
Yet it is the black athlete who too often fails to reap the rewards

typically associated with college, an education and an academicdegree. All too typically, it is the black athlete who exhausts hisathletic eligibility before completing a college degree.
A recent NCAA survey of the graduation of black athletes wasappalling. Of athletes who entered college in the 1984-1985 aca-demic year, only 26.6 percent of the black athletes graduated, com-pared to 52.2 percent of the white athletes.
On ral encouraging note, black athletes who attended black col-leges appear to be graduating at significantly higher percentagesthan those black athletes who opt for predominantly white institu-tions. I say "appear" because the data is limited. But based on asurvey conducted by USA Today strictly on basketball players inDivision I, black athletes at black institutions fair better when itconies to graduation.
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So why don't more black athletes, particularly those considered
to be blue chippers, choose to go to black institutions? The answer
is simple. The reason, real or imagined, is that b ack institutions
are too often considered inferior when it comes to sports, despite
rich traditions.

I have had the opportunity to speak with hundreds of high school
athletes and most say that black institutions simply don't offer the
facilities, don't play competitively enough, don't travel as fancy,
don't get the radio and television exposure, don't attract the
crowds, and don't attract the attention of professional teams.

You have to understand that most college football and basketball
players believe they have a legitimate shot at playing professional-
ly, and that belief is most pronounced in the black athlete. Only in
the black community are sports such a dominant factor, perceived
as a viable career alternative.

In a survey conducted last fall, 43 percent of black high school
athletes said they expected to play professional sports, compared to
16 percent of white high school athletes. In reality, only one in
10,000 high school athletes ever makes it to the professional level.

This is a dangerous situation, because if black kids continue to
believe that their best path for success is through sports, they are
in for extreme disappointment. More frustrating is the fact that
their belief in success through sports almost certainly leads them
to neglect academics or to plan for other careers besides or beyond
sports.

The promise sports offers for so many black youngsters is impor-
tant because for some it is the only dream they are taught to
pursue. But it has to be a dream that is rooted in sincerity and in-
tegrity and free of blatant exploitation. Co lieges, and for that
matter junior high and high schools, have to be held accountable
for what they are doing, and right now, for the most part, high
schools and colleges fall short of their responsibilities when it
comes to the black athlete.

For 3 years now, Dr. McElroy and I have co-produced the Black
Athletes in America Forum, held each April, to take an in-depth
look at the myriad of issues that affect and envelop the black ath-
lete at all levels. The Forums have examined academics and the
black athlete, the black athlete and college, the black athlete and
drugs, the black female athlete, the black professional athlete, life
after sports, blacks in non-traditional sports, economics and the
black athlete, black leadership in sports, and the role of the media.

And this past spring the Forum included a segment on the
future of black college sports, because Dr. Mc' :oy, myself and
other members of the Forum committee believe ,:tat black colleges
deserve to reap the rewards that intercollegiate athletics offers
prestige, visibility, and financial benefitsand these rewards are
being systematically denied.

It wasn't that long ago, within the past two decades. that black
students, not to mention black student athletes, were not welcome
at institutions that now routinely start five blacks in basketball.
But it is these same institutions that have failed to attract and
retain black non-athletes, black faculty members, and black admin-
istrators in sports or elsewhere.
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Another NCAA study a few years ago indicated that black ath-
letes at predominantly white institutions express a deep sense of
isolation, brought on in part by the lack of other blacks on many of
these campuses, fostering an extreme lack of cultural identity.

On the contrary, black institutions have always provided the
nurturing environment that has helped all students to succeed.
Black institutions also have long known that many of their con-
stituents have been ill-prepared for colleges, but instead of con-
stantly blaming the high schools, those black institutions have in-
stituted the steps necessary to prepare their students for college
academics. As a result, black institutions continue to provide
blacks with the majority of undergraduate degrees earned and pre-
pare their students fur graduate and professional schools.

So, in many cases, black institutions are in the best interest of
the black athlete and could serve the black athlete best. Yet these
institutions continue to be ignored by many black athletes who
could benefit most.

What needs to be done? First, there must be a deliberate, consci-
entious, and meticulous effort to enhance the intercollegiate athlet-
ics program at black institutions in terms of facilities, competitive-
ness and visibility, making these institutions more attractive to
black athletes in general.

Sports Perspectives International has launched an initiative to
form an alliance of black institutions to wo-tt collectively to en-
hance the athletic programs at black institL'Aons, but help must
come on three other levels: the university level, the corporate level,
and from the NCAA.

Black colleges need to build their alumni base of support, some-
thing easier said than done, but absolutely necessary. Boosters are
the foundation of successful athletics programs, and black alumni
must be in a position to demonstrate their economic power, to show
major corporate sponsors the viability of this market. In term,
major corporations must be generous to black institutions, particu-
larly in light of evidence that black Americans hold increasingly
substantial purchasing power. If corporations and advertisers can
support other major college sporting events, they can support black
college athletic programs also, or risk black consumer backlash.

Mrs. COLLINS. Excuse me. Let me interrupt you at this time.
Mr. FARRELL. Yes.
Mrs. COLLINS. Because you are reading from your statement.

Your time has expired, but your full statement is going to be made
a part of the record.

Mr. FARRELL. OK.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Farrell foilowsd
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES S_ FARRELL
PRESIDENT OF SPORTS PERSPECTIVES INTERNATIONAL
BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

CONSUMER PROTECTION AND COMPETITIVENESS
SEPTEMBER 12, 1991

Chairwoman Collins, members of the subcommittee, my name is Charles
Farrell, president of Sports Perspectives International, an athletes advocacy
organization that co-produces the annual Black Athletes in America Forum, and I am
also former special projects coordinator at the Center for the Study of Sport in Society
at Northeastern University. The Forum has been held every April for the past three
years as a platform from which to identify the attributes crucial to black student

athletes' alucational attainment, promote personal responsibility and self-esteem among
black student athletes, foster bold leadership initiatives, mandate an agenda for
immediate reform within the college athletic structure and reinforce the balance of
perspective among social, psychological, economic, athletic and academic components.

My co-producer, Dr. Lee A. McElroy, athletic director a' 2alifornia State
University at Sacramento and former athletic director at the University of the District
of Columbia, is unable to be here today but asked me to extend his personal thanks to
the subcommittee for convening this series of hearings which he and I wholeheartedly
support as one of the elements necessary to build model collegiate athletic programs
and end the exploitation of college athletes, particularly black athletes.

Lee has not only been one of the most knowledgeable and outspoken
contributors to the development of a better future for college sports, he has been a
valued and trusted friend and I miss him not being here today.

As you well know, a number of factors have brought collegiate athletics and the
black student athlete in particular under scrutiny.

My own concerns are deeply rooted in my background. My parents escaped
Depression poverty through education, both receiving that education at historically
black institutions. I followed in my father's footsteps, completing my undergraduate
education at Lincoln University, the nation's oldest historically black institution of
higher education and it was an education as sound as available anywhere in the country.

My career in journarsm eventually led me to the Chronicle of Higher Education
where I soon became part of its fledging Athletics section at a time when the ills of
intercollegiate athletics were receiving massive exposure.

There were numerous accounts of academic fraud, from grade changing, to
taking phantom comes, to having a stand-in take tests. Recruiting scandals were
rampant, with schools paying thousands of dollars for the services of a talented athlete,

or making sure the recruit was outfitted with the latest wardrobe or drove a fancy car.

And almost always it appeared that the majority of athletes caught up in the

scandals were black.
The scandals reached such proportion that 78 percent of college presidents

surveyed believed that intercollegiate athletics interfered with the et acational missions
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of their institutions and 70 percent of the American public believed that college sports
was out of control. The response was to launch a massive reform movement.

Reform is certainly in the best interest of intercollegiate sports, but it has not
always been in the best interest of the black student athlete, who has emerged as the
talent essential for successful college basketball and football, the prevalent revenue-
producing sports. The majority of the football and basketball players in Division 1, the
NCAA's top competitive division, are black, yet blacks receive only 10 percent of the
athletic scholarships awarded in all sports in the division. In essence, it is the black
athlete who provides the blood, sweat and tears that support college sports.

Yet it is the black athlete who too often fails to reap the rewards typically
associated with college - an education and an academic degree. All too typically, it is
the black athlete who exhaust! his athletic eligibility before completing a college
degree.

A recent NCAA review of the graduation rates of black athletes was appalling.
Of athletes who entered college in the 1984-85 Pcadernic year, only 26.6 percent of
black athletes graduated after five years, compared to 52.2 percent of white athletes.

On an encouraging note, black athletes who attend black colleges appear to be
graduating at significantly higher percentages than those black athletes who opt for
predominantly white institutions. I say appear, because the data is limited, but, based
on a survey conducted by USA Today strictly on basketball players in Division 1, black
athletes at black institutions fare better when it came to graduation.

So why don't more black athletes, particularly those considered to be blue
chippers, chose to go to black institutions? The answer is simple. The reason, real or
imagined, is that black institutions are too often considered inferior when it comes to
sports, despite rich traditions in sports.

I have had the opportunity to talk with hundreds of high school athletes and
most say black institutions don't offer the facilities, don't play competitively enough,
don't travel as fancy, don't get the radio and television exposure, don't attract the
crowds, and don't attract the attention of professional teams.

You have to understand that most college football and basketball players believe
they have a legitimate shot at playing professionally, and that belief is most manifest in
the black athlete. Only in the black community are sports such a dominant factor,
perceived as a viable career alternative.

In a survey conducted last fall, 43 percent of black high school athletes said
they expected to play professional sports, compared to 16 percent of white high school
athletes. In reality, only one in 10,000 high school athletes ever makes it to the
professional level.

This i a dangerous situation, because if black kids continue to believe that their
best path for success is through sports they are in for extreme disappointment. More
frustrating is the fact that their belief in success through sports almost certainly leads
them to neglect academics and to plan for other careers besides or beyond sports.

Frustration is one of the unyielding torments of black youth today. And it was
out of frustration that the Black Athletes in America Forum was born.
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Proposition 48, the controversial NCAA rule for initial eligibility, created its
own level of frustration when conceived in 1982 by two groups of college educational
and athletic administrators intent on academic reform.

The first group consisted of athletic administrators, the second, an ad hoc
committee established by the American Council on Education; neither group had any
black representation.

Proposition 48 Atas adopted by the NCAA in January 1983 despite protest from
critics, particularly athletic i,nd academic administrators at black institutions, who said
the standards, a minimum 2.0 grade-point average in a college prep curriculum and a
700 SAT (15 ACT), wod hay...! a disproportionate effect on blacks, who tend not to do
as well on standardized test ,;r white counterparts. And the adoption came despite
an NCAA survey that showed that the majority of black athletes who previously had
not met Proposition 48 standards had completed college degrees.

In the first year of Proposition 48's adoption, 85 percent of those athletes who
fell short of the standards were black. That percentage has been dropping since 1986,
demonstrating that black athletes have risen to the challenge to meet the standards.

But in January 1989 at the NCAA annual convention, another curve was thrown
with the adoption of Proposition 42, which would ban colleges from providing financial
aid to freshmen athletes who did not meet the minimum academic standards set forth by
Proposition 48. Proposition 42 was passed over the objections of those earlier critics
who again argued that since black athletes were more likely to fall victim to the
minimum academic standards, they would be more likely to be denied the financial aid
that would allow t..zm to attend college. Again, those at the forefront of the battle for
the rights of black athletes were the administrators of black institutions who have
always known how critical education is to the black race.

It took a courageous stand by Georgetown University basketball coach John
Thompson to bring national attention to the frustrating dilemma Proposition 42
presented. How do you tell kids they must be academically prepared for college, yet
deny them what could possibly be their only chance for a college education, an athletic
scholarship, knowng that high schools are unable or unwilling to provide the type of
education to prepare the underprivileged in this country for college.

Frustration. In this country today, there are 610,000 black males between the
ages of 20 and 29 caught up in the criminal justice system - either in jail, probation or
parole. Contrast that with the fact that there are only 435,000 black males of all ages in
college.

Add to that the mayhem in the streets of our nation's cities as murder has
become the leading cause of death among young black males. Put quite simply, the
black male has become an endangered species.

In one of the apartments I used to live in in Washington, 1 could literally look
out of my window and see drug transactions taking place as 14, 15 and 16-year-old
babies hustled their illegal pharmaceuticals.

Their dress of choke - they were decked out in sports wear by adidas, Nike,
Converse and Reebok. Their hats and shirts bore the legends of Terrapins, Hoyas.
Wolfpack and Wildcats, or Pistons, Redskins or Raiders. In Boston, where I spent the
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past two years, wearing the logo of certain sports teams or a certain brand of sneaker
identifies one as a member of a particular gang.

1 remember thinking on numerous occasions, and with particular frustration
given the precarious existence of black youth today, that these kids will never get any
closer to Maryland, Georgetown, North Carolina State or Villanova - would never play
for the Pistons, Redskins or Raiders. Yet the influence of sports was so real, so
evident. Unfortunately, these kids succumbed to the empty promise of drugs.

But there is another promise always dangled before black youths in this country
and that is the promise of sports, the promise of success through sports even though the
reality is that a black man stands a better chance of becoming a doctor or lawyer than
becoming a professional athlete.

Yet black youths continue to pursue the long shot of athletics, continue to chase
the elusive brass ring to all too frequently discover too late the broken promise of
sports. They discover they have no career as athletes and most have no college
education to rely on for the future.

I think we all have to keep sports in perspective. Sports are but a microcosm of
society, r.o better and no worse. The problems that manifest themselves in society, and
particularly those overwhelming the black community - drugs, undereducation, lack of
job opportunities, exploitation - are also problems that must be faced in the world of
athletics.

They are problems of race and they are problems that need to be discussed
openly and honestly because they are not simply going to disappear. They do persist
and they are a plague on our society, a plague that unless addressed will continue to
ravage the black community at a time when America can ill afforti to lose the potential
contributions of that community.

We must be able to compete with the rest of the world in all phases and the
black community has to be part of that competition.

The promise sports offer for so many black youngsters is important because for
some it is the only dream they are taught to pursue. But it must be a dream rooted in
sincerity and integrity and free of blatant exploitation. Colleges, and for that matter
junior high and high schools, have to be held accountable for what they are doing, and
right now, for the most part, high schools and colleges fall short of their
responsibilities when it comes to the black athlete.

For three years now, Dr. McElroy and I have co-produced the Black Athletes in
America Forum, hel.: each April to take an in-depth look at the myriad of issues that
affec, .ind envelop the black athlete, at all levels.

The Forums have examined academics and the black athlete, the black athlete
and college, the black athlete and drugs, the black female athlete, the professional black
athlete, life after sports, blacks in non-traditional sports, economics and the black
athlete, black lesJership in sports, and the role of the media.

At the 1990 Forum an initiative to combat racism through sports was
announced.

And this past spring the Forum included a segment on the future of black
college sports, because Dr. McElroy, myself and other members of the Forum
committee believe that black colleges deserve to reap the rewards that intercollegiate
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athletics offers - prestige, visibility, and financial benefits - and those rewaals are being
systematically denied.

It wasn't that long ago - within the past two decades - that blacks students, not
to mention black student athletes, were not welcome at institutions that now routinely
start five blacks in basketball. But it is these same institutions that have failed to attract
and retain black non-athletes, black faculty members, and black administrators in sports
or elsewhere.

Another NCAA study a few years ago indicated that black athletes at
predominantly white institutions express a deep sense of isolation, brought on in part by
the lack of blacks on many of these campuses, fostering an extreme lack of cultural
identity.

On the contrary, black institutions have always provided the nurturing
environment that has helped their students to succeed; black institutions also have long
known that many of their constituents have been ill-prepared for college, but instead of
constantly blaming the high schools, those black institutions have instituted the steps
necessary to prepare their students for college academics. As a result, black institutions
continue o provide blacks with the majority of undergraduate degrees earned and
prepare their students for graduate and professional schools.

So, in many cases, black institutions are in the best interest of the black ath'ete
and could serve the black athlete best. Yet these institutions continue to be ignored by
many black athletes who could benefit most. What needs to be done?

First, there must be a deliberate, conscientious, and meticulous effort to
enhance the intercollegiate athletics programs at black institutions, in terms of facilities,
competitiveness and visibility, making these institutions more attractive to black
athletes in general.

Sports Perspectives International has launched an initiative to form an alliance
of black institutions to work collectively to enhance the athletics programs at black
insitutions, but help must come on at least three levels - the university, the corporate
and from the NCAA.

Black colleges need to build their alumni base of support, something easier said
than done, but absolutely necessary. Boosters are the foundation of successful athletics
programs, and black alumni must be in a position to demonstate their economic power
to show major corporate sponsors the viability of this market.

In turn, major corporaticns must be more generous to black institutions,
particularly in light of evidence that black Americans hold increasingly substantial
purchasing power. If corporations and advertisers can support other major college
sporting events, they can support black college athletics programs also, or risk black
consumer backlash. Pressure can and should be brought to bear.

And the NCAA needs to support its black brethren more. In years past, the
NCAA insisted that television broadcast black college sporting events; those demands
fell by the wayside following the 1984 Supreme Court decision that ended the
association's lock on televised college sports.

But if the NCAA's SI billion contract with CBS mandates that the network
televise women's basketball, gymnastics and swimming, it could anti should include
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provisions for black college sports, particularly those at the black institutions that
compete in Division 1.

There are 17 such institutions; the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference, whose
commissioner, Ken Free, is here today, comprised of Bethune-Cookman College,
Coppiq State College, Delaware State College, Florida A&M University, Howard
University, University of Maryland, Eastern Shore, Morgan State University, North
Carolina A&T State University, and South Carolina State College; and the
Southwestern Athletic Conference, comprised of Alabama State University, Alcorn
State University, Grambling State University, Mississippi Valley State University,
Prairie View A&M University, Southern University and Texas Southern University.

It certainly would not be out of line to mandate that a network televise the
champinnship games of these conferences as well as select rivalries between these
schools.

Once these and other black institutions receive the kind of enhancement they
deserve, Dr. McElroy and I believe that they will be able to compete for the talents of
black athletes on a more even keel, forcing predominantly white institutions to take
measures that will provide black athletes with the kind of social and academic support
that will make the college environment and experience more positive. That will benefit
all black student athletes at all institutions.

Academic and athletics administrators at black institutions also need to be a
crucial part of the decision-making process in r gards to future reform, particularly on
issues sure to have an effect on the black athlete. These administrators have h,id a
longer history on how to help black students and black athletes and their itnput is
critical if there is a true intent to address the special concerns of the black athlete.

Dr. McElroy and I also fetl it is crucial to make public the worst offenders
when it comes to the academic and social needs of black athletes. That public list
should not only take into account low graduation rates for black athletes, but also high
numbers of campus racial incidents, low numbers of black non-athktes, low numbers
of black faculty and staff, low numbers of black administrators, and information on the
quality of campus life for black students. If nothing else, basic consumer information
would be available and it would be hoped that black athletes could be convinced to
boycott those institutions with the worse records for exploitation.

The Black Athletes Forum also recommends the development of an equitable
system for assessing punitive damages on those exploitive institutions, further forcing
them to provide a more supportive environment for the black athlete.

A couple of other suggestions coming out of the Forums for general reform in
intercollegiate athletics that would also have a positive benefit to black athletes
specifically inr1 nandatory instruction at the high school level for athletes in time
managemellt, ,,,uy habits, SAT preparation, career development, NCAA rules and
regulations, and moral and ethical responsibility. Some of that instruction should be
extended to parents of athletes who too often are poorly informed about the system
their children are involved in.

College athletes should also be required to take sonic of the same instruction
and athletes at both levels should also be required to perform some kind of mandatory
community service.

2 )3
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Community service woukl givA an athlete a sense of values beyond the playing
field, values that may help them in developing the total person, one who can
understand the need to balance academics with athletics. It would also help develop
self-esteem and leadership qualities in the athlete and as leaders in the community these
athletes can enhance their positive role model status.

And all intercollegiate athletics programs, at all institutions, black or white,
need to undergo a process of accreditation by an independent organization to assure that
institutions are doing all they can in support of student athletes, regardless of race or

Sex.
In conclusion, Dr. McElroy and I want to say that it has been our experience

that the problems of college sports tend to manifest themselvo Jpon the black athlete,

who has placed too much of his faith on success simply though sports. That has made
the black athlete extremely vulnerable and efforts must be made to have black youth

face the truth about sports. Efforts also need to be made to ensure that black athletes
aren't exploited for their talents, but receive something in return - an education.

Black institutions have long been fulfilling that promise of an education; they
deserve to fulfil their athletics potential.

Dr. McElroy and I thank you for your time and consideration. We feel that the
efforts of this subcommittee are extremely important for the future of intercollegiate
athletics and at this time would like to invite Chairwoman Collins and other
subcommittee members to participate in the 4th Annual Bla Athletes in America

Forum, to be held next April 10 and 11, and share with a national audience the
development of the subcommittees work and some recommendations for the future.

Again, our sincere thanks.
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Mrs. COLLINS. Now, I want to go now to Mr. Pace.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY PACE

Mr. PACE. Madam Chairwoman, thank you and the members of
this committee for allowing me to testify today. My name is Antho-
ny Pace. I am the Executive Director of the Renaissance Founda-
tion here in the District of Columbia. To my right is Mr. Albert
Mitchell, who is our business director.

The Renaissance Foundation is a group founded by three alumni
of Historically Black Co ll:ges, which we refer to as HBCU's in the
future, who had a vested interest in the future of our black college
students. We operate on three fronts: (1) that we promote entrepre-
neurship among black people, particularly our black college gradu-
ates; (2) we would like to provide scholarships to students to attend
the Historically Black Colleges; and (3) we wou:d like to use athlet-
ic programs to raise the visibility for the black colleges.

Our purpose here is to attempt to shed some light on the prob-
lerns the Historically Black Colleges, or HBCIrs, face in the athlet-
ic arena. The problems that HBCU's face are problems that all
small colleges face. Some of these problems are societal in nature
and are difficult to overcome. Other problems are inherent to the
NCAA structure, which has created Divisions 1, IAA in football, Di-
visions H, and Division III. Only in basketball is there any T-IBCU
involvement on the Division I level.

From our point of view the most glaring problems are the lack of
opportunities for H13CU's to participate in post-season competition,
the isslie of fairness for the teams that are selected in post-season
competition, the lack of television revenues available to the
HBCU's, and the lack of participation of HBCU coaches and play-
ers in the coaches associations and the post-season all-star games.

In the area of post-season play, annually one can expect to see
two to five HBCU's participating in NCAA postseason football
playoffs and from three to six in basketball playoffs. These num-
bers cross all the divisions I mentioned earlier and is inclusive of
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, and this situa-
tion is really magnified in football.

The situation is only slightly better in basketball. More teams
usually get involved, but more teams are involved in the baiketball
playoffs overall. So the percentage of HBCU's that actually partici-
pate in basketball playoffs usually is lower than the percentage of
football playoff participants. The teams that do make it into the
basketball playoffs a lot of times play under some unusual circum-
stances.

The big problem that all of the small colleges face is the lack of
television exposure and revenues available to them. For the first
time in many years a major network will televise an HBCU foot-
ball game. The Bayou Classic held annually in New Orleans will be
televised nationally the next 3 years. While this is progress, this
game involves the same two schools every year in the same confer-
ence. Therefore, the main body of HBCU's still get left out of the
major network picture.

The HBCU's badly need television income to augment their lim-
ited and strained resources. There is one IIBCU that has a total
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football budget of $75,000 and the coaches have to be paid out of
that sum. Many schools have recruiting budgets larger than that.

One of the other problems is that many HBCU coaches feel left
out of some of the perks that are awarded to the other coaches. For
example, you rarely, if ever, see HBCU coaches working in post-
season all-start game, even as assistant coaches. There is usually
little, if any, 11BCU coach representation in the basketball coaches
associations or the football coaches associations. These coaches are
rarely invited to speak at NCAA convention or coaches meetings.
In addition to this, it is rare that one will see an athlete from an
HBCU participating in the above-mentioned all-star games.

The most obvious negative effect comes in the area of recruiting.
Most HBCU coaches find themselves going through the ordeal of
having black, so-called "blue chip" high school athletes shunning
them without hesitation. These kids already have their minds set
on attending a so-calied major college to participate in their par-
ticular sport. These schools take up to about half of the black ath-
letes available of a senior class. Then the predominately white
small schools take up half of what is left from that, and it is
almostit is just very difficult for an HBCU to attract a quality
white student to their institution.

In regard to the NCAA structure, many HBCU officials feel that
the NCAA has been structured to keep small colleges in general
and HBCU's in particular from becoming Division I and reaping
the economic rewards that go along with that status.

We would like to suggest several things to take place in order to
help resolve this problem.

Number 1. We would like for the NCAA to sanction an HBCU
football championship playoff beginning in 1992, with an outside
organization overseeing this event.

Number 2. We would like for the NCAA to negotiate more televi-
sion exposure for the black colleges in football and basketball, and
then have a more equitable dktribution of the television revenues.

Number 3. Finally, we would like to see the rule that will re-
quire Division I schools to have 100 percent Division I schedules
and allow for an exemption for the Historically Black Colleges or
any other small schools that can prove a traditional rivalry with
another small college.

Mrs. COLLINS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pace followsd

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY PACE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE RENAISSANCE FOUNDATION

Madam Chairperson, thank you and the members of the committee for allowing
me to testify today. My name is Anthony Pace, and I am the Co-Founder and Execu-
tive Director of The Renaissance Foundation here in the District of Columbia.

Our purpose here is to attempt to shed some light on the problems the Historical-
ly Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU's) face in the athletic arena. The prob-
lems that HBCU's face in athletics are part of the problems that all small college
programs face. Some of these problems are societal in nature and are difficult to
overcome. Other problems are inherent to the NCAA structure, which has created
Divisions I, I-AA (football only), II, and III. Only in basketball is there in any HBCU
involvement on the Division I level, with the Southwestørn Athletic and
Mid Eastern Athletic conferences participating.

From our point of view the most glaring problems are, in no particular order: the
lack of opportunities for HBCU's to participate in post-season competition, the issue
of fairness for the teams that are selected to participate in post-season competition,
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the lack of television exj osure and revenues available to HBCU's, and the lack of
participation of HBCU coaches and players in the Coaches associations and post
season all-star games.

In the area of post-season play, annually one can expect to see two (2) to five (5)
HBCU's participating in NCAA post-season fontball playof.'s, and from three (3) to
six (6) in the NCAA basketball playoffs. Tfr o numbers cross all divisions, and is
inclusive of the National Association of Int. ) egiate Athletics (NAIA). This situa-
tion is really magnified in football.

The situation is only slightly better in basketball. More teams usually get in-
volved, but more teams are involved in basketball playoffs overall. So the percent-
age of HBCU's participating in post-season basketball is usually smaller than the
percentage of post-season football participants. The teams that do make it in basket-
ball face some unusual circumstances.

The big problem all small colleges face is the lack of television exposure and reve-
nues available to them. For the first time in many years a major network will tele-
vise an HBCU football game. The "Bayou Classic" held annually in New Orleans
will be televised nationally the next 3 years. While this is progress, this game
always involves the same two schools within the same conference. Therefore the
main body of HBCU's still get left out of the major network picture.

With cable network, and some limited syndicated television, HBCU's get a very
small amount of exposure and revenue. When the rare offer to televise a HBCU con-
test comes from a major network, the network sometimes offer unreasonable pack-

ages. Often times HBCU's are overlooked by television because of the small arenas
that most of them play in. If one observes closely, there are many many major col-
lege games televised from small arenas. Those schools and HBCU's often have the
option of moving their games to larger nearby arenas. There is one major college
that until recently traveled thirty (30) miles to play its home games.

HBCU's badly need television income to augment their limited and strained re-
sources. There is one HBCU that has a total football budget of $75,000, and coaches
have to paid out of that sum. Many schools have recruiting budgets larger than
that.

One other E, nblem is that many HBCU coaches feel left out of some of the perks
that are awarded to other coaches. For example, you rarely, if ever see HBCU
coaches workMg the post-season allstar games, even as assistant coaches. There is
usually little, if any HBCU coach representation in the National Association of
Football Coaches, or the National Association of Basketball Coaches. There are
rarely any HBCU coaches invited to speak at NCAA conventions or Coaches meet-
ings. In addition to this it is rare that one will see an athlete from an HBCU partici-
pating in the above mentioned all-star games.

The overall effect these problems have on HBCU sports is general1 a negative
one. Again some of these problems are societal. Others are inherent to the NCAA

structure, and others inherent to being an HBCU.
The most obvious negative effect comes in the area of recruiting. Most HBCU

coaches find themselves going through the ordeal of having the black "blue-chip
high school athletes shunning them without hesitation. These kids already have
their minds set on attending a "major-college" to participate in their particular
sport. These schools take up to half of the black athletes. Predominately white small
colleges take up half of what is left over from there. And it very difficult to attract
a quality white player to a HBCU. There are a few sprinkled about on football
teams, but they are few and far between.

In regard to the NCAA structure, many HBCU officials feel that the NCAA has
been structured to keep small colleges in general and HBCU's in particular from
becoming Division I, and reaping the economic rewards that go along with that
status.

Lack of money seems to be at the root of the problems that HBCU's face. We
would like to suggest that several things take place in order to help resolve this
problem.

Number 1. We would like for the NCAA to allow the HBCU's to form their own
national championship playoff in football beginning in 1992, with our organization
or some outside organization overseeing the event.

Number 2. We would like the NCAA to negotiate more television exposure for the
HBCU's in football and basketball, and a more equitable sharing of NCAA televi-
sion revenues.

Number 3. We would like to see the NCAA Division I basketball ccnimittee abol-
ish the play-in system.
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Number 4. Finally, we would like to see the rule that requires Division I schools
to have 100 percent Division I schedules allow for an exemption for the HBCU's orany other small schools that can prove a traditional rivalry with a small college.

Mrs. COLLINS. Coach Gaines, I am going to ask you to come back
to the table, please. I didn't get a chance to ask you a question that
I did have in mind, and I was glad that you were still here. And
that is, that we hear so much talk about students in the Historical-
ly Black Colleges never getting the oppertunity to be selected by
the pros. Do pros ever come to Winston-Salem State looking for
athletesthe pro recruiters?

Mr. GAINES. They certainly do.
Mrs. COLLINS. Will you put the microphone a little bit closer,

please?
Mr. GAINES. Yes, they do. I have a son who is an assistant to

Jerry Crosson who is a scout. I think all of our conference tourna-
ments were adequately covered by scouts. Last year, I was the
president of the National Association of Basketball Coaches.
Through the special or the extra events committeethe NCAA has
a representative here today, Dave Kaywoodthe four predominate-ly black conferences are in the process now of putting together a
post-season tournament for our seniors. At the present time, at theend of the season the two tournaments that we don't get exposurein, one is the Portsmouth Invitational, the second one is the Orlan-
do, or the Florida Classic. Then the NCAA has a playoff, or I don't
know whether it is the NCAA. I think the pros have a Chicago try-
out camp. So what we will do this year with the approval of the
NCAA is in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, I think it is April 13th
through 15th, trying to find all the eligible seniors that will cometo that site, and we have been given assurance from the NBA thattheir general managers and all their scouts will he there.

But all of the tournaments last year were covered by those
scouts. What we really suffer liore than anything else is we are
starting behind the line of sc:immage. In other words, actually
these top 200 kids I said that does not attend any of the predomi-
nately black institutions, these kids are traced from high school
through college by professional athletics. Let me give you two ex-amples.

Had I not been the coach of a team that went to the Aloha Clas-
sic, Charles Oakley would never have been able to go there, be-
cause they questioned the quality of his play. I was also the coach
of a team that I took to China, and a kid down at Virginia Union,
A.J. English, he would not have been able to go had I not insisted,
since I was the coach, that he go.

Now, one of the ways that predominantly black institutions and
the coaches are going to have to attack this thing is become more
and more involved in coaches associations. Get involved so that you
are on the spot. See, in a lot of cases the mere black presence there
makes the Caucasian majority alter their recommendations and
that sort of thing. Because we don't get the same type of exposure
through the newspaper that the rest of these kids.

And you can trace A.J. English, I think he plays with thehe is
still with the Bullets, down to Virginia Union and that sort ofthing. There are some kids that we hope that will be overlooked
that have been overlooked that they will discover a diamond in the
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rough. See, the most hated person on a college campus after the
draft, I know at the small colleges, is the black basketball coach.
Because, Coach, you didn't see to it that I got my shot. Now, he
might not be able to play diddly, piddlywinks, but everybody has a
dream that they would like to participate in professional basketball
and everything. We are trying to provide for them, and with the
I -AA approval, and this is an officially approved game.

See, a lot of times these kids have beenI will give you another
exampleI can talk all day. But they had a black college all-star
game that was not sanctioned. They must have had 60 or 70 kids
down there. And they did not provide the amenities that go along
with the type of participation that Ken referred to; in other words,
first-class travel, to be sure these youngsters are insured, to be sure
that they get back home safely, and that sort of thing, and this is
what the four predominantly black conferences are going to go into
this April.

We are making some progress, but now we just need some more
help. In other words, and I referred to it in my notes, this kind of
levels the field in some way. We are down in the valley right now
and we are just trying to get on top of the hill.

Mrs. COLLINS. My time has expired almost. So I have one more
question, and that is I am concernedwell, don't leave the table,
please, Coach. Your time isn't up yet.

I am concernedand I want anybody at the table to answer this
question, and it is something I alluded to in my opening statement.
I am concerned about students like Robert Smith. Now, all of us
know about his case. He is the young man who was a tailback at
Ohio State. And he said that he questioned the importance of play-
ing contball because he wanted to get on with his academic studies
ant: : ts time practicing ran into that time, so he decided just to
quit. And his coach and others said that, well, you know, they were
sorry to see him go but that they felt that he was making a moun-
tain out of molehill, and what have you.

I would like for all of you to answer that kind of question. What
do you think about a young man, who I agree with, of courselet
me say thatwho puts his education before playing football and
what have you? But isn't this a rather scathing indictment of
coaches and the universities, and what have you, who have these
student athletes, who insist that they are on the playing field 80
percent of their time and taking, as you say, garbage courses?

Dr. Adelman, why don't we start with you and go down the line?
Mr. GAINES. Let's look at it. That is just one coach. You can't

condemn all coaches. For example
Mrs. COLLINS. No, I don't do that.
Mr. GAINES. Well, to be in compliance now you are limited to 20

hours of exposure, 20 hours per week, and you must have one day
off. And frankly, with all the experiences I have had, I never had
that much to talk about in these sessions where you kept them all
night drawing X's and O's and that sort of thing.

I think this was just a rare case. If the institutions are in compli-
ance, or they follow the rule, no more than 20 hours of practice in
tbotball, basketball, or anything else, that is just it. That is just a
bad situation with that young man, and I just hope that it just
doesn't put a black mark on all of college athletics because he took
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that stand. You don't know what type of personality conflicts these
kids have.

Mrs. COLLINS. That is certainly true. Thank you.
Mr. Farrell.
Mr. FARRELL. I think that, unfortunately, there are other Robert

Smiths out there who for one reason or another don't speak up or
are afraid to speak up. These kids are going to these schools essen-
tially to play football or essentially to play basketball. That is why
they have been recruited to come to the individual institutions.

Coach Gaines mentioned the 20-hour-a-week rule. That is for
mandatory sports involvement, which means that if a kid wants to
spend an additional 20 hours a week in a weight room or partici-
pating or working out, they can. And there is a fear that, risking
the wrath of a coach or being demoted to a second team or a third
team, that these kids will indeed ignore their studies even though
they have been provided this additional time.

So, again, I do think there are other Robert Smiths out there
that just haven't spoken up.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Pace?
Mr. PACE. Yes. I tend to agree with me Mr. Farrell. I think the

problem is more magnified on the Division I level. Because of the
high visibility of these schools, the pressure is more on those coach-
es to win.

My own personal situation could probably shed some light on it.
I am an alumnus of Winston-Salem State. I was a baseball player
there. And one of the things that happened when I first came out
for baseball was the coach insisted, where's your grade report? He
insisted on it.

MrS. COLLINS. Good.
Mr. PACE. And he followed us all year long, the whole season.

The baseball coach then was almost as big as Coach Gaines, so we
weren't going to cross him. His insistence was that we study, get
our books first and play baseball second, because he was not under
the pressure to produce future Major Leaguers.

But I think the big college programs, those coaches feel a lot of
that pressure. And I agree, there is probably some other Robert
Smiths out there who just haven't spoken up.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Adelman.
Mr. ADELMAN. We are all agreeing with each other. Let me add

to it. It is the minimum of 20 hours. It adds 10 hours of jogging,
bodybuilding, et cetera, for which you can take courses and get
credit while you are at it. It is travel, which is another 10 or 20
hours. And the games themselves. And by the time you add it upthe k'id is working a 60-hour week. When are they going to study?
And, if they come around to figuring out that they would like to
participate in the global economy, they are never going to get there
with a 60-hour-a-week sports job. So I would double Robert Smith's
scholarship for standing up for academics tomorrow.

Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. McMillen.
Mr. MCMILLEN. Thank you, Madam Chair. We have a vote.
Mr. Adelman, in listening to your testimony I was trying to dis-

cern some of the differences between your conclusions and some of
the General Accounting Offices' conclusions, and one of the areas
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that I didn't think that you differentiated, which the GAO study
did, was in the revenue-producing sports.

Mr. ADELMAN. Yes, I did. I am referring specifically to football
and basketball. I separated out everything else and I call them
minor sports.

Mr. MCMILLEN. In your view, what was the problem with the
GAO's methodology?

Mr. ADELMAN. I don't have a problem with it. Oh. In terms of
all right, here are the differences.

Mr. MCMILLEN. They came to a different conclusion.
Mr. ADELMAN. The differences between the studiesfirst, I give

people, the Department of Education in its longitudinal studies
gives people 12 years to finish college, and that is very important,
and very important when you look at the ways in which black stu-
dents in general, if you are talking black students' graduation
rates, go through college in this country. They tend to delay entry
to college and therefore it is going to take them longer. Do we care
more about how long it takes or the fact that people earn degrees?

Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, let me ask a question.
Mr. ADELMAN. If you wind up with a high percentage of people

earning degrees, I don't care how long it takes them.
Mr. MCMILLEN. How long does it take a black athlete to finish a

degree as opposed to a black non-athlete? What were the averages?
Mr. ADELMAN. I would tend to say that the blackmy guess

would beI would have to double check; it is a good question, and I
could hit the data on itthat the black athlete takes about a year
longer than the black non-athlete to finish. That is a guess, but I
could run some data for you on that.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Anecdotally, I know many, many athletes who I
have seen who have had to suddenly wake up and realize that it is
very, very difficult for them to survive in this modern world with-
out a degree, and so they have been forced to go back.

But one of the things that I think your study, I mean your con-
clusions really omit is that, you know, you somehowI mean you
make some comments like it is a small tail, this athletic issue, to
wag the huge dog of higher education in the United States. I mean
what is happeninglet me give you a pinpoint exactly what is hap-
pening and where the rubber meets the road on college campuses.
And, if that hadn't been sanctioned by the NCAA, they would have
had problems.

I go out and I talk to high school kids. Kids, for instance, don't
want to go to the University of Maryland because Maryland has
been scandalized by its sports problem. So what happens is those
kids say, "No, I don't want to go to the University of Maryland."
So, in essence, that asset the State has invested in, the Federal
Government has invested in is being depreciated by the fact that
the computer science program is not on the front pages, its out-
standing astronomy program is not on the front cages. Its athletic
program that has been scandalized is on the front page, and that is
why kids aren't going to school.

Now, what your study completely omits is how much economic
damage that is causing to this country. We are investing $25 billion
a year in higher education in this country. I have no idea what
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that is being depreciated by, by these kinds of examples occurring
in ourhalf the Division I schools are sanctioned.

Mr. ADELMAN. I am trying to follow what you just said, and I,
frankly, am having some difficulty with it. Because if a kid is not
going to the University of Maryland because of X, the student
could be going to another school.

Mr. MCMILLEN. That is right.
Mr. ADELMAN. All right? Which doesn't mean that the invest-

ment that we are making in that student is lost. It may mean that,
as in Maryland, the school might lose a promising student.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Yes, that is exactly right.
Mr. ADELMAN. But they may get them at another school.
Mr. MCMILLEN. It means that a lot of institutions who are striv-

ing to be, you know, outstanding institutions, who are putting
public investments in that, are finding their investment depreciat-
ed by, as you say, relatively de minimis issues. Well, they are not
de minimis, they are very ;mpor ant. And you completely miss that
when you say that this small tail is wagging this huge dog.

Mr. ADELMAN. OK, let's step back. I did not say that the institu-
tions are not important. My point is this: If the first questions we
ask about higher education are about varsity athletics, then a
small tail is wagging a big dog.

Mr. MCMILLEN. No one said that. First of all, no one said that.
That was your conclusion. What my conclusion is, is that when
athletic scandals are on the front pages of newspapers those uni-
versities are suffering. If you want to get anecdotal data, go out
and talk to high schools and ask them.

In the State of Maryland, I consider it a blight on my State when
my bright kids want to go out of State to school and they don't
want to stay in State, and that is because of the fact that a kid
might got a little bit extra money or some de minimis scandal, and
relative to the public investment in that university.

Mr. ADELMAN. That is right. But you see how that is wagging a
tail that it shouldn't wag?

Mr. MCMILLEN. The point is that we have got to clean up the
mess.

Mr. ADELMAN. Sure you do.
Mr. MCMILLEN. And it seems to me that somehow in your argu-

ment you said this is not important, let's move on. I think that is
not a fair characterization of the reason why we are having these
hearings and why this Congress feek like this is important to
higher education.

Mr. ADELMAN. Well, you and I have--
Mr. MCMILLEN. Differences of opinion.
Mr. ADELMAN. May we agree to disagree on the magnitude of

how important it really is?
Mr. MCMILLEN. No, I just wanted to offer that because I do think

it isbecause the second question, actually I have toI will go
after I finish this.

The second suggestion
Mrs. COLLINS. We are on the second set of bells, so I am going to

leave now and he is going to continue his questioning.
Mr. MCMILLEN [presiding]. I have got about 7 minutes.

2 2
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But let me just saydo you think that there is nothing wrongwith college sports and that reform efforts that we are doing, weare kind of wasting our time?
Mr. ADELMAN. No. I think there is a lot that is wrong with col-lege sports. What I am trying to say in this whole proposition isthat when we talk about this, first of all, let's use real data and notanecdotal rates, graduation rates of the UNLV men's basketball

team. That is not typical nationally. You have got 10 million col-
lege students in 3,400 institution!, out there. Let's talk about all of
them, and not just try to isolate this thing with extreme cases.

Mr. MCMILLEN. See, I think, you know, as they say, statistics canbe handled in many, many different ways and misinterpreted.
MT. ADELMAN. Sure it can.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I mean, what the graduation rates do is to tryand prodit is just like the airline statistics; I mean, Pan Am mayhave a legitimate reason why they are flying late. But the fact is itdoes prod the institution. The much bigger issue is what we arefailing to address here, and that is the fact that we have got thiscommercial juggernaut on your college campuses that is distorting

the mission of higher education. That is the big issue. That is thebig issue. Graduation rates are just a small part of that. And I co
concur with you that you can read into them anything you want.But the big issue is we have got to get this thing back into the
model of an educational institution, not a commercial enterprise.Mr. ADELMAN. We agree 100 percent, which is why I want the
first questions to be about education and not about athletics. Thatis what sends the right messages.

Mr. MCMILLEN. Well, I feel terrible that I have to run here be-cause I wanted to continue this engagement.
But you do think that reform is needed?
MT. ADELMAN. Absolutely.
Mr. MCMILLEN. You just felt that the statistics are misleading?
MT. ADELMAN. Yes.
Mr. MCMILLEN. I think that is a fair characterization.
Well, I think we will have to adjourn for a moment. I think weare going to have to adjourn the hearing because we are going tobe on the floor for a while longer.
So we appreciate all of you coming here today. I apologize forthis, but I think we are going to have several votes on the floor.But if you have any further comments we can include them in therecord.
[Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The following material was received for the record.]
"MODEST PROPOSAL" BY HENRY Louts GATES, JR., W.E.B. DUBOIS PROFESSOR OF

HUMANITIES, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Standing at the bar of the black VFW in Piedmont, West Virginia, I offered $5 toanyone who could tell me how many African-American professional athletes were atwork today?
There are 35 million African-Americans, 1 said. "Ten million" yelled one intrepidsoul, too far into his cups. "nu way more like 5011,000," said another. "You meanall professional sports, including golf and tennis, but not counting the brothers fromPuerto Rico?" Everyone laughed. "50,000 minimum." And so it went.Facts: There are 1,200 black professional athletes in the United States, of a totalof X athletes. There are ten times more black lawyers than black athletes. There
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are five times more black dentists than black athletes. There are tk times more
black doctors than black athletes.

But nobody believed these statistics in my local VFW, and few would believe them
if they weren't reading them in the pages of Sports Illustrated. And, despite these
statistics, African American youth believe that they have a much better chance of
becoming Magic Johnson or Michael Jordan than they do Kurt Schmoke or Dr. Ben-
jamin Carson. Each evening as I drove through a black neighborhood in Durham on
my way home, I couldn't help wondering what wottld happen if the kids dribbling
their basketballs down the street spend as much time in the library as on the
courts.

As a friend pointed out to me, an African American has as much chance of be-
coming a successful athlete as she or he does winning the lottery. The tragedy for
our people, however, is that few of us realize it.

Let me confess at the start that I love sports, especially its ritual aspects. Like
most black people my age, I was raised to revere the great black athletic heroes,
and never tired of listening to the legendary tales of triumph and defeat that, taken
together, amount to a collective black epic cycle akin to the Norse sagas or those of
the ancient Greeks: Louis and Schmelling; Satchel Pc/e's repertoire of pitches;
Jesse Owens' in your face performance in Hitler's '36 Olympics; Willie May's over-
the-head basket catch; Jackie Robinson's strength to endure the racist nickname,
"Blackie"these, and a thousand other tales comprise a collective African Ameri-
can narrative as grand as that of any mythic tradition. And when I "drop-in" on a
tournament, or overhear Monday morning coaches analyze the weekend's events in
ritual settings such as black barbershops, the telling of these legends--and the obvi-
ous importance they continue to bear within our cultureis a big part of my enjoy-
ment of watching African Americans triumph in sports.

Nevertheless, the blind pursuit of attainment in sports is having a devastating
effect on our people. Imbued with a belief that sports is our principal avenue to
fame and profitand, as importantlynourished by a system of team competition
that can corrupt even elementary studentsfar too many black kids treat basket-
ball courts and baseball diamonds as if they were an alternative school system. "OK
I flunked English. But I got an A+ in slam-dunking."

Mine is not the only hometown haunted by shadows of the would-be great ath-
letes, whose lives peaked by the age of 18, and whose dreams are of adolescent glo-
ries of an evening on a football field, not dreams on which to sustain a meaningful
future, "There goes Willy ... he almost made the Big Leagues". What a guy.

The failure of the schools to educate our young athletes only makes visible the
failure of our public schools to educate almost everyone. A recent survey of the
Philadelphia school system, for example, reveals that "more than half of all stu-
dents in the third, fifth and eighth grades cannot perform minimum math and lan-
guage tasks", while one in four middle school students fails each year. Far too often,
students with exceptional athletic promise are passed along year-to-year, for the
greater glory of a school's basketball team. Functionally illiterate by the 6th grade,
they never catch up. We should not be surprised to learn, then, that only itk) per-
centage of black athletes earn their college degrees. And some of these, to be blunt,
are of dubious quality. For every successful educated black professional athlete, who
can count the hundreds of thousands of the wounded and the dead.

Our society deifies our athletic heroes because of the enormously profitable busi-
ness that collegiate and professional sports have become. (When the University of
North Carolina recently commissioned a sculptor to create archetypes of its student
body. guess which ethnic group was selected to represent athletes?) While we cannot
resolve dri problems of our public schools. we must demand the strictest account-
ability for the education of our athletes, given their unrivaled status as role models
for the black community. A few suggestions:

Students with athletic promise should be monitored closely from elementary
school to break the chain of their mis-education. If their academic skills are defi-
cient, then their eligibility to play team sports disappears, as early, say, as the 6th
grade.

We should start e ith the premise that it is not the business of our colleges and
universities to be a conduit for professional sports. as if they were a collective minor
league and singular league. Oxford, Cambridge, and the Sorbonne are in the "busi-
ness" of producing scholars, not serving as farm teams for professional sports in
England and France. Because college is the minor league for the NBA, for example,
and, because the financial rewards for successful collegiate teams are so vast, the
system of finding and retaining athletes tends to be corrupted without constant vigi-
lance, whether by coaches, college presidents and deans, or even the athletes them-
selves.

214
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One solution to this aspect of the problem is to create minor league basketball

and football leagues. We could, thereby, remove this function from our colleges, and

remove a source of the corruptiOn of collegiate sports.
Rather than to penalize coaches merely for losing, v.e should judge a coach's

performance by the academic record of his and her athletes as well as by their won

and loss columns. Coaches, and their schools, should be rewarded financially in ac-

cordance to a special index comprised of team performance in the classroom and on

the playing field.
The uses to which the huge financial rewards that accrue to the most successful

college teams are put should be mandated to academic retention programs for ath-

letes: for special tutors, compensatory educational programs, learning skills aids,

etc., that would be geared toward the academic life of the athlete. Not only would

such program directly affect the attrition rate of athletes, but they would also take

away much of the motivation for breaking the rules, since the profits from sports

would be utilized to subsidize the scholarly half of the "student athlete."
Finally, successful professional athletes themselves should become more ac-

countable for the education of athletes to come. While many have done so, most

have shirked this social obligation. Earmarking small percentages of their incomes

to foundations such as the UNCF, making TV commercials for educational purposes

rather than just tennis shoes, completing their degrees before embarking upon their
professional athletic careers, letting school children know that becoming a lawyer, a
teacher, or a doctor does more good for our people than winning the World Series,

and forming productive liaisons with scholars to enable solutions to the many ills

that beset the black communitythese are merely a few modest proposals.
While many of these suggestions apply tc all bluk professionals, and not merely

to black athletes, athletes and entertainers are the most glamourized figures in our

society. Their rewards are enormousas they should bebut so must be their re-

sponsibilities. For one thing is clear: athletics has become the opiate of far too many

African Americans. Individual athletes come and go. Very seldom do they affect the

collective state of black America, except in symbolic terms, which is, of course, im-

portant. But until our colleges and schools stop viewing young blacks as inter-
changeable, expendable cannon fodder in the big business wars of so-called non-pro-

fessional sports, until training a student athlete's mind is only as important as
training his or her body, we will continue to perpetuate a system akin to that of the
Roman gladiator, sacrificing a class of people for the entertainment of the mob.
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11-1E NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
6201 College Boalevrti OverbnclEitk. Kama 66211.2422 Tekphone 913/339.1906

October 9, 1991

The Honorable Cardiss Collins, Chairwoman
Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection

and Competitiveness
2264 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-1307

Dear Chairwoan Collins:

At the September 12 hearing on athletics experiences of historically
black colleges and universities (118CUs), embers of the subcommittee
and several witn 00000 raised issues concerning NCAA policies that I
believe warrant further discussion. I am writing to you to provide
the subcommittee with information concerning those issues and to re-
quest that this letter be included in the record of the hearing.

1. The Revenue Distribution Plan for the NCAA Division / Men's
Basketball Championship.

/n 1989, a special NCAA advisory committee was appointed to re-
view recommendations submitted by the membership and develop a
plan for distributing the revenues generated by the tournament.
The plan is based on the following principles: ensuring that
the distribution of funds benefits the broadest possible seg-
ment of the membership; sharing the revenue equitably though
not equally among all member institutions, and tuking into con-
sideration the welfare of individual student-athletes.

In accordance with that plan. each Division I institution annu-
ally will receive $25,000 ($7.4 million total) for the enhance-
ment of academic support programs. An additional $3 million
(Needy Student-Athlete Fund) annually is allocated to assist
needy student-athletes with medical expenses, travel expenses
for family emergencies, the purchase of academic course sup-
plies, and the purchase of clothing and shoes. The Association
also annually spends $3.5 million to provide catastrophic in-surance for all student-athletes.

Of the $3 million allocated for the
Needy L.udent-Athlete Fund,

the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (HEAC) and the Southwestern
Athletic Conference (SWAC), two conferences whose 17 members
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The Honorable Cardiss Collins
October 9, 1991
Page No. 2

are all HBCUs, will receive a total of $162,332 and $184,209
respectively. This represents the largest sum allotted to any
Division I conference.

Of the tote distribution for 1990-91, the MAC received
$983,178 (an average of $109,242 per institution) and the SWAC
received $936,396 (an average of $117,050 per institution).

2. "Play-in" Requirement for the NCAA Division I Men's Basketball
Championship.

In 1992, the MEAC and the SWAC champions each will receive one
of the 30 automatic bids to the championship.

It also is important to note that in connection with the 1991
championship, the six play-in institutions (including represen-
tatives from the SWAC and the MEAC) received the same first-
round revenue allocation that was distributed to the 27 auto-
matic qualifiers and the 34 at-large bids.

3. College Football Television Broadcasts.

The plan by which the NCAA formerly negotiated football televi-
sion appearances by its members was declared illegal under the
Sherman Acc of 1984. Under prior contracts, the NCAA required
the netuorks to televise a minimum number of Division I-AA
games. hICUs were often featured in those telecasts. NCAA
members now make their own arrangements for televising of foot-
ball games. Since 1984, the Association has had no control
over which college football games are televised.

4. Thanksgiving Weekend "Penalty" for Football.

There was discussion at the hearing concerning a "penalty" im-
posed by the NCAA on HBCUs that played on Thanksgiving weekend.
There have been no sanctions imposed on any institution. Each
conference desiring automatic qualification in 1991 must iden-
tify its champions by November 23. Neither the MEAC nor the
SWAC elected to identify its champion per this NCAA regulation
in recent years. These conferences, therefore, do not receive
automatic qualification for the Division I-AA Football Champi-
onship. This has not precluded representatives from either
conference from receiving at-large berths in the championship.

A scheduling conflict was created for 1991 when the MAC and
the SWAC agreed to participate in the Heritage Bowl, which is
scheduled on the same weekend as the NCAA Division I-AA champi-
onship game. Since each of these games is played on the same
weekend, it is impossible for teams selected to play in the
Heritage Bowl also to compete in the Division I-AA champi-
onship.

2
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5. Competition between HBCUs and Traditional Small College Rivals.

One of the witnesses called on the NCAA to allow an exemption
in the rule that requires Division I institutions to have a
1100 percent Division I schedule" to permit HBCUs or any other
smaller institution to play traditional rivals. Division I-AA
institutions only are required to echedule more than 50 percent
of their games against Division I-A or Division I-AA members.
For Division I-A institutione, there is a 60 percent require-
ment. The remaining games may be scheduled against anyone the
institution desires to play.

I appreciate the responsib's manner in which the subcommittee has
addressed these important .ssuee. Please contact me if I can pro-
vide you with any further information,

Sincerely, /

Ri D. 6l

RDS:pjb

cc: Members of the Subcommittee on Commerce,
Consumer Protection and Competitiveness
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ABC RADIO NETWORKS
125 West End Avenue New York, New York 10023 (212) 887-5169

Hower(' WWI

September 12 1991

The Honorable Cardiss Collins
CV.woman, Subcommittee on
Commerce, Consumer Protection
and Competitiveness
Washington, D.C. 2051 5

Dear Chairwoman Collins:

At the outset I should like to express my appreciation for your Invitation to testify before your
committee on the subject of the NCAA control of intercollegiate athletes, and within that subject,
specific reference to the "student athlete."

Unfortunately as you know, my doctors have forbidden me to travel which explains why I could
not accept your kind invitation. I think you know that I have undergone a battle with cancer
and while my prospects for recovery seom to be excellent, travel is out of the question.

I do not think at this stage of my life that I have to detail my qualifications on the subject at
hand. The documentary that I produced entitled, Grambling College: 100 Yards to Victory,"
was an award winning show which focused on the "winningesr football coach in history, Eddie
Robinson, While I agree that the issue of student athletes is non-partisan and non-racial, this
hearing is centered upon historically black colleges and universities and the President is hosting
a White House Conference on Education which focuses on black colleges and universities.

Nonetheless these are points I should like to make:

1. I believe the question of the student athlete is non-partisan and non-racial. It transcends
these matters.

2. I believe the student athlete is not properly prepared for the life ahead.

3. I believe that his development of marketing skills for the life ahead Is at the very least
suspect.

4. I believe that the averages on graduation rates of the student athletes are deceptive.
Especially when It comes to the big money sports of football and basketball.

5. I believe that education should be the keynote with regard to student athlotes and while
it may not be presently relevant the University Athletic Association spearheaded by John
Brademas, former Congressman and President of New York University, takes the right tack.

6. I support the efforts of Senator Bill Bradley and Congressmen Tom McMillan, a member
of your subcommittee, with regard to efforts at Improving the lot of the student athlete.

7. I believe that your commitment with its greater emphasis on education is on the right
track and Is doing invaluable work, and I am proud to have had the opportunity to reflect my
views In general on the subject of the student athlete.

Sincerely,

40 144 r
Howard Cosell

51-624 ( 224 )
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